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nonprivileged foreign status (19 CFR 146.42)
is limited to 3.5 million square yards;
(3) Bauhaus must admit all foreign-origin
upholstery fabrics other than micro-denier
suede upholstery fabric finished with a
caustic soda solution to the zone under
domestic (duty-paid) status (19 CFR 146.43);
and,
(4) Bauhaus shall submit supplemental
annual report data for the purpose of
monitoring by the FTZ Staff.
Signed at Washington, DC, this 22nd day
of December 2008.
David M. Spooner,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import
Administration, Alternate Chairman, ForeignTrade Zones Board.
Attest:
Andrew McGilvray,
Executive Secretary.
[FR Doc. E8–31343 Filed 1–2–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–DS–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Foreign–Trade Zones Board
[Order No. 1599]

Approval of Manufacturing Authority
Within Foreign–Trade Zone 158,
Vicksburg/Jackson, MS, H.M. Richards,
Inc. (Upholstered Furniture)
Pursuant to its authority under the
Foreign–Trade Zones Act of June 18, 1934, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 81a–81u) (the Act), the
Foreign–Trade Zones Board (the Board)
adopts the following Order:

Whereas, the Greater Mississippi
Foreign–Trade Zone, Inc., grantee of
FTZ 158, has requested authority under
Section 400.28 (a)(2) of the Board’s
regulations on behalf of H.M. Richards
(Richards), to manufacture upholstered
furniture and related parts under FTZ
procedures within FTZ 158 Site 15 (FTZ
Docket 29–2007, filed 7–26–2007);
Whereas, notice inviting public
comment has been given in the Federal
Register (72 FR 43232, 8–3–2007);
Whereas, the Board adopts the
findings and recommendations of the
examiner’s report, and finds that the
requirements of the FTZ Act and the
Board’s regulations would be satisfied,
and that approval of the application
would be in the public interest if
approval were subject to certain
restrictions;
Now, therefore, the Board hereby
grants authority for the manufacture of
upholstered furniture and related parts
(upholstery seat covers) within FTZ 158
for H.M. Richards, Inc., as described in
the application and Federal Register
notice, subject to the Act and the
Board’s regulations, including Section
400.28, and further subject to the
following restrictions:
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1)the manufacturing authority shall
not commence earlier than January
2, 2009 and shall remain in effect
for a period of five years from the
later of January 2, 2009 or the date
of approval;
2)the annual volume of the foreign
micro–denier suede upholstery
fabric finished with a caustic soda
solution that Richards may admit to
the zone under nonprivileged
foreign status (19 CFR § 146.42) is
limited to 3.6 million square yards;
3)Richards must admit all foreign–
origin upholstery fabrics other than
micro–denier suede upholstery
fabric finished with a caustic soda
solution to the zone under domestic
(duty–paid) status (19 CFR
§ 146.43); and,
4)Richards shall submit supplemental
annual report data for the purpose
of monitoring by the FTZ Staff.
Signed at Washington, DC, this 22nd
day of December 2008.
David M. Spooner,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import
Administration, Alternate Chairman,
Foreign–Trade Zones Board.
Attest:
Andrew McGilvray,
Executive Secretary.
[FR Doc. E8–31359 Filed 1–2–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–DS–S

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Foreign–Trade Zones Board
[Order No. 1598]

Approval of Manufacturing Authority
Within Foreign–Trade Zone 158m
Vicksburg/Jackson, MS, Lane
Furniture Industries, Inc. (Upholstered
Furniture)
Pursuant to its authority under the
Foreign–Trade Zones Act of June 18, 1934, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 81a–81u) (the Act), the
Foreign–Trade Zones Board (the Board)
adopts the following Order:

Whereas, the Greater Mississippi
Foreign–Trade Zone, Inc., grantee of
FTZ 158, has requested authority under
Section 400.28 (a)(2) of the Board’s
regulations on behalf of Lane Furniture
Industries, Inc. (Lane), to manufacture
upholstered furniture and related parts
under FTZ procedures within FTZ 158
Sites 14 (Belden, MS), 16 (Saltillo, MS),
and 17 (Verona, MS) (FTZ Docket 28–
2007, filed 7–26–2007);
Whereas, notice inviting public
comment has been given in the Federal
Register (72 FR 43233, 8–3–2007);
Whereas, the Board adopts the
findings and recommendations of the
examiner’s report, and finds that the
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requirements of the FTZ Act and the
Board’s regulations would be satisfied,
and that approval of the application
would be in the public interest if
approval were subject to certain
restrictions;
Now, therefore, the Board hereby
grants authority for the manufacture of
upholstered furniture and related parts
(upholstery seat covers) within FTZ 158
for Lane Furniture Industries, Inc., as
described in the application and
Federal Register notice, subject to the
Act and the Board’s regulations,
including Section 400.28, and further
subject to the following restrictions:
1)the manufacturing authority shall
not commence earlier than January
2, 2009 and shall remain in effect
for a period of five years from the
later of January 2, 2009 or the date
of approval;
2)the annual volume of the foreign
micro–denier suede upholstery
fabric finished with a caustic soda
solution that Lane may admit to the
zone under nonprivileged foreign
status (19 CFR § 146.42) is limited
to 6.5 million square yards;
3)Lane must admit all foreign–origin
upholstery fabrics other than
micro–denier suede upholstery
fabric finished with a caustic soda
solution to the zone under domestic
(duty–paid) status (19 CFR
§ 146.43); and,
4)Lane shall submit supplemental
annual report data for the purpose
of monitoring by the FTZ Staff.
Signed at Washington, DC, this 22nd
day of December 2008.
David M. Spooner,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import
Administration, Alternate Chairman,
Foreign–Trade Zones Board.
Attest:
Andrew McGilvray,
Executive Secretary.
[FR Doc. E8–31360 Filed 1–2–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–DS–S

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Industry and Security
[Docket No. 0812221638–81639–01]

Request for Public Comments on the
Effects of Export Controls on
Decisions To Use or Not Use U.S.Origin Parts and Components in
Commercial Products and the Effects
of Such Decisions
AGENCY: Bureau of Industry and
Security, Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of inquiry.
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SUMMARY: The Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) is seeking public
comment on whether U.S. export
controls influence manufacturers’
decisions to use or not use U.S.-origin
parts and components in commercial
products and the effects of such
decisions. BIS is interested in obtaining
specific information about whether such
a practice occurs, and if so, its economic
effects in order to assess the
effectiveness of export controls as well
as the impact of export controls on the
U.S. economy.
DATES: Comments must be received no
later than February 19, 2009.
ADDRESSES: Comments may be
submitted via e-mail to
publiccomments@bis.doc.gov. Please
Refer to ‘‘Parts and Components
Inquiry’’ in the subject line. Comments
may also be sent to Parts and
Components Study, Office of
Technology Evaluation, Room 2705,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20230.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Jennifer Watts, Office of Technology
Evaluation, Bureau of Industry and
Security, telephone: 202–482–8343; fax:
202–482–5361; e-mail
jwatts@bis.doc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
Export controls imposed by various
agencies of the United States
government, including, but not limited
to, those imposed by BIS necessarily
have an impact outside the United
States. Certain U.S. export control
regulations impose license requirements
or other restrictions on commercial
items manufactured outside the United
States if those foreign-manufactured
items contain U.S.-origin parts and
components. BIS is seeking information
to help it assess the impact of U.S.
export controls on decisions by
manufacturers whether to use U.S.origin parts and components in their
commercial products and the impact of
such decisions on the effectiveness of
export controls, the strength of the
defense industrial base, employment in
the United States, the financial strength
of U.S. industry, and the ability of U.S.
industry to compete in the market.
Specific and quantitative data, from
U.S. persons, as well as foreign entities
and governments, will be particularly
helpful to BIS’s assessment, but other
types of information, including
anecdotal information, will be useful as
well. Quantitative data that is
aggregated to reflect the combined
experience of a group of companies or
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an industry segment also will be useful,
particularly if individual companies are
reluctant to provide company-specific
quantitative data.
Regardless of whether it is qualitative
or quantitative, if a comment asserts that
manufacturers have elected not to
include U.S.-origin parts and
components in a foreign-manufactured
commercial product because such
inclusion could subject the products to
U.S. export controls, the following kinds
of data would be useful to BIS’s
assessment:
• Any evidence or information about
the existence of advertising or marketing
efforts that use the absence of U.S.
origin components or exemption from
U.S. export controls as a selling point.
• Any information about possible
customer preferences for products that
do not contain U.S.-origin components,
and whether such preference may be
related to relevant U.S. export controls.
• Any information describing parts
and components that manufacturers
may elect not to use because of their
U.S. origin and any information
regarding the products into which such
parts and components are incorporated.
• Any information about sales lost by
U.S. suppliers to non-U.S. competitors.
• Any information about specific
commercial products that were designed
or modified to explicitly exclude U.S.
parts and components due to U.S.
export controls.
• Any information about decisions to
locate or relocate production facilities
outside the United States, including a
description of which items (including
relevant commodity classification
information, such as Export Control
Classification Number) would be
produced abroad.
• Any information about the possible
economic impact (e.g., employment,
outsourcing of specific expenditures
such as research and development) to
companies, industry segments or
communities of any decision not to use
U.S.-origin parts and components
because of U.S. export controls,
including any possible impact on the
ability to support specific defense
industrial base activities.
How To Comment
All comments must be in writing and
submitted to one of the addresses
indicated above. Comments must be
received by BIS no later than February
19, 2009. BIS may consider comments
received after that date if feasible to do
so, but such consideration can not be
assured. All comments submitted in
response to this notice will be made a
matter of public record, and will be
available for public inspection and
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copying. Anyone submitting business
confidential information should clearly
identify the business confidential
portion of the submission and also
provide a non-confidential submission
that can be placed in the public record.
BIS will seek to protect business
confidential information from public
disclosure to the extent permitted by
law.
Dated: December 24, 2008.
Christopher R. Wall,
Assistant Secretary for Export
Administration.
[FR Doc. E8–31233 Filed 1–2–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3501–33–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Administration
Antidumping or Countervailing Duty
Order, Finding, or Suspended
Investigation; Advance Notification of
Sunset Reviews
AGENCY: Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.

Background
Every five years, pursuant to section
751(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, the Department of Commerce
(‘‘the Department’’) and the
International Trade Commission
automatically initiate and conduct a
review to determine whether revocation
of a countervailing or antidumping duty
order or termination of an investigation
suspended under section 704 or 734
would be likely to lead to continuation
or recurrence of dumping or a
countervailable subsidy (as the case may
be) and of material injury.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Dana Mermelstein, AD/CVD Operations,
Import Administration, International
Trade Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, 14th Street & Constitution
Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20230;
telephone (202) 482–1391.
Upcoming Sunset Reviews for February
2009
There are no Sunset Reviews
scheduled for initiation in February
2009.
For information on the Department’s
procedures for the conduct of sunset
reviews, See 19 CFR 351.218. This
notice is not required by statute but is
published as a service to the
international trading community.
Guidance on methodological or
analytical issues relevant to the
Department’s conduct of Sunset
Reviews is set forth in the Department’s
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COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

sroberts on PROD1PC70 with NOTICES

Agenda and Notice of Public Meeting
of the Virginia Advisory Committee
and a Subcommittee of the District of
Columbia Advisory Committee
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
the provisions of the rules and
regulations of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights (Commission), and the
Federal Advisory Committee Act
(FACA) that a joint project planning
meeting of the Virginia Advisory
Committee and a subcommittee of the
District of Columbia Advisory
Committee will convene on Thursday,
March 5, 2009, from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting is to plan
future joint project activities.
The meeting will be conducted by
conference call and is available to the
public through the following call-in
number: (800) 516–9896, access code:
98105. Any interested member of the
public may call this number and listen
to the meeting. Callers can expect to
incur charges for calls over wireless
lines, and the Commission will not
refund any incurred charges. Callers
will incur no charge for calls using the
call-in number over land-line
connections. Persons with hearing
impairments may also follow the
proceedings by first calling the Federal
Relay Service at 1–800–977–8339 and
providing the Service with the
conference call number and the access
code.
To ensure that the Commission
secures an appropriate number of lines
for the public, persons are asked to
register by contacting Alfreda Greene,
Secretary of the Eastern Regional Office,
office number (202) 376–7533, TTY
(202) 376–8116, by 4 p.m., Tuesday,
March 3, 2009.
Members of the public are entitled to
submit written comments. The address
is Eastern Regional Office, 624 9th St.,
NW., Washington, DC 20425. Persons
wishing to submit their comments, or
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who desire additional information
should contact Alfreda Greene,
Secretary, at 202–376–7533 or by e-mail
to: agreene@usccr.gov.
Records generated from this meeting
may be inspected and reproduced at the
Eastern Regional Office, as they become
available, both before and after the
meeting. Persons interested in the work
of these advisory committees are
advised to go to the Commission’s Web
site, http://www.usccr.gov, or to contact
the Eastern Regional Office at the above
e-mail or street address.
The meeting will be conducted
pursuant to the rules and regulations of
the Commission and FACA.
Christopher Byrnes,
Chief, Regional Programs Coordination Unit.
[FR Doc. E9–3516 Filed 2–18–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6335–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Submission for OMB Review;
Comment Request
The Department of Commerce will
submit to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) for clearance the
following proposal for collection of
information under the provisions of the
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
Chapter 35).
Agency: National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Title: Application and Reports for
Registration as a Tanner or Agent.
Form Number(s): None.
OMB Approval Number: 0648–0179.
Type of Request: Regular submission.
Burden Hours: 112.
Number of Respondents: 54.
Average Hours per Response: 2 hours.
Needs and Uses: The Marine Mammal
Protection Act (MMPA) (16 U.S.C. 1361
et seq., Sections 1371, 1373, 1374 and
1379), mandates the protection and
conservation of marine mammals and
makes the taking, killing or serious
injury of marine mammals, except
under permit or exemption, a violation
of the Act. An exemption is provided for
Alaskan natives to take marine
mammals if the taking is for subsistence
or for creating and selling authentic
native articles of handicraft and
clothing. The possession of marine
mammals and marine mammal parts by
other than Alaskan natives is therefore
prohibited (exception, 50 CFR 216.26:
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beach found non-Endangered Species
Act (ESA) teeth or bones that have been
registered with National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS)). As native
handicrafts are allowed by the MMPA to
enter interstate commerce, an
exemption is also needed to allow nonnatives to handle the skins or other
marine mammal produce, whether to
tan the pinniped hide or to act as an
agent for the native to sell his handicraft
products.
Affected Public: Business or other forprofit organizations; State, local or tribal
government.
Frequency: Annually.
Respondent’s Obligation: Mandatory.
OMB Desk Officer: David Rostker,
(202) 395–3897.
Copies of the above information
collection proposal can be obtained by
calling or writing Diana Hynek,
Departmental Paperwork Clearance
Officer, (202) 482–0266, Department of
Commerce, Room 7845, 14th and
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington,
DC 20230 (or via the Internet at
dHynek@doc.gov).
Written comments and
recommendations for the proposed
information collection should be sent
within 30 days of publication of this
notice to David Rostker, OMB Desk
Officer, FAX number (202) 395–7285, or
David_Rostker@omb.eop.gov.
Dated: February 12, 2009.
Gwellnar Banks,
Management Analyst, Office of the Chief
Information Officer.
[FR Doc. E9–3457 Filed 2–18–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–22–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Industry and Security
[Docket No. 0812221638–9166–02]

Request for Public Comments on the
Effects of Export Controls on
Decisions To Use or Not Use U.S.Origin Parts and Components in
Commercial Products and the Effects
of Such Decisions
AGENCY: Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of Inquiry; extension of
comment period.
SUMMARY: This notice extends the
comment period for a notice of inquiry
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in which BIS requested comments on
the effects of export controls on
decisions to use or not use U.S.-origin
parts and components in commercial
products and the effects of such
decisions.
DATES: Comments must be received by
April 20, 2009.
ADDRESSES: Comments may be
submitted via e-mail to
publiccomments@bis.doc.gov. Please
Refer to ‘‘Parts and Components
Inquiry’’ in the subject line. Comments
may also be sent to Parts and
Components Study, Office of
Technology Evaluation, Room 2705,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20230.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Jennifer Watts, Office of Technology
Evaluation, Bureau of Industry and
Security, telephone: 202–482–8343; fax:
202–482–5361; e-mail
jwatts@bis.doc.gov.

The
Bureau of Industry and Security
published a notice of inquiry requesting
comments on the effects of export
controls on decisions to use or not use
U.S.-origin parts and components in
commercial products and the effects of
such decisions (74 FR 263, January 5,
2009). That notice set a due date of
February 19, 2009 for receipt of public
comments by BIS. BIS is now extending
the comment period to April 20, 2009 to
allow the public more time to comment.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Dated: February 13, 2009.
Matthew S. Borman,
Acting Assistant Secretary for Export
Administration.
[FR Doc. E9–3525 Filed 2–18–09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3501–33–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Administration
[A–552–801]

sroberts on PROD1PC70 with NOTICES

Certain Frozen Fish Fillets from the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam:
Rescission of Antidumping Duty
Changed Circumstances Review
AGENCY: Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
SUMMARY: On August 21, 2007, in
response to a request from an interested
party, the Department of Commerce
(‘‘Department’’) initiated a changed
circumstances review of the
antidumping duty order on certain
frozen fish fillets from Socialist
Republic of Vietnam (‘‘Vietnam’’). See
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Certain Frozen Fish Fillets from
Vietnam: Notice of Initiation and
Preliminary Results of Changed
Circumstances Review, 72 FR 46604
(August 21, 2007) (‘‘Initiation and
Preliminary Results’’). We are
rescinding the changed circumstances
review because we have initiated an
administrative review covering the firms
in question and intend to address any
considerations arising from the changed
circumstances review within the context
of the 2007/2008 administrative review
of this order.
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 19, 2009.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Javier Barrientos, AD/CVD Operations,
Office 9, Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th
Street and Constitution Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20230; telephone (202)
482–2243.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
On August 21, 2007, the Department
issued its initiation and preliminary
results. See Initiation and Preliminary
Results. As part of the Initiation and
Preliminary Results, the Department
invited interested parties to submit case
and rebuttal briefs, and provided parties
the opportunity to request a hearing. Id.
at 46606. On September 20, 2007, the
Catfish Farmers of America and
individual U.S. catfish processors
(collectively ‘‘Petitioners’’) submitted
their case brief. No other party
submitted briefs. On September 25,
2007, Vinh Hoan Co., Ltd./Corporation
(‘‘Vinh Hoan’’) submitted a rebuttal
brief. Based on parties’ comments in
their case and rebuttal briefs, the
Department issued Vinh Hoan a
questionnaire on February 13, 2008, and
received its response on February 29,
2008. Because the Department issued its
questionnaire subsequent to the briefing
schedule, we invited parties to comment
on Vinh Hoan’s February 29, 2008,
response. See Memo to the File, dated
May 16, 2008. On May 23, 2008, the
Department received a supplemental
brief from Petitioners. On May 28, 2008,
the Department received a rebuttal brief
from Vinh Hoan. Based on continuing
questions regarding affiliation issues,
the Department issued Vinh Hoan and
its affiliate a supplemental
questionnaire on September 11, 2008,
and received their response on
September 29, 2008.
On September 30, 2008, we initiated
the 2007/2008 administrative review on
certain frozen fish fillets from Vietnam.
See Initiation of Antidumping and
Countervailing Duty Administrative
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Reviews and Requests for Revocation in
Part, 73 FR 56795 (September 30, 2008).
On October 29, 2008, the Department
issued its respondent selection
memorandum, wherein Vinh Hoan was
selected as a mandatory respondent in
the 2007/2008 administrative review.
On November 3, 2008, the Department
issued Vinh Hoan its initial
administrative review questionnaire,
including questions regarding its
affiliations. On November 24, 2008,
December 10, 2008, and December 23,
2008, the Department received Vinh
Hoan’s and its affiliate’s Section A,
Section C, and Section D questionnaire
responses.
Scope of the Order
The product covered by the order is
frozen fish fillets, including regular,
shank, and strip fillets and portions
thereof, whether or not breaded or
marinated, of the species Pangasius
Bocourti, Pangasius Hypophthalmus
(also known as Pangasius Pangasius),
and Pangasius Micronemus. Frozen fish
fillets are lengthwise cuts of whole fish.
The fillet products covered by the scope
include boneless fillets with the belly
flap intact (‘‘regular’’ fillets), boneless
fillets with the belly flap removed
(‘‘shank’’ fillets), boneless shank fillets
cut into strips (‘‘fillet strips/finger’’),
which include fillets cut into strips,
chunks, blocks, skewers, or any other
shape. Specifically excluded from the
scope are frozen whole fish (whether or
not dressed), frozen steaks, and frozen
belly–flap nuggets. Frozen whole
dressed fish are deheaded, skinned, and
eviscerated. Steaks are bone–in, cross–
section cuts of dressed fish. Nuggets are
the belly–flaps. The subject
merchandise will be hereinafter referred
to as frozen ‘‘basa’’ and ‘‘tra’’ fillets,
which are the Vietnamese common
names for these species of fish. These
products are classifiable under tariff
article codes 1604.19.4000,
1604.19.5000, 0305.59.4000,
0304.29.6033 (Frozen Fish Fillets of the
species Pangasius including basa and
tra) of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
of the United States (‘‘HTSUS’’).1 The
order covers all frozen fish fillets
meeting the above specification,
regardless of tariff classification.
Although the HTSUS subheadings are
provided for convenience and customs
1 Until July 1, 2004, these products were
classifiable under tariff article codes 0304.20.60.30
(Frozen Catfish Fillets), 0304.20.60.96 (Frozen Fish
Fillets, NESOI), 0304.20.60.43 (Frozen Freshwater
Fish Fillets) and 0304.20.60.57 (Frozen Sole Fillets)
of the HTSUS. Until February 1, 2007, these
products were classifiable under tariff article code
0304.20.60.33 (Frozen Fish Fillets of the species
Pangasius including basa and tra) of the HTSUS.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Brinley Salzmann" cb.salzmann@the-dma.org.uk>
cpubliccomments@bis.doc.gov~
1/7/2009 9:45:22 AM
Parts and Components Inquiry

Dear Sir,

With regard to the request for public comment on whether U.S. export
controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use or not use
U.S.-origin parts and components in commercial products and the effects
of such decisions, please see the attached survey results, in powerpoint
presentation format (plus the questionnaire, itself) that we compiled
from a survey of our Members some two+ years' ago. The Export Group for
Aerospace & Defence (EGAD) is a UK-based lnduslry grouping specialising
in export control matters, with some 255 individual members from 155 UK
companies, and this survey represented a sample snapshot of our Members'
(and their customers') attitudes towards sourcing controlled technology
from the USA.

As a response, we drafted a press release, headed:

"Many UK Companies, and their International Customers, are now adopting
a "Buy American Last" Policy

The results of a recent survey of UK Industry by the Export Group for
Aerospace & Defence (EGAD) has revealed a disturbing trend for American
companies. Increasingly, British companies, including even the UK-based
divisions of US-owned companies, are now apparently adopting an
unofficial and unstated "Buy American Last' policy due to unsatisfactory
experiences with US export control bureaucracy. Their experience of
dealing with US export licensing is increasingly affecting their
willingness, and that of their national and international commercial and
Government customers, to use the USA as a source of suppliers and
sub-contractors. Some 55.8% of Industry respondees to the survey
indicated that this was impacting adversely on the attractiveness of US
suppliers.

One EGAD Member company reported that:
"We are now actively telling our procurement staff to avoid using
US-sourced components wherever possible in view of the resulting burden
of compliance and record-keeping.""

I hope that this may assist you in your endeavours.

Regards,
Brinley Salzmann
Secretary, Export Group for Aerospace & Defence (EGAD)
C/ODMA
Marlborough House
Headley Road
Gravshott
~indhead
Surrev GU26 6LG
el: G 4 2 8 602622
Mobile: 07717 173670 [PLEASE NOTE NEW MOBILE PHONE NUMBER]
Fax: 01428 602628
E-Mail: b.salzmann@the-dma,org.uk cmailto:b.salzmann@the-dma.org.uk>
(work) or brinlev.salzmann@ntlworld.com (home)

This information is being circulated purely for the benefit of UK
Industry, and is not intended for further dissemination to other
companies, individuals or business interests outside of the UK. If any
addressees do seek to disseminate this information to any non-UK
parties, they must ensure that they have all necessary trade control
licences in place for any business that may be conducted as a result, in
line with their statutow leaal requirements under the UK's Trade in
Goods (Control) order 2603, and the Trade in Controlled Goods (Embargoed
Destinations)
Order 2004. Anvone with anv aueries on this should contact
~
~
the Export cbntrol organisation at the ~ e p a i m e nfor
t Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (Tel: +44 (0)20 7215 8070; e-mail:
LU3.eca@berr,gsi,gov.uk cblocked::mailto:LU3.eca@berr.gsi.g0v.uk ). The
DMA accepts no legal responsibility for any actions resulting in
prosecutions arising from a failure to obtain necessary trade control
licences from the British Government.
~~

~

~

The information contained in this e-mail and any subsequent
correspondence is ntenueo only for the personor entity to which it is
adaressea and lnav conta n conf dential and/or ~ r i leaed
v
materlal If
you are not the intended recipient the retention.'dissehination,
distribution, copying or taking of any action of this e-mail message is
strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail message in error,
please contact me immediately by telephone on +44 (0) 1428 602622 or by
e-mail at b.salzmann@ cmailto:b.salzmann@the-dma.org.uk> the-dma.0rg.uk
and delete the material from any computer.
Registered Office: DMA, Marlborough House, Headley Road, Grayshott,
Surrey GU26 6LG Tel: +44 (0)1428 607788
Reg.No. 1264602 England

Dear Sir,
With regard to the request for public comment on whether U.S. export controls influence manufacturers'
decisions t o use or not use U.S.-origin parts and components i n commercial products and the effects of such
decisions, please see the attached survey results, in powerpoint presentation format (plus the questionnaire,
itself) that we compiled from a survey of our Members some two+ years' ago. The Export Group for Aerospace &
Defence (EGAD) i s a UK-based industry grouping specialising in export control matters, with some 255 individual
members from 155 UK companies, and this survey represented a sample snapshot of our Members' (and their
customers') attitudes towards sourcing controlled technology from the USA.
As a response, we drafted a press release, headed:
r
Customers.re
"Many UK C o m ~ a n i e m d t h e i International
--

now adopting a '&A&caUUb!icy

The results of a recent survey of UK Industry by the Export Group for Aerospace Et Defence (EGAD) has revealed
a disturbing trend for American companies. Increasingly, British companies, including even the UK-based
divisions of US-owned companies, are now apparently adopting an unofficial and unstated "Buy American Last"
policy due to unsatisfactory experiences with US export control bureaucracy. Their experience of dealing with
US export licensing is increasingly affecting their willingness, and that of their national and international
commercial and Government customers, to use the USA as a source of suppliers and sub-contractors. Some
55.8% of Industry respondees to the survey indicated that this was impacting adversely on the attractiveness of
US suppliers.
One EGAD Member company reported that:
"We are now actively telling our procurement staff to avoid using US-sourced components wherever possible
i n view of the resulting burden of compliance and record-keeping. ""

i hope that this may assist you i n your endeavours.
Regards,
Brinley Salzmann
Secretary, Export Group for Aerospace i
3 Defence (EGAD)
C/ODMA
Marlborough House
Headley Road
Grayshott
Hindhead
Surrey GU26 6LG
Tel: 01428 602622
Mobile: 07717 173670 [PLEASENOTENEWOBlLEPHONENUMBER]
Fax: 01428 602628
-~
E-Mail: b.,.salma.nn~@the-dma..orgLuk(work) or b r i n l e y . ~ a L ~ m a i ~ n @ n t l i ~ ~ r (home)
!dd.~C~m
URL: ww\y,e$ad .,. orgcuh
~~~~

~~~

This information is being circulated purely for the benefit of UK Industry, and i s not intended for further
dissemination to other companies, individuals or business interests outside of the UK. If any addressees do seek
to disseminate this information to any non-UK parties, they must ensure that they have all necessary trade
control licences i n place for any business that may be conducted as a result, i n line with their statutory legal
requirements under the UK's Trade in Goods (Control) Order 2003, and the Trade in Controlled Goods
(Embargoed Destinations) Order 2004. Anyone with any queries on this should contact the Export Control
Organisation a t the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (Tel: t44 (0)20 7215 8070; email: LU3,.eca@~~e.~r,g~i.govLuh),
The DMA accepts no legal responsibility for any actions resulting i n
prosecutions arising from a failure to obtain necessary trade control licences from the British Government.
The information contained in this e-mail and any subsequent correspondence i s intended only for the person or
entity to which it i s addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the
intended recipient the retention, dissemination, distribution, copying or taking of any action of this e-mail

message is strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail message i n error, please contact me immediately by
and delete the material from
telephone on +44 (0) 1428 602622 or by e-mail at b,saLzmann@th.e-dma,.a~:g.~uk
any computer.
Registered Office: D M , Marlborough House, Headley Road, Grayshott, Surrey GU26 6LG Tel: +44 (0)1428
607788
Reg.No. 1264602 England

EXPORT GROUP FOR AEROSPACE & DEFENCE

Survev of Practical Experience of Dealing with US Export Controls

Please return by Frtdavi 8th ithay 2QQ6
Please complete and return by email or fax,this
Brinley Salzmann at the DMA
Email:
Fax: 01428 602628

to:

Note: all inputs will be treated with total anonymity
Please Deletellndicate and Comment as Appropriate
1. How significant (on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating nil or negligible and 5
indicating very considerable) are your company's business dealings with the USA:
a) as a market for your products/services
b) as a source for suppliers and sub-contractors
and, on the same scale, how familiar are you with the US export control system
Comments:
2. Since late-2004 has there been any noticeable improvement in your experience in the
Yes IN o
time taken to process US export licences?
Comments (including any indication of current turnaround timescales being
experienced):

3. Is your experience in dealing with US export licensing in any way affecting your
willingness to do business with the USA, or the attraction of the USA to your company:
Yes INo
a) as a market for your productslservices
Yes I No
b) as a source for suppliers and sub-contractors
Comments:
4. Is experience with the US export control system affecting your commercial or
Government customers' willingness for you to use US technology/suppliers? Yes INo
Comments:
5. Any other Comments, or examples of practical experiences:

Company Name (Entirely Optional):

~ ~ E G A D
Um,YDI"IO.*-WtLU(I.F

To subinit your own comments,
contact:
Urinley S a l z m a ~ ~ ~ ~
Tel: +44 (0)1428 602622
Fax: i 4 4 (0)1428 602628
URL: www.thc-d1i1a.0rg.uk
E-Mail: b.salz~nann@thc-d1na.org.11k

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/9/2009 6:55:08 PM
Fwd: US Export controls affecting non US compnies

Please see the fol ow ng ao.ail.onal comments submitted bv Brnlev Salzmann (Secretary, Exoort G
-p.ace
& Defe.n.cn] in response lo ~ a n . u 5.a2009
~ reaues!for cotnlnents
concerning the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use
U.S.-origin products, parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Brinley Salzmann" cb.salzmann@the-dma.ora.uk>02/09/09 6:50 AM >>>
Dear Sir,

With regard to our evidence (sent to you of 7th January 2009), in
response to the request for public comment on whether U.S. export
controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use or not use
U.S.-origin parts and components in commercial products and the effects
of such decisions, please see below some additional, further comments
from our Members, who have very real practical experience of both ITAR
and EAR.

A response needs to be placed in context. All Wassenaar Members and
adherents have controls on exports of military and dual-use goods. What
d sl.ngu shes J S controls 1s tne assLmpllon of exlraterrltorla
~r~soicttoli
on LS-or aln tems/tecnnoloq~esano the~rre-transfer and
ie-export L K n d ~ s t has
k repealeoly tiaoe it clear to oJr Government
that extraterr 1orial;tv, .IXT). 1s obiectionable on aro-nos 00th of
principle and practice, even thdugh UK XT controls apply only to UK
persons in a limited range of 'trade' (ie brokering) transactions, and
not, as under US law, to all controlled items exported from the US.

XT is objectionable in principle because it makes the same act committed
by the same person in the same place subject to 2 different
jurisdictions. This is clearly contrary to natural justice. It is bad
enough when one jurisdiction regards as criminal an act which is legal
in the other. It is worse when compliance with the law in one
jurisdiction requires breach of the law in the other. This is not a mere
hypothetical case. Export control staffs in Europe face this situation
every day when compliance with US law on internal transfers (the deemed
export rule), which requires discrimination on grounds of nationality,
requires breach of national and EU law, which bans discrimination on
grounds of nationality.

Remarkaoly. Ine L S even asserts jdrisd ct on over matters tola ly w th n
the otscret on of fore an aovernments in the context of ITAR124 16, the
Department of State Elaims the right to consider country of birth or
origin in addition to citizenship when 'determining nationality' see 72

m

FR 71785. The determination of nationality is and must be, of course,
entirely a matter for the country concerned.

XT is objectionable in practice because the difficulty of collecting
evidence and comweilina
- the .wresence of witnesses makes the brinninn of
successful prosecutions very problematic. Even supporters of XT export
control leaislation acceat that the number of such orosecutions is small
- only one(under ~ u t c jurisdiction)
h
has been drawn to our attention.
While XT legislation may have certain merits in terms of a 'feel good'
factor for legislators and in terms of constraining the travel options
of perpetrators, ineffective and ineffectual implementation means that
it is of limited adeauacv as a deterrent, affectina mainlv those
companies commiitedio compliance with the law in the countries in which
they operate, whilst leaving deliberate illicit diverters largely
untouched

To non-US companies the burden of compliance with lTARlEAR is
substantial in two main areas. The first is in straightfoward
compliance costs within the business. in order to ensure that controlled
items are transferred to or accessed onlv bv authorised ~ e r s o n s l
nationalities, requires comprehensive markjng, tracking and
record-keeoina of controlled items. couwled with thorouah trainina and
a ~ a r e n e s s ' ~ r ~ g r a m mAe srecent'indebendent
.
audit O ~ ~ T A
cotipliance
R
noted that the practice of treating controlled items as if they were
classified represented best practice. No calculation has been made of
the resulting extra costs, but these are clearly significant.

The second main burden, and that of primary interest to the BIS, is
that of compliance with re-export and re-transfer controls. The effect
of these controls is that components (above the de minimis limit in
the case of CCL items, of any value in the case of USML) place
re-transfer restrictions on the items into which they are incorporated.
This affects the flexibility both of the supplier and of the customer.

The main customer of most UK companies in the Defence Industry is our
own Ministry of Defence. The UK MODhas begun to regard with increasing
suspicion the impact of US export controls, which is seen to affect its
freedom to use, support and re-sell its equipment as it wishes. For the
last 2 years a defence contractual condition (DEFCON) has been in place
requiring suppliers to list items in their offering subject to export
controls, a measure clearly directed at the United States. Furthermore,
the UK MODhas gone on record as rqecting foreign claims to XT
jurisdiction in the UK (while, in practice, complying with their
conditions) and refusing to sign DSP-83s on the same grounds.

So far as many UK companies are concerned, it is not their policy to

impose restrictions on the acquisition of US origin components. It is,
however, frequently their policy to require commercial and procurement
staffs to consider the costs and penalties of sourcing components from
the US; more than once, this has led to decisions to give preference to
non-US sources of supply.

The incorporation as original equipment of US engines and avionics into
fleets of commercial aircraft (for instance) has laced restrictions on
the operations of UK firms oier and above tho$e that would be imposed by
L K government contro s. even though the aircraH in quest on were
desaned and manufact-red in the LK. It s d ffc-it to be ieve that 'f
companies were fully aware at the time of the implications of sourcing
these comaonents from the US. serious consideration would not have been
given to aliernatives from alternate suppliers.

This example illustrates a wider point. Compliance is not a static
matter. It is the perception of Industry that over the last decade, and
particularly since 911, the rigour with which US export controls have
been interpreted has been considerably increased, even if, at least for
USML items, denial rates have remained very low (in the 1% region).
Swinaeina
- fines and a safetv first mentalitv has resulted in a more
burdensome application of iissentially thesame regulations. 'Mission
creed in the definitions of a 'defense service' and of 'brokerina'
" are
currently cases in point.

-

As a result, understanding of the implications of US controls in the
larger UK companies has also been considerably enhanced, though the
consequence, lroncal y, has oeen tnat the pr.ce of compl ance nas
become a matter of much more act ve constderatlon in these cornpan es
Conversely, however, their experience of dealing with subcontractors and
acauisitions indicates that knowledae of exuort control com~liance
rehirements in Industry generally decidedly patchy. consequently,
and, agaln ronlca ly, II 1s poss~oe to conc ude tnat part of lne
reason wnv s ~ c controls
h
have c a ~ s e dno more d ~ fcc.ity
f
than they have
is becausethey are, it must be stressed through ignorance ratherthan
design, in practice far from fully implemented in companies involved
with US origin components.

I hope that this additional input may assist you in your endeavours.

Regards,

Brinley Salzmann

Secretary, Export Group for Aerospace & Defence (EGAD)
C/ODMA
Marlborough House
Headley Road
Grayshott
Hindhead
Surrey GU26 6LG
Tel: 01428 602622
Mobile: 07717 173670 [PLEASE NOTE NEW MOBILE PHONE NUMBER]
Fax: 01428 602628
E-Mail: b.salzmann@the-dma.ora.uk <mailto:b.saIzmann@.the-dma.ora.uk>
(work) or brinlev.salzmann@ntIworld.com
<mailto:brinlev.salzmann@ntlworld.com> (home)
URL: www.eaad.orq.uk chtt~://www.eaad.orq.uk/>

This information is being circulated purely for the benefit of UK
Industry, and is not intended for further dissemination to other
companies, individuals or business interests outside of the UK. If any
addressees do seek to disseminate this information to any non-UK
parties, they must ensure that they have all necessary trade control
licences in place for any business that may be conducted as a result, in
line with their statutory legal requirements under the UK's Trade in
Goods (Control) Order 2003, and the Trade in Controlled Goods (Embargoed
Destinations) Order 2004. Anyone with any queries on this should contact
the Export Control Organisation at the Department for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (Tel: +44 (0)20 7215 8070; e-mail:
LU3.eca@berr.asi.qov.uk cblocked::mailto:LU3.eca@berr.asi.qov.uk ). The
DMA accepts no legal responsibility for any actions resulting in
prosecutions arising from a failure to obtain necessary trade control
licences from the British Government.
The information contained in this e-mail and any subsequent
correspondence is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If
you are not the intended recipient the retention, dissemination,
distribution, copying or taking of any action of this e-mail message is
strictlv urohibited. If vou received this e-mail message in error,
plea.&e'conract me mmeoiate y oy te epnone on -44 (0) 1428 602622 or by
e-mail at b.sa zniann@the-dma o r a . ~ <
<ma1to osazmann@the-oma orq uk>
and oe ele the materia from any computer
Registered Office: DMA, Marlborough House, Headley Road, Grayshott,
Surrey GU26 6LG Tel: +44 (0)1428 607788

Reg.No. 1264602 England
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To:
Date:
Subject:
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RPD PubllcComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/9/2009 6:55:08 PM
Fwd: US Export controls affecting non US compnles

Please see the lollowing ~ r l o n a l f S e c r e t a r vExwort
. Grouw
tor Aeros~ace8. Defence -- J.K.1 In fesponse to 81S's J a n u a ~5.2009, reaLest for COmmenlS
concerning the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' declslons to use or not to use U.9:
origin products, parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Brlniey Saizmann" <~.salzmann@fhe.dma.ora.ulp 02/09/09 6 5 0 AM >ss
Dear Sir,

With regard to our evidence (sent to you of 7th January 2009), in
response to the request for pubilo comment on whether U.S. export
controis Influence manufacturers' declslons to use or not use
US.-origin parts and oomponents in commercial products and the effects
of such declslons, please see below some additional, further comments
from our Members, who have very real practlcal experience of both ITAR
and EAR.

A response needs to be placed in context. All Wassenaar Members and
adherents have controis on exports of military and dual-use goods. What
dlstingulshes US controls is the assumptlon of extraterrltorlai
jurisdiction on US-orlgln ltems/technologles and their re-transfer and
re-export. UK Industry has repeatedly made it clear to our Government
that extraterrltorlallty (XT) Is objectionable on grounds both of
prinolple and practice, even though UK XT controls apply only to UK
persons In a limlted range of 'trade' (le brokerlng) transaotlons, and
not, as under US law, to all controlled Items exported from the US.

XT is objectionable in principle because It makes the same act committed
by the same person In the same place subject to 2 dlfferent
jurlsdictlons. Thls is clearly contrary to natural justice. it Is bad
enough when one jurisdlctlon regards as crlmlnal an act which is legal
in the other. It is worse when cornpllance with the law in one
jurisdiction requires breach of the law In the other. Thls Is not a mere
hypothetical case. Export control staffs In Europe face this situation
every day when cornpllance with US law on Internal transfers (the deemed
export rule), which requires dlscrlmlnatlon on grounds of nationality,
requires breach of natlonal and EU law, whlch bans dlscrimlnation on
grounds of natlonality.

Remarkably, the US even asserts jurisdlctlon over matters totally within
the discretion of foreign governments. In the context of ITAR124.16, the
Department of State clalrns the right to consider country of birth or
origin in addition to citizenship when 'determining nationality' see 72

PaF

'1

FR 71785. The determination of nationality is and must be, of course,
entirely a matter for the country concerned.

XT is objectionable in practice because the difficulty of collecting
evidence and compelling the presence of wltnesses makes the bringing of
successful prosecutions vely problematic. Even supporters of XT export
control legislation accept that the number of such proseoutions Is small
only one (under Dutch Jurisdictlon) has been drawn to our attention.
While XT legislation may have cettaln merits in terms of a 'feel good'
factor for legislators and in terms of constraining the travel options
of perpetrators, ineffective and Ineffectual implementation means that
it is of llmited adequacy as a deterrent, affecting mainly those
companies committed to compliance with the law in the countries in which
they operate, whilst leaving deliberate illiclt diverters largely
untouched.

-

To nonqUS companies the burden of compliance with ITAR/EAR is
substantial in two main areas. The first is in straightforward
compilance costs within the business. in order to ensure that controlled
items are transferred to or accessed only by authorised persons1
nationailties, requlree comprehensive marking, tracking and
record.keeping of controlled items, coupled with thorougii trainlng and
awareness programmes. A recent independent audit of ITAR compliance
noted that the practice of treatlng controlled items as if they were
classified represented best practice. No calculation has been made of
the resulting extra costs, but these are clearly slgnlfioant.

The second main burden, and that of primary Interest to the BIS, is
that of compliance with re-export and re-transfer controls. The effect
of these controls is that components (above the de minimls limit in
the case of CCL items, of any value in the case of USML) place
re-transfer restrictions on the items into which they are incorporated.
This affects the flexibility both of the supplier and of the customer.

The main customer of most UK companies In the Defence industry is our
own Ministry of Defence. The UK MOD has begun to regard with increasing
suspicion the impact of US export controls, which is seen to affeot its
freedom to use, support and re-sell its equipment as It wishes. For the
last 2 years a defence contractual condition (DEFCON) has been In place
requiring suppliers to list items in their offering sublect to export
controls, a measure clearly directed at the United States. Furthermore,
the UK MODhas gone on record as rejecting foreign claims to XT
Jurlsdlciion in the UK (whlle, in practice, compiylng with their
conditions) and refuslng to slgn DSP-83s on the same grounds.

So far as many UK companies are concerned, it is not their policy to

...

~

~
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(JENNIFER WATTS - Fwd: US Expor! controls alfectlng non L S compnles

-

Impose restrictions on the acqulsltion of US orlgin components. It Is,
however, frequently their pollcy to require commerclai and procurement
staffs to consider the costs and penalties of sourclng components from
the US; more than once, thls has led to decisions to give preference to
non-US sources of supply.

The Incorporation as original equipment of US englnes and avionics Into
fleets of commercial aircraft (for Instance) has placed restrictions on
the operations of UK firms over and above those that would be imposed by
UK government controls, even though the aircraft in questlon were
designed and manufactured in the UK. It is difficult to believe that if
companies were fully aware at the time of the implications of sourcing
these components from the US, serious consideration would not have been
given to alternatives from alternate suppliers.

This example illustrates a wider point. Compliance is not a static
matter. It is the perception of lndustry that over the last decade, and
particularly slnce 911, the rlgour with which US export controls have
been interpreted has been considerably increased, even if, at least for
USML items, denlal rates have remained very low (in the 1% region).
Swlngeing flnes and a safety first mentality has resulted in a more
burdensome application of essentlaily the same regulations. 'Mission
creep' in the definitions of a 'defense service' and of 'brokerlng' are
currently cases In point.

As a result, understanding of the implications of US controls in the
larger UK companies has also been considerably enhanced, though the
consequence, lronlcaily, has been that the prlce of compliance has
become a matter of much more active consideration in these companies.
Conversely, however, their experience of dealing with subcontractors and
acquisltlons Indicates that knowledge of export control compliance
requirements in lndustry generally is decidedly patchy. Consequently,
and, again Ironically, it is possible to conclude that part of the
reason why such controls have caused no more difficulty than they have
Is because they are, it must be stressed through ignorance rather than
deslgn, In practice far from fully Implemented in companies Involved
wlth US origin components.

I hope that thls additional Input may asslst you In your endeavours.

Regards,

Briniey Salzmann

-

- - -
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Secretary, Export Group for Aerospace & Defence (EGAD)
c/o DMA
Marlborough House
Headley Road
Grayshott
Hlndhead
Surrey GU26 6LG
Tel: 01428 602622
Mobile: 07717 173670 [PLEASE NOTE NEW MOBILE PHONE NUMBER]
Fax: 01428 602628
<~aIlo:b.salzmann@Ihe-dma.ota.u<>
E-Mail: a.saizmann@tne-oma.cra.~&
(work) or
<maiilo:br n ev.sa~zmann@nl.worid.coln>(home)

This information is being circulated purely for the benefit of UK
Industry, and is not intended for further dissemination to other
companies, individuals or business interests outslde of the UK. If any
addressees do seek to disseminate this information to any non-UK
parties, they must ensure that they have ail necessary trade control
licences in place for any business that may be conducted as a result, in
line with their statutory legal requirements under the UK's Trade in
Goods (Control) Order 2003, and the Trade in Controlled Goods (Embargoed
Destinations) Order 2004. Anyone with any queries on this should contact
the Export Control Organisation at the Department for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (Tel: +44 (0)20 7215 8070; e-mail:
LU3.eca@berr.asi.aov.uk
7-<
)).The
DMA accepts no legal responsibility for any actions resulting in
prosecutions arising from a failure to cblaln necessary trade control
licences from the British Government.
The information contained in this e-mail and any subsequent
correspondence is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confldentlal andlor privileged material. If
you are not the intended recipient the retention, dissemination,
distributlcn, copying or taking of any action of this e-mail message Is
strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mall message in error,
please contact me immediately by telephone on +44 (0) 1428 602622 or by
e-mail at b.saizmann@the-dma.cra.uk ~mailtc:b.salzmann@the-dma.ora.uk>
and delete the material from any computer.
Registered Oflice: DMA, Marlborough House, Headley Road, Grayshott,
Surrey GU26 6LG Tei: +44 (0)1428 607788
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Brinley Salzmann" <b.salzmann@the-dma.org.uk>
~publiccomments@bis.doc.gov~
21912009 6:55:15 AM
Further Evidence for the Parts and Components Inquiry

Dear Sir,

With regard to our evidence (sent to you of 7th January 2009), in
response to the request for public comment on whether U.S. export
controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use or not use
US.-origin parts and components in commercial products and the effects
of such decisions, please see below some additional, further comments
from our Members, who have very real practical experience of both ITAR
and EAR,

A response needs to be placed in context. All Wassenaar Members and
adherents have controls on exports of military and dual-use goods. What
distinguishes US controls is the assumption of extraterritorial
jurisdiction on US-origin itemsltechnologies and their re-transfer and
re-export. UK Industry has repeatedly made it clear to our Government
that extraterritoriality (XT) is objectionable on grounds both of
principle and practice, even though U K X T controls apply only to UK
persons in a limited range of 'trade' (ie brokering) transactions, and
not, as under US law, to all controlled items exported from the US.

XT is objectionable in principle because it makes the same act committed
by the same person in the same place subject to 2 different
jurisdictions. This is clearly contrary to natural justice. It is bad
enough when one jurisdiction regards as criminal an act which is legal
in the other. It is worse when compliance with the law in one
jurisdiction requires breach of the law in the other. This is not a mere
hypothetical case. Export control staffs in Europe face this situation
every day when compliance with US law on internal transfers (the deemed
export rule), which requires discrimination on grounds of nationality,
requires breach of national and EU law, which bans discrimination on
grounds of nationality.

Remarkably, the US even asserts jurisdiction over matters totally within
the discretion of foreign governments. In the context of ITAR124.16, the
Department of State claims the right to consider country of birth or
origin in addition to citizenship when 'determining nationality' see 72
FR 71785. The determination of nationality is and must be, of course,
entirely a matter for the country concerned.

XT is objectionable in practice because the difficulty of collecting
evidence and compelling the presence of witnesses makes the bringing of

successful prosecutions very problematic. Even supporters of XT export
control legislation accept that the number of such prosecutions is small
- only one (under Dutch jurisdiction) has been drawn to our attention.
While XT legislation may have certain merits in terms of a 'feel good'
factor for legislators and in terms of constraining the travel options
of perpetrators, ineffective and ineffectual implementation means that
it is of limited adequacy as a deterrent, affecting mainly those
companies committed to compliance with the law in the countries in which
they operate, whilst leaving deliberate illicit diverters largely
untouched.

To non-US companies the burden of compliance with ITARIEAR is
substantial in two main areas. The first is in straightforward
compliance costs within the business. In order to ensure that controlled
items are transferred to or accessed only by authorised persons1
nationalities, requires comprehensive marking, tracking and
record-keeping of controlled items, coupled with thorough training and
awareness programmes. A recent independent audit of ITAR compliance
noted that the practice of treating controlled items as if they were
classified represented best practice. No calculation has been made of
the resulting extra costs, but these are clearly significant.

The second main burden, and that of primary interest to the BIS, is
that of compliance with re-export and re-transfer controls. The effect
of these controls is that components (above the de minimis limit in
the case of CCL items, of any value in the case of USML) place
re-transfer restrictions on the items into which they are incorporated.
This affects the flexibility both of the supplier and of the customer.

The main customer of most UK companies in the Defence Industry is our
own Ministry of Defence. The UK MOD has begun to regard with increasing
suspicion the impact of US export controls, which is seen to affect its
freedom to use, support and re-sell its equipment as it wishes. For the
last 2 years a defence contractual condition (DEFCON) has been in place
requiring suppliers to list items in their offering subject to export
controls, a measure clearly directed at the United States. Furthermore,
the UK MOD has gone on record as rejecting foreign claims to XT
jurisdiction in the UK (while, in practice, complying with their
conditions) and refusing to sign DSP-83s on the same grounds.

So far as many UK companies are concerned, it is not their policy to
impose restrictions on the acquisition of US origin components. It is,
however, frequently their policy to require commercial and procurement
staffs to consider the costs and penalties of sourcing components from
the US; more than once, this has led to decisions to give preference to
non-US sources of supply.

The incorporation as original equipment of US engines and avionics into
fleets of commercial aircraft (for instance) has placed restrictions on
the operations of UK firms over and above those that would be imposed by
UK government controls, even though the aircraft in question were
designed and manufactured in the UK. It is difficult to believe that if
companies were fully aware at the time of the implications of sourcing
these components from the US, serious consideration would not have been
given to alternatives from alternate suppliers.

This example illustrates a wider point. Compliance is not a static
matter. It is the perception of lndustry that over the last decade, and
particularly since 91 1, the rigour with which US export controls have
been interpreted has been considerably increased, even if, at least for
USML items, denial rates have remained very low (in the 1% region).
Swingeing fines and a safety first mentality has resulted in a more
burdensome application of essentially the same regulations. 'Mission
creep' in the definitions of a 'defense service' and of 'brokering' are
currently cases in point.

As a result, understanding of the implications of US controls in the
larger UK companies has also been considerably enhanced, though the
consequence, ironically, has been that the price of compliance has
become a matter of much more active consideration in these companies.
Conversely, however, their experience of dealing with subcontractors and
acquisitions indicates that knowledge of export control compliance
requirements in lndustry generally is decidedly patchy. Consequently,
and, again ironically, it is possible to conclude that part of the
reason why such controls have caused no more difficulty than they have
is because they are, it must be stressed through ignorance rather than
design, in practice far from fully implemented in companies involved
with US origin components.

I hope that this additional input may assist you in your endeavours.

Regards,

Brinley Salzmann
Secretary, Export Group for Aerospace & Defence (EGAD)
C/ODMA
Marlborough House
Headley Road

Grayshott
Hindhead
Surrey GU26 6LG
Tel: 01428 602622
Mobile: 07717 173670 [PLEASE NOTE NEW MOBILE PHONE NUMBER]
Fax: 01428 602628
E-Mail: b.salzmann@the-dma.org.uh<mailto:b.salzmann@the-dma.org.uk>
(work) or brinley.salzmann@ntlworld.com
~mailto:brinley.salzmann@ntlworld.com~(home)
URL: www.egad,org.uk <http:llwww.egad.org.uk/>

This information is being circulated purely for the benefit of UK
Industry and is not intended for further dissemination to other
companies, individuals or business interests outside of the UK. If any
addressees do seek to disseminate this information to any non-UK
parties, they must ensure that they have all necessary trade control
licences in place for any business that may be conducted as a result, in
line with their statutory legal requirements under the UK's Trade in
Goods (Control) Order 2003, and the Trade in Controlled Goods (Embargoed
Destinations) Order 2004. Anyone with any queries on this should contact
the Export Control Organisation at the Department for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (Tel: +44 (0)20 7215 8070; e-mail:
LU3,eca@berr.gsi,gov.uk ~blocked::mailto:LU3.eca@berr.gsi.gov.uk). The
DMA accepts no legal responsibility for any actions resulting in
prosecutions arising from a failure to obtain necessary trade control
licences from the British Government.
The information contained in this e-mail and any subsequent
correspondence is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential andlor privileged material. If
you are not the intended recipient the retention, dissemination,
distribution, copying or taking of any action of this e-mail message is
strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail message in error,
please contact me immediately by telephone on +44 (0) 1428 602622 or by
e-mail at b.salzmann@the-dma,org.uk <mailto:b,salzmann@the-dma.org.uk>
and delete the material from any computer.
Registered Office: DMA, Marlborough House, Headley Road, Grayshott,
Surrey GU26 6LG Tel: +44 (0)1428 607788
Reg.No. 1264602 England

>>> "Brinley Salzmannn <b.salzmann@the-dma.org.uk> 02/11/09 11:45 AM >>>
Dear Sir,
With regard to our evidence (sent to you of 7th January 2009 and 9th
February 2009), in response to the request for public comment on whether
U.S. export controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use or not
use U.S.-origin parts and components in commercial products and the
effects of such decisions, please see below some additional, further
comments from one of our Members, who have very real practical
experience of dealing with a number of companies across the World.

As a company largely engaged in the international movement of both ITAR
and EAR equipment we are frequently exposed to the constraints and
difficulties faced by US exporters considering the effect of movements
of material out of the USA. Likewise, we are exposed to the frustration
of UK/EU and firms of other nationalities in dealing effectively with
the re-transfer demands of both.
In the former case, US exporters are obliged to demand comprehensive
detail of the entire supply chain that is anticipated in the movement of
the exported parts. This may involve a number of different entities,
beginning perhaps with an overarching JV between the US company and a UK
counterpart and trickling down to a variety of sub-contractors and
service providers. Theoretically, all of these parties may need to be
identified and controlled under TAA or license.
In the latter case, that of UK/EU firms, they are often hamstrung for
similar reasons. International defence and aerospace companies are
global these days, with the effect that a UK firm, for example, may wish
to buy from another UK firm who themselves are constrained by ITAR
re-transfer controls.
In our experience, the effect of the legislation on personnel at UK/EU
firms is :

*
Management of UK/EU firms are understandably frustrated to be
unable to conduct business within their own country and with other UK
firms on account of extra-territorial US legislation (which also has no
time limitation).
*
Compliance staff, who in all but the largest firms tend to be
lower level management with poor access to ITAR/EAR training and
support, face daily challenges in trying to facilitate Business
Development or Contracts goals while maintaining ITAR/EAR control.
The effect on overall cost within the supply chain is significant. For
example, if Company A ( a US exporter) wishes to export under a license,
it is not cost effective for them to process an order for one or two
items and minimum orders are set. This increases the cost to the
foreign buyer not only in terms of quantity but also shipping and

handling costs, etc. The foreign buyer may need a certain quantity for
their own purposes, but they may also intend to sell to others so again,
the quantity ordered increases.
Once the parts are received, they pass
into stock and must be maintained in a state to ensure that parts,
authorised by ITAR to the foreign buyer only or possibly others on
license or TAA, are not diverted to others. This increases warehouse,
personnel and IT costs.
Finally, as the foreign buyer may not be
completely knowledgeable about ITAR and the time taken to obtain
licenses etc . . . or even if his original US seller will assist, he orders
significantly more parts than is necessary to ensure no breakdown in
manufacturing schedules.
These are just a few examples. Overall, these demands are completely
counter to 21st Century supply chain activity.
Putting the two together . . . .i.e, frustrated UK firms, compliance staff
under commercial pressure and counterintuitive supply chain demands, can
lead either to avoidance of US product or more frequently, poor
compliance. A culture of poor compliance is precisely the highly
fertile environment in which real criminals and proliferators operate.
I hope that this yet further additional input may assist you in your
endeavours.

Regards,

Brinley Salzmann
Secretary, Export Group for Aerospace

&

Defence (EGAD)

C/O DMA
Marlborough House
Headley Road
Grayshott
Hindhead
Surrey GU26 6LG
Tel: 01420 602622
Mobile: 07717 173670 [PLEASE NOTE NEW MOBILE PHONE NUMBER]
Fax: 01428 602628
E-Mail: b.salzmann@the-dma,org.uk
<blocked::mailto:b.salzmann@the-drna.org.uk>

(work) or

brinley.salzmann@ntlworld.com
<blocked::mailto:brinley.salzmann@ntlworld.com> (home)
URL: www.egad.orq.uk <blocked::http://www.egad.org.uk/>

This information is being circulated purely for the benefit of UK
Industry, and is not intended for further dissemination to other
companies, individuals or business interests outside of the UK. If any
addressees do seek to disseminate this information to any non-UK
parties, they must ensure that they have all necessary trade control
licences in place for any business that may be conducted as a result, in
line with their statutory legal requirements under the UK's Trade in
Goods (Control) Order 2003, and the Trade in Controlled Goods (Embargoed
Destinations) Order 2004. Anyone with any queries on this should contact
the Export Control Organisation at the Department for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (Tel: t44 (0)20 7215 8070; e-mail:
LU3.eca@berr.gsi.g0v.uk
<blocked::blocked::mailto:LU3.eca@berr.gsi.gov.uk> ) . The DMA accepts no
legal responsibility for any actions resulting in prosecutions arising
from a failure to obtain necessary trade control licences from the
British Government.
The information contained in this e-mail and any subsequent
correspondence is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If
you are not the intended recipient the retention, dissemination,
distribution, copying or taking of any action of this e-mail message is
strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail message in error,
please contact me immediately by telephone on t44 (0) 1428 602622 or by
e-mail at b.salzmann@the-drna.orq.uk
<blocked::mailto:b.salzmann@the-drna,org.uk and delete the material
from any computer.

Registered Office: DMA, Marlborough House, Headley Road, Grayshott,
Surrey GU26 6LG Tel: 144 (0)1428 607788
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From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

WILLIAM ARVlN
WATTS, JENNIFER
1/8/2009 9:35:39 AM
Fwd: Impact of US Export Controls

>>> HILLARY HESS 1/8/2009 9:05 AM >>>
FYI...
>>> $(BA a@0 ~Aoi.Tamotsu~a~.MitsubishiElectric.co.
1/8/2009 1 2 : l l AM >>>
To: Ms. Hillaty Hess, Director, Regulatory Policy Division, BIS
Fr: Tamotsu Aoi, Export Control Department, Mitsubishi Electric Corp.

Dear Hillary-san,
We have noted that BIS is now asking US exporters in its Federal
Register whether foreign manufacturers avoid using US-origin components
in their products because of extrateritorial application of US export
controls.
Is oJr unoerstanoing correct that our cont nued efforts tnro.tgh the
organ zaqt on C STEC have now started p r o d ~ cng some pos.tlve effects?
Or was tn~smove started for some cotnp ete y olfferent reasons'
Looking forward to your response,
Best regards,
Tamotsu Aoi
Corporate Exoport Control Division
Mitsblshi Electric Corporation

25% M Street. N W

PATTON BOGGSu

Washington. DC 2W31- 1350
202-451-6000

L l I O R W t ' l S A1 L A W

Facsimile 202.457.6315
mpallonboggs.com

Ilnniel li.Waltr
202.457-5651

January 16,2009

d~v~lra@~nttai~b~~~.~~~m

Via Mail & 0-Mail
Jennifer Watts
IJarts and Components Study
Office of Technology Evaluation
Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Pent~sylvaniaAve., NW
Washington, DC 20230
Re:

Parts and Components Inquiry

Dear Ms. Watts:
I have enclosed a copy of the submission of our client, NoblePeak Vision Corporation,
responding to the January 5 Federal Register Notice in which the Burcau of Industry and Security
solicited information about the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to
use or not use US.-oiigin products, parts or components. Should you have questions or require
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

4999558
Wasl,ingtonOC

I

NottllernVi,ginia

1

NewJersey
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NewYork
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NoblePeak Vision Corp

Via Mail & E-Mail
Jennifer Watts
Parts and Components Study
Office of Technology Evaluation
Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20230

Re: Paits and Components Inquiry

Dear Ms. Watts:
NoblePeak Vision Corporation (NoblePeak) welcomes this oppomulity to submit a comment in
response to the Federal Register notice published on January 5,2009 by the Bureau of Industty and
Secudty PIS) soliciting information about the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons'
decisions to use or not use U.S.-origin products, parts or components. As explained below, as a
result of an inter-agency disagreement about the export status of our night vision camera, all of our
export license applications have been on hold since May 24,2008. We now have 4 license
applications pending. Under these circumstances, we have stopped pursuing.intemationa1sales.
Thus, potential foreign customers are denied even the threshold opportuniy to decide whether they
might want to buy our camera. Instead, because of U.S. export controls, they are necessarily forced
to buy comparable cameras manufactured by our for+ competitors. Moreover, we understand
that our situation is not unique. We are aware of other U.S. manufacturers of night vision cameras
who axe similarly unable to obtain export licenses. The net effect of the current inter-agency
impasse is thus to deny U.S. manufacturers any ability to market or sell their products outside of the
U.S. This setves only to weaken U.S. companies while strengthening their foreigfi competitors. We
explain our product and the background s ~ o u n d i n the
g current regulatory impasse below.
NoblePeak has developed an image sensor that has a broad spectral response and can sense light
&om the visible spectrum into the neat infrared and short wave infrared spectnun. This germanium
sensor is built on a silicon substrate. Thus, in manufactahg a camera based on this sensor,
NoblePeak can use the same manufactuniog ini?astnacture available to fabricate computers, cell
phones and other mass-produced products. As a result, NoblePeak anticipates bringing to market a
night vision camera at one tenth the cost of competing products. This low cost opens a wide set of
commercial opportunities in uses ranging from automotive to medical to s u m a c e . On its face
then, the NoblePeak camera would plainly appear to be a "dual use" product subject to the Export
Administration Regulations (EL4R).

500 EDGEWATER DRIVE, WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
P 1781) 224-9740

NoblePeak Vision Corp

In June, 2007, NoblePeak received &omBIS a commodity classitication classifying the camera under
ECCN 6A003B.4.a.' It then submitted an application to BIS for an export license authorizing
shipment of a prototype camera to JVC in Japan. That first prototype had a relatively small sensor
(128 x 128). The case was elevated to the Operating Committee where the Depmtment of Defense
(DoD) voted against granting the license, but was outvoted. DoD then appealed the case to the
ACEP. After the vote at the Opera* Committee, but before the case was considered at ACEP,
the Defense Technology Security Administtation (DTSA) prepared and submitted to the Directorate
of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) a request for a commodity jutisdiction (CJ)for the camera,
asseaing that the camera is a defense article, subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR). At the ACEP meeting, DoD again voted against granting the license, but was the only
agency to do so. The requested license was therefore issued.
In Febiuary, 2008, NoblePeak submitted an application for a license authothe export to Bosch
in Germany of a prototype camera with a larger sensor C14Q x 576). Exactly the same scenario
unfolded in connection with that application: DoD was outvoted at the Operating Committee,
DTSA iiled a CJ request before the case was considered at the ACEP, DoD was the lone agency to
vote against license issuance at the ACEP, and the requested license was issued.
DoD now takes the position that no further BIS export licenses can be issued until the CJ reviews
are completed. The CJ reviews themselves, however, are going nowhere. As a result, NoblePeak
has had numerous export license applications pending for months. The k s t was submitted in
Febnuuy, 2008 and thus has been pen*
for over 11 months. All of these pending applications
are effectively frozen.
The CJ requests prepared by DTSA are inaccurate and misleading. We have, in cortespondence,
identifled those inaccuracies and have repeatedly requested an o p p o d t y to meet with DDTC
and/or DTSA to address them. To date, however, we have been unable to obtain such a meeting.
Copies of our letters and e-mails and the responses we have received are attached to this submission
as Exhibits A-G.They include greater detail and provide some sense of our frustration, both with
the process and with the present outcome (stalemate).
As a matter of law, NoblePeak objects to the standard8 that DTSA and DDTC appear to be
prepared to adopt in assthat the NoblePeak camera can be characterized as a defense article
subject to the ITAR. NoblePeak also objects to the process adopted by DoD in which DTSA
prepares and submits to DDTC a CJ request in an apparent effort to stymie the issuance of export
licenses. As a matter of policy, NoblePeak believes that subjecting commercjal night vision products
to ITAR regulation will ultimately prove counter to the United States nationalinterests.
Finally, NoblePeak objects to the situation presently, in which its pending export licenses languish.
There are companies outside the United States that have developed cameras with capabilities that are
similar to the NoblePeak camera. We have attached information about some of these foreign
1 CCATS Number G056354. A s a result of this classitifation, an export license from BIS is required as a
condition of export to all co&s
except Canada.

500 EDGEWATER DRIVE, WAKEFIELD. MA 01880
P (781) 224-9740
F (781) 224-9747

NoblePeak Vision Corp

competitors and the cameras they have developed as Exhibit H. These companies do not confront
the need to obtain individual export licenses or the delays in obtaining requited export licenses that
NoblePeak does. As a result, potential foreign customers of the NoblePeak camera are instead
opting to buy comparable products from our foreign competitors. Those non-U.S. companies will
therefore obtain the sales, the revenue and the growth that result from Noblepeak's inability to
compete internationally.
Clearly, with respect to our night vision camera, and also with respect to night vision cameras
manufactured by other U.S. manufacturers, current U.S. export conttols are dysfunctionaL The two
BIS export licenses we have received were laden with provisos which rendered them as restdctive as
licenses issued by DDTC under the ITAR. As noted above, given the classijication of our camera
under ECCN 6A003, an export license from BIS is required as a condidon of exporting our camera
to evety countty other than Canada. Why then should DoD, DTSA and DDTC insist that the
cameras be licensed by DDTC under the ITAR rather than BIS under the EAR? As a commercial
matter,we are aware that foreign customers ate disinclined to buy products from the U.S. if they are
subject to the ITAR and require licensing by DDTC. Indeed, our dismbutor in Japan sent us a letter
stating as much. (Copy attached as Exhibit I). Thus,the prospect of export licensing by DDTC
clearly could drive potential foreign customers to choose cameras manufactured by our foreign
competitors rather than ours. More fundamentally, however, as noted above, given the piesent
inter-agency impasse and the resulting inability to issue to us any export licenses, potential fofeign
customers can not even entertain the threshold question of whether they would be interested in
buying our camera.
We appreciate the oppoaunity to provide our views. If you have questions or require additional
information please do not hesitate to contact Daniel Waltz of Patton B o w LLP. He is our outside
counsel assisting us with export licensing matters and can be reached by telephone at (202) 457-561
or by email at dwaltz@pattonboggs.com

President & CEO

500 EDGEWATER DRIVE. WAKEFIELD. MA 01880
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1 6/12/08 1 Letter from Macnica, Inc., NoblcPcak's Japanesedistributor

EXHIBIT A

2550 M Streel. N W

PAIIOW BOGGSLp

Washington, DC 20037.i350
202-457.6000

AIIORHtYS A1 L A W

Facsimile 202.457.6315
wpallonboggs.com

Daniel E.Wdtz

April 16,2008

202-457.5651
dnnltz@pnonboggs.com

VIA E-MAIL &MAIL
Beth McCormick
Deputy Undersecretaryof Defense,
Technology Security Policy
&National Disclosure Policy
Defense Technology Security Administration
2850 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22314
Re:

NoblePeakVision Corporation - TriWavem Camera, CJ 352-07

Dear Ms. McCormick
We were recently retained by NoblePeak Vision Corporation (NoblePeak) to assist with respect
to export licensing issues. Noblepeak, located in Wakefield, Massachusetts, has developed the
~ r i ~ a v eCame;,
"
which incorpo&s a germanium-based CMOS imager that has a broad
spectral response and can sense light beyond the visible spectrum into the near infrared and short
wave infrared spectrum ' h e TnWavem Camera was not developed for a military application.
Nothing about it has been designed, modified or adapted for a military use. Rather, it was
conceived and designed for a variety of commercial applications including medical, automotive
and perimeter security.
Last June, NoblePeak applied to the Depattment of Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) for a commodity classification for its TnWavee" Camera with a 128x128 my. ?he
requested classification was issued June 15,2007 and classified the camera under ECCN
6A003B.4.k1
NobkPeak later received an order for this same TnWavee" Camera from the Victor Companyof
Japan, Ltd. UVC) and applied to BIS for a license authorizing the shipment of the ordered
camera to JVC We understand that that license application was the subject of some interagency
dispute and that, as a result, it was referred to the Operating Committee. When the Operating
Committee voted in favor of granting the requested license, the Depattment of Defense appealed
and the case was therefore referred to the Advisory Committee on Export Policy (ACEP). As
1

W a s h i n g t o n OC

1

CZATS Number: GO56354 (copy attached as Appendix A).
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Beth M. McCormick
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Page 2
you know, ACEP includes representatives of several federal agencies, including the Departments
of State, Defense and Commerce. Representatives who serve on the ACEP have the rank of
Assistant Secretary or equivalent. The ACEP met, considered the pending export license
application, and voted to approve it. The export license was issued to NoblePeak on January 10,
2008 accordingly? NoblePeak informedJVCin Japan of the license conditions and shipped the
licensed camera to JVC in Februaty.
In short, the issue of whether NoblePeak's TnWave" Camera is subject to the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) or the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) has
been fully vetted in an interagencyprocess that involved both the Depmments of State and
Defense at a high level. That issue has now been resolved. I was thus surprised to learn that,
while that interagencypmcess was pending, the Depamnent of Defense drafted a request for a
commodity jurisdiction with respect to NoblePeak's TnWave" Camera and submitted it to the
State Depamnent's Directorate of Defense Trade Cantrols (DDTC) for adjudication.

strikes me as both unnecessary and highly irregular. Since the issue was already being
considered in an established interagency process, why would the Department of Defense initiate
a second, parallel process? Moreover, we are not aware that an agency or company other than a
manufacturer of a product may submit a request to DDTC for a commodity jurisdiction. If such
a rule is adopted, the consequences could be pernicious. Would this mean, for example, that
NoblePeak could request of DDTC that it make a commodity jurisdiction with respect to a
competitor's products?
'&s

BIS faxed to us last week a copy of the request for commodity jurisdiction that it had received
fmm DDTC for comment (CJ Request). A copy of that fax is attached hereto as Appendix C.
The CJ Request itself is a four page letter signed by you. Its first page bears a stamp indicating
that it was received on October 26.2007. That date is suikine for at least two reasons. First, as
noted above, at that t i e the issue bf the proper regulatoryjukdiction over NoblePeak's
TriWave" Camera was alreadvoending before another estabhhed intera~encvforumSecond,
DDTC asked NoblePeak's coGsel lastu~ovember1 to prepare a request for acommodity
jurisdiction and to submit it by November 8. NoblePeak's outside counsel prepared a request for
a commodity jurisdiction and submitted it to DDTC on November 7 as requested.
As the company that designed and now manufactures the TriWavem Camera, it seems obvious
that NoblePeak is the most authoritative source of accurate information regarding the Camera
itself. Although the request for a commodityjurisdiction submitted by NoblePeak's counsel was
prepared in a compressed timeframe, it contained accurate information that is critical to a proper
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Expoit License D381036 (copy attached as Appendix B).
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understanding of the Camera's development, and thus to a proper determination with respect to
expon licensing jurisdiction.
office is riddled with inaccuracies and
In contrast, the CJRequest submitted by
misstatements. Most importantly, the CJ Request baldly asserts that "the TnWave" Camera core
based on the TriWavem FPA has been specifically configured for a military application." ?his
statement is flatlvwrone:as was clearly demonstrated in the materials provided by NoblePeak's
counsel to DDTC %
-characterizaiion is also critical to the questi&n of whethkr or not the
TnWave" Camera is properly considered a defense article.
The CJ Request we received from BIS did include as an attachment three slides apparentlytaken
from a NoblePeakpresentation. Even these few pages clearly contradict the incorrect assertion
in the CJ Request that the TriWavem Camera was specifjcallydesigned for a military application.
Thus, the very title of the presentation is "Night Vision for Main Street." The second page
summarizes the markets being targeted by NoblePeak, noting that the TiiWavem Camem
provides "night vision capabilityat a price feasible for commercial security" and that the camera
r
not currentlypractical such as remote parking lots, outdoor areas where
can m o ~ t oareas
lighting is considered a nuisance to neighbors and areas with large perimeters. The third slide
notes that the TnWave" Camera will be available at less than one tenth of the price of other
currently available options. Everything about these three slides thus screams commercial
application.
The CJ Request also notes that NoblePeak sought military funding for the design and
development of the TnWavee" Clmera, then states that the "Depanment of Defense interprets
this to mean that the TnWavem Camera core is also designed and developed for a military
application." This "interpretation" is unwarranted and inconsistent with the facts. NoblePeak
did apply on several occasions for Department of Defense funding, but all of its requests were
rejected. NoblePeak has instead received funding exclusivelyfrom commercial companies. Its
TriWavem' Camera was likewise designed for commercial applications and has been delivered
predominantly to customers who ordered it for evaluation in connection with potential
commercial applications.
The question of whether NoblePeak's TnWavem Camera should be subject to the EAR or the
ITAR has been raised to a high level in an established interagencyprocess and has now been
resolved. The CJ Request prepared by your office that is presently undergoing review is
inaccurate and misleading. Under these circumstances we submit that the CJ Request should be
withdrawn.
NoblePeak recognizes that there are significant sensitivities relating to night vision cameras and
technology, and is perfectlywilling to meet and discuss with all relevant agencies the products it
has under development, their capabilities, and which of them may appropriately be considered

Beth M. McCormick
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defense articles. This dialogue is appropriate with respect to new and more powerful products,
however, not the TnWave" Camera that has already been subject to high level interagency
review.

I will call your office in the coming claysto discuss this matter with you. In the meantime, if you
would like to contact me, please do not hesitate to call me at (202) 457-5651or to send me an
email at d w a ~ ~ ~ a t t o n b o ~ ~ s . c o m .
Very truly yours,

W&
Daniel E. W & Z ~
cc:

Clifford King
Mike Decelle
Mario Mancuso
Matt Borman
Brian Nilsson
Frank Ruggiero
Robes Kovac
Mary Ann Rashid
Gregory Tarr
Chris Cosranzo
John Varesi
Jim Thompson
John Goodrich
Jeffery David

EXHIBIT B

DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
2800 DEFENSE PENTAGON
WASHINGTON, D.C.20301.2800

Mr. Daniel E. Waltz
Patton Boggs LLP
Attorneys at Law
2550 M Street, N W
Washington, DC 20037-1350

MAY 2

2w8

Dear Mr. Waltz:

I am responding to your recent letter dated April 16,.2008,regarding
Commodity Jurisdiction (CJ) case CJ-352-07 on behalf of the Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Technology Security Policy and National Disclosure
Policy and Director of the Defense Technology Security Administration. Your
request that the Department of Defense (DoD) withdraw its CJ submission is
based on several misunderstandings of the commodity jurisdiction process within
the U.S.Government.

The Arms Export Control Act (AECA) authorizes the President to create the
U.S. Munitions List (USML) and establish the necessary regulations to control
exports of "defense articles," which are items identified by the USML. The
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), 22 C.F.R. part 120.2 states that
the items controlled under the USML shall be designated by the Secretary of State
with the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense. The ITAR outlines the policy to
be used in determining commodityjurisdiction in 22 C.F.R. 120.3 and the
procedures to be used in making such determination in 22 C.F.R. 120.4.
The Defense Teohnology Security Administration @TSA) is the DoD Field
Activity responsible for implementing DoD technology security policies. As part
of that duty, DTSAmakes recommendations to the Departments of State and
Commerce on the national security implications relating to the export of dual-use
and defense trade related technologies, goods, and services. A vital national
security responsibility involved in that mission is ensuring that commodities
subjectto export license requirements are adjudicated via the appropriate licensing
authority. In the Department of Commerce licensing process, DoD not only has
the responsibility to review the license for national security concerns, but also to
raise commodity jurisdiction questions to the appropriate regulatory authority
resulting from our national security analysis. Based on the significant technical
capabilities of the Noblepeak TriWare Camera, DTSA fulfilled that requirement
by raising the question of the camera's export licensing via the Department of

Commerce to the attention of the Department of State for jurisdictional review.
Such a review and determination can only be carried out under the authority of the
Department of State as described in the ITAR. Under this process, the
Departments of Defense and Commerce play important consultative roles,
The processes initiated by your client's submission of a license to the
Department of Commerce, and their request for a CCATS determination, do not
determine, nor have any authority to determine, the appropriate export licensing
jurisdiction of a commodity. After considering your request, we intend to pennit
the CJ process to run its course and will await the Department of State's formal
determination.

Michael R. L(&a;/
Licensing Director
Defense Technology Security
Administration
cc:

Clifford King
Mike Decelle
Mario Mancuso
Matt Borman
Brian Nilsson
Frank Ruggiero
Robert S. Kovac
Mary Ann Rashid
Gregory Tarr
Chris Costanzo
John Varesi
Jim Thompson
John Goodrick
Jeffrey David
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May 7,2008

Ptank J. Ruggiem
Deputy Assistant Secretaly
of State for Defense Trade Conwls
Room 1204SA-1
2401 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20520
Re:

NoblePeakVision, Inc. CJ 352-07

Dear Mr. Ruggiem:
Late last October the DeputyUndersecret;uyof Defense TechnologySecukyPolicyand

National Disclosure Policy sent to your office a request for a commodity~dicdon(CJ)
relating to a muki spectral infrared camera designed and manufactured by our client NoblePeak
Vision Colp. We understand that the matter is presentlypending at the Directom of Defense
T d Controls (DDY under case number CJ 352-07. On April 16, we sent a letter to Ms.
McConnickon behalf of NoblePeakobjecting to both the process and the subsmnce of the CJ
process initiated by DTSA. We received a letter dated Ivlay 2 from the Licensing Director at
DTSA, asserting that DTSA is pro erly autholized to inhiate CJ reviews, declining our request to
withdmw the CJ request submitre(Pby D'I'SA and indicating that DTSA now awaits the results of
that CJ review. That letter did not address the material inaccuracies contained in the DTSAinitiated CJrequest that were identified in our earlier letter of April 16. I believe you were copied
on both letters.
We are very familiarwiththe commodity jurisdiction process but are nor aware of any
law or regulatiurl that would authorize DTSAto initiate a commodity jutisdiction review.
Guidance regarding commodity iutisdictions posted on the website of the DDTCis clear in
wishes to subdt a CJ request,
stating that, 8 someone other
the manufacturer of a
that te st must include a letter of authorization fmm the manufacturer on company letterhead
v/docs/faas-&p&. NoblePeak
signed y a company official. SCZ,http://p
c e n e v e ra u t h o dA
to t
e
j
d
i
o
w6 t h s
t to its
128x128 TnWavem Camera. Nor would it giien the material misstatements contained in the CJ
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request prepared and submitted by DTSA.' We thus conclude that DDTC bas depatted from its
established uolicies and omcedures in acceotine the CT reauest from DTSA. If DDTC is aware
of some reghation or p&cy authorizing thk ;li"tiationkd;ubmission of CJ request byDTSA, or
by another patty, without the consent of the product manufacnver we ask that you please send a
copy to us.
It seems that all parties agree that ITARsection 120.3 establishes the criteria that ap lyin
determining whether any given product is or is not a defense article subject m the ITAR. d o s e
criteria are very clear. Among other things, the provide that a product may be designated as a
defense alticle only if it is "specifically designe developed, configured adapted, or modified for
a miliuryapplication." As explained in our letter of April 16, the NobleDe&TriWavem Camera
was not specificallydesigned, developed, c o n f i i d , adapted, or modified for a militaty
application. On the contrary, it has been designed, and is presently being manufactured, for
civilian and commercial applications. Thus, given the clear criteria established by the IT%
there is no basis under which the TriWavem Camera can be designated a defense article.

dr

If DDTC and DTSA were inclined for some reason to ignore the clear standards
established by the ITAR and deckre the TnWavem C h e r a a defense article, the camera would
presumably be classified under USML CategotyXII(c). But this category is likewise clear in
specifying that it includes night sighting equipment and infmd, visible and ultraviolet devices
only if they have been "specificaUy designed, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a
military application." ?bus the very USML category under which the TnWavem Camera might
be classified excludes pmducts, like the TnWave'" Camera, that have been designed and
mufactwed for civilian and commercial applications.

P i y ,USML CategoryXII(c) $ very clear in stating that a commercial camera is
licensed by the Dept. of Commerce even if it incornrates a focal plane arrayor other detector
~
is
that is suGect to the ITAR. 'The detector incom&d into ~ o b h e a k ' ~s G w a v eCamera
not subject to the ITAR because it was designed and intended for commercial applications. Even
if it were, however, the camera irself would remain subject to the expon licensing jurisdiction of
the Department of Commerce under the explicit language of the ~ M L .
We note in closing that the CJ request prepared and submitted byDTSA cites to a
number of earlier CJdeterminations for the proposition that the TnWavem Camera should be
designated a defense article. It recently cami mour attention that, in at least one case, a camera
I
For example, as noted in our letter of April 16, the DTSA-initiatedCJrequest claims that the
TriWavew CvMa "has been specificallyc o n f i i d for a miliraryapplicationf That is simply not uue. Yeq as
expkiaed below, rhat inaccurate clah is central ro the issue of whether the TnWave"' Cemera can properlybe
designated a defense mi&.

FrankJ. Ruggiero
May 7,2008
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verysimilar to the TnWavem Camera was declared by DDTC to be subject, not to the ITAR,
but to the Depaament of Commerce Export Administration Regulations. A co y of that CJ
determination is attached (CJ 155-01, December 3,2001). ?he camera at issue ere was
manufactured by Ekctmphysics Grporation of F d i l d New Jersey. Like the TnWave"
Camera that is the subject of the pending CJ request, it incorpornted a 128x128 detector. CJ 15501 thus appears to contradict the claims made in the DTSA-initiated CJ request that earlier CJ
determinations dictate the desiidon of the NoblePeakTriWavem Camera as a defense d k .

fR

Again, because the Noblepeak Tn'Waven Camern was designed and developed for
be designated a defense anicle. DDTC
civilian and commercialapplications, u cannot
and its sister agencies are charged with applying the ITAR as vnitten If they believe that the
standards that govern the export of night vision equipment should be revised, the ITAR and
EAR should be amended to inform the regulated community accordhgly. It would be
fundameneunfair, and also inconsistent withDDWs legal obligations, to applya standard
that some may desire, but that has not been adopted and codified as required bythe
Admhkmtive Procedms Act.

As indicated in our April 16 lemr to Ms. McGrmick Noblepeak would be happy to
meet with mu and mur staff to provide additional information about its TnWave" Camera and
discuss w& yvu my concerns you might have regarding its export fromthe United States. If,
despite the points made above, the priding CJprocess is allowed to continue, any decision to
inviting the participation of the
designate the TriWavem Camera a defense article
Camera's developer and manufacturer would represent yet another misuse of the administtative
process and would call into serious question the validity of the decision itself.

Partner
cc:

Beth McConnick
Michael Laychak
Robert Kovac
M;uy Ann Rashid
Clifford Ki
Mike Decelle
Mali0 Ivlancuso
Matt B o r n

PrankJ. Ruggiero
May 7,2008
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Brian Nilsson
Gregory Tarr
CluisCostanu,
John Varesi
Jim Thompson
John Goodrich
Jeffrey David

United Btotcs Ilcpartrnent uf State

Waslringlon,D.C. 20037

JUN 1 0 2002

In Reply Refer to
OnTC Case CJ 155-01

YOUR LEITFR DATED: Deccn1her3.2001

REQUEST FOR COMMODITY JURISDICTION DETERMINATION FOK: 8128
Microl~ViewerInOuAs Camua
Your coinmodity jurisdiction (CJ]request was referred to the Dopmnents of Comnlerce
and Ilefense for their review and recommei~dations. As a result, thc Dcpmtn~clllof State
hrcs determined the referenced cornnlodity is not subject to the licensing jurisdiction of
the l)rpa~.uuentof Statc. However, the exporl ol'lho com~noditynlay require
authorization from the Department of Commerce. Please consult their Export Cour~seling
Division at (202) 482-381 1 to defenninc your licensing requirement prior to export.
7'itis detcrminntioti is based on the information in your request that the Model 812R
camera, whicli is currently being otTercd infour versions (8128D, 8128DE. 8128V and
K12KVE) is a commercial system wit11 a military focal plane array incorporated. 'I'his
carlleru has becn specifically modifiedidi.ddnpted for coi~mercinlteleconuntlnication
;lpylications. However, the cxport ofthe military FPA is subject to the licensing
jurisdiction oFtlle Depnrtmwt ofStnte. Should you require ful~llerassistance on this
~n~tter.
please contact Ms. C'mrol Bttsden at (202) 663-2719.
Sincerely yours,
(

;

.

$$...[

Willim~J. Lowell
Director
Office of Defensc l'rnde Conlrc~ls

Michclle lnliso
Electrophysicu Corporatioil
373 Route 46 West - B l d ~I.2
I:airfield, NJ 07004-2442

EXHIBIT D

2550 M Street. NW
Washington,

OC 20031.1350

202.451.6WO
Facsimile 202.457-6315
www.patlonboggs.com

Daniel E.Waltz

May 7,2008

Michael R Laychak
Licensing Director
Defense Technologies SecurityAdministration
2900 Defense Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-2900
NoblePeak Vision, Corp.

Re:

Dear Mr. Laychak :
Thank you for you lemr of May 2, responding to our Ietter of April 16. While we appreciate your
response, we continue to believe that DTSA should withdraw its pending request for a commodity
jurisdiction r e g a h the 128x128 TnWavee" Camera developed by our client NoblePeak Vision,
Corp. (CJ 352-07). Those concerns were summarized in a letter we sent to the Deputy Assistant
Secretaryof State for Defense Trade Controls earlier today You were copied on that
comspondence and we would be pleased to speak with you or your colleagues about any of the
points made in it.
We are writing to you today about a separate but related matter. Last Febtuary28, NoblePeak
submitted to the Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) an application for
a license authorizing the export to a Bosch in Germany of a TnWaveTMCamera that incorporates a
larger (744x576) detector for evaluation in connection with a potential automotive application (Case
No. 2729807). We understand that that license application was the subject of some interagency
dispute. As a result, it was referred to the Operating Committee, which met last week and voted to
approve the license. We understand further that the Depatwlent of Defense appealed and that the
case is therefore scheduled for consideration by the Advisory Committee on Expon: Policy (ACEP)
this Friday.
We just learned that, in the past days, DTSA has prepared and submitted to the State Depattment's
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) a request that DDTC initiate a Commodity
Jurisdiction (C3)review of the 744x576 TnWavem Camera. We anticipate that, at the ACEP
meeting this Friday, DTSAwill argue that the ACEP can not consider this case because a CJ review
is now pending.

As noted in our letter today to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Defense Trade Controls,
under the ITARand EARas presently written, the Noblepeak TnWavee" Camera can not properly
Washington DC
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be designated a defense anicle because it has not been "specifically designed, developed, configured,
adapted, or modified for a military application." If DTSA, DDTC or other agencies believe that this
standard should be modified, then the corresponding regulations must be amended. We have not
yet located any regulation that would authorize DTSA to initiate a CJ review. Despite this apparent
foundation, it now apwars that DTSA is initiatine such reviews for the purpose of
lack of anvle~al
,
d i c h a firmly grounded in Lw. Sa: Executive 0der12981,
frustrating interagency
Administration of Export Controls, 60 Fed. Reg. 62981 (Dec. 8, 1995). It is difficult to imagine a
clearer abuse of process.

-

As we did with respect to the CJ review that DTSA initiated for Noblepeak's 128x128 TnWavem

Camera, we recluest the DTSA withdraw its recent reauest for a CT review of the more recent
744x576 ~riwa've" Camera. Also, given the manifest inaccurac$s contained in that earlier DTSA-

initiated CT reauest,
. . we ask that we be provided a COPY of the recentlvsubmitted recluest and that
~ o b l e ~ ebe
a kallowed to comment oiit. FinaUy, ifihe CJ request is'not withdrawn, we ask that
NoblePeak be allowed to participate in the CJ review. As the developer and manufacturer of the
744x576 TriWave" Camera, it seems obvious that the comments and participation of NoblePeak
can only improve the process.

wdc
Daniel E. Waltz

cc:

Beth McCormick
Frank Ruggiero
Roben Kovac
Mary Ann Rashid
Gregory Tam
Mario Mancuso
Matt Borman
Btian Nilsson
Chris Cosranzo
John Varesi
Jim Thompson
John Goodrich
Jeffrey David
CIifford King
Mike Decelle

EXHIBIT E

From:
Sent:
To:
c c:

Subject:

Kovac, Robert S [KovacRS@state.gov]
Fridav. Mav 09,200811:56 AM
wal6,'~adel
Ruggiero, Frank J; Michael.Laychak@osd.mil; beth.mccormick@osd.mil; Trimble, David C;
Dalton, Jane G; Ganzer, Ann K; Rashid, Mary Ann; Tarr, Gregory L; davidj@tswg.gov;
mmancuso@bis.doc.gov; mborman@bis.doc.gov; bnilsson@bis.doc.gov;
ccostanz@bis.doc.gov; jvaresi@bis.doc.gov; john.goodrich@fluke.com;
cliffordking@noblepeak.com; mike.decelle@noblepeak.com; Tucker, Maureen E
RE: NoblePeak Vision

Before this discussion goes any further, I think we need to clear up a
few issues seem to be causing some confusion.
1. Neither the Arms Export Control act nor the International Traffic In
Arms Regulations define or limit who may submit a Commodity Jurisdiction
request. 22 CFR 124.4 outlines the procedures to be followed when
"doubt exists as to whether an article or service is covered by the U.S.
Munitions List." DTSA clearly has the legal foundation to make such a
request.
2. Your claim that the TriWave camera "can not properly be designated a
defense article" is also not supported. Thermal imaging for observation
and targeting is clearly a "military application." Whether the TriWave
cameras have a "military or intelligence applicability so significant'
that control under the U.S. Munitions List is required is a decision
made at the end of the commodity jurisdiction process with all factors
taken into account.
3. Since the process established under EO 12981 assumes that the item
being licensed is under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce,
I could imagine no greater "abuse of the process" then attempting to
adjudicate a USML article under a Department of Commerce license.

Robert S. Kovac
Managing Director, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
Bureau of Political Military Affairs
US Department of State
Original Message----From: Waltz, Daniel [mailto:DWaltz@PattonBoggs.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 6:22 PM
To: Michael.Laychak@osd.mil
Cc: Michael.Laychak@osd.mil; beth.mccormick@osd.mil; Ruggiero, Frank J;
Rashid, Mary Ann; Tarr, Gregory L; Kovac, Robert S; davidj@tswg.gov;
mmancuso@bis,doc.gov; mborman@bis.doc.gov; bnilsson@bis.doc.gov;
ccostanz@bis.doc.gov; jvaresi@bis.doc.gov; john,goodrich@fluke.Com;
cliffordking@noblepeak.com; mike.decelle@noblepeak.com
Subject: FW: NoblePeak Vision

-----

Mr. Laychak:

I have attached a scanned copy of a letter relating to what we
understand is a newly-initiated Commodity Jurisdiction review of a
NoblePeak TriV'Wavecamera that is scheduled for consideration at this
Friday's meeting of the ACEP. You will receive the hardcopy by mail.
We would welcome the opportunity to meet with you and your staff to
discuss this latest Commodity Jurisdiction review, as well as the review
initiated by DTSA last October (CJ 352-07).
Daniel E. Waltz
1

Patton Boggs LLP
2550 M St. NW
Washington DC 20037
Tel: 202-457-5651
Fax: 202-457-6315
mailto:Dwaltz@pattonboggs.com
>
> From:
Waltz, Daniel
> sent:
Wednesday, May 07, 2008 6:17 PM
z To: Waltz, Daniel
> Subject: Noblepeak Vision
>
> <<NoblePeak.pdf>>

DISCLAIMER:
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information
intended solely for the addressee. Please do not read, copy, Or
disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in
error, please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with
the message sender. Also, we would appreciate your forwarding the
message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you.
This e-mail and a11 other electronic (including voice) conununicati~n~
from the sender's firm are for informational purposes only. NO such
communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any
agreement by the sender to conduct a transaction by electronic means.
Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please
visit our website at http://www.pattonboggs,com.

Waltz, Daniel
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Waltz, Daniel
Fridav. Mav 16.2008 5:03PM
'KOV~C,~ d b e i ~ '
Ruggiero, Frank J; Michael.Laychak@osd.mil; beth.rnccormick@osd.mil; Trlmble, David C;
Dalton. Jane G: Ganzer. Ann K: Rashld, Maw Ann; Tarr, Gregory L; davidj@tswg.gov;
mmancuso@bis.doc.g~v;
mbohan@b;s.doc.gov;bnilsson@~blidoc.gov;~
cwstanz@bis.doc.gov;jvaresi@b;s.doc.gov;John.goodrich@fluke.com;
clifforUkina@noble~eak.com:mike.decelle@noble~eak.com;
Tucker, Maureen E
RE: ~obl<p<ak vision

Mr. Kovac:
Many thanks for your email of May 9. I address the points it makes below:
I.
You are correct that neither the Arms Export Control Act nor the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations define or limit the parties that may submit a commodity
jurisdiction request. DDTC guidance does impose such limits, however. DDTC's Commodity
Jurisdiction (CJ) FAQs, for example, includes the following:

Q: Who can submit a CJ request?
A:

We prefer that the manufacturer submit the request because of the background and sales
information required. However, a designated representative may submit a CJ request on the
manufacturer's behalf. In such cases, the CJ request package must include a letter of
authorization from the manufacturer on company letterhead signed by a company official, a
mailing address, and phone number. (Emphasis added.)
Similar guidance is contained in DDTC's Guidelines for Preparing Commodity Jurisdiction
(CJ) Requests and in its Instructions/Guidelines for Request for Commodity Jurisdiction
(CJ)/U.S. Munitions List (USML) Determination Form DS-4076. It thus appears that DDTC is
bending its own policies in accepting CJ requests from DTSA that are not authorized or
supported by the relevant produot's manufacturer.
2.
You seem to suggest that a product can be designated a defense article if it has
"military or intelligence applicability so significant" that control under the USML is
required. As you know, the quoted language is taken from ITAR Section 120.3(bI, which
establishes one of the two bases under which a product may be designated a defense
article. The full text provides that a product may be designated a defense article if it:

" (b) is specifically designed, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military
application, and has significant military or intelligence applicability such that control
under this subchapter is necessary." (Emphasis added.)
Thus, it is not the case that a product may be designated a defense article solely on the
basis that it has significant military or intelligence applicability. Rather, two
conditions must be satisfied. First, the product must have significant military or
intelligence applicability. Second, the product must also be specifically designed,
developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military application.
ITAR Section 120.3(a) defines the second basis for designation as a defense article. This
subsection also provides that a product may be designated a defense article only if it is
specifically designed, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military
application. Thus, this requirement is contained within the ITAR, is binding upon DDTC,
and cannot be ignored. Moreover, as explained in my letter to Deputy Assistant Secretary
Ruggiero of May 7, the same requirement is replicated in Category XIIlc) of the USML, the
Only category that could conceivably apply to the Noblepeak TriWave camera. DDTC thus
Could not, consistent with applicable legal standards, designate the TriWave
camera a
defense article solely on the basis of its military or intelligence applicability. Before
it could properly be designated a defense article, the TriWave " camera would also have to
be "specifically designed, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military
application." Yet, the TriWave
camera has not been "specifically designed, developed,
configured, adapted, or modified for a military application." On the contrary, it has
1

been designed and developed for civilian and commercial applications.
camera thus cannot be properly designated a defense article.

The TriWave

3.
You seem to suggest that the interagency consideration of the export license
applications submitted by NoblePeak to the Department of Commerce, first by the Operating
Committee then by the ACEP, is some type of an abuse of process. This claim, however,
assumes that the NoblePeak TriWave " camera is a USML article. We certainly hope that
this claim does not foreshadow the conclusion of the pending commodity jurisdiction
camera. That same issue has been considered by the Operating
reviews of the TriWave
Committee and ACEP in connection with two separate license applications submitted by
NoblePeak and, in both cases, the determination was made that the TriWave
camera is
properly subject to Department of Commerce licensing. Moreover, as explained above, the
TriWave " camera cannot, consistent with the legal standards contained within the ZTAR, be
designated a defense article. In submitting export license applications to the Department
of Commerce, NoblePeak has at all times acted in good faith and in a transparent manner.
The Department of Commerce and other interested agencies have acted consistent with
procedures established by regulation and Executive Order in considering and adjudicating
those license applications. We therefore fail to understand your characterization of the
adjudication of those applications as a possible "abuse of the process."
Despite our disagreements, we were very pleased to receive your email, as we hope that it
might represent the opening for further dialogue. We find it somewhat startling that, in
considering a company's product, DDTC and its sister agencies would decline, even reject,
that company's active participation.
The one DTSA-initiated CJ request we reviewed
contains striking errors, errors that were not acknowledged or addressed in your email.
It is difficult to understand how the CJ process can be allowed to proceed until those
errors are acknowledged and rectified. We submit that Noblepeak's active involvement in
the continuing CJ review would be instrumental in that regard. We therefore take this
opportunity to renew Noblepeak's request that it be allowed to participate in the
consideration of the two CJ reviews that are now pending with respect to the TriWave
camera. We also take this opportunity to renew Noblepeak's request that it receive a copy
of the commodity jurisdiction request that, we understand, was submitted to DDTC by DTSA
last week.
Daniel E. Waltz
Patton Boggs LLP
2550 M St. NW
Washington DC 20037
Tel: 202-457-5651
Fax: 202-457-6315
mailto:Dwaltz@pattonboggs.com

-----Original Message----From: Kovac, Robert S [mailto:KovacRS@state.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2008 11:56 AM
To: Waltz, Daniel
Cc: Ruggiero, Frank J; Michael.Laychak@osd.mil; beth.mccormick@osd.mil; Trimble, David C;
Dalton, Jane G; Ganzer, Ann K; Rashid, Marv Ann: Tarr, Greqory
- - L; davidj@tswq.gov;
runancuso@bis .doc.gov; rnbormen@hls.doc;yov;.bni lsson@bls.doc.y o ccostanz@bis.doc.gov;
jvaresi@bis.doc.qov: iohn.qoodrich@fluke.com: cliffordkinqBnoblepeak.com;
mike. decelle@nobiepeak.com; Tucker, Maureen E
Subject: RE: NoblePeak Vision
Before this discussion goes any further, I think we need to clear up a
few issues seem to be causing some confusion.
1. Neither the Arms Export Control act nor the International Traffic In
Arms Regulations define or limit who may submit a Commodity Jurisdiction
request. 22 CFR 124.4 outlines the procedures to be followed when
"doubt exists as to whether an article or service is covered by the U.S.
Munitions List.'' DTSA clearly has the legal foundation to make such a
request.

2. Your claim that the TriWave camera "can not properly be designated a
defense article" is also not supported. Thermal imaging for observation
and targeting is clearly a "military application." Whether the TriWave
cameras have a "military or intelligence applicability so significant"
2

that control under the U.S. Munitions List is required is a decision
made at the end of the commodity jurisdiction process with a11 factors
taken into account.
3. Since the process established under EO 12981 assumes that the item
being licensed is under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce,
I could imagine no greater "abuse of the process" then attempting to
adjudicate a USML article under a Department of Commerce license.

Robert S. Kovac
Managing Director, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
Bureau of Political Military Affairs
US Department of State
----Original Message----From: Waltz, Daniel [mailto:DWaltz@PattonBoggs.coml
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 6:22 PM
To: Michael.Laychak@osd.mil
Cc: Michael.Laychak@osd.mil; beth.mccorrnick@osd.rnil; Ruggiero, Frank J;
Rashid, Mary Ann; Tarr, Gregory L; Kovac, Robert S; davidj@tswg.gov;
mmancuso@bis.doc.gov; mborman@bis,doc.gov; bnilsson@bis.doc,gov;
coostanz@bis.doc.gov; jvaresi@bis.doc.gov; john.goodrich@fluke.com;
cliffordking@noblepeak.com; mike.decelle@noblepeak.com
Subject: FW: NoblePeak Vision
Mr. Laychak:

I have attached a scanned copy of a letter relating to what we
understand is a newly-initiated Commodity Jurisdiction review Of a
NoblePeak TrimWave camera that is scheduled for consideration at this
Friday's meeting of the ACEP. You will receive the hardcopy by mail.
We would welcome the opportunity to meet with you and your staff to
discuss this latest Commodity Jurisdiction review, as well as the review
initiated by DTSA last October (CJ 352-07).
Daniel E. Waltz
Patton Boggs LLP
2550 M St. NW
Washington DC 20037
Tel: 202-457-5651
Fax: 202-457-6315
mailto:Dwaltz@pattonboggs.com

>

> From:

Waltz, Daniel
> Sent:
Wednesday, May 07, 2008 6:17 PM
> To: Waltz, Daniel
> Subject: NoblePeak Vision

DISCLAIMER:
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information
intended solely for the addressee. Please do not read, copy, or
disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in
error, please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with
the message sender. Also, we would appreciate your forwarding the
message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you.
This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications
from the sender's firm are for informational purposes only. No such
communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any
agreement by the sender to conduct a transaction by electronic means.
3

Any such intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless
otherwise specifically indicated. To learn more about our firm, please
visit our website at http://www.pattonboggs.com.

EXHIBIT G

2550 M Street, NW
Wasllington. DC 20031.1350
202.457-6W0
Facsimile 202.451.6315
wwwpattonbaggs.com

Daniel E. Wah

June 27,2008

dda@pattonbaggr.com
202-457-5651

Ann Ganzer, Director
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
PMIDDTC, SA-1, 12rhFloor
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
Bureau of Political MilitaryAffairs
U.S. Dept. of State
Washington, DC 20522-0112
Re:

NoblePeakViion, Inc. CJ 149-08

Dear Ms Ganzelt

On February28,2008, our client NoblePeak Vision Corp, submitted to the Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) an application for a license authorizing the
exvort to Bosch in Germanyof one NP-EQ00-MOI TriWavem Evaluation Kit incorporatinz
-a
74'4 x 576 multipectral infkred focal plane amy (the "TriWavem Camera"). The case was
circulated for review. DTSA obiected to the herantine:of the license, and the case was elevated to
the Operating Con&ittee acco;dingly. At th;: ope;ting Committee, DTSA was the only agency
that obiected to the emting of the license. DTSA aprxaled and the case was elevated to the
ACEP.' It appears &at, a& being outvoted at the dy;eratig Committee and shortly before the
ACEP meeting, DTSA prepared and submitted to DDTC a request for commodity jurisdiction
of the
for the ~nwa;;" cage& (the "CJ Request," Case No. CJ 149-08). ~oble~eakliamed
CJ Request and we sent a letter to DTSA on May 7 objecting to it and requesting a copy We
received a redacted copy approximatelyone month later, on June 3&.
Your staff has invited NoblePeak to submit irs comments and thoughts on the CJ Request.
Most fundamentally, NoblePeak believes that the CJ Request misundeetands or mis'characterizes
both the facts and the law. It also believes that DTSA is pursuing a misguided policy in this and
similar cases. We amplify upon these points below.

The most fundamental factual inaccuracy or mischaracterization contained in the CJ Request is
its unqualified statement that the TnWave m'Gmera"is configured for militaryapplication." As
noted above, the TriWavem' Camera at issue here is an evaluation kit. Effectively, it is a
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prototype camera that potential customers are buying for purposes of evaluating the TnWave"
technology. The prototype camera is bulky, heavy, consumes significant power, dissipates
siprnificant heat. has not been rueeedized and is desirmed for oueration onlvin a controlled
eGvironment
at room tempe&re). Given theie inherent'charactetis~csof the prototype,
we submit that, not only is the prototype
configured for military application, the prototype is
not even capable of a militaryapplication.

(k.,

The CJ Request likewise asserts that the prototype camera is configured for military application
because it is "capable of" suppordng long-range target ID, counter-camouflage and passive night
vision applications. A kitchen knife is "capable of" killing military personnel, yet kitchen knives
are not considered defense articles. That is because the ITAR do not atlow the designation of a
product as a defense article based upon what the product is "capable of." Rather, the ITAR
employs a higher standard, a l l o ~ agproduct to be designated a defense article only if it has
been specificallydesigned, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military application.

Ihc CJ Request also argues that the prototype camcn is configured for military application
because it is configured lor "military, night vision/tareetine." citinpr the TriWavem Camen
product data shee; The data sheet, posted on the N;bleI%ak wegsite, cited that application
among several other potential applications. Clearly then, the prototype camera was not
specifically designed, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for military night
visiodtargeting. Rather, it was developed for evaluation and consideration in connection with a
number of potential applications, only one of which was military, The focus of Noblepeak's
product development effom has always been the commercial market. The fact that DTSA chose
to pluck a single reference to a potential military use from the website and cite to it in support of
its argument that the camera should be designated a defense article seems disingenuous at best.
NoblePeak has since revised its product data sheet to add additional examples of commercial
applications which more accurately reflect the business focus of NoblePeak The copy of the
current product data sheet is attached hereto for your review and reference. (Exhibit A).

.,

Finally, on this threshold issue, the CJ Request asserts that the prototype is "inherently militarf
because of its performance characteristics. If the prototype is "inherently military," why has
NoblePeak received orders and inquiries from automotive companies that seek to evaluate the
camera for possibly use in automobiles, orders from medical companies that seek to evaluate use
of the camera in medical imaging applications, and similar orders from companies interested in
evaluating use of the camera in commercial securitycameras, machine vision, semi-conductor
testing, remote ground sensing, industrial scanning and vision systems among others? The
commercial response to, and interest in, the prototype camera in the marketplace is more telling
evidence of the predominantly commercial applications of the camera than the simple,
unsupported statement that the prototype camera is "inherently military."

Ann Ganzer, Director
June 27,2008
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ckim that the repeated decisions by the U.S. militaryto
Next, the C;J Request makes the
not fund research and development of the TnWave" amera somehow "validates the
significant military appticabilitf of the TnWave" technology. This assertion is so twisted as to
border on ludicrous.
The CJ Request also claims that "foreign availabilityis not a significant factor." We beg to differ.
The Belgian companyXenICs has developed a camera that is comparable in its performance to
the TriWave" Camera. We understand that XenICs can export this camera without obtaining
an individual export license to aU 27 membea of the European Union, and may export to major
European allies such as the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand and
Switzerland without applying for or obtaining an individual export license under authoricy of the
European Union's Community General Export Authorization (CGEA). Insofar as it now
appears that aU pending NoblePeak export license applications are on hold, foreign availability is
most definitelya significant factor. If NoblePeak is unable to export its prototype camera, nonU.S. customen d inevitablvturn to alternate su~olierslike XedCs. 'This ds f i d a t e the
s
slowing &t gowth of Noblepeak. This can hardly be
growth of companies like ~ e h Cwhile
the result desired by DlSA specifically, or the U.S. government more generally.

The Law
The CJ Request then makes a puzzling set of assertions with respect to our allies' export
regulation of night vision products and the impact that their regulation should have upon
corresponding U.S. regulation. ?he CJ Request notes that many night vision products are
described on the Wassenaar Amgement (WA) Dual Use List, but then claims that inclusion on
the WADual Use Lit has no bearing on the jurisdictional stam of a given product in the United
States. In fact, under the ITAR, inclusion on the WA Dual Use List &mimpact jurisdictional
status in the United States. Under ITARSection 120.4 (4(3)(u], in determining whether a given
product is a defense article, consideration must be given to "the nature of controls imposed by
other nations on such items (including Wassenaar Arrangement and other multilatenl controls)."
The next subsection further specifies:
That items described on the Wassenaar Arrangement List of DualUse Goods and Technologies shall not be designated defense
articles or defense services unless a failure to control such items
on the U.S. Munitions Lit would jeopardize significant national
securityor foreign policy interests.'
1 22 CFR Section 120.4 (d)(3)(iii). O f come, even if a determination is made hat failure to concrol an item
might jeopardize national securityor foreignpolicy interests, it remains the case rhat a product may be designated a
defense article only if it has been specifically designed, developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military
application. 22 CFR Section 120.3.
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The CJ Request's assenion that inclusion on the WA Dual Use List has no bearing on
jurisdictional status in the US.is thus clearly contradicted by the ITAR. Under the ITAR, a
product included on the WA Dual Use List can be designated a defense anicle in the United
States only under the most unusual circumstances.
Next, the CJ Request claims that the French government controls under the French munitions
list focal plane arrays (FPAs) that are described on the WA Dual Use List. The CJ Request does
under the French
a say, however, that the French are controlling night vision
munitions list. We have attempted to research the French government's regulation of FPAs and
night vision cameras but, to date, have found nothing indicating that the French have departed in
any way from the E.U.'s geneml adherence to the requirements of the Wassenaar Arrangement.
We have found references on French governmental websites to special controls imposed upon
exports of helicopters and tear gas, but nothing relaxing to FPAs. We have heard rumors that the
French have stopped providing information about their exports of FPAs as a form of retaliation
for the United States' refusal to provide such data for PPAs and night vision equipment that we
treat as defense anicles. If this is tlue, it may not necessarily follow that the French are in fact
treating exports from France of FPAs and night vision equipment as munitions items. Moreover
if, like the U.S. in many cases: the French ate treating FPAs, but not night vision cameras, as
munitions list items, then the French practice would seem to suppore NoblePeaKs position that
its TiiWaveM Camera should likewise be treated as a dual-use item subject to BIS export
licensing. Any additional information that DDTC or DTSA could provide to us on the French
regulation of exports of FPAs and night vision cameras would be appreciated.
The CJ Request also notes that, at Wassenaar in 2007, new controls for low light sensors were
agreed on. This hardly seems relevant to the question of whether such products should be
considered defense articles, however. Indeed, to the degree that such low light sensors have been
included on the WA Dual Use Lit, the argument for considering them defense articles in the
United States is weaker, not stronger.

Noblepeak has no objection to the notion that its exports of the TnWave Camera must be
reviewed and licensed by the US. govemment. Under the T~Wave's" current classification
(6A003), exports must be licensed to every country other than Canada. Noblepeakunderstands
that various U.S. govemment agencies will have an opportunityto review and vote on these
applications. Whde the perspectives of each such agency might differ, all of them understand

2
Sa; eg, CJ 155-01 fJune 10,2002) (Micron Viewer InGaAs Camera is a commercial product
subject to BIS jurisdiction, even though the FPA it incorporates is a defense article subject to the ITAR).

Ann Ganzer, Director
June 27,2008
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and act to protect the United States' national security. There thus appears to be little reason in
~olicvtoinsist that the TriWave " Camen is a defense article subject to the ITAR nther than
accepting the obvious commercial realit~thatthe TriWave " ~ a i e r isa designed and intended
primarily for commercial applications and should thus be licensed as a dual use product.

.

z

Foreign distributors balk at the prospect of having to register with DDTC as a brolrer while
foreign customers dislike having to complete DSP-83s and, in some cases, have them signed by
government officials as well. More generally, fairly or unfaidy, non-U.S. customers and potential
business partners of NoblePeak have become persuaded that the DDTC export licensing process
is painfully slow and sometimes unpredictable. One consequence of this perception is that nonU.S. com~aniesare increasinelv reluctant to design into their ~roductscomponents such as
cameras 8 they are subject t o k e ITAR. ~oble6eak'sdistriiitor in ~ a ~ akcnica,
n,
wrote a
letter to NoblePeak statine that, if NoblePeak's TriWaveW technology is governed by the ITAR,
that will do severe damageto the possibiity of building a successful !%hiss in Japan, as
Japanese companies will seek to obtain comparable techn~lo~yfrom
countries outside the U.S.A.
(copy attached as Exhibit B). In addition, NoblePeak is aware of companies that have chosen to
use non-U.S. sensors or non-U.S. cameras in their own systems so as to avoid the delays and
possible disruptions in supply if they instead design-in a U.S. sensor or camera subject to the
ITAR Indeed, there is at least one U.S. company in the industrythat has consciously moved
production offshore and sourced its sensors from non-U.S. vendors in order to avoid ITAR
regulation.
NoblePeakdoes not doubt for a moment the good intentions of those within DrSA and DoD
who believe that NoblePeak's TriWavem Camera should be regulated as the defense article
under the IT& As explained above, NoblePeak strongly believes that any such classification
would be flatlyinconsistent with the standards that DDTC is obliged to apply under the ITAR
Equally imponant, however, any such decision would serve to damage NoblePeakcommercially
while strengthening its non U.S. competitors. The perceptions and fears of non-U.S. buyers and
business partners may not be fair and may not be justified, but they are real. Thus, the effon to
assert ITAR jurisdiction over night vision products and technology that are clearly commemial
will serve
to damage the U.S. industry and, by extension, U.S. national security, not
strengthen it. NoblePeak thus believes that, for reasons of both law and policy, its commercial
TriWaveM Camera should properly be considered a dual use item subject to licensing by BIS.
As indicated reoeatedlvin our orior corresoondence. NoblePeak would be happy
- -.to meet with
you and your c b ~ e a ~ utol sprdvide additidnal information about its TriWavem Camera and
discuss with DDTC and other interested agencies any concerns they might have regarding its

Ann Ganzer, Director
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expott from the United States. We submit that any decision to designate the TriWavem Camera
inviting the participation of the Camera's developer and manufacturer
a defense article
would call into serious question the validiy of the decision itself.

cc:

Beth McCormick
Michael Laychak
Frank Ruggiero
Robert Kovac
Lisa Sampson Wenger
Mary Ann Rashid
Gregory Tarr
Mario Mancuso
Matt Borman
Bernie Kritzer
Brian Nisson
Chris Costanzo
John Varesi
Jim Thompson
John Goodrich
Jeffrey David
Mike DeceUe
Clifford King

EXHIBIT H

Foreign Availability Summary
SWIR Camera Technology

Summarv:
There is growing participation in the Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) market, with both established
and newly-emergingvendors. Most internationalvendors are from the European Union but
there is at least one new vendor based in Taiwan (Chunghwa). One of the most high profile EU
suppliers, XenlCs, has established a Singapore-based subsidiary to serve the Asian, Australian,
and Middle East markets, including China and India. Some of these companies are located in
Wassenaar countries, while others are not. All enjoy significantly greater freedom to market and
sell their products internationally than Noblepeak. Shipments to many countries can be made
without first obtaining individual export licenses. In addition, sales can be made to countries,
like China, that are subject to an embargo under the ITAR.

Known Foreiqn S u ~ ~ l i e r s
1.

XenlCs (www.xenics.com) IslnfraRed (www.sinfrared.come)

XenlCs is a Belgium-based maker of cameras for the near-infrared (NIR), shortwave- infrared
(SWIR), midwave-infrared(MWIR) and iongwave-infrared (LWIR) spectral regions (total spectral
range from 1 to 14 microns). XenlCs operates a wholly-owned subsidiary called slnfraRed
which is based in Singapore and serves the Asla, Australia, and Middle East regions.
XenlCs manufactures a NIR+SWIR camera, the Cheetah-FPA-1.7-640, which uses the InGaAs
material system. The camera has resolution of 640x512 pixels (i.e., greater than VGA
resolution) and a spectral range from 0.9 to 1.7 microns.

Cheetah-FPA-1.7-640 Camera

Key Features (from company website):
InGaAs detector; >99% pixel operability

0.9 to 1.7 pm sensitivity
640 x 512 pixels
Framerate 400H2, 1730Hz
GlgE and CameraLink interface
Single stage Peltier cooler
External trigger input
Two gain modes
Multiple sub frame windowing capability

This camera is capable of frame rates from 400 Hz up to 1730 Hz which, combined with its high
resolution, makes it extremely capable for sewing a range of high-performance imaging
applications, including military applications.
XenlCs markets its cameras around the world, including at a wide variety of international trade
shows in China, Taiwan, South Korea, Japan, Australia, India, and the U.S. It is very clear that
XenlCs, via its slnfraRed subsidiary, is aggressively targeting customers in non-Wassenaar
countries for growth. According to the press release announcing the new subsidiary, "shfraRed
is to provide comprehensive marketing, sales and supporl as well as volume production and
customization of XenlCs' products in the Asia, Australia and Middle East regions."
In the same press release, the company makes it clear that it intends to use its Singaporean
subsidiary as a low-cost manufacturing center: "slnfraRed is expected to achieve significant cost
reductions for XenlCs' newly expanding large volume production of advancedcameras and
infrared detector solutions. The establishing of slnfraRed also is a consequence of the strong
Euro currency position, which has led XeniCs to explore alternative locations for the low-cost
production of mainstream products to be able to better compete with USD-denominated
competitors." (Emphasis added.) Given the export restrictions imposed on U.S. companies
such as Noblepeak, one can only conclude that XenlCs intends to use slnfraRed to enhance its
competitive position vis-A-vis U.S. manufacturers.
Further, with respect to export restrictions, it is our understanding that Belgium considers
cameras such as the Cheetah-FPA-1.7-640 to be a dual-use item. As such, XenlCs is allowed
to export its cameras without obtaining individual export licenses to all 27 members of the EU
and, under authority of the EU's Community General Export Authorization (CGEA), may export
to major European allies such as the US., Canada, Australia, Japan, and New Zealand without
applying for or obtaining an individual export license.
2. Chunghwa Leading Photonics Tech (www.leadinaliuht.com.tw)

Chunghwa Leading Photonics Tech (CLPT) is a division of Chunghwa Telecommunications
Laboratories (Chunghwa Telecom is the largest telecommunications company in Taiwan).
CLPT is using its experience in the design of advanced semiconductors (using the InGaAs
material system) for teiecommunications applications to develop high-performancefocal plane

arrays (FPAs) that image in the NiR and SWlR spectral bands. CLPT is marketing FPAs with
resolutions of 320x256 and 640x512 with a spectral range of 0.9 to 1.7 microns.

CLPT is currently shipping the 320x256 FPA and reportedly working closely with a UK company
on the provision of the 640x512 FPA. Via a third party, NoblePeak has received price
quotations for the 320x256 array for delivery to the U.S.
3.

Raptor Photonics
) - (

Raptor Photonics is based in Ireland and, according to its website, "develops innovative camera
technology specifically optimized for scientific, industrial, surveillance and homeland secuflfy
applications. Raptor is leading the revolution in high performance, low light, imaging detection
and day/night vision." (Emphasis added.)
Raptor has developed a camera with 320x256 resolution using an InGaAs FPA sourced from
Alcatei-Thales Ill-V Lab in France. Like similar InGaAs cameras, the Raptor camera has a
spectral range from 0.9 to 1.7 microns.
In the press release announcing this camera, Raptor indicated that this camera is intended for
use in the security and surveillance market, making it a direct competitor with NoblePeak.

4.

VDS Vosskuhler (www.vdsvossk.de)

VDS Vosskuhler is based in Germanv and develoos. ~roducesand sells digital cameras
(including CMOS, CCD, and infraredkpes), components and systems for industrial and medical
image processing. In the SWlR band (what VDS Vosskuhler refers to as the NIR band), two
camiris are offered: one with 320x256 resolution and the other with 640x512 resolution. Both
cameras have a spectral range from 0.9 to 1.7 microns.

5. Thermosensorik GmbH (www.thermosensorik.de)

Thermosensorik is another camera maker based in Germany which markets a family of infrared
cameras in the short, medium, and long wave spectral regions. The technology used for their
SWlR cameras use both the InSb (indium Antimonide) and MgCdTe (Mercury Cadmium
Tellurium) material systems. Thermosensorik offers lnSb cameras with both 320x256 and
640x512 resolutions. These lnSb cameras have a spectral range from 1.0 to 5.0 microns. The
MgCdTe camera is offered at a resolution of 320x256 pixels and a spectral range from 0.9 to
2.5 microns.

Thermosensorik InSb 320/640 SMRd

Thermosensorlk CMT 320 S
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June 12th, 2008
Attn: Mr. Phil Davies
Vicepresident Sales and Ma~keting
Noblepeak Visloq Coryomtion
500 Edgewater Drive, Wakefield, MA 01 880
Phoge: (781) 224-9740 Fax: (781) 224-9747
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY
1/16/2009 5:40:10 PM
Fwd: FW: Parts and Components Inquiry

Ashley:
Please see the attached comments submitted by Patton Boggs LLC (on behalf of their client,
NoblePeak Vision Corporation) in response to BISs January 5, 2009, request for comments concerning
the effects of U.S, export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products,
parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Waltz, Daniel" cDWaltz@PattonBoaas.com> 01/16/09 11:37 AM >>>

Please find attached a scanned copy of the comment of our client
NoblePeak Vision Corporation. We are also sending the hard copy
original by mail.
Daniel Waltz
Patton Boggs LLP
2550 M St. NW
Washington DC 20037
Tel: 202-457-5651
Fax: 202-457-6315
dwaltz@~attonboqas.com
>

>From:
> Sent:
>To: Waltz.
> Subject:

Waltz. Daniel
Friday, January 16,2009 11:35 AM
Daniel
Parts and Components Inquiry

>
> <<NoblePeakComment.pdf>>

DISCLAIMER:
This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for the addressee.
Please do not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error,
please call us (collect) at (202) 457-6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would
appreciate your forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you.
This e-mail and all other electronic (including voice) communications from the sender's firm are for
informational purposes only. No such communication is intended by the sender to constitute either an
electronic record or an electronic signature, or to constitute any agreement by the sender to conduct a
transaction by electronic means. Any such Intention or agreement is hereby expressly disclaimed unless
otherwise specifically indicated. To karn more about our-firm, please visit our website at
htt~://www.pattonboqqs.com.

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"MJH mail" ~stuff@homemail.com.au~
cpubliccomments@bis.doc.gov~
1/20/2009 3:26:11 AM
US Export controls affecting non US compnies

I, until recently worked for an Australian Military goods manufacturer.
I was the Procurement, Logistics and Stores Manager.
I attended a Australian Government seminar on ITAR and BIS impacts on Australian businesses. While
many things were said the one that stuck was a Government official telling us that if we could design our
product to not have US parts - do it. If we could access the same form, fit and function from a non-US
package - d o it.
While we found it difficult we started wherever we could,
We also found it difficult dealing with US companies as it seemed we knew more about US Export
controls than they did.
I am happy to elaborate some more if asked.
You guys have a problem that over time can only get worse. Once design engineers and procurement
people get into the habit of not looking to US for technology it will be too late and a long road to go back
on.
Mike
PS I now work as the Export Import Manager dealing largely with ITARIBIS issues daily.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
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"Nfcolaus Splnner~nlcolaus.splnner@splnnar-w.zm.de>
"JENNIFER WATTSVJWATTS63 bls.doo.gov>
1/28/2009 10:20:46 AM
Parts and Comments lnqulry

Dear Mrs, Watls ,
If you want my comment, then I can oonflrm that tiobody In europe wants to use US components for his
own commerolal product, Reason la the US re-export oontrol In general and the very oomplex caloulatlon
and handllna to find out Ifa small US part used In a flnal product does make the final produot to fall
under US re-export oontrol.
Fortunatly there Is also no need to use US products, at least not In our flnal oommerclal produol. We
never used US parts In the past and even there would be a US sup~llerwhloh could offer us some of his
parts for lower price compared to one of our other worldwlde suppifirs , wa would not use the U5 pall
due to US re-exporl rules. In my oplnlon , the US reexport rules only damages the US Industry.
Manufacturer6worldwlde]ust avoid to use US partn or skip US parts uslng olher worldwlde suppllers.
Have you flnlshed your research regardhq exporl l1c6,rce;or 8-axfs CNC machines 7 1 would bfl h a p ~ vto
get vour feedback aboul the result.

Best Regards
ppa. Nlcolaus Bplnner
Splnnsr Werltzeugmaschlnenfabrlk,GmbH
Rudolf.Dlese1-Rlng 24
82054 Sauerlaoh Germany
Tel: t48-8104-80343
Fax: +49-8104-80319
webslte : www.splnner-wxm.de
e-mall: nlcolaus,splnner~splnner-wzm.de
Amtsgerlcht MOnchen HRB 40203 , GF: A.Splnner

Message from BIS , Federal Register Vol. 74, No. 2 :
Nollces
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Industry and Seourlty
[Dooket NO.0012221830-8183&011
Request for Publlo Comments on the Effects of Export Controls on Declslons To Use or Not Use US..
Orlgln Parts and Components In Commerolal Products and the Effects of Such Doclslo~is
AGENCY Bureau of Industry and Securlty, Commerce,
ACTION: Notice of lnqulry.
SUMMARY Tho Bureau 01 lnduatty and Securlty (BIS) Is seeking public comment on whether U.S.
export controls Influence manufaoturere' deolslons to use or not use US.-crlgln parts and componel~tsIn
commercial producte and the effects of such deolelons.
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BIS is interesteo n ootaining specii c nformatlon about whether such a practice occLrs, ancr if so, Its
economic effects n oroer to assess the effectiveness of exvort conlro s as we I as lhe impact of exDorl
controls on the U S , economy.
DATES: Comments must be received no later than February 19, 2009.
ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted via e-mail to publlccomments@bis.doc.gov.
Phase Refer to "Parts and Components Inquiry" in the subject llne.
Comments may also be sent to Paris and Components Study,
Ofilce of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th
Street a'no Pennsylvan a Aven~e,IVW.,
Washington, DC 20230.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Jennlfer Watts, Offlce of Technology
Evaluation, Bureau of Industry and
Security, telephone: 202-482-8343; fax:
202-482-5361; e-mail
jwatts@bls.doc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
Export controls imposed by various agencies 01 the United States government, including, but not limited
to, those imposed by BIS necessarily have an impact outside the United States, Certain U.S. export
control regulations impose license requirements or other restriotions on commercial items manufactured
outslde the United Stales If lhose foreign-manufactured items contaln US.-origin parts and components.
BIS Is seeking lnformation to help it assess the Impact of U.S. export controls on decisions by
manufacturers whether to use US.- origin parts and components in their commercial products and the
impact of such declslons on the effectiveness of export controls, the strength of the defense industrial
base, employment in the United States, the financial strength of U.S. industry, and the abillty of U.S.
industry to compete In the market.
Specific and quantitative data, from US, persons, as well as foreign entities and governments, will be
particularly helpful to BiS's assessment, but other types of information, including anecdotal information,
will be useful as well. Quantitative data that is aggregated to reflect the combined experience of a group
of.companies or an industry segment also will be useful, particularly if individual companies are reluctant
to provide co~npany-speclilcq~antilatlvedata.
have
Reaardless
" - ~ of whether it Is oLalltative or auantitatlve. 'Ia comment asserts that man~fact~rers
elected not to include u.s.-drigln parts and components in a foreign-manufactured commercial product
because such Inclusion could subject the products to US, export controls, the following kinds of data
would be useful to BIS's assessment:

1

~

Any evldenoe or lnformatlon about the existence of advertising or marketing efforts that use the
absence of U.S. origin components or exemption from US, export controls as a selling point.
Any lnformatlon about possible customer preferences for products that do not contain U.S:origln
components, and whether such preference may be related to relevant U.S. export controls.
Any information describing parts and components that manufacturers may elect not to use because 01
their US, oriain and anv information regarding the products into which such parts and componenfsare
Any lnformatlon about sales lost by U.S. suppliers to non-U.S. competltors.
Any Information about specific commercial products that were designed or modified to explicitly
exclude U.S.parts and components due to U.S.export controls.

I

Any lnformation about decisions to locate or relocate production facilltles outside tho United States,
including a description of which items (including relevant commodity classification lnformation, such as
Export Control Classification Number) would be produced abroad.
Any informatlon about the possible economlc Impact (e.g., employment, outsourcing of specific
exp6nditures s ~ c has reseal.ch and deve opment) to cornpanios, industry segments or co~nmunitiesof
l
s, i~lc~udlrla
anv dec~sionnot to use U.S:oria.n Dans and ComDonents beca~seof U.S. e x ~ o rcontfo
- any.
p&slble impact on the ability tovsul;port specific dofonse industrlal base activities.
How To Comment
All comments must be In writing and submitted to one of the addresses indlcated above,
Comments must be received by BIS no later than February 19,2009. BIS may consider comments
received after that date if feasible to do so, but such consideratlon can not be assured.
All comments submitted in response to this notice will be made a matter of public record, and will be
avallable for public inspection and copying.
Anyone submitting buslness confidential infortnatlon should clearly identify the buslness confidential
portion of the submisston and also provide a non-confidential submission that can be placed in the public
record.
BIS will seek to protect buslness confidential information from public disclosure to the extent permitled
by law.
Dated: December 24, 2008.
Christopher R. Wall,
Assistant Secretarv for Exoort
Administration.
[FR Doc. E8-31233 Flled 1-2-09; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3501-33-P
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- Fwd: J S Expo11controls affecting non US compnies
__i l JENhiFER WATTS
. .
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
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RPD PubllcComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/5/2009 1:24:38 PM
Fwd: US Export conlrols affecting non US compnies

Please see the following comments submltted bv Bob Varaa (Toho Tenax America. Inc.1 in response to
BIS's Januarv 5.2009, reauest for comments concerning the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign
persons' decislons to use or not to use U.S.-origin products, parts, and components in forelgn-made
products.

>>> Bob Varga <BVaraa@tohotenax-us.com> 02/02/09 7:48 PM >>z
Toho Tenax is a manufacturer of carbon fiber used for reinforcing polymer composites. We are the
world's 2nd largest producer of carbon fiber behind Toray Industries, and the world's largest producer of
chopped carbon fiber (- 14,000 tonslyear of carbon fiber). Chopped oarbon fiber is used significantly in
thermopiastlo (and thermoset) compounding systems for literally thousands of a parts. Since the
majority of the thermoplastic compoundlng manufacture and assembly occurs In SE Asia, export licenses
are normally required for:

*
*

Carbon fiber meetlng 1C010.b limits (whlch is most fiber In production in the US)
Compounds ~nadefrom such fibers qualify as "prepregsounder 1COlO.e. These compounds
require an export license from the US, PLUS they faii under de minimus regulations if the compounding
and/or molding is done outside the US.
Customers in the US as well as abroad (primarily in Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan
and China) will specifically iook for carbon fiber materials that do NOT meet lCOIO.b. Fibers meetlng
1C210.a are specifloally excluded (only "continuous" forms faii under 1C210), falling to 1C990 which has
virtually no export restrictions associated with it. These customers specifically iook for 1C990 fibers to
circumvent the need for an export license from the US.
This has resulted In a drop in business demand for our short fiber products across the globe, shiftlng to
suppliers (mostly overseas and in China) that produce fibers that do no meet lCOIO.b levels or that do
not have de minimums requirements like under the US EAR.
Bob Varga
Technical Sales Engineer
Export Compliance Officer
Toho Tenax America, Inc.
18552 MaoArthur Blvd., Suite 325
Irvlne, CA 92612
(949) 474-3278, x25 (offlce)
(040) 500-1 161 (cell)
~.tohotenaxamerica.com~htt~://www.tohotenaxamorlca.com/~

From:

"Haraid Hohmann" <harald.hohmann@hohmann-partner.de>
<jwatts@bis.doc.gov>
2/12/2009 10:49:34 AM
Requuest for Publlc Comments on US Export Controls

To:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Ms. Watts,

please find enclosed my comments, with the request to Inform us about any
steps to be taken and where this enclosed document will be published.

With best regards
Haraid Hohmann

RA PD Dr. Haraid Hohmann

Hohmann & Partner Rechtsanwalte
Schlossgasse 2
63654 Blldlngen

-

Tei. 06042 9567-0
Fax 06042.9567-67
mobil0174 -929.4153
mail to: harald.hohmann@hohmann-partner.com
webslte www.hohmann-parlner.com

CC:

Hohn~ann& Partner. Rechtsanwalte
Scl~lossgasse2 . D-63654 Badingen

.

Telefon 06042 / 9 5 67-0 Telefax 06042 / 9 5 67-67
E-~\lui/i12fo@hoh177ann-pa1'117er,cor1z
. Website 1~1~1v,hohwann-~~arb7e~cor~~

Biidingen (near Frankfurt), 12 February 2009
To Christoplier R. Wal1,Assistatlt Secretary for ~ x y o rAdministration,
t
BIS
Via p~~blicco~n~~ientsii~.bis.tloc.eov
"Parts atid Components Inquiry"
And: Jennifer Watts, Office of Tecllnology Evaluation, BIS, Room 2705
jwatts@bis.doc,eov
Coticeming FR Doc. E8-31233 Filed 1-2-09, 8:45 <billing code 3501-33-P>
Public Cotnments on Effects of US Export Controls on Decision to Use USiNon-US parts
Dear Ms. Watts, dear Mr. Wall,
we are a law-firm that is highly specialised in EC and US export & customs law, and we have
clients in the EC, but also in the US, Japan, China and India. Since more than 6 years we are
doing consultation services for exporters.
We want to answer the questions as follows:
US export controls have a large influence on our clients whether to buy US or non-US
goods or components. This is especially true for the 10% or 25% de mininzis-threshold
which is decisive for the question whether US re-export licenses are required.
In several cases, our clients decided not to buy US parts/co~ilponentsin order that the
foreign products (e.g. products made in the EC) remain below this de nlinimisthresliold, or they decided to modify the EC products in order to explicitly exclude US
parts and components as much as possible.
This concerns many different products, but especially high-tech goods, like machines,
car components, software, or energy. Very often, it lias to do witli listed US software,
even witli very normal US software, like Microsoft products. In all these cases, our
clients have preferred to buy machine or car co~nponentsor software etc. from non-US
origin.
In one case, it concerned a nuclear power plant. Since it was consisting of ca. 10% US
cotnpotients and it was not 100% sure, whether it was above or below the 10%threshold, and since it s11ould be exported to a sensitive country like Iran, our client
decided to modify the national origin of the components of this ni~clearpower plant in
sucli a way, tliat it finally had less than 7% US components, in order to evade of the
harsh restrictions ofUS export controls.
I11 other cases, it was decided by our clients tliat US citizens or US green card-holders
should be fired from EC cotnpanies or at least: that they should not have any
responsible function for the daily business, especially for the export business, of these
EC companies, in order to evade the possible conclusion that this EC company should
be regarded as "US person" and has to con~plywith unilateral US embargoes. So US
export controls have so~neti~nes
impacts also on employment.
Sonle co~npanieshave also thought about re-locating production facilities outside the
US, in order to evade liars11 consequences of US export controls, like complying with
unilateral US embargoes and US sanction lists.
We hope that our colnlnent will help to reduce sorne of the harsh consequences of US export
colltrols.
Holimann & Partner Attorneys
Dr. Narald Hohtnann

TriQuint Semiconductor Texas
500 W. Renner Rd.
Richardson, TX 75080
972-994-8200
February 17,2009
Parts and Components Study
Office of Technology Evaluation
Room 2705, U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20230
To the Office of Technology Evalutaion:
Thank you for looking into this issue of foreign availability and the disadvantages to American companies working
within the requirements of export restrictions. TriQuint Semiconductor will obey the law, but it is heartening to know
that the Department of Commerce, ever industry's ally, also hears the frustrations voiced by our sales force in the
field.
Much of our feedback from customers has been carefully non-written, and our salesmen pointed out that our
customers are reluctant to ~ utheir
t concerns in writina. Please see the attached email dated Januaw 26 from Rob
Christ for details. As an example, I've attached a slidefrom a Thales powerpoint presentation. ~ l t h o i the
~ h slide
simwiv refers to ITARIEAR restrictions in comwonent sourcina. the salesweowle in the room said that the verbal
coipbnent of this section of this
was much more strongly borded and phrased as a desire to avoid
!TAR/ EAR restrictions wholly.
Other European example:
BAE considered using our TGA9083 and our competitor MIA-Com's part MA03501D but afler realizing that export of
either US company's product would require ITAR license, chose to fund their own, similar, product from Filtronic and
designing another at their Bookham Foundry in order to own the intellectual property. Please see attached email
dated January 13, 2009 from Graham Teague for details.
Asian examples:
Jeson Wireless, Skyway Beijing, and Guangyue Radio all of China, showed initial Interest in 13-15 and 18-23GHz
products, but as our MMiCs in these frequency ranges are 3A001 .b.2, they would require license to China. Product
details are on attached email dated January 24 from Simon Wei. Named competitors, chosen by the Chinese for
simpler exportabiiity despite lower performance, are Eudyna of Japan, United Monolithic Semiconductors of France,
and Mimix Asia.
Also, we have a part-specific competitive disadvantage. This part has been classified as ITAR, so i don't know that it
would help in your immediate discussions, but I thought it might be of some use as background informations in how
our competcto;s are caplta, z ng on the resrrtcl ons placed ons;
Our part TGA9083 was-on several occas ons
oenleo an ITAR l.cense Jnder Do0 5230 28 (for reference, 00s case 11-tiibers 022841. 022330 and otners) O J ~
that match our Xi(c) product, manufactures them out of ~ a i w a n
competitor, MIMIX, has created several
using Netherlands technology and ships freely, to our detriment.
As i stated. our customers have been auite vocal. but unwiilina to exwress their reluctance to deal with exwort
regulations' in writing, making it difficult'for us to document the occu;ances. I hope that you are able to &her
enouah information from all US entities to helo convince the other US aaencies that restriction at the comwonent
level,-especially of a component where other countries do have native t&hnology, places US companies at a
disadvantage.
Thank you,
Jennifer Thompson
Export Compliance
TriQuint Semiconductor
(ph) 972 994 3803 (fx) 972 994 5659 (emaii) Jennifer.thompson@tqs.com

From:
To:
Date:

- ~~~-~

Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/18/2009 1: I 1:51 PM
Fwd: Parts and Components Inquiry

Please see the attached comments and supporting materials submitted by Jennifer Thompson
(TriQuint Semiconductor) in response to BIS's Januarv 5, 2009, request for comments concerning the
effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products,
parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Thompson, Jennifer" <jennifer.thom~son@tas.com>02/17/09 5.17 PM >>>
Please find attached our response to the Department of Commerce's
"Request for P ~ bci Comments on tne Effects of Export Controls on
Dec sions To Lse or Not Jse L.S.-Oriq n Pans and Components in
Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions" as published
January 5th of this year.

Tne word ooc.lment s our response in letter forln and tne pdf document
are scans of cLstomer and sa es 'nformat~onprovideo as aoc~~nenlalion
and details
Thank you for hearing the voice of industry and inviting oul
participation in the regulatory process.

Thank you,

Jennifer Thompson
TriQuint Semiconductor
Export Compliance
ph (972) 994-3803

jennifer.thompson@tas.com
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Thompson, Jennifer
From:

Christ, Rob

Sent:

Monday. January 26. 2009 3:42 AM

To:

Thompson, Jennife~

Subject:

Infortnation on competition using EARIITAR as competitive threat

Attachments: RE: Expol-t Feedback by 31 Jan.; WG: End UselEnd User Policy Retraction; WG: LHPAA
program - Thales X-Band Power Amp requirement; See bullet about risk on last page of Illis
Thales slide show; WG: BAE Letter Concerning a TAA; WG: BAe, Scotland; WG: TGA9083
Data Sheet
Hi Jennifer.
It is really hard to find smoking guns on this - still looking. Apparently the community is careful not to put it in
writing or presentations. We are told constantly. especially in Israel. France and UK, that they will always buy a
non-US sourced part even for substantially more money to avoid EAR and especially ITAR. This is the entire
business model for UMS and WIN in Europe. We can compete on price and performance, but we can't compete
for any equivalent GaAs par1 if there is an alternative. According to my conversations with knowledgeable
customers, this was largely precipitated by the Bush Administration's use of the export regs as a political weapon,
largely to pressure compliance with Iraq and the War on Terror. There is some hope that the Obama
Administration will not be so political. I am using, to the best of my ability, the explanation that TriQuint's new
policy is a tnethod to help customers stay out of trouble, that the likelihood of getting cut off is much, much lower if
they follow our new policy. It is a tough argument to make, but it is all I have.
So here are a few items that may help with the investigation:
Literature from MIMIX: www niim~xasia.cornl~~roci~~cIs
This is an entity set up by Mimix Broadband (a US
company) in Taiwan, using designs from the Netherlands (TNO) and foundry from Taiwan (WIN Semiconductors)
to avoid export regs. The parts are nearly exact copies of our TGA-9083. This was the part that was declared X I
by the DOS. TriQuint no longer has any technoloyy advantage for high power broadband, yet we are still
restricted. We have a quality and support advantage, but that is all we have today. I have asked our Israel Sales
Manager to dig up any docutnents that prove their strategy, but like I said they have been very careful.
Comments frotn Thales: Thales was using a general statement for EAR99 parts similar to what we are going to
do for the yearly negative affirmation, but it looks like they were trying to do it for 3A parts as well. There are
comments about the distress that they had when they could not get the 9083 anymore. There is a cotntnent on a
Thales presentation, no smoking gun but stating a desire to avoid the EARIITAR.
Letter from BAE Selex: This is probably the strongest thing I have now. BAE essentially stated that they don't
want to do business with us, because of the ITAR challenges. The verbal discussions were much stronger. They
have thrown us out, and we can not get visits with them loday. Same thing apparently happened to MIA-Com,
one of our US competitors. Filtronic in the UK was specifically funded to make replacements to TriQuint parts.

I know it is not a lot to go on, but I hear it verbally all the time, so I am still searching for a written "we will never
use you because of EAR or ITAR statement."
Thanks,
Rob Christ Sales Director, EMEA TriQuint Semiconductor
Konrad-Zuse-Piatz 1 D-81829 Munchen, Germany
:.$I>~ . l l i i(~( ti t p1,11~11

+ 4 9 89 99628 2604 Mobile: + 4 9 170 5617 752

2004 HIGHLIGHTS

A

* PRICE must decrease and MOQlMOV be limited
* PAYMENTS TERMS 90 days (End of month)
WORLDWIDE PRICING applicable to THALES subcontractors

* ON-TIME DELIVERIES:
*THALES treated as a "priority customer" in time allocation

* COMPONENT RISK MANAGEMENT
*Export restrictions vs end-use application (ECCN & ITAR status)
*Obsolescence policy
*Market road-map visibility

STAY A PARTNER FOR THALES

Corporate Communications
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Thompson, Jennifer
From:

Teague, Graham

Sent:

Tuesday, January 13,2009 7:03 AM

To:

Christ, Rob

Subject:

WG: BAe, Scotland

Attachments: TGA9083.msg; MA03501D.pdf
I thought this was an interesting message.
BAE decide not to use the MAICOM arl because it needs an export license

Von: Tony Norris [mailto:tony.norris@linkmicrotek.com]
Gesendet: Friday, February 18, 2005 6:46 PM
An: Behet, Markus TQE; Teague, Graham TQE
Cc: 'Stuart Hendry'; 'Bruce McGrath'; 'Allan Laing'
Betreff: BAe, Scotland

I have been having long discussions with BAe Edinburgh recently about their MMlC strategy and various issues.
1) TGA9083
Neill called to ask our advice on the following.
They had used 2 pcs TGA9083 to build a module that had now been built into an Airborne Radar Demonstrator
that they now wished to supply to the UK MOD. Did they need to apply for an Export Licence? I spoke to Carolyn
and Graham about this. These units were supplied to BAe in Oct. '01 before the TGA9083 went on the US
Munitions List. I spoke to Carolyn about it and following that sent the attached E Mail to Neill Cameron.

2) We also discussed Foundry opportunities and whether that was of interest to BAe. Neill said that they had to
gel a Technical Assistance Agreement (TAA) in place prior to anything happening as they would undoubtedly
want to design High Power X Band Radar Products. This TAA was issued by US State or DoD. BAe had been
told this by their legal group. This would also mean an Export Licence in advance of the wafersldie being shipped
I expressed my surprise that this was the case, so also asked Carolyn's opinion on this as well.
We decided to get it writing froln Neill, which I am waiting for.
By the way, he also suggested that BAe's (StanmorelCapability Green) Foundry work should have had a TAA in
place.
3) 1 also found out more about Edinburgh's past and present GaAs activity.
The two key GaAs products in their Radar Systems are the TGA9083 and a Serial Conlrol Input Phase
ShifteriAttenuatorlBuffer Amplifier MMlC
With the TGA9083 issue, which they got over by funding Filtronic to make a similar product.
The other they designed themselves on Bookham Foundry and owned the IP.
Filtronic havelare trying to design a similar part for BAe.
Recently Neill found the MIA-Com Part MA03501D, attached. This would be what they would need. He was told
by MIA-Com that they would need an Export Licence for this part. So, they weren't interested.
BAe would use this part in excess of 100K pcs per year!
Could we supply or do we have a similar part?
Could we design it for them? Would we need to apply for an Export Licence?
If they were to use Foundry Service, would they need a TAA and Export Licence?
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Appreciate your inputs.
As we discussed a visit to Edinburgh soon is needed
Kind Regards

Tony Norris

...

.. ..

This e-mail lias been scanlied Tot. all viruscs by Star. Tlie
servicc is powe~.cdby MessageLabs. For Inore inlbrniation on a pl.oactivc
allti-virus scrvice working around the clock, around tlie globe, visit:
lllll):, \\\\~\\~,sl~lr.llc~.~ll<

Thompson, Jennifer
From:

Wei, Simon

Sent:

Saturday, January 24, 2009 1 0 : l l PM

To:

Zhang,German; Lin. Richard: Xiong, Ting

Subject: ??: End User Statement of Texas products
Hi Richard,
Besides Huawei case, we also have Jeson, Skyway and Guangyue 3 cases.

Custolner name: Jeson Wireless

.

Product they were trying to make: 13-15GHz118-23GHzPIP ODU

e

Why specifically about the export categorization on the TQS part caused the customer to reject it? - Tliey
are 3A001 .t).2.x part, and too much uncertainty about getting export license.

e

Who's part did the customer choose? Do you have the part number? Why did they choose this supplier
and where there any export restrictions on this compelitor's part - Excelics ???/Eudyna EMM5832 were
chosen for sliglit export control, and easy to get the part.

e

Approximately how much was the total value of the opportunity we lost? - $400k USD /year

Part number they considered: TGA2902-SG for 13-15GHr. TGA4022 for 18-23GHz

When did this occur? - Q112007

e

..
e

Customer name: Skyway Beijing
Product they were trying to make: 7Gtlz11315GtIz/18-23Gt-lz PtP ODU
Part number they considered: 1-GA2503-SM for 13-15GHz. TGA4525-SM for 18-23GHz
Why specifically about the export categorization on the TQS part caused the customer to reject it? They
are 3A001.b.2.x part. and too ~niichuncertainty about getting export license even for sample and EVB.

e

Who's part did the customer choose? Do you have the part number? Why did they choose this supplier
and where there any export restrictions on this competitor's part - UMS CHAFF641 CHA5056 were chose11
iol- sliglit export control. and easy to get the part.

e

Approximately how much was the total value of tlie opportunity we lost? - S600k USD /year
When did this occur? - Q212007
Customer name: Guangyue Radio

.

r Product they were trying to make: 38GHz PtP ODU

Part number they considered: TGA4522lTGA4521
Why specifically about the export categorization on the TQS part caused tlie customer to reject it? They
are 3A001 b 2 x part, and too much uncertainty about getting export license.

*

Who's part did the customer choose? Do you have the part number? Why did they choose this supplier
and where there any export restrictions on this competitor's part - Mimix XP1012iXP1018 were chosen for
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.
e

sliglit export control. and easy to get tlie part.
Approxitnately how much was the total value of the opportunity we lost? - $250k USD iyear
When did this occur? - Q112008

From: 2hang.German
Sent: 1/23/2009 (EBH)2 5 9
To: Lin. Richard; Xiong, Ting; Wei, Simon
Subject: RE: End User Statement of Texas products
Hi, Richard
Happy new year!
The latest example is HW case, we encountered export restriction on TQS products and can not provide even
one evaluation boardlsample to HW, so HW can not evaluate our products and of course can not determine if
they fit into their application, but Eudyna only requested HW to provide EUS(End user statement)and then can
provide conlpletely support frotn EVBIsamples and volume shipment.
This made us very passive and is on the edge of design loss
Details as below:

o Customer name
o Producl they were trying to make
o Part number they considered

o Why specifically about the export categorization on the TQS part caused the customer to reject it?
o Who's part did the customer choose? Do you have the part number? Why did they choose this supplier and
where there any export restrictions on this competitor's part

o Approximately how much was the total value of the opportunity we lost?
o When did this occur?

Simon will provide more related informaiton happened in other medium/small China-based customer to you later.
Best regards!
German

From: Lin, Richard
Sent: 2009$1821

tl 0:14

To: Su. Chuan; Zhang.German; Xiong, Ting; Wei, Simon
Subject: RE: End User Statement of Texas products

Yes maybe it will ~ n a k ethings easier for us.

One thing I'd like to ask you guys to help with is this:

Please give me a few good examples of where export restriction on TQS products caused you io lose
deals. Our new export cotnpliance officer asked for this, and I expect she will be using it as data for her
discussion with the Dept of Commerce.

o Customer name
o Product they were trying to make
o Part number they considered
o Why specifically about the export categorization on the TQS part caused the custolner to reject it?
o Who's part did the customer choose? Do you have the part number? Why did they choose this supplier and
where there any export restrictions on this competitor's part.
o Approximately how much was the total value of the opportunity we lost?
o When did this occur?

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/18/2009 1:16:26 PM
Fwd: RPTAC Comments to Parts and Components Inquiry

Please see the attached comments submitted by Julie La Cross (Cochair, Practices and Procedures
Work Group, RPTAC) in response to BISs J a n u a ~5. 2009, reauest for comments concerning the
effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products,
parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Julie La Cross" <jlacross@rim.com> 02/17/09 1:46 PM >>>

Ms. Watts. Please find attached comments from the Regulations and
Procedures technical Advisory Committee for the January 5, 2009 NOI.

Thank you,
Julie La Cross
Cochair, Practices and Procedures Work Group
RPTAC

This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential information, privileged material
(including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public
information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you
have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this
information from your system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by
unintended recipients is not authorized and may be unlawful.

February 19,2009
Parts and Con~ponentsInquiry Study
Office of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14"' & Pennsylvania, NW
Washington, DC 20230

Subject: Request for Public Coinments on the Effects of Export Controls on Decisions
To Use or Not Use U.S. Origiu Parts and Components in Commercial Products and tlle
Effects of Such Decisions

Dear Ms. Watts:
The RPTAC appreciates the opportunity to comnlent on the Commerce Department's
Notice of Inquiry for the Request for Public Comments on the Effects of Export Controls
011 Decisions To Use or Not Use U.S. Origin Parts and Components in Columercial
Products and the Effects of Such Decisions. Recent efforts by Commerce, iilcluding the
establishment of a new Technical Advisory Committee and the National Academy of
Sciences, in a recently published report, seek to evaluate and refine the current US export
controls, further indicating the need for change. We sincerely hope that many comments
are generated as a result of this Request so that the Commerce Department can take a
fully informed view of the current status and application of US export controls.

The decision on whetlrer to use US origin parts and components in cornmercial
products is a key factor in tlie design and development of new products.
It is commou that during the design review phase, the origin of hardware commodities
and software code is evaluated to determine if US origin [controlled] parts are present.
For a foreign manufacturer, if the same items with coinparable quality and cost are
available from a non-US source, the foreign manufacturer will often choose the non-US
source. It reduces the burden of compliance and the cost of doing business for the
foreign manufacturer than sourcitlg US export-controlled parts. U.S. exporters face other
disadvantages such as higher labor costs, production costs, and other regulatory
restrictions not applicable to other production locations, so tighter U.S. export controls
and reexport controls have a cumulative effect, often enough to tip the balance and lead a

company to design out U.S. content in favor of comparable products that do not face the
same restrictions (buying from a more reliable supplier ofproducts that can be sold
worldwide in all markets without export licensing concerns).

Global Cornpallies that ma~~ufacture
using US origin parts and compone~ltshave an
additional compliance burden.
Companies have to create compliance programs to comply with U.S. controls in addition
to local export controls for any US origin components. For example, global companies
must also restrict sales territories as a result of US export controls where such restrictions
don't exist on products without US origin controlled content. The US reexport contl.ols
that follow US controlled content are more stringent than any other countries' and add
compliance costs and burdens for US and non-US producers. Tl~eyalso impose burdens
on non-U.S. customers that purchase products with U.S. export control strings attached.
EU and Japanese trade associations have told industry and U.S. government officials that
their member export compliance personnel spend 80% of their time on U.S. reexport
control issues, and 20% of their time on local export controls because the U.S. controls
items more deeply (about 2/3rds of the CCL and 90% of U.S. exports are subject to
unilateral controls as compared to multilateral controls). The U.S. controls impose
unilateral export licensing requirements not only on unilaterally embargoed countries
(requiring compliance with an incredibly complex overlay of OFAC as well as EAR and
ITAR controls), but also restrict exports to the largest growing economy of China, which
other countries do not restrict. ITAR controlled items cannot be sold at all to China, and
EAR controlled items face much stricter U.S. controls than those of other countries.
US Origin Technology and the Rilles of Origin
Most manufacturers focus on the Word Trade Organization Rules of Origin and bilateral
free trade agreement rules of origin in order to take advantage of reduced duty rates from
the trade agreements, not the content of US technology for export controls. Determining
what products are US.-origin, or subject to direct product rules if not, is factually very
difficult. Even exporters who understand and attempt to comply with US export controls
may not give due consideration to these different concepts, essentially overlooking US
export controls on their product.
The majority of electronic products are not of US origin.

Most large manufacturing centers are located in Asia and Inany of these are third-party
assembly operations which utilize components from a variety of international sources to
create a product. Controls on reexport of US controlled content are more likely to result
in a lost sale for U.S. products if there are viable substitute goods.

De Minimis Rules still burdensome
The Interim Final Rule De Minimis U.S. Content in Foreign Made Items published on
October 1,2008, provided some clarity to Foreign Manufacturers who can now more

clearly comply with US reexport controls. We commend the Bureau of Industry and
Security for publicizing this welcomed change. The application of U S , reexport
controls to a finished product assembled in a foreign couutry is a difficult concept for
Inany foreign n~anufacturersto grasp. Determining the amount of US content in a
product consisting of hundreds, if not thousands, of components is a difficult task for
Inany manufacturers. The majority of foreign manufacturers will either ignore the
requirement (because they are tlot familiar with it) or opt for not having to perform this
calculatio~lby elimi~iatillgUS cotltetlt.

Defense Industrial Base Activities
There is a co~ltinualbias against U.S. manufacturers producing parts and components that
are used in the satellite and aerospace industries in particular. Foreign Mallufacturers
regularly insist on warranties aud representations that the US parts are not subject to the
ITAR, and are quite often unwilling to incorporate items listed on the CCL, especially
after as the unilateral U.S. change ofjurisdiction of satellite items from the EAR to the
ITAR. (Other Wassenaar members treat commercial satellites and components as dualuse items, not munitions.) A quick search on the Internet of "ITAR free" yields hundreds
of hits. European space companies, in particular, are very mindful of the applicability of
US export controls, EAR and ITAR. Many non-US compallies are not inclined to
perform a de miuimis analysis, even on EAR co~ltrolleditems, and will not even consider
US.-origin, ITAR controlled parts in their products. This trend has even spread to
certain U.S. manufacturers and companies in other industries that now ask their suppliers
to certify that their inputs are not US.-origin or are "ITAR free" for particular projects.

Wassenaar aiid Extraterritoriality
The lack of US content in foreign manufactured products does not relieve most
manufacturers of compliauce with export controls. The Wassenaar Arrangement
provides a multilateral set of export controls designed to address critical products and
technologies. Compliance with the extra-territoriality jurisdiction of US export controls
has proven to be very difficult for foreign companies, and is virtually non-existent for
most small foreign companies. The complexity of applying US export controls, local
law, and the Wassetlaar Arrangement is difficult for even the largest companies.
Eliminatillg the overly complex US export controls from the analysis by not including
U.S. origin compotletlts simplifies the export cornpliance risk analysis, potential liability,
reliability of supply for worldwide sale, and administrative overhead.
We suggest that the Bureau of Industry and Security seeks input from Foreign
Manufacturers who attend BIS education seminars in non-US locations. BIS should ask
attendees: "If given a choice with having to comply with US export co~ltrolsby using US
origin goods in their products, or not having to comply with US exports controls by
sourcing components elsewhere, what would their answer b e ? ' I n addition, BIS could
solicit assistance from the US Foreign and Commercial Service resources deployed
around the world to collect input from the non-US colnpanies they are in contact with to
collect informatioll directly from the non-US purchasing community.

Thank you for your coilsideration of these cornmetits. If you have any questions, please
contact us by e-mail at john.nieberdine@,v,variaoinc,com and jlacross@,rirn.cotn.

On behalf of the Department of Commerce, Regulations and Procedures Technical
Advisory Committee:

Julie La Cross
John Nieberding
Co-Chairs, Practices and Procedures Working Group

cc: Hillary Hess
RPTAC members

February 19,2009
Parts and Components Inquiry Study
Office of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705
U.S. Department of Comnlerce
1 4 '&
~ Pennsylvania, NW
Washington, DC 20230

Subject: Request for Public Comments on the Effects of Export Controls on Decisions
To Use or Not Use U S . Origin Parts and Coinpo~lentsin Commercial Products and the
Effects of Such Decisions

Dear Ms. Watts:
The RPTAC appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Commerce Department's
Notice of Inquiry for the Request for Public Comments on the Effects of Export Controls
011 Decisions To Use or Not Use U.S. Origin Parts and Compoue~ltsin Con~mercial
Products and the Effects of Such Decisions. Recent efforts by Commerce, including the
establishme~ltof a new Technical Advisory Committee and the Natio~lalAcademy of
Sciences, in a recently published report, seek to evaluate and refine the current US export
controls, krther indicating the need for change. We sincerely hope that many comments
are geuerated as a result of this Request so that the Commerce Department can take a
fully informed view of the current status and application of US export controls.

The decision on whether to use US origin parts and corrrponents in commercial
prodr~ctsis a key factor in the design and development of new products.
It is commou that during the design review phase, the origi~lof hardware commodities
aud software code is evaluated to determine if US origin [controlled] parts are present.
For a foreign manufacturer, if the same items with comparable quality and cost are
available from a non-US source, the foreign manufacturer will often choose the non-US
source. It reduces the burden of compliance and the cost of doing business for the
foreign manufacturer than sourcing US export-controlled parts. U.S. exporters face other
disadvantages such as higher labor costs, production costs, and other regulatory
restrictions not applicable to other production locations, so tighter U.S. export controls
and reexport controls have a cumulative effect, often enough to tip the balance and lead a

company to design out U.S. content in favor of comparable products that do not face the
same restrictiotls (buying from a more reliable supplier of products that can be sold
worldwide in all markets without export licensing concenls).

Global Companies that ma~lufactureusing US origin parts aud componellts have an
additional compliance burden.
Companies have to create compliance programs to comply with U.S. controls in addition
to local export co~ltrolsfor any US origin components. For example, global co~npanies
must also restrict sales territories as a result of US export controls where such restrictions
don't exist 011 products without US origin co~ltrolledcontent. The US reexport co~ltrols
that follow US controlled content are more stringent than any other countries' and add
compliance costs and burdens for US and non-US producers. They also impose burdens
on non-U.S. customers that purchase products with U S , export colltrol strings attached.
EU and Japanese trade associatio~lshave told industry and U.S. government officials that
spend 80% of their time on U.S. reexport
their member export complia~lceperso~l~lel
control issues, and 20% of their time 011local export controls because the U.S. controls
items more deeply (about 213rds of the CCL and 90% of U.S. exports are subject to
impose
unilateral controls as compared to multilateral controls). The U.S. co~~trols
unilateral export licensing requirements not only on unilaterally embargoed countries
(requiring complia~lcewith at1 incredibly complex overlay ofOFAC as well as EAR and
ITAR controls), but also restrict exports to the largest growing economy of China, which
other countries do not restrict. ITAR controlIed items cannot be sold at all to China, and
EAR controlled items face much stricter U.S. controls than those of other countries.

US Origin Technology and tlie Rules of Origin
Most manufacturers focus on the Word Trade Orga~lizatio~l
Rules of Origin and bilateral
free trade agreement rules of origin in order to take advantage of reduced duty rates from
the trade agreements, not the content of US technology for export controls. Detertnini~lg
what products are US.-origin, or subject to direct product rules if not, is factually very
difficult. Even exporters who understand and attempt to comply with US export controls
may not give due consideratio~lto these different concepts, essentially overlooki~lgUS
export controls on their product.

The majority of electronic products are not of US origin.
Most large tna~lufacturi~lg
centers are located in Asia and Inany of these are third-party
assembly operations which utilize components from a variety of international sources to
create a product. Controls on reexport of US co~ltrolledcontent are more likely to result
in a lost sale for U.S. products if there are viable substitute goods.

De Minimis Rules still burdensome
The I~lterimFinal Rule De Minimis U.S. Content in Foreign Made Items published on
October 1,2008, provided some clarity to Foreign Manufacturers who can now Inore

clearly comply with US reexport controls. We cornmelid the Bureau of industry and
Security for publicizing this welcomed change. The application of U.S. reexport
controls to a finished product assembled in a foreign country is a difficult concept for
many foreign ~~~anufacturers
to grasp. Deterniining the amount of US content in a
product consisting of hundreds, if not thousands, of co~nponentsis a difficult task for
many manufacturers. The majority of foreign ~nanufacturerswill either ignore the
requirement (because they are not familiar with it) or opt for not having to perform this
calculation by elimi~latingUS content.
Defense I~ldustrialBase Activities
There is a continual bias against U.S. manufacturers producing parts and components that
are used in the satellite and aerospace industries in particular. Foreign Manufacturers
regularly insist on warranties and representations that the US parts are not subject to the
ITAR, and are quite often u~lwillingto incorporate items listed on the CCL, especially
after as the ullilateral U.S. change ofjurisdiction of satellite items from the EAR to the
ITAR. (Other Wassenaar members treat commercial satellites and components as dualuse items, not mnunitions.) A quick search on the Internet of "ITAR fieemyields hundl.eds
of hits. European space companies, in particular, are very mindful ofthe applicability of
US export controls, EAR and ITAR. Many non-US companies are not inclined to
perform a de minimis analysis, even on EAR controlled items, and will not even consider
US.-origin, ITAR controlled parts in their products. This trend has even spread to
certain U.S. manufacturers and companies in other industries that now ask their suppliers
to certify that their inputs are not US.-origin or are "ITAR free" for particular projects.
Wassenaar and Extraterritoriality
The lack of US content in foreign mallufactured products does not relieve most
manufacturers of compliance with export controls. The Wassenaar Arrangement
provides a multilateral set of export controls desigued to address critical products and
technologies. Compliance with the extra-territoriality jurisdiction of US export controls
has proven to be very difficult for foreign companies, and is virtually non-existent for
most small foreign comnpanies. The co~nplexityofapplying US export controls, local
law, and the Wasseuaar Arrangement is difficult for even the largest companies.
Eliminating the overly con~plexUS export controls from the analysis by not i~lcluding
U.S. origin components sin~plifiesthe export co~nplia~ice
risk analysis, potential liability,
reliability of supply for worldwide sale, and administrative overhead.
We suggest that the Bureau of Industry and Security seeks input from Foreign
Man~~facturers
who attend BIS education se~ninarsin non-US locations. BIS should ask
attendees: 'If given a choice with having to comply with US export coutrols by using US
origin goods in their products, or not having to comply with US exports controls by
sourcing components elsewhere, what would their answer be?" In addition, BIS could
solicit assistance from the US Foreign and Commercial Service resources deployed
around the world to collect input from the ilon-US companies they are in contact with to
collect information dkectly from the non-US purchasing community.

Thanlc you for your consideratiotl of these comments. If you have ally questions, please
contact us by e-mail at joh1i.1licberdin~~varia11i11c.co1ll
and jlacross~~ri~n.corn.

On behalf of the Departnletlt of Commerce, Regulations and Procedures Technical
Advisory Committee:

Julie La Cross
John Nieberding
Co-Chairs, Practices and Procedures Working Group

cc: Hillary Hess
RPTAC members

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/18/2009 7:11:40 PM
Fwd: Parts and Components inquiry

Please see the attached comments submitted by Kenneth Hutton (Hyperion Catalysis International)
in response to BIS's Januaw 5. 2009, request for comments concerning the effects of U.S. export
controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products, parts, and components in
foreign-made products.
>>> "Hulton, Ken" ~KHultont3hv~erioncatalvsis.com~
02118/09 6:23 PM >>>

Parts and Components Study
Office of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Pennsylvania Ave., NW.
Washington, DC 20230
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: ~ubliccomments@bis.doc.~ov
Dear Sir or Madam.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide the attached public comments in response to the Department of
Commerce's January 5, 2009 Federal Register "Request for Public Comments on the Effects of Export
Controls on Decisions To Use or Not Use US.- Origin Parts and Components in Commercial Products
and the Effects of Such Decisions," 74 Fed. Reg. 263-64 (Jan. 5, 2009).
Respectfully,
Kenneth Hutton
Hyperion Catalysis International
617-354-9678

VIA ELECTRONIC M I L : ptrbIiccoi~~~~te~i~s@bis.doc.go~~

February 18,2009

Parts and Cotnpone~itsStudy
Office of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705
U S . Department of Co~nmerce
14th Street and Pe~msylva~iia
Ave., NW.
Washington, DC 20230
W,:

Parts and Co~n~onents
Inauiry

Dew Sir or Madam:
The followi~igis in response to the Department of Conunexce's January 5,2009 Federal Register
"Request for Public Comlnents on the Effects of Export Controls oil Decisio~isTo Use or Not
Use US.- Origin Parts arid Con~ponentsin Comme~.oialProducts and the Effects of Such
Decisions," 74 Fed Reg. 263-64 (Jan. 5,2009).
Hvuerion
Catalysis International, Inc, was founded in 1982 in Cambridge,
to
. Massacl~usetts,
.tlcvelop fonns i~ndmorphologies of' carbon, l'liroi~ghthc years, our c o n ~ r ~ ~ e ~cfforls
~ c i a lhave
revolved nroui~dencn~)st!lari~~c
Ilv~~erion's
flacshiv fecl~~iolonv,
-. - trade nnmctl FI1)RII.TMccurbo~i
nanoh~bes,into various composites including for electrostatic dissipation. As Hyperiot1 has
offeiiiigs and global leadersl~ipposition, numerous other
progressed it1 expanding its co~n~i~ercial
the world have also developed their own variations of carboa llanotube based
entities tl~roughout
materials.

-

7 .

-

a

During this tinie, many of tlie world's governments have committed significant resources to
supp&tiiig reseirch aid co~nmercializ~ion
of carbon nanotube materi~ls.These foreign
-rzover~mentshave fostered industry in carbon nanotube based materials, providing cash and
other incentives to their domestic &rbonlianotube producers, \vliile no~~mposingtlie
level of
technology export co~itrolsthat tlie U.S. has i~llposed011 the Hyperio~iand its U.S. peers. In
particular, the Bureau of Indust~yand Security has broadly interpreted ECCN lCOIO.e to
ellcolnpass a wide range of col~m~ercially-available
carbon nanotube ("CNT") materials that are
indicated in'tlie relevalit cot~trolspeoif;catio~ls.
not known to have the pl~ysical~I~aracteristics

Due to tllese controls, the resulting licensing requirements and license processing delays for
many common manufacturing locations, numerous potential customers shy away front even
considering Hyperion Catalysis or other U.S. suppliers for their material requirements. These
customers instead p~~rchasc
carbon nanotube based products embodying the same type of
technology that U.S. export controls are ostensibly kying to protect from foreign interests from
foreign producers in China, Japan, Europe and other countries worldwide.

Tygical Supvlv Chain

CNT

Manufactuer

Cornpounder

Malder I
Pait Manufacturer

Hyperion's imtnediate oustolner may be the compounder, molder or end user. In our electronics
markets, most co~npounders,lnolders and end users have facilities in Asia in coontdes such as
China, Taiwan, Malaysia, and Singapore. These customers have ready access to Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Europeatl and other global producers of carbon nanotubes and can easily
operate without U.S. sources of supply of carbon nanotube based products.
The con~parativelyhigh burden of U.S. export controls impacts virtually all of Hyperion's nonU.S. custotners and business opportunities.
Described below aro situations that Hyperion has encountered:

Any evidence or itforntrrtion abozrt the existence of adver~tisingor+marketing efforts that ttse llte
absence of US. origin coniponents or exenlptionfiont US, exporsfcotlh401sns n selljngpoint.
o Non-U.S. Carbon natlotube ~nan~~facturers
consistel~tlypromote their products to
compounders, nlolders and end users as being outside tlie.reach of U.S. export controls. One
non-U.S, carbon nanotube ma~mfactarerdirectly stated to Hyperion that it has a competitive
advantage because it provides non-US.-origin carbon nanotube based inaterials to IIOII-U.S.
supply chains without the costs and delays associated with U.S. export control restrictions.
o Compounders, Molders and 'End Users have confirmed to Hyperion that non-U.S. carbon
nanotube manufacturers are promoting the ability to avoid co~npliancewith U.S. export controls
as a conlpetitive advantage over I-lyperion.

Any infir~~mfion
crborttpoxsible c~ts/ottler~~refe~'e~ices
for prodtrcts that do ilot contnbi U.S.origin cotiponetits, nnd ivhether sucIipr.t$erence ntoy be relcrted to relevnnt US. exporatconfr401s.
o dompou~lder1, a global company headquartered in the U.S. with facilities in Asia, stated to
Hyperion that it will not use Hyperion's US, export controlled products because there are
foreign produced carbon nanotube products available that do not have expoit control restrictions.

o Compounder 1 also stated to I-Iyperion that many of their custolners are specifically
requesting that ptwducts do not contain raw materials wit11 U.S. export control restrictions. Sales
to Con~pounder1 have declined significantly as they continue to grow their business utilizing
non-US, llanotubes and allow U.S. export coatrolled products to decline as their product life
cycles end.
o Conlpounder 2, another global colnpany h~eadqiiatteredin the U.S. with facilities it1 Asia,
stated to Hyperion they will only use carbon nanotube products without export control
restrictions.
o Con~pounder3, a tl1il.d global company headquartered in the U.S. with facilities in Asia,
expressed concern to I-Iyperion that U.S. export control restrictions place then at a competitive
disadvantage when using Hyperion's products versus other co~npounderswho use foreign based
raw materials.
All three compounders listed above, recognize the excellent technology and leadersl~ipposition
that Hyperion has in the nanotube market and yet still clloose to source like, or lesser quality,
product from other non-export controlled sources just to avoid the issues related to the additional
restrictions and doctunentation required by U.S. export controls.
o End Users 1 and 2, electronic con~ponet~t
tnanufactorers, have expressed a preference to use
materials that do not contain U.S. export cot1trolled materials. Other End Users have specifically
requested that compounders use materials that do tiat have any U.S.export control restrictions.
o Molder 1 gave preferential treatment in sourcing and evaluation to a non-U.S. origin material
because it did not have export control restrictions.
Ally i~Iforrtmniiondescribingynrts ond components that n~unl,frrc/~ir.cla
~ I C I J Ielect ?lo/to use
becot~seof /heir US, origin nnd nriy inforaintion regn~*dilig
tl?eprodrrct into iclhich slrchpnr.ts.
and co~~tpo~zents
uiseincorpor(~ted
o Hyperion products for wl~icl~
foreign sales are affected by tlie availability of notl-controlled
foreign competitors include, for example, MB6015-XX, MB9015-XX, MB8515-XX, MB9515XX, and SR625,
o FIypesion's FIBRILTh'nauotnbe masterbatclles and co~npontldsare c o ~ n t ~ l oused
~ ~ l yin trays,
carriers, and other devices that are, it1 turn, used to manufacture, handle, and ship electronics
comnpolle~~ts
that require static dissipative measures during production, storage, or transit.
Manufacturers are using masterbatches of similar, or lesser quality, to the I-Iyperion products
carbon na~~otubes
from producers based in China, Japan, Europe and
listed above co~~taining
other cout~triesin these same types of static dissipative apl~lications.These foreign producers
have at1 advantage over Hyperion by providing the ~nanufacturerwith the ability to avoid U.S.
costs at~ddelays.
export contiwl cot~~pliarlce
Any i~for~nntion
nborrt scrlcs lost

US, suppliers to non-US. conlye/ito~s.

o Electronics-related applications manufactured in Asia are iacreasittgly supplied through
co~npoundersoperating in Asia. Hyperion continues to convince Electronics Original

Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and #)artfabricators to move fiom convetltional carbon black
conchctive materials into p~~oducts
co~ltiinitl~
Hyperion's FIBRILThf multi-walled carbo~l
nanotubes as a means of imdrovin~part performance and value. This conversion results in a
move from a non-export controlle(imaterial (carbon black) to an export controlled material
(carbon nanotube based products). Most of these materials are both compounded and molded
outside of the U.S. therefore requiring export licenses where applicable. Due to the issues wit11
Hyperion's carbon nanotubes being export controlled, Hyperion is having to fight to maintain its
existing market share and is at a co~npetitivedisadvantage when trying to compete wit11
competitive carbon nanotube producers in China, Japan and Europe for the growth in this
business.

Any infolnlntiori nbortt spec(fic co~~~r~~ercinlpro~l~rcts
thctt were designed or niodlfied to explicitly
exc/t(de US. purls cmn'cotrponents drte to US,export controls.
o Compounder 4, a company in Asia, utilized JIOII-U.S.carbon nanotube based products
because of the time delay it1 receiving Hyperion's products due to the export licensing process.

Any. il?fornlrttion
rtbolrt decisions to locate or relocnte prod~ctionfncilities ozttsi~lethe United
Stntes, incltrdirig a descriytion qfishich iferrrsmclirdh~gre/er~crnfconr~~roditj~
classijcc~tion
infolazntion, szrch ns Export Control Clrrssijcntion Nitniber) ivotrld bepr40drrcednbrortd.
o Hyperion understands that Compounder 1, which had US. based product development and
production facilities, relocated these efforts to its non-US, facilities and will use non-U.S.
carbon nanofllbe based raw materials for its products classified under ECCN Nunlber lc010.e.l.
o Colnpounder 2 stated to Hyperion that it will not develop products (ECCN Number lc010.e. 1
at its U.S. based facility using export controlled materials from the broader heading ECCN
lc010, specifically Hyperion's ~nasterbatches.Instead, Compounder 2 will use its non-U.S.
and production, with non4J.S. carbon nanotube based materials.
facilities for developme~~t

Any infor.~rmtioiinbozrt the possible econorrtic hipact (e.g., enplojJlllent,orttsolrrcing of s l ~ e c ~ c
expenditttres sttck as ~eserrrc/ict~iddei~elopnei
to cor~punies,indttstrj ,PCgtnents or
corriniiunities of nny decision not to tise US.-origiri pwts arid cor~tpotientsbecnuse of US. expol*t
con~r~o1s,
inclirding nriy possible inpact on the rrbilily to sripport specific dcfinse indks/i+ialbase
ucfii~ities.
a

Hyperion and the other U.S. producers of carbon nanotube based products have provided highpaying mat~ufacturing,reseal.011 and development jobs in the United States for over twenty years.
The carbon nanotube based products that are sold by Hyperion and otlles U.S. producers provide
significant tax revenues for the federal government and the states where they reside. All of the
instances noted above represent eitlier fortner business tllat was lost or future b\~silless
opportunities that are at risk of going to foreign competition due to U S , export control
requirements. Most worrisome is the o~igoingdisnlantlit~gof U.S. carbon nanotabe product
development and production capacity, which is occurring in many cases to ensure that nextgeneration carbon llanotube materials can be sold into global markets without tile cotnpetitive
disadvantage caused by the U.S. export control requirements. Instead of promoting US.
productiot~of materials in which the U.S, has l~elda competitive edge and ensuring that tile U.S.

stays at the ct~tfitigedge of this field, U.S. export control requirements provide an advantage to
foreign competitors (generally located in China and other cot~ntriesfor which the U.S. itnposes
licensing requirements for carbon nanotnbe materials) by helping them to become lower-cost,
faster supplyitlg foreign competitors. U.S. export controls are also simnt~ltaneouslyprompting the
U.S. industry to relocate investment and resources into those countries, where indigenous or third
country technical expertise can eliminate the need for U.S.-developed carbon nanotube
technologies and have the potential to eli~ninaten~a~~ufacturing,
research and develop~nentjobs
and tax revenue in the US..
If expo~tcontrols are not lifted in the short term, U S , based nanotube suppliers sslich as Hyperion
will have more limited growth opportunities as much of the technology and rnat~ufactt~ring
base
for these materials will be in non-U.S. locations. 111 the meantinle, Hyperion continues to figl~t
for new business in the face of increasing IIOII-exportcontrolled alternatives. Custolners
increasingly purchase cal6on nat~ott~be
based products enlbodying the same type of technology
that U.S, export controls arc ostensibly trying to protect from foreign iiliterests froin foreign
prod~~cers
in China, Japan, Europe and other countries worldwide. There will come a point in the
near future were Hyperion's it~cumbentstatus, brand and product expertise will not be eriougll to
overcotne this situation.
~ ~ ~ ; e rjoins
i o n the U.S, nanotechnology industry in urging the Bureau of Industry and Security
to re-evaluate the impact of the controls on carbon nanotube materials, in light of the continuing
tnigration of global custonlers to non-U.S. sources and tlie exodus of U S , carbon nanotube
product develop~nentand production to locations illat are not constrained by U.S. export
colltrols.

~~

Re, pectfully submitted,

~ ~ L V L ~ ~ I J

Kenneth Hutton
Hyperion Catalysis International, Inc.

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/19/2009 12:34:01 PM
Fwd: BIS NO1 - U.S. Origin Parts and Components in Commercial Products

Please see the attached comments from James Grau (President and CEO, Cross Match
Technologies, Inc.) in response to BISs January 5. 2009, reauest for comments concerning the effects
of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products, parts, and
components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Lisa Johnson" ~1isa.iohnson~CrossMatch.com~
02/19/09 11:20 AM >>>
Please see the attached letter. Re: Request for Public Comment on the
Effects of Exuort Controls on Decisions to Use or Not Use U.S. Origin
Pans and ~ o m ~ o n e n.n
t sCommercial Proa-cts and the Effects of %.ch
Decisons. Docket h o 0812221638-81639-01 res~ectfullvsuotnitteo bv
James L. ~ r a uPresident
,
and CEO, Cross ~atch'~echnb1ogies

Sincerely,

Lisa A. Johnson
Executive Assistant
Cross Match Technologies, Inc
Phone: 561.493.7334
Mobile: 561.319.7381
eMa~l .Isa ohnsont3crossmatch coin
<tna~ltoI sa ~onnson@crossniatcncorn>

This e-mail messaae from Cross Match Technologies,
. Inc. is intended only for the individual or entity to
which it is addressed.
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
If you received this e-mail by accident, please notify the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail and
all copies of it

February 19, 2009
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL [publiccomments@bis.doc.gov]
Parts and Components inquiry
Office of Technology Evaluation
Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14IhStreet and Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20230
Re:

Request for Public Comment on the Effects of Export Controls on Decisions to Use
or Not Use U.S. Origin Parts and Components in Commercial Products and the
Effects of Such Decisions. Docket No. 0812221638-81639-01

Dear Sir or Madam:
Cross Match Technologies, Inc. ("Cross Match") appreciates this opportunity to provide these
comments to the Office of Technology Evaluation (OTE) in response to the above-referenced
Notice of Inquiry.
Cross Match employs approximately 175 people in Palm Beach Gardens, FL to develop,
manufacture and sell biometric identification products such as fingerprint scanners and
identity management software, and other products, such as iris and facial recognition
systems. Cross Match's subsidiary in Jena, Germany employs approximately 110 people and
also manufactures fingerprint scanners and identity management software.
In addition,
Cross Match provides services to its customers including training and implementation and
custom software development.
Cross Match biometric identification products are used for a wide variety of applications such
as computer access control, check cashing fraud prevention, secure area access control,
welfare fraud prevention, driver's license verification, and border entrylexit control, in addition to
use by law enforcement. Although widely used for civilian purposes, biometric identification
equipment and identity management software are often classified as "crime controlled" for U.S.
export licensing purposes (i.e., 3A981 and 3D980). Controlled devices include finger and palm
print scanners, mobile fingerprint scanners and associated identity matching software. These
controls are intended to ensure that U.S. origin police equipment is not exported to countries
whose governments do not respect internationally recognized human rights.

3950 RCA Blvd., Suite 5001

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410

PHONE 561.622.1650

FAX561.622.9938

WWW.C~OSS~~~C~.CO~

However, biometric identification equipment using identical technology is available from many
companies outside of the U.S. In many instances, U.S, based companies that design and
manufacture biometric identification equipment and identity management software outside of
the U.S. are not subject to export license restrictions. Below is a list of several foreign
competitors that provide virtually identical technology, but these competitors are not subject to
U.S. export laws:
FOREIGN MANUFACTURERSOF FINGERPRINT EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE:
GREENBIT -Turin, Italy. Fingerprint scanners and identity management software.
IRIS Corp. - Malaysia. Mobile fingerprint scanners.

.

PAPILLON -Russia.

Fingerprint and palm print scanners.

SAGEM -France. AFiS and fingerprint systems provider.
SUPREMA -Korea. Fingerprint scanners.
TRICUBES - Malaysia. Mobile fingerprint scanners.

U.S. export licenses are required for "crime controlled" products in order to export to non-NATO
countries including Latin and South America, Africa, the Middle East and Asia. The export
license approval process generally takes between 30 and 90 days, sometimes longer. Until
approval is granted, Cross Match cannot ship the product. Due to the lack of similar export
controls imposed by other nations, Cross Match is at a competitive disadvantage for
opportunities outside of the U.S, if we cannot meet a buyer's shipping deadlines, respond
quickly to last-minute orders or requests for demonstration equipment.
Cross Match has been informed on numerous occasions by our foreign customers that they are
actively exploring other options for these products in Europe and Asia due to U.S, export
license requirements and the associated delays. Just last week, Cross Match was forced to
decline a $100K purchase order for equipment to be delivered to Argentina because the buyer
needed to have it within two weeks. In the fourth quarter of 2008,Cross Match similarly lost
sales to customers in Mexico and Brazil due to our inability to ship products on a less than
several months notice.
BIS reported in its 2007 Annual Report that it had processed nearly 20,000export license
applications that year, the highest number in over a decade. While BIS is to be commended for
its ability to handle this daunting caseload, the length of license processing period encourages
U.S. companies to file export license applications at the time a quote is provided to a potential
customer, before the receipt of a purchase order which may never come. Ironically, this
contributes to BIS' workload, and adds to the license processing time.

Another source of customer frustration is the fact that the "Service and Replacement of Parts"
license exception is not available for crime controlled items. If a unit cannot be repaired and
must be replaced, Cross Match must obtain another export license for the replacement crime
controlled item(s). This is understandably frustrating to a customer who has been approved by
BIS to receive the equipment in the first place, to then be told it will be at least six weeks before
a replacement can be shipped.
As noted above, Cross Match has manufacturing facilities in Florida and in Germany. Certain
Cross Match's biometric products made in Germany contain a "de minimus" amount of U.S.
technology and can therefore be exported from Germany without obtaining a U.S. export
license. Due to a number of factors, including lost sales stemming from export requirements,
Cross Match is in the process of evaluating some consolidation of its manufacturing facilities
to necessitate the elimination or sharp reduction of certain products at its Florida facility.
Moving more research and development to Germany, as well as manufacturing, would also
have the effect of reducing the number of jobs at our facility in Florida.
The net effect is that at a time when our country faces the greatest financial crisis in 80 years
and the new administration is trying desperately to create U.S. jobs, unnecessary and
ineffective export license restrictions causes Cross Match and other U.S. companies to shift
jobs from the U.S. to other countries.
Cross Match hopes that the information we are providing will help BIS assess the impact of
U.S. export controls on U.S. business, particularly in this competitive environment and given
the wide availability of biometric identification products by foreign competitors.
Respectfully submitted,

James L. Grau
President and CEO
Cross Match Technologies, Inc

Cc:

Jennifer Watts, Office of Technology Evaluation, Bureau of Industry and Security
jwatts@bis.doc.gov

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Ulrika Stillman" ~ulrika.stillman@ericsson.com~
~publiccomments@bis.doc.gov~
2/19/2009 11:02:03 AM
Parts and Components Inquiry

Comments on the impact of U.S. Export Controls on non-U.S. Origin
end-products
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson is a Swedish company with a number of
subsidiaries engaged in the sale and service of telecommunications and
data communications systems throughout the world. The company has strict
policies in place that are intended to ensure that its manufacturing,
sales and other operations, whether conducted by U.S. or non-U.S.
subsidiaries, comply with applicable U.S, export control and sanctions
laws.
The costs and efforts for LM Ericsson associated with the U.S. re-export
controls are in comparision with operating EU and Swedish export control
regulations unreasonable costly and a big concern for us.The control of
dual-use products through classification Wassenaar should be enough, the
extra classification of products with respect to the U.S. lists creates
a lot of extra work and efforts without any significant impact on
compliance.
The more U.S. origin products, parts and components we have incorporated
into our foreign manufactured commercial non-U.S end product, the higher
the costs of control will be, the regulations will be more complicated
since the non-U.S, end product then could become subject to the EAR (not
fulfill de minimis).
We also find difficulties in that the regulations sometimes are
contradictory and a clear answer not easily can be found.
Consequence of all these considerations is likely to be that we if
possible design out US products, parts and components and in discussions
on where to locate manufacturing, research and development preferably
avoid U.S.A because of U.S export and re-export control reasons.
Yours sincerely
Ulrika Stillman

Ulrika Stillman
Director US Re-export
Group Function Legal Affairs

Trade Compliance
Torshamsgatan 21
164 80 Stockholm, Sweden
www.ericsson.com
Office: +46 10 713 2791
Mobile: +46 70 986 1061
Email: ulrika.stillman@ericsson.com

This communication is confidential and intended solely for the
addressee(s). Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution
is prohibited. If you believe this message has been sent to you in
error, please notify the sender by replying to this transmission and
delete the message without disclosing it. Thank you.
E-mail including attachments is susceptible to data corruption,
interception, unauthorized amendment, tampering and viruses, and we only
send and receive emails on the basis that we are not liable for any such
corruption, interception, amendment, tampering or viruses or any
consequences thereof.

Exhibit 1

QESTIONNAIRE

Categorv No. 1: Questions regarding tlie controls of US-origin items in vour company
(a) Please answer the followi~lgquestions a-0 through a-6, if you have ever procured or have considered
procuring US-origin parts or components for their i~icorporationinto your products.
or designing-in US-origin parts or components. (Please
(a-0) Your company has ever considered procuri~~g
check "No" in the case you had no choice but using US-origin items for a technological reason, etc.)

(a-1) You have ever elected non-US items because the US-origin items were listed on the CCL and required a
license fsom BIS for your exports of the products. (Tliis includes the case you designed out the US-origin
items.)

(a-2) You have ever elected non-US items even in the case that the US-origin items were listed on the CCL but
no license was required since the itenis were lion-controlled for the destination or a License Exception was
applicable, because you considered you would possibly export the products in the future to other countries
that require a license. (This includes the case you designed out the US-origin items.)

(a-3) You have simply elected nou-US items disregarding the classification of the US-origin items, etc.
because you thought it's more efficient and cost effective. (This i~icludesthe case you designed out the
US-origin items.)

(a-4) You have ever elected non-US items even in the case that you came to know that the US-origin items
were non-CCL items as a result of the classification you conducted or because the supplier so i~lfornledto
you, considering that the US controls would possibly be intensified even on those non-controlled items.
(Tliis ir~cludestlie case you designed out t l ~ eUS-origin items.)
YesiNo
(a-5) If you answered "Yes" to either of the questions a-1 through a-4 above, please outline the case as far as
possible, including the following elements. (You rnay state more than one case for one question.)
(i) Generic name of the US-origin items. (You do not have to state any proprietary name of the items or
manufacturer's name)
(ii) Name of your end-products that incorporate US-origin items
(iii) Export destinations

(iv) The reason for your choice of non-US items, and others if any

(a-6) With regard to the cases otlier than those described in the questions a-I through a-4 above, please state if
you had instances in which the US export controls influenced your decisioti whether to procure US-origin
items, regardless of its final outcome.

(b) Please answer the following questions b-1 through b-4, if yo11 have never encountered the cases of tlie
questions in part (a) since you had no necessity at all of procuring US-origin items, or since you had no
choice but using US-origin items you procured. This is a question to those who answered "No" to the
question a-0.
Suppose you intend to procure US-origin parts and cooiponents while having another option to elect non-US
items instead;
(b-1) You would elect non-US items in case the US-origin items were listed on tlie CCL and the intended
export required a license. (This includes the case you would design out the US-origin items.)

(b-2) You would elect non-US items even in the case that the US-origin items were listed on the CCL but no
license was required since the items were non-controlled for the destination or a License Exceptio~iwas
applicable, because you would possibly export the products in tlie future to other countries that require a
license. (This includes the case you would design out the US-origin items.)

(b-3) Yo11 would simply elect non-US items disregarding the classificatio~iof the US-origin items, etc. because
you tliitik it's more efficient and cost effective. (This includes the case you would design out the US-origin
items.\

(b-4) You would still elect non-US items even if you came to know that the US-origin items were non-CCL
items as a result of tlie classification you conducted or because the supplier so informed to you,
considering that the US cont~olswould be intensified even on those non-controlled items. (This includes
the case you would design out the US-origin items.)

Category No. 2: Q w a r d i n e the control of US-origin items by your customers
The questions of category No. 1 asked you about the co~itrolsof US-origin items in your company. Here in
category 2, we ask you about the control status of your customers to whom you sell US-origin items or
products that contain US-origin items. Your "custo~ners"in this case mean:

(i) Your overseas custotners (excludillg those in tlie US) in case you export your products from Japan, or
(ii) Your domestic customers in case you sell your products in Japan knowing that those will be exported from
tlie customen.

(a) It seems your custo~uersare not implementing any controls based on the US regulations, since you have
never been asked fro111them whether those are US-origin or not.

(b) It seems your customers are not implementing ally controls based on the US regulations, since you have
never been asked fiom them whether those are US-origin or not.

(b-I) Your customers have refused to buy your products because they are of US-origin.
YesiNo
(b-2) Your customers have asked you to change your US-origin products to those of non US-origin
YesiNo

(c) If you answered "Yes" to either of the questions b-1 and b-2 above, please outline tile case as far as
possible, including the following elements. (You may state more than one case for one question.)
(i) Generic name of the US-origin items. (Yo11 do not have to state any proprietary name of the items or
manufacturer's name)
(ii) Name of your end-products that incorporate US-origin items
(iii) Export destinations
(iv) The reason for your choice of non-US items, and others if any

Categolr No.3: Ouestions regarding the location of your company's overseas manufacturing sites

(a) Do you have facilities in non-US countries where you rnai~ufactureany list-conholled items?

(b) Please answer the following questions (b-I) through (b-3), ifyou a~iswered"Yes" to the above questiorl (a).
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(b-1) You have ever considered establisliing your lnanufacturing sites in the US.
Yesiiio
(b-2) You have considered the US as a country of your manufacturi~lgsites, but gave 110 consideration on each
country's export control laws and regulations.

(b-3) The US was one of the options. One reason for ruling it out was the existence of its strict export confxols

Category No.4: Ouestions regarding the impact on the economy
(a-1) Do you think that the a m o u ~ ~oft US-origin items you procure will increase if the extraterritorial
application of the US regulations is removed?
(a-2) Please state, if possible, the ballpark amount of your procurement of US-origin items per year
(b-I) Do you incur additional costs for co~nplyingwith the US export control regulations?
YesiNo
(b-2) If so, please state their estimated percentage to the whole cost of your corporate export controls.

Category No.5: General questions
(a) Have you ever ellcountered any advertising or marketing efforts by a tliird party that use the absence of
US-origin components or exemption from US export controls as a selling point?

(b) If you answered "Yes" to the above question (a), please state the details as far as possible

Categoly No.6: Questions regarding your thoughts about the US re-export controls

4

Please check the agreeable response to each one of the five comments stated below.

(a) Tlie US Government sllould stop the extraterritorial application of its export controls since it's a violati011
of the International Law.
(I) We agree. (2) We'd rather agree. (3) Difficult to judge. (4) We'd rather disagree. (5) We disagree.
(b) For a reason of diversion concerns, the extraterritorial application of the US export controls is rather
necessary to the countries who have no export control laws and regulations, but not necessary to Japan
where export controls are implemented as strictly as other liiember countries of the international export
control regimes.

(1) We agree. (2) We'd athe her agree. (3) Difficult to judge. (4) We'd ratller disagree. (5) We disagree.
(c) The current system would rather exclude US-origin items-even
companies' transactions simply because they are of US-origin.

nou-sensitive ones-from non-US

(1) We agree. (2) We'd rather agree. (3) Difficult to judge. (4) We'd rather disagree. (5) We disagree.
(d) Tlie extraterritorial application of the US export colltrols is giving not only a negative impact on the US
economy but also a negative image of the US itself to foreign countries.

(I) We agree. (2) We'd rather agree. (3) Difficult to judge. (4) We'd rather disagree. (5) We disagree
(e) The extraterritorial application of the US export controls is rather necessary because export controls are still
insufficient in rnany countries.
(1) We agree. (2) We'd rather agree. (3) Difficult to judge. (4) We'd rather disagree. (5) We disagree,

(0 Please state ally other coniments, if any, in regard to the US export controls.

I

Exhibit 2

Survey results for Cateaorv No.1 to 140.6

Exhibit 3
Com~nentsin response to questionnaire Cateporv No.1 (a-51
Question:
(a-I) You have ever elected lion-US items because the US-origin items were listed on the CCL arid required
a license fiotn BIS for your exports of,the products. (This includes tlie case you designed out the
US-origin items.)
(a-2) You have ever elected [ion-US items even in the case that the US-origin items were listed on the CCL
but no license was required since the iterns were non-conholled for the destination or a License Exception
was applicable, because you considered you would possibly export the products in the future to other
countries that require a license. (This includes tlie case you designed out the US-origin items.)
(a-3) You have sirnply elected non-US items disregarding the classificatio~iof the US-origin items, etc.
because you thought it's more efficient and cost effective. (This includes the case you designed out the
US-origin items.)
(a-4) You have ever elected non-US ite~nseven in the case that you came to know that the US-origin items
were non-CCL items as a result of the classification you conducted or because the supplier so informed
to you, considering that the US controls would possibly be intensified even on those [ion-controlled
items. (This includes tlie case you designed out the US-origin items.)
(a-5) If you answered "Yes" to either of the questions a-1 through a-4 above, please outline the case as far as
possible, including the following elements. (You may state nlore than one case for one question.)
(i) Generic name of the US-origin items. (You do not have to state any proprietary name of the items or
manufacturer's name)
(ii) Naine of your end-products that incorporate US-origin items
(iii) Export destinations
(iv) The reason for your choice of non-US items, and others if any

1.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

2.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

High frequency device
Electronic measuretnent equipment
US, Europe and Asian countries
Because the US-origin items was controlled by tlie ITAR that is stricter than the EAR and not
reco~nrnendablefor commercial use.

Semiconductor devices and image processing software
Broadcasting system
Countries except those subject the U.S. control
NIA

3.
(i) Super engineering plastics
(ii) Pellet
(iii) China

(iv) Exported using the License Exceptiou APR
4.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Interface board for analysis devices
Analysis devices
Syria
Judging this product as not exportable, we have adopted a German product that has the same
function as a substitute.
* There are other products for which we have adopted alternative products.

J.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Sensol; communication equipment, Ics, etc.
Geophysical instruments
All countries except Cuba and North Korea
Our destination included some E: 1 countries

6.
Whenever we use any US-origin parts and components in our products, we make the U.S. contents less
than ten percent. Therefore, it is our design policy not to use US.-origin items as far as possible.

(i) Fiber-optic thermometer, vacuum pomp, etc
(ii) Electric power substation equipment
(iii) Middle East and Australia
(iv) Adopted U.S. origin items
Example 2
(i) Service parts (barrel and LAN cable)
(ii) Biaxial kneader /process controller for biaxial kneader
(iii) China and Southeast Asia
(iv) Barrel: We gave up purchasing from the original US,ma~lufacturerafter we determined that the
item was classified under ECCN 18118 (No license exception is available for 1B 118 items). We
made this determination by ourselves since the U.S. manufacturer did not respond to our request
for classification information. We elected to procure a similar product manufactured by our
coinpatly although a longer lead-time was necessary.
LAN cable: We elected to purchase similar product from a Japanese ~nanufacturerin order to eliminate
burdensome internal c o ~ ~ ~ p l i a ~ ~ c e p r o c erequired
d u r e s for US.-origin items as well as limitations
u~iderthe EAR.
Example 3
(i) Software
(ii) Medical equipment
(iii) Cuba
(iv) To eliminate U.S. export I re-export compliance risks.
Example 4
(i) Encryption items
(ii) Office equipment
(iii) Worldwide

(iv) The product was a mass-sales product intended for worldwide market and it had to be "free" from
U.S. exportlre-export restrictions.
To that end, we placed our first priority in minimizing or limiting the use of US.-origin items, even
if in case such items had better performance and offered at competitive prices. Even after
publication of the new encryption rule and the new de-miniins rale in October 2008, we remain
hesitant to use US.-origin iterns since definitions for certain key terms remain unclear.
8.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Carbon fiber (ECCN: 1COlO.b)
Thread, prepreg, prefonn, mold prodocts
South Korea and China
Most of our custotners did not know bow to deal with the U.S. re-export control, and sometimes
rejected to buy out. products. Moreover, it took Inore than six month for getting license from the
BIS, and our origin customer cancelled the order during the period.

9.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Carbon Fibers
Prepregs and Fabrics made of Carbon Fibers
Asian Countries
1. We must apply an export license in Japan. It is very cumbersome and complicated for us to apply
an U.S. export license additionally.
2. It is vely difficult to explain our customers that the origin of these products is the U.S. or to
instruct them the U.S. reexport control systerns.

10. As to electronic patts, we use non-U.S. products as far as possible.
11. Case:(a-I, a-3)
(i) US.-origin item: Se~niconductorsand software
(ii) Foreign product: Telephone Exchange System
(iii) Primary destination: Iran, Iraq, PRC
(iv) Reason for not adopting US.-origin items:
U.S. export licenses may be required.
It was too much troublesome to identify ECCNs for each components and software and to calculate
the U.S. contents value.
Case:(a- I)
(i) US.-origin item: High-power FET
(ii) Foreign product: TV transmitters
(iii) Primary destination: Cuba
(iv) Reason for not adopting US.-origin items:
Because all US.-origin items were controlled for Cuba, we had to re-design the equipment not to
include airy U.S. components.
Case:(a- 1 ,a-2,a-3,a-4)
(i) US.-origin item: RAD (radiation-hardened) components
(ii) Foreign product: Satellite RF communication equipment
(iii) Prirnaty destination: Europe, PRC, Russia
(iv) Reason for not adopting U.S.-origin items:
It takes quite some time to procure RAD hard co~nponentsfrom the U.S. because of the license

requirement fsom tlie State Department, and most often this makes it iinpossible to meet the
delivery requirement of the custolners whose missions have defiuite deadlines regardless of the U.S.
controls.
Case:(a-2)
(i) US.-origin item: Software
(ii) Foreign product: Software
(iii) Primary destination: Europe, U.S. and Asia
(iv) Reason for not adopting US.-origin items:
We always try to use open source software based and developed in other countries than the U.S., as
long as we can, because of the U.S. export controls.
Case:(a-I, a-2)
We replaced forms desigu softwar.e with U S , encryption, which was subject to the U.S. reexport
colitrol, with Japanese software.
Case:(a-I)
We had to employ U.S. detector s for our infrared cameras in the initial development stage. Now
that there are Japanese detectors available on the market today that can satisfy our requirements, we
choose Japanese detectors for our products, which can be exported to many European (and some
other) countries with our E3"general export license" Earn the Japauese government.
IL.

(i) Semiconductors, software(inc1uding OS), LSI chips, and components(e.g. sensors),
(ii) Semiconductors, computers, software for computers, accessory equipment for computers, thin
client software, browser software, Software for TV conference, and manufacturing facilities
(iii) China, Taiwan, Israel, India, Philipine,
(iv) US exporters and the relevant companies did not provide us with the export control classification
(i.e. ECCN) of the US origin products due to their lack of uuderstanding of the EAR even if we
requested the information on the classificatiot~.
Although the entire products incorporating US origin products are not subject to the EAR under de
minimis rule of the EAR, reexports of the incorporated US origin products to certain destinations
for maintenance would require the license. To avoiding customers' necessity to cope with US
reexport control (e.g. necessity to obtain license).
13.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Encryption of software
Software
US., Europe, and China
To avoid bearing additional costs to deal with tlie U.S. re-export control and to enable to export
without any additional restrictions.

14.
(i) High heat-stable thermoplastic liquid crystal copolymers
(ii) Lens holders for digital cameras for civil uses
(iii) China
(iv) Altliougl~the customer designate US origin high heat-stable thermoplastic liquid crystal copolymers,
we are now preparing for our proposal to supply the Japanese origin ones in order to avoid the burdens of
US reexport control.

15.
(i) IC Cards, Software
(ii) Fault diagnosis device for auton~obiles
(iii) Sales agents in Syria
(iv) Sollie IC cards and software contained US origin non-controlled products/software.
One of the specifications of the fault diagnosis device for automobiles was to monitor the results of the
fault diagnosis by using Windows PC.
16.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Software
Telephone Exchange Equipinent
Iran
Software, which was not of U.S. origin, or which did not contain any U.S. content, was adopted, so as
for the equipment not to be put under the legal responsibilities of the EAR

17.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

US Origin Item : Light Source (bulb)
Analytical Device
Worldwide
To make the foreign made product less than 10 % in US content, Japan made light bulb was taken even
though Japanese one is Inore expensive

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

US Origin Item : Compact Flash Card
Analytical Device
Worldwide
To make the foreign made product less than 10% in US content, Japan made CF card was chosen
instead of US made one.

18.
(i)

Filter element
(ii) measurement equipment for flue gas, (iii)Syria, (iv)Althougli the end use and end user were not
problematic in terms of catch all control, the filter element was US origin and the destination was Syria
to which even the reexport of EAR99 would require the license.

19.
(i) Components for transportation equiptnent, which are not manufactured in Japan
(ii) Transportation equip~nent
(iii) All over the world, such as North America, South America, Europe, Asia, China, Middle East, etc.
(iv) When non-US companies manufacture the components tlle specifications of which are tlle same as or
compatible with the US origin ones, we are adopting such non-US origin components instead of the US
origin ones.
20.
(i) Sensors
(ii) Imaging equipment
(iii) Japan

21.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
22.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Automobile parts
Cars
Iran
In order to avoid any poteutial risk of EAR violation for self-protection purposes

Software
Elevator motiitoring system
Iran
The export of the system to Iran required a license from BIS because of the U.S.-origin software. We
therefore chauged it to non-U.S. software.

23.
Case-1: Destination: Iran
We have a type of Japan-tnade explosion-proof limit switch (a limit detecting switch in explosion-proof
housing) incorporating US-origin micro-switch (a kind of miniature switch). Though the US-origin
micro-switch is classified into an EAR99 non-listed item, we import the US-origin micro-switch every time
when we receive the limit switch order due to non-stock item in our factory.
It1 order for us to avoid applying License to US Government, we asked a Japanese customer to change the
required specifications and design of their equipment so that the explosion-proof limit switch incorporating
a Japan-made micro-switch is accepted.
Case-2: Destination: Iran
tool; a PDA (Personal Data Assistance) based palmtop computer
We stopped sales of a plant mai~~tenance
with Windows CE as Operating System, whose ECCN is classified into 5D002 ("Unrestricted" software,
which is eligible for "ENC" License Exception). We even stopped to file One-Time Report with de
miuimis Calculation to BIS, cotnl~~i~~glitlg
with Japanese made application program. Instead, we offered a
specially designed tool without Windows CE, not subject to EAR, though old type and less functional.
24.
(i) Printers, LAN related peripheral equipment
(ii) Plant contsol systems
(iii) Iran
(iv) To avoid US regulations.
25.
Regarding any items to purchase from the other companies and provide to customers, we are avoiding US
origin items irrespective of whether or they are cot~trolled

Exhibit 4
Conilnents in regard to Category No.1 (a-6)
Question:
(a-1) You have ever elected non-US itellis because the US-origin items were listed on tlie CCL and required
a license from BIS for your exports of the products. (This includes the case you designed out the
US-origin items.)
(a-2) You have ever elected lion-US items even in the case that the US-origin items were listed on the CCL
but no license was required since the items were non-controlled for the destination or a License Exception
was applicable, because you considered you would possibly export the products in the future to other
countries that require a license. (This i~~cludes
the case you designed out the US-origin itenis.)
(a-3) You have simply elected non-US items disregarding the classification of tlie US-origin items, etc.
because you thought it's more efficient and cost effective. (This includes the case you designed out the
US-origin items.)
(a-4) You have ever elected non-US items even in the case that you came to know that the US-origin items
were non-CCL items as a result of the classification you conducted or because the supplier so informed
to you, considering that the US conhols would possibly be intensified even on those non-controlled
items. (This includes the case you designed out the US-origin items.)
(a-6)With regard to the cases other than those described in the questions a-1 tllrough a-4 above, please state
if you had instances in which the US export controls influenced your decision whether to procure
US-origin itellis, regardless of its final outcome.
Comments:
1. We are very careful to determine whether bearing shield grease is US-origin item or not.

2.Marine diesel engine, gas turbine power generator and others.
(i) Diesel engine, gas turbine power generator and control equipment
(ii) Ship
(iii)In case an end-user was in the terrorist supporting country, although a customer was not.
(iv) Alternative Japanese equivalent items were studied to replace the US items.

3. In case of our company's products, unit prices o f parts to procure from others are relatively low.
Therefore, w e have never forgone US parts because of the US reexport control, but with a fi~tureshift
of product lines, it is possible that we forgo US pasts.
4. Too many government authorities are involved in export control, it is one reason to take unrlecessaly
time for the classification. One window system is better.

5. We have established a branch office in the USA. Due to US re-export control, prodoction/sales
activities of this office are limited to the USA only without exporting anything to Japan.
If the US re-export control is abolished, it will be possible for this office to increase export and to
optimize its productiodsales stroctore fiom the global point of view.
6. As to certain models, in the past, w e had purchased a US.-origin component from a U.S. company for

incorporation into such ~nodelsin Japan.
The component was listed on the CCL, and a license from BIS was required for export and reexport of
the colnponents and end products incorporating the component.
The increased time and cost required to obtain the necessary licenses were among the various factors
we considered in making our decision to substitute a non-U.S. component of similar specifications in
subseqi~etitmodels.
7. We have the following experience
1) It took a long time/a lot of work to confirm whether BIS authorization is unnecessary for some
encryption items. It caused the delay of delivery and damaged our relationship with the customer.
2) Several times US tnanufacturers informed us of the wrong ECCN for the computers and encryption
items and we spent considerable effort to correct those which also caused the delay of delivery and
embarrassed us in front of our customers.
8. We applied for export licenses for some products which contain US-origin items to Saudi Arabia. The
authorization from BIS was not issued even though four months passed after application. We separated
the product by non-US i t e m and US-origin items and applied for a new export license for lion-US
items to MET1 to avoid further delay. After that we got authorization from BIS and we had to apply for
other license for US items only to METI.
Due to the delay of BIS al~thorization;
I) We had to apply for export license to MET1 three times.
2) We suffered a delay of 5 months.
9.

1) We used US origin parts for data recording instrument. Our basic rule is not to exceed 10 % of the
value (in worst case 25%) to avoid DE MINIMUS RULE.
2) We used US origin 'Oscillator' for clock generator. We changed design of repairing p a t s so that the
value of the Oscillator in those parts is below DEMINIMUS RULE.
10. To support our production, we procure electronic components such as integrate circuits, memory chips
from several sources including U.S. suppliers. It is impractical to judge which final products
incorporate U.S. origin items, as this would be too costly and time consuming. In order to eliminate
U.S. export compliance risks, we had to adopt a conservative approach to deem all final products as
"U.S.-origin items" regardless of incorporation or non-incorporation of US.-origin items.
11. We are now planning to downgrade US origin component from 1COIOb to 1C990 so that we could get
more option to expol?.
12. To avoid US re-export control, we use Japanese parts (like IC) and avoid US-origin item.
13. Though we have no experience to change US-origin item to avoid US re-export control, it is true that
we could save time and money for the classification if the parts are clearly non US-origin items.
14.
1) In some cases, we chose not to use semiconductors and software of U.S. origin.
2) We prefer to use non-U.S. items, if they are suitable, because we would be required to take time to
examine the U S , contents value to determine if the product is subject to the EAR in case of

products incorporating U.S. components.
W e do not use US.-origin civil use items, however excellent they may be, for "terrorist
supporting countries" because o f the U.S. ernbargo.
- We often choose non-U.S. encryption items, as long as they are suitable, because the U.S.
encryption control is more often strict and rigid compared to international controls.
- We can thus reduce the risk o f violating export-related controls by choosing non-U.S. origin
items, as long as there are equivalent items available from other sources.
3) We often find it difficult to correctly calculate U.S. contents value because the definition o f "U.S.
origin iterns" are not clearly stated in the EAR.
-Not all US.-brand products are necessarily o f U.S. origin. For example, some devices are "made
in PRC" with a U.S. manufacturer's brand name.
- Certain products may be produced in the U.S. today but in other countries tomorrow for meeting
the demands for lower production cost.

-

15.

ECCN cannot be obtained for lack o f awareness about EAR on the vender side,
so we have to estimate ECCN from the item on Export Trade Control Order attached tablel(Japanese
low), and request confirmation o f it to the vet~del:
There was such a case about 10 times a year. And the data o f some products is not clear yet.
Wrong information about ECCN is offered frequently too.
There are Inany cases that infortnation about de minimis level cannot be obtained.
So we manage some articles after conjectured and determined de minimis level in-house.
16. We once had an export o f a US-origin product (a hardware key), that we had procured through a
domestic distributor, to a third country.
The time it took to obtain the necessaty documents and go through the required internal export control
procedures proved to be too lengthy for us, and we were forced to delay the export on that occasion. In
the future, to avoid such problems, we will choose non-US-origin items wherever possible.

17. There were Inany cases where we could not obtain the export control classification(i.e. ECCN) o f the
US origin products even i f we requested the US exporters and the relevant companies (e.g.
~nanufacturersin Japan, ~nanufacturersin lion-US countries other than Japan) to provide us with the
information on the classification.
Therefore, we think it necessary for US to stipulate US exporters' legal obligation to inform importers
o f the export control classification (i.e. ECCN) o f the items to be exported in the EAR.
18. Excepting the following two cases:
a. where there is no other alternative to using a US-origin product ( a rare case that happens once or
twice a year)
b. where a ce~tainUS-origin itan has been used continuously for Inany years and where the export
control compliance burden is less than the burden that would be incurred in replacing the part in
question (we have a handful o f such cases every year)
We feel that there is no need to go to the trouble o f purchasing a US-origin item, that falls under
the regulatory jurisdiction o f the EAR (and the acco~npanyingcompliance burdens), especially
given that there are plentiful made-inJapan alternatives available on the market.
19. We have no issues with our primary procurement items.

20. We export Japanese-made autolnobiles to Syria, Sudan, and (from 2009) to Iran. A small ntnnber of
the parts are of US-origin (non-controlled), As a percentage of the whole vehicle, these US-origin parts
amount to less than 1 %, and therefore does not infringe upon the EAR re-export rules.
However, certain parts and assembled units, when exported separately, would cross the de rninirnis
threshold. Such parts account for 0.3% of all palls.
Our company takes steps to cornply with US regulations concerning the re-export of US-origin parts to
coulitries listed on the Country Group E list. Howevet; from a customer servicelcustoiner satisfaction
perspective, this is not a desirable situation for us.
In the future, we are thus considering to cease the use of US-origin paits (including non-controlled
items) altogether in our auto~nobiles.
21. Marketing Division requests R&D division to make US content of the product as low as possible.
22. We had a case where we were planning to export polarization-maintaining optical fiber (PM fiber) of
US-origin to China. Although PM fiber is generally used in comlnunications equipment, and despite
the PM fiber in question not having undergone any configuration changes (e.g, for use with sensors),
we had people (internally) that questioned:
a. whether it would be necessaly to obtain clear evidence that the PM fiber in question was not the
controlled optical fiber for sensors that would fall under US re-export restrictions.
b. Whether we should insist on a letter of assurance that the PM fiber would not be used in connection
with military activity from the end-user in Chitla.
We ended up spending an inordinate amount of time and cost addressing these two issues.

23. In general, we export products that fall below the de lninilnis threshold, but for a small number of
countries, we are prevented from providing spare parts due to the restrictions imposed by the US
re-export regulations.
24. We have following examples;
1) The export of US-origin item as the repair parts for the products we had sold before. If the Japanese
~nanufactureris not familiar with the EAR, they even hesitate to contact the US ~nanufacturer,and
could not provide us the ECCN. Even if the Japanese ~nanufactureknows the EAR, it is rather rare to
get timely answer from the US manufacturer. It was very time consuming work for the Japanese
manufacturer and solneti~nethis may cause delay of shipment.
2) The definition of "2nd incorporation of US origin item" is not clear, BIS should make 2nd
incorporation of US origin item out of control. BIS should make clear announcement together with
the clear definition of "2nd incorporation", It is vety difficult to get exact datalinfonnation of US
content of the component and it makes the calculation of "de minimus rule" allnost impossible.
3) We usually ask a inanufacturer not to use US origin parts with ECCN if the final product lnay be
to do effort not to use US origin
exported to the US sensitive nations. Also we ask a ~nan~ifacturer
parts of EAR99 also.
4) We have experience that US origin parts were replaced by Japanese equivalent for the shipment to
CHlNA.
5) We heard that a part of software on digital still camela was replaced by Japanese origin software
before starting export business.
(The digital camera had been designed for Japanese market only)

25. Since no substitutes for the US-origin items are available so far, we reluctantly continue to adopt
US-origin items. From the viewpoint of business expansion, howevel; we have been looking for
appropriate substitutes. In some products, we try to use non US-origin items as long as they are
equivalent to the US items in quality.
26. We have had nutnerous cases where we took steps to confirm whether or not an item would be subject
to the re-export regulations of the US before proceeding with a business transaction. Until now, we
have not had any problematic cases, however, if we were to find a case in the future where we have a
US-origin item that is classified and subject to the re-export regulations, we will Inore than likely take
efforts to procure a suitable made-in-Japan alternative.
27. We purchased products with incorporated encryption ICs, which were subject to EAR, fiom a
Japanese company temporary with the aitn of export, and then inquired to the US encryption IC maker
about the possibility of application of Part 740.17 ENC to the item, which of ENC (b) (2) or (b)(3) was
applicable, and the CCATS number for the itern.
The Japanese company also inquired to them whether ENC was applicable to the item.
The US maker gave us no adequate responses to any of our inquiries.
We thought about making a classification request to BIS or applying for individual license. Considering
the cost-effectiveness and the waiting time for BIS response, however, we judged that such application
would be impractical and cancelled our plan to export the above product. Since then, we have never
purchased similar items with the aim of export.
Above is the case in which US re-export control prevented us fiotn exporting the product, for which an
encryption license was available by Japanese law.
28.
Case-1: We declined the offer of maintenance and renewal project of the existing control system installed
in a plant in Philippines, due to its recent and majority acquisition by Iranian State-owned companies.
Before the acquisition, the owners of the Filipino company are froni Non-E:1 countries, and US
contents did not exceed the de ~ninirnisLevel. After the acquisition, we assumed that the company is
of Iranian Government, the US contents of our system products is supposed to be exceeded the 10% de
rnini~nisLevel, thus subject to EAR. We further took that OFAC control will strictly apply. US
contents spread widely in this specific system , and made it difficult for us to work for ECCN
classification and license application. Thus, we declined.
level of our product, we have to often ask parts vendors to provide
Case-2: To calculate de ~nini~tiis
US-content data and it forces them extra works. We solneti~nes struggle for getting their
understanding of the outline and contents of US Laws and Regulations to be applied outside of U.S.A.
29. We often have to spare a lot of time and energy for negotiating certain modifications or preparations
of contracts with our vendors regarding interpretation of EAR, because of its complexity, ambiguity
and difference from Japanese regulations, specifically the concept of direct products, de ~ n i n i ~ nrule,
is
restrictions on sanctioned countries, etc.
Subject items: LSI, telecornlnunication software, etc.
30. Considering the rigidness of US re-export control, we make it a rule not to adopt any parts on CCL as
long as we can find their substitutes, which are not US-origin.

Exhibit 5
Coninients in response to questionnaire Categosv No.2 (c)
Question:
The questions of category No. 1 asked you about the co~~trols
of US-origin items in your company. Here in
categoly 2, we ask you about the control status of your customers to whom you sell US-origin items or
products that contain US-origin items. Your "custotners" in this case mean:
(i) Your overseas customers (excluding those in the US) in case you export your products fro111 Japan, or
(ii) Your domestic customers in case you sell your products in Japan kr~owingthat those will be exported Ram
the customers.
(b) It seetns your customers are not implementing any controls based on the US regulations, since you have
never been asked from them whether those are US-origin or not.
(b-I) Your customers have refused to buy your products because they are of US-origin.
(b-2) Your customers have asked you to change your US-origin products to those of non US-origin.
(c) If you answered "Yes" to either of the questions b-1 and b-2 above, please outline the case as far as
possible, including tlie following elements. (You may state more than one case for one question.)
(i) Generic name of the US-origin items. (You do not have to state any proprietary name of the items or
manufact~u.er'sname)
(ii) Name of your end-products that incorporate US-origin ite~ns
(iii) Export destinations
(iv) The reason for your choice of non-US items, and others if any
Cornments:
1. "Our custorners" are classified into 2 categories. One is overseas affiliates and the other is end-users.
Ove~seasaffiliates control US origin items, but we are not sure about end-users. Some of the end-users
ask us about US originality, though. For those who ask us about US originality, both of the answers to
questions (b-1) (b-2) are NO.
2.

(i) U.S.-origin itetn: Carbon fibrous or filanentary materials (ECCN: lCOIO.b.)
(ii) Foreign product: Yam, resin-impregnated or pitch-impregnated fibers (prepregs), metal or
carbon-coated fibers (prefonns), carbon fiber preforms, and co~npositestructures
(iii) Primary destination: Republic of Korea, PRC
(iv) Reason for not adopting US.-origin items:
Ceitain customers declined to purchase US.-origin items because they did not have resomces or
know-how to apply for and obtain U.S. export licenses depending on the destinations, in addition
to obtaining export approvals from their own government. Sorne customers opted for Japanese
products (made by our company) instead. Not inany customers understand U.S. reexport controls
and can cornply with them. We once applied for a reexport license with BIS and it took Inore
than half a year from the preparation of the application to the license approval, which resulted in
the cancellation of the supply contract due to the longer-than-expected delivery. Since then, we
have had to choose Japanese products instead of U.S. products in our contracts, depending on the
destination.

3.

(i) Carbon Fibers
(ii) Prepregs and Fabrics made of Carbon Fibers
(iii) Asian Countries
(iv) It is very cumbersome for our customers to apply an U.S. export license
4. One of our products that incorporated US.-origin electronic components required a license from the
U S , government for reexport or transfer. Larger companies were more likely to understand the
situation regarding the U.S. reexport control issue while small and ~nediiilncompanies tended to shun
away from the colnplexity of reexport compliance requirements.
When it took several months to obtain a license from the U.S. government, and without being given
reasonable explanation while waiting for the approval, we had no way of responding to the customer in
a responsible way and had some orders cancelled. These orders were cancelled not because the
products are US.-origin but because of the U.S. government controls.

5. Co~nponentsfor computers, software(including OS) contained in computers
(i) Video cameras, colnpuetrs
(ii) lran
(iii)The customers hope to avoid the US reexport control.
6.

(i) U.S.-origin itern: IC cards and software
(ii) Foreign product: Autoinobile diagnostics systems
(iii) Primary destination: Syria (distributors)
(iv) Reasori for not adopting US.-origin items:
(v) IC cards and software had soine U.S.-origin components (EAR99) inside. In addition, the
diagnostics systems were designed to lnonitor the diagnostic result on Windows-operated PCs.
7.

(i) US Origin Item : Light Source (bulb)
(ii) Analytical Device
(iii) Worldwide
(iv) To make the foreign made product less than 10 % in US content, Japan inade light bulb was taken
even though Japanese one is inore expensive
(i) US Origin Item : Compact Flash Card
(ii) Analytical Device
(iii) Worldwide
(iv)To make the foreign made product less than 10% in US content, Japan made CF card was chosen
instead of US made one.
8.
(i) US.-origin item: Solvet~tfor oil extraction
(ii) Foreign product: Oil Content Analyzer
(iii)Primary destination: Ira11
(iv) Reason for not adopting US.-origin items:
Reexports of US.-origin items to Iran are strictly controlled for niany reasons ilicluding the AT
control. In order to meet the required delivery term, we had to substitute the U.S.-origin item with

a Japanese equivalent, because we had no time to determine the ECCN and the license requirement
of the U.S. product after failing to get relevant information from the supplier.
9.
(i) US.-origin item: Components for Japanese products. The components are not available from
Japanese manufacturers and are imported from U.S. suppliers.
(ii) Foreign product: Repair parts for exported products
(iii)Primary destination: Middle East
(iv) Reason for not adopting US.-origin items:
We substituted the U.S. components, which are subject to the EAR, with equivaletlt or
interchangeable components of non-U.S. origin. We did not export the repair parts subject to the
U.S. control which could not be procured from U.S.
10.

(i) US.-origin item: Rotation speed control device
(ii) Foreign product: Power generating plant
(iii)Primary destination: Iran
(iv) Reason for not adopting U.S.-origin items:
There is no alternative to the U.S.-origin items at this moment
11.

Case-I: Destination: Iran We have a type of Japan-made explosion-proof limit switch (a limit detecting
switch in explosion-proof housing) incorporating US-origin micro-switch (a kind of miniature
switch).
Though the US-origin micro-switch is classified into an EAR99 non-listed item, we have to import
the US-origin micro-switch evely time when we receive the limit switch order due to non-stock item
in our factory.
In order for us to avoid applying License to US Government, we asked a Japanese custotner to
change the required specifications and design of their equipment so that the explosion-proof limit
switch incorporating a Japan-made micro-switch is accepted.
1 L.

Most of our products are non-U.S. origin items.
When we once had an inquiry from a major electronic manufacturer for a measuring equipment,
specifying a certain type which happened to be subject to the EAR due to its US.-origin components,
we gave the company an export control status report ofthe equipment.
The equipment was not controlled on the Japanese export control list hut was controlled under an
ECCN X X 9 X X . Subsequently, the company cancelled the inquily and asked for and actually ordered
an equipment that is not subject to the U.S. control.
Nowadays, we are more and more requested to submit export control information on the U.S. reexport
controls as well as Japanese controls for our products in the inquiry, especially from electronic
manufacturers.
For your information, the destination for the above case was not disclosed to 11s because the company
stated it needed the control information just for their internal c o ~ ~ t rpurpose,
ol
but we suppose most of
our cc~stomersdeal with their customers worldwide.

Exhibit 6
Co~nlnentsin response to questionnaire Category No.4 (a-2) and (b-2)
Co~n~nents
in response to questionnaire Category No.4 (a-2)
The question asks the ballpark amount of the procurement of US-origin items per year, if the
extraterritorial application of the US regulations is removed.
_Result:
53% of companies replied their procurement of US-origin items will be increased (question 4-a-I),
however most companies except 4 companies could not state even the ballpark a~nouut.

2-companies :
One company:
One company:

100 million Yen (Approx.) per year
40 lnillion Yen
10 million Yen

Co~nrnentsin response to questionnaire Categorv No.4 (b-2)
The question asks any additional amount incussed for complying with the US export control
regulations(4-b-1) and estimated percentage to the whole cost of corporate export controls.(4-b-2)

Result:
The estimated percentage to the whole cost and the nu~nberof colnpanies is shown below.

---

The estimated percentage
0%
10%
20%
11%
21%
30%
40%
31%
41%

-

The ~ l u ~ n bco~npauies
er
(Total: 52)
24
10
13
3
2

Exhibit 7
Colnnients in response to questionnaire Categoty No.5 (b)
Question:
Have you ever encountered any advertising or marketing efforts by a third party that use the absence of
US-origin components or exemption fiom US export controls as a selling point?
If you answered "Yes" to the above question , please state the details as far as possible.
Comments:
1.
We received a product brochure for thermo-viewel; which clearly indicated that the product is not
subject to the U.S. export regulations.
A software vendor explained to our software engineering section that their products do not
incorporate or commingle any US.-origin software.
2. We once received an offer of certain Operating System that is free of U.S. technology. The
explanation was that it was intended that way to make the OS not subject to the any U.S. export
controls. Ce~taincompanies in Europe and U.S. make it a selling point that their products (components
and satellite equipment incorporati~igsuch components) are ITAR free.
<Example> http://a~ns.aeroflex.com/ProductFiles/NeDSResistorProd.pdf
We now offer U.S. Commerce controlled LVDS products to selected foreign countries.
This means that for a 300krad (Si) product an export license will not be required in most instances,
saving the customer 8-12 weeks for a U.S. State Department export license.
A product brochure stresses that the product employs Japanese sensors and does not require an Export
License (fron~the U S , government).
<Example> (In Japanese only)
http:Nwww.nec-avio.co.jp/jp/products/ir-tliertno/lineup/h264O/index.ht1nl
3. When UK companies conducted presentations for the sales pron~otionto us, they often emphasized no
burdensome procedures for imports and exports are required in case of the UK products compared with
US origin products, which are subject to the US exportlreexport control regulations that are easily
influenced by political situations.
4. Outsourcing hardware. Our spec for the supplier was "less than 10% US origin content" to make the
product free from EAR regulation.
5. High performance monitoring camera: The company has production facilities both US and EU. They
emphasis the product from EU facility does not include any US origin component so that EU exporter
could export easily with CGEA
6. Some vendors usually import from their parent companies in the United Sates and supply US-origin
products to the customers in Japan. They told us that when they were asked by their customer to
supply such US-origin products that require reexpost License from US Government due to destination
of US sanction countries, they promoted us they were capable to alternatively offer equivalent products
made in Japan or Europe (not subject to EAR) therein.

7. Sales p r o ~ n o t i oby~ ~certain vendors for electronic measuring equipment

Exhibit 8
Comments in resoonse to auestionnaire Cateeorv No.6 ( f 1
Question:
Please state any other comments, if any, in regard to the US export conhols
Comments:
1. The extraterritorial application of the U.S. export control regulations, we believe, is apparently an
excess of authority; the regulations should be applied only within the U S , territory.
Because of the extraterritoriality, our company is increasingly losing businesses chances and bearing
extra costs these years.
We would request the U.S. Government to withdraw the re-export control simply because dual-use
goods and technologies produced in the EU and Asian countries are no less advanced than those
produced in the United States.
2. Our company is a Japanese subsidiary of a U.S. company of semiconductor tnanufacturing equipment.
Both design and procurement are done by the U.S. parent company for us; therefore, the U.S. re-export
control barely affects our operations.
3. We would say it's more than ellough as far as U.S. exporters comply with the EAR or ITAR. In
principle, the U.S. Goverument should abandon the extraterritorial application of the U.S. export
control.
If not, however, it should at least exclude member nations of the multilateral export control regimes
from the countries subject to the control.
4. If the U.S. Government applies its export controls extraterritorially, it must at least take steps as
follows:
(1) Translation of the U.S. regulations and other related documents into our language.
(2) Quicker issuance of licenses.
(3) Face-to-face consultation in our language.
(4) To make it mandatory for U.S. exporters to inform ECCNs to foreign importers.

5 . We are a Japanese affiliate of a U S , compauy, aud are regarded as a U S , person according to the U.S.
regulations. Our company is, therefore, complyiug with the applicable U.S. laws and regulations too.
But personally, as Japanese nationals, we are doubtful about the U.S. way of applying its export control
regulations to non-U.S. countries.
6. Since its definition itself is unclear, "U.S.-origin" or "de minimis" should not be used as a condition for
the licensing requirements.

7-1. Because of the U.S. re-export control, our company is currently suffering the following problems.
(1) Extra management costs that are increasing year by year
(2) Losing business oppo~tunities
(3) Losing customers' trust because of delayed delivery and failed customer services

Our company is co~isutningconsiderable amount of manpower for calculating de tninimis, checking
ECCNs and responding to the inquiries from other companies. It's also a big burden that we must place
staff members specialized in the U.S. laws and regulations. In addition, we are always facing risks of
losing business opportunities as well as customers' trust, especially because the U.S. Governrnerlt quite
strictly controls exports to specific countries of concent. We have recently had a grave problem, for
example, that the operation of our product exported lawfully to an E l country stopped all of a sudden
for a lack of service parts. Actually, we couldn't supply the parts to the countly because those were
U.S.-origin items.
7-2. Also, we have other problems related materials soclrcing. Oar company decides procure~nentsources
based on Quality, Cost and Delivery (QCD), and never decides source companies based simply on the
countries of origin. Due to extra management costs and losing business opportunities, however, the
cases in which we choose non-U.S. sources tends to increase in the future, if the QCD level is equal
between U.S. and non-U.S. companies. Note that extra costs that incur due to the U.S. re-expoltcontrol
are especially high in design and production control sections. Of course, we will not elect US.-origin
products if those are very sensitive, high-priced and strictly controlled items.

7-3. Therefore, we strongly request the U.S. governlnerlt to consider:
(1) First, excluding member nations of the international export control regimes from the countries
subject to the U.S. re-export control.
(2) Eliminating the control on products for specific applications including medical equipment, some of
which are now not exportable even if they are low-utility items classified as EAR 99.
(3) Reducing the controls to those within the scope regulated by the international export control
regimes.
(4) Making it mandatory for U.S. exporters to infonn ECCNs to foreign importers so that the extra
burden can be reduced.
8. The U.S. re-export control is absolutely unjustifiable because, we believe, it not only is a violatiolt of
the international law but also i~nposesdual burden on non-U.S. exporters. While U.S. exporters are
required only to co~nplywith the U.S. export control regulations, non-U.S. exporters are required: (1)
to cornply with their national regolations, (2) to judge if the export transaction is subject to the U.S.
regulations or not, and (3) to con~plywith the U.S. regulations if so judged. Especially in regard to the
item (2), we cannot make the judgment correctly unless there exists an effective systeln of giving
necessaly information like ECCNs and others without failure to the importers.
In reality, however, there's no such system at all, and we are all forced to make extra efforts ourselves
to get such information from U.S. suppliers, who are sometimes reluctant, or even unable, to respond.
Or the information we get from them is sonleti~nesunreliable. This directly rneans that the U.S
re-export control is an unfair systeln for non-U.S. exporters. Therefore, we naturally try to avoid using
US.-origin items as far as possible regardless of their sensitivity.
9. Nobody will doubt that an exporter of a country must cornply only with its national export control laws
and regulations, and should not be required to comply with those of any other countries. Tlie
extraterritorial application of the U.S. export control regulations is not sirnply a matter of whether we
elect US.-origin items or not, but is forcing exporters of all non-U.S. countries to make unnecessary
efforts to learn and understand the regulations themselves. The U.S. Government must be aware that
for a non-U.S. company, just promoting awareness of the U.S. re-export control among its employees

incurs non-negligible costs. Imagine what would happen if every country starts applying its national
export control laws and regulations to all other countries in the world.
10. If the U.S. Government intends to apply its re-export control to other countries, it must, first of all,
plarnote awareness of the control atnong its own people so that it can be implemented efficiently and
effectively.
Presently, there are few U.S. suppliers who can reply the ECCNs of their own products to our inquiries.
Moreover, the U.S. Government should realize that many of the small- and medium-sized companies in
the U.S. are even not aware of " E A R or "ECCN."
Why do we Japanese co~npanieshave to teach the U.S. export control laws and regulations to American
companies? As long as the U.S. Government applies its export control laws and regulations
extraterritorially, it must take full responsibility for teaching its own people how those are regulated,
including its instruction to inform relevant ECCNs to their foreign importers.
11-1. We don't think the U.S. authority should control short-distance co~n~nunication
technologies like
bluetooth and WLAN that are widely available now in the world. We believe those should be classified
just EAR 99.
11-2. We are sonieti~nesdoubtful if U.S. companies themselves are knowledgeable about their own
regolations. They are even uncertain about classification of their own products.
11-3. The extraterritorial application of the U.S. export control laws and regulations are unacceptable,
unless implemented within a fta~neworkof government-to-government agreement.
11-4. The unilateral application of the U.S. export control laws and regulations to other countries is, in a
sense. a violation of the international law.
11-5. Should there be any necessity to include an extraterritoriality in the international framework of
export controls, the items subject to the extraterritorial c o ~ ~ t r oshould
l
be limited to arms or other
high-tech items, eliminating the condition of whether the itenis are US-origin or not. (We don't agree
that U.S. products are the most advanced in the world.) In that sense, we suggest that how such
extraterritorial ele~nentsof the control should be dealt with must be decided at the place of the
Wassenaar Arrangement (WA). (We understand such is part of the list control.)
11-6. For us Japanese exporters, it is quite doubtful if the U.S. re-export control is really effective as a
means of preventing any illicit diversions of US.-origin items.
11-7. Control on re-exports to the exporter's overseas affiliates, or intra-company transfers, should be
relaxed.
11-8. The U.S. re-export control should not be applied blindly to the whole world without considering
each country's security status. At least, member countries of the lnultilateral export control regimes
should be excluded fiorn the control.
11-9. The biggest burden on non-U.S. companies in complying with the U.S. re-export control is to get
the information of relevant ECCNs fiom U.S. suppliers. If the U.S. Government intends to continue its
re-export control, it must at least make it mandatory for U.S. exporters lo inform the ECCNs to their

foreign importers.
11-10. To cotnply with the U.S. re-export control, we !nust also consider the element of the "deemed
re-expo~t." If we reject to employ any person for a reason of hisiher nationality relating it to the U.S.
control, then the person would come up with a bad impression about the country.
11-11. The U.S. export control laws and regulations are too much conlplicated to understand. Especially,
the de minimis is a daunting rule because we are still struggling to find out how we should implement
it correctly.
12. Having fully owned subsidiary companies for sales and manufacturing in Germany and the United
States, we are operating our businesses globally supplying products to each other as necessary.
Whenever we source abroad carbon fiber products (part of our product range) we check if they are
controlled or not by the applicable export control laws of the country, taking it into consideration that
such products are basically list controlled in Japan. In addition, we conduct the required classification
ourselves referring to the technical data we received from the overseas suppliers. Especially, if they are
U.S.-origin items, we inform every customer that the products are controlled by both the Japanese and
the U.S. laws in order to avoid any illicit diversions. However, most customers, domestic or overseas,
are reluctant to buy the US.-origin products, or reject to buy them, for a reason of the U.S. re-export
control, in which case we must offer products of other origin instead. We have some experiences in the
past that it took more than six months to obtain lice~isesfrom the BIS, during which our foreign
customers cancelled their orders. Also, it's a big problem when we are required by the U.S. authority to
obtain certification docu~nentsfrom our importers, because it usually takes quite a long time, and they
even reject our requests some times. For those reasons, we are now considering to downgrade the
specifications ofthe U.S.-origin products to cross thern out in our list of contlalled items.
13. Since we are a trading firm, it is basically not possible to change the products' source country from
the United Stets to other countries once specified by our customers.
It is natural, however, that our foreign customers will have wider choices if the U.S. re-export control
disappears. Sirnilarly, our sales staff will become more positive to sell US.-origin products to our
customers, domestic and overseas.
14. Honestly, it is quite difficult for us to understand a country's unilateral regulations written in English.
15-1. Most of the Japanese exporters are faithfully conlplying with the U.S. re-export control regulations,
and are confirming even with domestic suppliers whether the product is U.S.-origin or not, or if it is a
direct product of any U S , technology.
15-2. The additional burden of cornplying with the U.S. re-export control should be eliminated since
Japan is already implementing its national export controls as strictly as the countly.

16. We have no options of source countries for parts and conipolients when developing our leading edge
products, in which case the applicable technology, not country of origin, comes to the top of the
priority list. In our opinion, it is meaningless to apply the U.S. re-export control to those countries in
which export controls are poorly implemented. To the contrary, however, it is also meaningless to apply
them to those countries like Japan that are already advanced in establishing own export control systems.
However, if the U.S. Govern~nentstill insists on maintaining the extraterritorial application of its
export control laws and regulations, it should at least simplify and streamline the regulations so that

everybody can understand them without any difficulties.

17. In additioii to do it based on the Japanese law, we conduct classification on all our products based on
the EAR, which is a dual burden on our company.
18. So far we have had no particular troubles in exporting om' products that are U.S.-origin or include U.S.
contents. Rather, we sometimes have difficulties in classifying those that are direct products of U.S.
technology.
19. Countries that are members of the international export control regimes should be excluded from the
U.S. re-export control.

20. For our company, it's a time and cost consuming task to implement the extra corltrols on exports or
procurement of products that contain US.-origin items or those that are direct products of U.S.
technology. What is most problematic in such transactions is that U.S. suppliers sometimes have no
ability to classify their ow11 products, or the ECCNs given by them are unreliable or incorrect. It is
strongly requested, therefore, that the U.S. authority establish an effective system to provide relevant
ECCNs or USML categoly numbers from American suppliers to foreign importers.
21. If the U.S. Government really wishes to push through its own export control laws and regulations to
other countries, it must at least simplify and streamline the regulations and provide usefill services to
help non-U.S. exporters imple~neiltthem easily.
22. The U.S. Government should spend its energy not to apply its own re-export control to other countries,
but to build up an appropriate international fianework of export controls that must be implemented
equally by all countries in the world, where the level of export coi~trolsstill varies from country to
cou11try.
23. Japan already has its natiot~alexport control law and regulations, and no additional control, whether it
is U.S. re-export control, is necessary. However, suppose the U.S. Government still wants to maintain
the re-export control for any reasons, it should make it simple enough for everybody to comply with.
The present U.S. regulations are too tangled and complicated to understand.

24. Once imported to Japan, the goods, technology, or software comes under the jurisdictio~~
of Japan, not
of any third countries. It's pure and simple.
25. Our company has just started implementing our controls to comply with the U S , re-export control. At
this moment we are just responding to the requests from our business partners to issue a Lettn of
Assurance in relation to the U.S. control.
26. Some of our products include U S , contents. The largest problem for us in complying with the U.S.
re-export control is the de minimis calculations. To identify U.S.-origin items out of thousand of parts
and cornponeuts contained in our product requires countless time and money. It's our strong desire that
countries that are excellent in export control coinplia~icebe excluded from the U.S. re-export control.
Moreovet; we are now receiving illcreased number of inqoiries related to the EAR from our business
partners, and they make such inquiries not only associated with actual exports but also for their internal
control purpose only, which is adding rather meaningless costs to our company. Also, the U.S.

Govem~nentshould realize the fact that we frequently get into troubles that our suppliers can't answer
whether their parts and components are US.-origin items or not, or answer relevant ECCNs
themselves.
27-1. Recent revisions to the EAR make 11s feel that the regulations are becoming worse. The
long-awaited change in the de minimis rule dated on October 1, 2008, for example, t ~ ~ n i eout
d to be
undigested, and the introduction of the new concept of "bundled software" has made us foreign
exporters even confused. We dare say that it would have been much better if the BIS had done nothing
in this respect.
27-2. Another example is the revision aonounced in the Federal Register, 74FR770, of January 8, 2009.
With this revision, a new Note was added in respect to the end-user based control related to Burma in
Section 744.22 of the EAR, saying, "Entities owned more than 50% by SDNs are themselves SDNs,
even if not listed." BIS referred to the OFAC Guidance dated February 14, 2008 as a ground for this
addition. But it is impossible for us non-U.S. persons to reach the Guidance itself unless we go through
cumbersome steps of net searching. If the authority refers to any "Guidance," it must, of course, be
publicly accessible without any difficulties. In addition, before saying "even if not listed," the BIS
should publish "Entities owned more than 50% by SDNs" as "SDN (BURMA)."
27-3. Whether the itenis are Japanese- or U.S.-origin, we will stop any exports if we have cotne up with
any concerns about their end-uses or end-users. But we must point to the fact-an essential part of
security export control-that the circumstances of our customers, who are third parties in third
countries, will change as time passes. We, in the Export Control Division of our company, are
responsible not only for preventing our products from going to any evil hands but also for preventing
ourselves getting involved in any legal troubles. Besides conducting necessary screening on each
export transaction, we must, therefore, have a proper program for making ourselves ready to cope with
any emergencies. In this regard, while we may consult with the Japanese authority METI, nobody in
Japan wants to face any emergency issue that involves hirnselflherself in a situation of consulting with
the U.S. Government. Therefore, as a simple mechanism, an increasing number of Japanese companies
will try to avoid using US.-origin products.
28-1 Countries that are implementing rigorous export controls based on national laws and regulations
should be excluded fsom the U.S. re-export control.
28-2. If the U.S. Government really wants to prevent non-U.S. companies fso~nillicitly diverting
US.-origin goods and technologies, it should implement the required control not extraterritorially but
within the framework of the agreements niade in the international export control regimes.
28-3. At least the U.S. Government should simplify its regillations and provide useful services to help
non-U.S. companies comply with them easily.
29. Our company has so far had no cases of electing rron-U.S. products for a reason of the U.S. re-export
control. But from now on, we will consider it as an important factor in selecting foreign parts and
components, because our company is now consuming increasing amount of time and money for dealing
with the U S , regulations.
30. If the U.S. Governtnent forces other countries to comply with its export control laws a t ~ dregulations

extraterritorially, it must at least provide useful written guidance and face-to-face consulting services,
both in each country's language. The U.S. authority lnilst realize that in Japan CISTEC holds the U.S.
re-export control seminar at least five times each year. At each seminar an audience of several hundred
people gets together at the place. That involves quite a big money.
3 1. Most of the advanced countries are iniple~nentingexport controls in accordance with the agreements
made in the international export control regimes. Each country's export control regulations, therefore,
should be decided within the international control framework. However, if the U.S. Government wants
to apply its own regillations to other countries, it must first reform the complicated multi-agency
regulatory system, where different sets of regulations are involved, into one single set of regulations
that should be administered under one single authority. Further, the U.S. authority should provide
useful guidance written in Japanese if it forces us Japanese companies to comply with the regulations.
Also, the U S , government's administration within the own country seems very weak contraly to its
strong outreach activities promoting foreign exporters' awareness. Suffice it to say as evidence that U.S.
suppliers, in many cases, can't answer relevaut ECCNs of their own products to our inquiries.
Therefore, under these circumstances, we'd better keep ourselves away from the U.S. re-export control
by not using US.-origin products, nor exporting any products that include U.S. contents. Otherwise we
can't be hundred percent clean under the U.S. regulations.

February 19,2009
The U.S. Department of Com~nerce
Bsrenu of Indrrstry and Security
Attention: Mr. Christopher R. Wall, Assistant Secretary of Export Administmtion
Dear Mr. Wall.

Subject: Parts and Components Inquiry
-

We tlie Center for Information on Security 'bade Control (CISTI$C), a non.profit organization in
Japan, are very pleased to submit herewith our con~mentsin response to your parts and
components inquiry made in the Federal Register 74 PR 413 dated January 6, 2009. Over tlie
past years, as you may be aware, CISTEC has been constantly sending a delegation to BIS to
exchange views mainly on the issue of extraterritorial application of the U.S. export control
reg.ulations. We would therefore take this as the right opportunity to present onr views once
again, with live data this time, for your due perusal.
To respond to your request, we conducted a qnick survey nialcing a qoestionnaire based on your
inqniries. We sent it to our 362 ~ n e ~ n bconipanies
er
and received answers from 116 respondents,
who are all lending companies in Japan operating businesses worldwide. The respolises shown
here do represent the majority opinions of Japanese industry. The answers, together with the
questionnaire, are all translated into English, graphed out and attnched to this letter for your
reference and analysis.
Tlie individual facts, comnients and opinions collecled hcrc are direcl voices of your
"CUSTOMERS," and, therefore, we sincerely hope that yon lake tl~oseinlo serious consideratio~i
when you review your politics.
But before going into the details attached, please read tlie lcey points we s~unmedup a s below:
1. When ack~allyreqnircd in tile past to elect either 11on.U.S.or US.-origin items;
(1)

17% of the respolidcnts aiiswered that they straigl~taway elected non.US items
disregartling the ~Iassificationof tlie U.8.-origin items because tl~eythought it$ more
efficient and cost effective. (Quoation 1-a-3)

(2)

13% of the respondents answcrotl that, in order to avo~dany legal nsks, they elected
non-US items cven if they knew that tlie U.S:itcms worc non-controlled. (Question I-a-4)

Plcase refer to the answers to Questions 1-a.6 and 2(c), whiali are a collection of' lost
bnsinesses to America.
2. When rcquired in tlie future to elect either non-U.S. or U.S:origin

itcms;

(1) 00% of the resl~ondentsanswc~,edthat they would elect 1ion.U.S. items in case thc
U.S:origin itcms were co~~trolled
and required a license. (Question 1.b-1)
(2) 50% of the respondents answered that they would straightaway elect no1~U.S.items
disregarding tlie classification of the US.-origin items becaosc they think it's morc
efficient and cost effective. (Question 1.b-3)

.The above results iniply a trend that the stricter tlie U.S. export control regulations become,
tlie more non-U.S. exporters elect noii-U.S. parts and components for their pmdncts.
3. The free opinions received a s resl)onses to Question 6.f can be snmmai*izcdas below.
(1) The U.S. Governnlent should abandon the extrateryitorial application of its export control
regtilations since it's a violation of tlie international law and inoreover imposes dual
burden on non-U.S. exporters.
(2) Or otherwise it sbonld be rearranged and be maintained within the frameworlc of the
international export control systems so that its ~niilateralaspect can be eliminated.

(3) If, however, the U.S. Govenlnient still insists on beeping t l ~ eextraterrito~~ial
application as
it is now, it must a t least take tlie following steps immediately.
a) The nie~nbernations of the multilateral export control regimes shonld be excluded
from the countries subject to tlie control because those countries, including Japan, arc
considered i~nplelnentingnational exl~ortcontrols no less strictly than the U.S.
b) It must be made mandatory for U.S. exporters to infor~nrelevant EGCNs to their
foreign importors.
c) Usefnl guidance must be published and face-to.face consultation service must be
provided, both in our language.
df The complicated regulations of the EAlt nlust be simplified and streamlined so that
everybody can ~ulderstand them witliout difficulties. Moreovel; the present
multi-agency regulatory systcm, where different sets of rcgulations are intertwined,
must bc refornled inlo one single set of rcgnlations that should be administered under
one single ~~t~tllority.

4. Conclusion
On the basis of the attached coininelits f~0111Jnptunese cempanies, wo wottld lilre to inalre the
followii~grequests to your BIS, a s we did in our official 1ef:ter dntad September 7, 2007 to Mr.
Mario Mancuso, the then Under Secretary for Industry and Security, U.S. Department of
Commerce.

First of all, we must respectfi~llystress that the current exti~ttterritorialway of applying the
U.S. export colltrol regt~lationais seriously iilfluencing your own oconoiny in disproportionate
to contributing to national security. We believe BIS should mahe 'good foreign exporters', who
and never a threat fbr nntiollal security, to onsily and properly cf~ooseand
are your custoiile~~s
purchase US.origin items.
Therefore, we would like t;o request BIS to exempt countries wl~icllare members of all of export
control treatieslmoltilateral regimes and also have cstt~blishedappropriate export control
Iaws/systems (e.g. Japan) from U.S. re.export
control, a s requested in
"RECOMMENDAl'IONS BY THE GOWRNMENT OF JAPAN TO THE GOVERNMENT OF
TFiE UNITED STATES REGARDING REGULA'I'ORY
IiEPORM AND COMPETITION
I'OLICY" dated October 16,2008.
Alternatively, i t would be also appreciated if BIS would create n new and much broador license
exception for reexports &om couiitrios which meet the above-mentioned criteria in the EAR
(US Export Atlministration Regulations), a s requested in "Recoi~~mei~clatioi~s
for Modernizing
Export Controls on Dual Use Items" dated March 6, 2007 of the "Coalition for Security and
Competitiveness" formed by the U.S. leading industrial t~nsocii~tions,
such a s NAM, AeA, and
so 011.
4.2. Our reqncsts a s a transitional measure
As a transitional measure, we would like to request BIS to stil~nlntea s soon a s possible in the
EAll the US exporters' legal obligation to provide tho iiilporters wit11 the export control
classification information (e.g. ECCN), a s requested in the above~mentioi~ed
"RECOMMENDAr1'IONS BY THE GOVERNMEN?' OF JAPAN TO TI-IE GOVERNMENT OF
TI-IE UNITED S'I'A'I'ES REGARDING IEEGULAArORY REFORM AND COMPETITION
POLICY" dated October 15, 2008.
In this regard, we must point to the fact that many of thc ruspondeiits indicate that a good
percentage of U.S. companies arc even ~tnableto classify their proclucts theil~selvcsor
rcloctant to provide the classificatioll information to the importers mainly due to tho 1:lclc of
the abovc-mentioned legal obligt~tiolt,and that it is ca~tsingconsiderable amounts of extra
time and inoney to cacli company in Japan. 'l'liis is one of the main reasons of Japanese
companios' avoidance of the purchase or adoption of US origin itemn.

I t 1s our strong dcsiro that our co~nnientsprosonted here be o goocl Ilelp for your policy review.
Sincerely,

'I'sutomu Oshida
Exccutive Managing Director, CISTEC

Attucliments:
Exliibit I: The questiounaire
Exhibit 2: Survey results for Category No.1 to No.8
Exhibit 3: Comments in response to que~lionnaiwCa1;egory No.1 (t1.5)
Exhibit 4: Cotnn~cntsin response to q~mstionnaireCatcgory No.1 (R.G)
Exhibit 6: Comments in response to questionnaire Category No.2 (c)
Exhibit 8: Co~n~nonts
in response to questionnaire Category No.4 (a2)and (b-2)
Exhibit 7: Com~nentsin response to questionnaire Category No.6 (II)
Exhibit 8: C o ~ n ~ n e nin
t sresl~onseto questionnaire Category No.8 (0
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Fwd: Public Comments on Parts and Components Inquiry

Please see the attached comments and supporting materials from Tsutomu Oshida (Executive
Managing Director, Center for Information on Security Trade Control ICISTEC) in response to 81S's
January 5. 2009, reauest for comments concerning the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons'
decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products, parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> "Kiyotaka Sakurazawa" ck-sakurazawa@cistec.or.iu> 02/19/09 4:30 AM >>>

February 19,2009
The U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
Attention: Mr. Christopher R. Wall. Assistant Secretary of Export
Administration
Dear Mr. Wall,
Subject: Parts and Components lnquiry
We the Center for information on Security Trade Control (CISTEC), a
non-profit
organization in Japan, are very pleased to submit herewith our comments in
response
to your parts and components inquiry made in the Federal Register 74 FR 413
dated
January 5,2009. Over the past years, as you may be aware, CISTEC has been
constantly sending a delegation to BiS to exchange views mainly on the issue
of
extraterritorial application of the U.S. export control regulations.
We would therefore take this as the right opportunity to present our views
once again,
with live data this time, for your due perusal.
To respond to your request, we conducted a quick survey making a
questionnaire
based on your inquiries. We sent it to our 352 member companies and received
answers
from 116 respondents, who are all leading companies in Japan operating
businesses worldwide.
The responses shown here do represent the majority opinions of Japanese
industry.
The answers, together with the questionnaire, are all translated into
English, graphed out
and attached to this letter for your reference and analysis.
The individual facts, comments and opinions collected here are direct voices

of your
"CUSTOMERS," and, therefore, we sincerely hope that you take those into
serious
consideration when you review your policies.
But before going into the details attached, please read the key points we
summed up
as below:

1 . When actually required in the past to elect either non-U.S. or
U.S.-origin items;
(1) 17% of the respondents answered that they straightaway elected non-US
items
disregarding the classification of the U.S.-origin items because they
thought it's
more efficient and cost effective. (Question 1-a-3)
(2) 13% of the respondents answered that, in order to avoid any legal risks,
they
elected non-US items even if they knew that the U.S.-items were
non-controlled.
(Question 1-a-4)
Please refer to the answers to Questions 1-a-5 and 2(c), which are a
collection of
lost businesses to America.

2. When required in the future to elect either non-U.S. or U.S.-origin
items;
(1) 90% of the respondents answered that they would elect non-U.S. items in
case
the U.S.-origin items were controlled and required a license. (Question
I-b-I)
(2) 50% of the respondents answered that they would straightaway elect
non-U.S, items
disregarding the classification of the U.S.-origin items because they think
it's more efficient and cost effective. (Question 1-b-3)

.

The above results imolv, a trend that the stricter the U.S. exDort control
regulat~ons
become, the more non-U.S exporters elect non-U S parts and components for
their products
3. The free opinions received as responses to Question 6-f can be summarized
as below.
(1) The U.S. Government should abandon the extraterritorial application of
its
exoort control reaulations since it's a violation of the international law
and
moreover imposes dual burden on non-U.S. exporters

-

(2) Or othelwise it should be rearranged and be maintained within the
framework of
the international export control systems so that its unilateral aspect can
be eliminated.
(3) If, however, the U.S. Government still insists on keeping the
extraterritorial
application as it is now, it must at least take the following steps
immediately.

a) The member nations of the multilateral export control regimes should be
excluded
from the countries subject to the control because those countries,
including Japan,
are considered implementing national export controls no less strictly than
the U.S.
b) It must be made mandatory for U.S, exporters to inform relevant ECCNs to
their
foreign importers.
c) Useful guidance must be published and face-to-face consultation setvice
must be
provided, both in our language.
d) The complicated regulations of the EAR must be simplified and
streamlined so that
everybody can understand them without difficulties. Moreover, the present
multi-agency
regulatory system, where different sets of regulations are intertwined,
must be reformed
into one single set of regulations that should be administered under one
single authority.
4. Conclusion

On the basis of the attached comments from Japanese companies, we would like
to make
the following requests to your BIS, as we did in our official letter dated
September 7, 2007
to Mr. Mario Mancuso, the then Under Secretary for Industry and Security,
U.S. Department
of Commerce.
4.1 Our ultimate requests
First of all, we must respectfully stress that the current extraterritorial
way of applying the
U.S. export control regulations is seriously influencing your own economy
in disproportionate
to contributing to national security. We believe BIS should make 'good
foreign exporters',
who are your customers and never a threat for national security, to easily
and properly choose
and purchase US-origin items.

Therefore, we would like to request BIS to exempt countries which are
members of all of export
control treatieslmultilateral regimes and also have established appropriate
exoort control
iahs/systems (e.g. Japan) from U.S. re-export control, as requested in
"RECOMMENDATIONS
BY THE GOVERhMENT OF JAPAN TO ThE GOVERhMENT OF ThE L N TED
STATES REGARDING REGULATORY REFORM AND COMPETIT O h POL CY'
dated October 15, 2008
Alternatively, it would be also appreciated if BIS would create a new and
much broader license
exception for reexports from countries which meet the above-mentioned
criteria in the EAR
(US Export Administration Regulations), as requested in "Recommendations
for Modernizing
Export Controls on Dual Use Items" dated March 6. 2007 of the "Coalition for
security and
Competitiveness" formed by the U.S. leading industrial associations, such as
NAM, AeA, and
SO on.
4.2. Our requests as a transitional measure
As a transitional measure, we would like to request BIS to stipulate as soon
as possible in the
EAR the US exporters' legal obligation to provide the importers with the
exoort control
c assif cation nfor~nation(e g ECCh), as req..esteo n ine aoove-menlionea
'RECOMMENDAT
ONS BY THE GOVERNMEhT OF ,APAN TO ThE
.
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES REGARDING REGULATORY
REFORM AND COMPETITION POLICY" dated October 15,2008.
~~~

In this regard, we must point to the fact that many of the respondents
indicate that a good
percentage of U.S. companies are even unable to classify their products
themselves or
reluctant to orovide the classification information to the importers mainly
due to the lack
of the above-mentioned legal obligation, and that it is causing considerable
amounts of extra
time and money to each company in Japan. This is one of the main reasons of
Japanese
companies' avoidance of the purchase or adoption of US origin items.
It is our strong desire that our comments presented here be a good help for
your policy review.
Sincerely,
Tsutomu Oshida
Executive Managing Director, CISTEC

Attachments:
Exhibit 1: The auestionnaire
EX^ b t 2 S J ~ rVe s~~ l t~sfor Category NO Ito NO 6
Exh bzt3 Comments n response lo quest onna re Category h a 1 (a-5)
Exh bit 4 Comments n response lo quest onna re Category h o 1 (a-6)
Exh bit 5 Comments n response to qc.esl onna re Category h o 2 (c)
Exh.blt6 Comments n resDonse lo a ~ e sonna
l
re Cateqorv
- . h o 4 (a-2) and
(b-2)
Exhibit 7: Comments in response to questionnaire Category No.5 (b)
Exhibit 8: Comments in response to questionnaire Category No.6 (9
If you have any questions on comments, please contact CISTEC as following
e-mail.
Best regards.
Kiyotaka Sakurazawa, Senior Researcher
Center for Information on Security Trade Control
Phone: 81(0) 3-3593-1146
Fax: 81(0)3-3593-1138
E-mail: k-sakurazawa@cistec.or.ie
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US EXPORT CONTROLS
BUSlNESSEUROPE CONTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION BY THE U.S.
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENTS'
BUREAU
OF INDUSTRY
AND SECURITY
Introduction
The U.S. Commerce Department's Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) has issued a
request for public comment on whether U.S. export controls influence decisions by
manufacturers worldwide to use US.-origin parts and components in commercial
products. As the Confederation of European business, representing companies across
Europe through 40 national business federations of 34 European countries,
BUSINESSEUROPE has collected several cases from companies located in a variety
of Member States of the European Union (EU) which illustrate that EU manufacturers
consider the potential applicability of U.S. export controls to their end-products when
choosing between U.S. and non-U.S. parts suppliers.
European companies are supportive of the principle of export controls on dual use
goods and are compliant with current EU and international regulation to this end.
Although European companies fully support the right of the United States to put in
place its own export controls policy, tailored to its own security and competitiveness
needs, there are specific difficulties for European companies when dealing with US
export controls legislation. The examples below confirm that there is evidence of
manufacturers declining to incorporate U.S.-origin parts and components because of
the potential applicability of the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) to their
endproducts.
In response to our request for input from our members, a number of
companies have also put forward their examples of where regulation around US
embargoes has a similar effect as the EAR. Though we recognise that this is not the
original object of the BIS' request, and that the context does differ, we have
nonetheless included this information,
Selected cases
Case 1:
The company strictly avoids US software when designing controls for its machines
and buys custom made computers, strictly without any US made hardware in order
to avoid triggering the de minimis provision. These efforts are costly, but the
company believes that they in the end pay off, since they put the company in the
position to secure business and gain additional market access.
More broadly, the company advises its research and development and
procurement departments to strictly avoid US goods. Its philosophy is a clear
"design-out" of all US origin goods. Even a US good which - as defined by the EAR
- is "incorporated" in the final product can lead to tremendous problems if it has to
be shipped later as a spare part. As the company strives to be a reliable and
speedy business partner for all our customers, we see no choice but to strictly
avoid US content wherever possible.
[BUSINESSEUROPE Comments: US Export Controls - 18/02/09]2
Case 2:
In choosing a Denied Party screening tool, this company deliberately avoided
products that sent transactional data to servers located in the US due to the
possibility that all its transactions would be subject to Office of Foreign Assents

Control (OFAC) facilitation rules and EAR Part 744.3.a.1. For the same reason the
company avoided dealing with US citizens.
In the late 1990s the company outsourced transducer production to US Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM's) because of high quality at a lower price than in
the EU, but due to EAR 744.3.a.1. and the Entity List the company is shifting
production back to high-quality OEM's elsewhere despite the slightly higher costs.
Now the company can market the same products worldwide with greater certainty.
Case 3:
As far as technically possible, the company tries not to use US items in its products
and replace them with identical non-US-items, especially if these products may be
exported to US embargo countries.
The company's decisions regarding the location of new production plants are
influenced by US export regulations. If the products are destined for a worldwide
market, production plants will not be established in the USA or at least parts of the
production will be located outside USA.
The hosting of servers for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems is strictly
maintained outside the USA if worldwide customer data is stored on these systems.
Some suppliers forbid the company to use their US items in our products, if they
are shipped to critical US countries, even if the de minimis level is below 10 % and
all re-export regulations are observed. In such cases the company changes the
supplier.
Case 4:
The company steers its commodity transactions in such a way that a registration of
European enterprises with US authorizing agencies is not necessary (i.e. by direct
shipments).
US export control regulations are too difficult and too complex to understand. There
are various authorities in charge of export controls. It is very difficult for companies
to determine which authorities is the right one to contact. The company would very
much welcome a "single window" approach.
Case 5:
The firm uses economic criteria for the selection of components from the US. The
administrative burdens (license applications, reporting, tracking, record keeping)
can outweigh the potential price benefits.
As some US suppliers seem not to be familiar with their own regulations, the
company has experienced problems because of improper licenses. This creates
problems after the parts are delivered because the company has to ensure that it
complies with the US regulations. As a result, the company no longer uses these
suppliers.
[BUSINESSEUROPEComments: US Export Controls - 18/02/09]3
Case 6:
One company has implemented a specific process to manage export control data in
its product development processes The following is a summary:
o In the early product development stages the design is checked for
compliance with the de minimis rule (U.S. EAR)
o In practice this means a systematic approach to products with U.S, content.
If the U.S. content in the product is equal to or higher than lo%, the product
is redesigned to reduce the U.S. content to less than 10%.
o If a critical U.S. item is found, e.g. an encryption item, which makes it
impossible to apply de minimis, the product is redesigned to remove this
blocking U.S. item.

o if there is a possibility to choose between 2 component sources, the source

is chosen which is not subject to the U.S. EAR. The second option is to
choose non-US origin component subject to the U.S. EAR. The third option
is to choose U.S. origin component.
Case 7:
Due to many additional activities concerning the International Traffic and Arms
Regulations (ITAR) our company tries to avoid receiving deliveries under ITAR
regulations. The requirement to receive a guarantee from the national government
that a company handles the US-items according to the US law especially causes it
difficulties.
Case 8:

ITAR does in fact represent a decisive factor when planning and preparing what
parts and components are used when manufacturing products - especially
when such products are planned for distribution to markets outside the US. Such
components are avoided to the extent possible.
The company frequently meets specific requirements from customers that no ITAR
restricted components or data are included in deliveries for that customer.
The definition and restrictions in the ITAR regulation regarding re-export to foreign
nationals mean that compliance with these requirements leads to a conflict with
national laws as well as EU laws on anti discrimination and protection of personal
data.
Case 9:
The use of ITAR components and/or the involvement in ITAR-restricted projects
require that extensive compliance control and risk management procedures are in
place - considerably beyond what is required under national1EU laws. This adds
significantly to administrative costs.
Case 10:
In order to deal with US export control regulation, this company has installed a
specific software process to manage information on US products. US produced
dual use goods requiring licences are systematically excluded.
For destinations which are embargoed by the US, the company proposes, where
possible, equivalent products which do not include US technologies or
compontents.
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Case 11:
Certain electrical motors used in household equipment are EAR-99 US-origin
components. In line with the de-minimis rule the equipment consists of 13% USorigin
components. This company was advised to design these components out if
sales to embargoed countries are part of the business. A sale of this equipment is
generally not violating EU regulations on most embargoed countries.
Case 12:
Certain services (e.g. call centres) can not be supplied by US companies as US
persons shall not be involved in certain transactions (e.g. with certain embargoed
countries). Such US companies cannot be part of such tenders.
Case 13:
In the case of this company, all US-origin materials and materials with US material
content are blocked for the countries covered by US re-export restrictions. This
leads to limitations of use and reluctance to use US materials at all, due to the
potential penalties. The exterritorial application of US export and re-export
restrictions, beyond UN embargoes, has disadvantages for the manufacturing

plants of multinational companies in US.
Case 14:
As a general rule, the company tries to keep the US content in its products as low
as possible, and well below lo%, to avoid the application of US embargo rules.
These rules present an unforeseeable risk it is difficult to predict as nobody knows
about tomorrow's list of embargoed countries.
US content is of particular risk since the US rules do not guarantee the supply of
spare parts for legal exports into embargo countries (not even for medical
equipment).
The company welcomes the latest alteration of the "de minimis" rule for foreign
made products as a good step forward to an acceptable situation, but the spare
part issue still remains a major problem.
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Please see the attached comments submitted by Anka Schild (Adviser, International Relations
Department, BUSINESSEUROPE) in response to BISs Januarv 5.2009, reauest for comments
concerning the effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use
U.S.-origin products, parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> Schiid Anka ca.schild@businesseurope.eu> 02/19/09 12:21 PM >>>
Dear SirIMadam,

Please find enclosed the submission of BUSINESSEUROPE,the Confederation of European Business,
to the BIS request for public comments on the effects of exports controls on the decision to use or not
use US.-origin parts and components in commercials products.
Do not hesitate to contact me for further information
Sincerely yours,
Anka Schild
Adviser, International Relations Department
BUSINESSEUROPE
The Confederation of European Business
Avenue de Cortenberqh,
. 168
6-1000 Brussels
Tel.: 00 32 (0)2 1237.65.29
E-mail: a.sdh~ld@businesseuro~e.eu<mailto:a.schiid@businesseuro~e.eu~
Visit our website at www.businesseurope.eu~htt~://~~~.businesseuroue.eu/~
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US EXPORT CONTROLS
BUSINESSEUROPE CONTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION BY THE U.S
COMMERCEDEPARTMENTS'
BUREAUOF INDUSTRY AND SECURITY
Introduction
The U.S. Commerce Department's Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) has issued a
request for public comment on whether U.S. export controls influence decisions by
manufacturers worldwide to use U.S.-origin parts and components in commercial
products. As the Confederation of European business, representing companies across
Europe through 40 national business federations of 34 European countries,
BUSINESSEUROPE has collected several cases from companies located in a variety
of Member States of the European Union (EU) which illustrate that EU manufacturers
consider the potential applicability of U.S. export controls to their end-products when
choosing between U.S. and non-U.S. parts suppliers.
European companies are supportive of the principle of export controls on dual use
goods and are compliant with current EU and international regulation to this end.
Although European companies fully support the right of the United States to put in
place its own export controls policy, tailored to its own security and competitiveness
needs, there are specific difficulties for European companies when dealing with US
export controls legislation. The examples below confirm that there is evidence of
manufacturers declining to incorporate U.S.-origin parts and components because of
the potential applicability of the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) to their endproducts. In response to our request for input from our members, a number of
companies have also put folward their examples of where regulation around US
embargoes has a similar effect as the EAR. Though we recognise that this is not the
original object of the BIS' request, and that the context does differ, we have
nonetheless included this information.
Selected cases
Case 1:
The company strictly avoids US software when designing controls for its machines
and buys custom made computers, strictly without any US made hardware in order
to avoid triggering the de minimis provision. These efforts are costly, but the
company believes that they in the end pay off, since they put the company in the
position to secure business and gain additional market access.
More broadly, the company advises its research and development and
procurement departments to strictly avoid US goods. Its philosophy is a clear
"design-out" of all US origin goods. Even a US good which - as defined by the EAR
- is "incorporated" in the final product can lead to tremendous problems if it has to
be shipped later as a spare part. As the company strives to be a reliable and
speedy business partner for all our customers, we see no choice but to strictly
avoid US content wherever possible.
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Case 2:
In choosing a Denied Party screening tool, this company deliberately avoided
products that sent transactional data to servers located in the US due to the
possibility that all its transactions would be subject to Office of Foreign Assents
Control (OFAC) facilitation rules and EAR Part 744.3.a.1. For the same reason the
company avoided dealing with US citizens.
In the late 1990s the company outsourced transducer production to US Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM's) because of high quality at a lower price than in
the EU, but due to EAR 744.3.a.l. and the Entity List the company is shifting
production back to high-quality OEM's elsewhere despite the slightly higher costs.
Now the company can market the same products worldwide with greater certainty.

.

Case 3:
As far as technically possible, the company tries not to use US items in its products
and replace them with identical non-US-items, especially if these products may be
exported to US embargo countries.
The company's decisions regarding the location of new production plants are
influenced by US export regulations. If the products are destined for a worldwide
market, production plants will not be established in the USA or at least parts of the
production will be located outside USA.
The hosting of servers for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems is strictly
maintained outside the USA if worldwide customer data is stored on these systems.
Some suppliers forbid the company to use their US items in our products, if they
are shipped to critical US countries, even if the de minimis level is below 10 % and
all re-export regulations are observed. In such cases the company changes the
supplier.

.
.

Case 4:
The company steers its commodity transactions in such a way that a registration of
European enterprises with US authorizing agencies is not necessary (i.e. by direct
shipments).
US export control regulations are too difficult and too complex to understand. There
are various authorities in charge of export controls. It is very difficult for companies
to determine which authorities is the right one to contact. The company would very
much welcome a "single window" approach.
Case 5:
The firm uses economic criteria for the selection of components from the US. The
administrative burdens (license applications, reporting, tracking, record keeping)
can outweigh the potential price benefits.
As some US suppliers seem not to be familiar with their own regulations, the
company has experienced problems because of improper licenses. This creates
problems after the parts are delivered because the company has to ensure that it
complies with the US regulations. As a result, the company no longer uses these
suppliers.
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Case 6:
One company has implemented a specific process to manage export control data in
its product development processes The following is a summary:
o In the early product development stages the design is checked for
compliance with the de minimis rule (U.S. EAR)
o In practice this means a systematic approach to products with U.S. content.
If the U.S. content in the product is equal to or higher than lo%, the product
is redesigned to reduce the U.S. content to less than 10%.
o If a critical U.S. item is found, e.g. an encryption item, which makes it
impossible to apply de minimis, the product is redesigned to remove this
blocking U.S. item.
o If there is a possibility to choose between 2 component sources, the source
is chosen which is not subject to the U.S. EAR. The second option is to
choose non-US origin component subject to the U.S. EAR. The third option
is to choose U.S. origin component.

.

Case 7:
Due to many additional activities concerning the International Traffic and Arms
Regulations (ITAR) our company tries to avoid receiving deliveries under ITAR
regulations. The requirement to receive a guarantee from the national government
that a company handles the US-items according to the US law especially causes it
difficulties.

.
.
.

Case 8:
ITAR does in fact represent a decisive factor when planning and preparing what
parts and components are used when manufacturing products - especially
when such products are planned for distribution to markets outside the US. Such
components are avoided to the extent possible.
The company frequently meets specific requirements from customers that no ITAR
restricted components or data are included in deliveries for that customer.
The definition and restrictions in the ITAR regulation regarding re-export to foreign
nationals mean that compliance with these requirements leads to a conflict with
national laws as well as EU laws on anti discrimination and protection of personal
data.

.

Case 9:
The use of ITAR components andlor the involvement in ITAR-restricted projects
require that extensive compliance control and risk management procedures are in
place -considerably beyond what is required under nationallEU laws. This adds
significantly to administrative costs.
Case 10:
In order to deal with US export control regulation, this company has installed a
specific software process to manage information on US products. US produced
dual use goods requiring licences are systematically excluded.
For destinations which are embargoed by the US, the company proposes, where
possible, equivalent products which do not include US technologies or
compontents.
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Case 11:
Certain electrical motors used in household equipment are EAR-99 US-origin
components. In line with the de-minimis rule the equipment consists of 13% USorigin components. This company was advised to design these components out if
sales to embargoed countries are part of the business. A sale of this equipment is
generally not violating EU regulations on most embargoed countries.

.

Case 12:
Certain services (e.g. call centres) can not be supplied by US companies as US
persons shall not be involved in certain transactions (e.g. with certain embargoed
countries). Such US companies cannot be part of such tenders.
Case 13:
In the case of this company, all US-origin materials and materials with US material
content are blocked for the countries covered by US re-export restrictions. This
leads to limitations of use and reluctance to use US materials at all, due to the
potential penalties. The exterritorial application of US export and re-export
restrictions, beyond UN embargoes, has disadvantages for the manufacturing
plants of multinational companies in US.

Case 14:
As a general rule, the company tries to keep the US content in its products as low
as possible, and well below lo%, to avoid the application of US embargo rules.
These rules present an unforeseeable risk it is difficult to predict as nobody knows
about tomorrow's list of embargoed countries.
US content is of particular risk since the US rules do not guarantee the supply of
spare parts for legal exports into embargo countries (not even for medical
equipment).
The company welcomes the latest alteration of the "de minimis" rule for foreign
made products as a good step folward to an acceptable situation, but the spare
part issue still remains a major problem.

.
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Please see the followina* comments submitted bv Creiahton Chin (Communications & Power
Industries) in response to BIS's Jan-ary5d.20.09, =quest for comments concerning the effects of J S
expon controls on foreign persons' decis ons to use or not to use J S.-or~ginproducts parls, an0
components in foreign-made products.
~~

~

~

>>> "Chin, Creighton" <creiqhton.chin@c~ii.com>02/19/09 7:47 PM >>>
In response to BISs request for public comments on the effects of
exDort controls on decisions to use or not use U.S.- Oriain Darts and
cohponents in comtnercia products an0 the effects of s u c ; ~oec s ons
Communications & Pofler nd~striesis suo~n;ttingthe following two
examples of how J S expon req~irementsnegat veiy effect US expons

1) The level of due diligence that a US Exporter must perform to
document and substantiate "knowledge of a transaction", particularly
with EAR99 products, is negatively impacting a foreign company's
decision to buy US origin components.
CPI has learned that Israel has established a special government office
that issues end use statements for defense articles and dual use
commodities in order to control the dissemination of the end use
information and to insure that the information is only used for export
control purposes rather than to gain a competitive advantage. As a
result, some companies such as ELTA, when all else being equal, would
rather buy from a source, US or foreign, that does not require end use
information to avoid havina to ao throuah and additional Drocess to
obtain an ena use statemint (om tne'israeii government. Tn s s
partic~larlytr.le for EAR99 commod tles that generally do not req~.irean
export license to Israel
This places companies such as CPI, who asks for the end use information
as part of the company's due diligence, at a disadvantage when compared
to foreign companies offering similar products or US companies who are
not as diligent as CPI.
2) 81s has requested on a cases by case basis a translated business
license and a description of the party's business activities, in
addition to the normal supporting documents (e.g. BIS-711, end use
statements, and purchase orders) to establish the bona fides of the
transaction The fore gn customer has expressed tne r frt.strat on wltn
the l~censna orocess an0 the reau rement to Drov de additional
information.~rom their perspective it's an unnecessary hassle when
comoarable oroducts can be obtained from Eurooean sources with out a
license.
Examples of the above are licenses 039933 and D39932 in which request
BIS requested translated business licenses and a description of the
parties business. The export licenses were for the export of Traveling
Wave Tubes (ECCN: 3A001) to MCI Europa for re-export to Russia for use

as a spare TWTs for US origin amplifiers (ECCN: EAR99) used by the
Russian Satellite Communications Company (RSCC). Comparable TWTs can be
obtained from Thales Electron Devices located in France and E2V located
in the U.K.
Additionally, the export licenses included a proviso requiring the
defectiveTWTs, owned by RSCC, be returned to the US. This is an
adm nistrat ve burden for all nvo ved as t reqt. res creating new
wrocesses to ensue that tne defective TWTs, wnicn co-ld fai tomorrow.
month from now, or two years from now, are returned to the U.S. and
destroyed, at an additional cost, in accordance with local hazardous
material disposal laws. This added cost of business makes foreign
suppliers more attractive and negatively affects US exports.

a

Should you have any questions or require additional information
concerning the above examples, I may be reached at 650-846-3021.
Best Regards,
Creighton Chin
Communications & Power industries

This messaae, including anv attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information.
Any aistnot.;on or use i f t h i comm~nicaton by anyone otnenhao the intendeo recipient@) is str ct y
oron~oiteaana mav be unlawf.. ,f VOL are not the lntenoea rec D ent, please notify the sender by replying
i o this message a i d then delete it {om your system

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PubiicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
212012009 2:01:20 PM
Fwd: Parts and Components inquiry Aircraft Electronics Association Comments

Please see the attached comments submitted by Jason Dickstein (General Counsel, Aircraft
Electronics Association) in response to BISs January 5, 2009. reauest for comments concerning the
effects of U.S. export controls on foreign persons' decisions to use or not to use U.S.-origin products,
parts, and components in foreign-made products
>>> "Jason Dickstein" cjason@washinqtonaviation.com> 02120109 12:Ol AM >>>
Attached are the comments from the Aircraft Electronics Association in
response to The Effects of Export Controls On Decisions to Use or Not Use
U.S.-Origin Parts and Components in Commercial Products and the Effects of
Such Decisions, 74 Fed. Reg. 263 (January 5, 2009).

Jason Dickstein, General Counsel
Aircraft Electronics Association
c/o Washington Aviation Group, PC
and the Law Offices of Jason A. Dickstein
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Suite 503
Washington. DC 20007
tel: (202) 628-6776
fax: (202) 628-8948
cel: (202) 365-2422
CHECK OUT OUR NEW BLOG: http:/lPMAPARTS.WORDPRESS.COM

Unless this email is captioned "ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION,"
it does not constitute leaal advice and it does not create an
attorney-client relationskp between the sender and the recipient.

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to
which it is addressed and may contain confidential andlor privileged
material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of this
information, directly or indirectly, by persons or entities other than the

intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please
contact the sender and delete the material from all computers on which it
resides.

The Effects of Export Controls On Decisions to
Use or Not Use U.S.-Origin Parts and Components
in Commercial Products and the Effects of Such
Decisions
74 Fed. Reg. 263 (January 5,2009)
Comments on the Notice of Inquiry
Submitted by email to publiccomments@bis.doc.gov

Submitted by the
Aircraft Electronics Association
3570 NE Ralph Powell Road
Lee's Summit. MO 64064

For more information, please contact:
Jason Dickstein
AEA Washington Counsel
c/o Washington Aviation Group, PC and the
Law Offices of Jason A Dickstein
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Ste 503
Washington, DC 20007
Jason@washingtonaviation.com

Tel: (202) 628-6776
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The Effect of Export Controls On Decisions To Use or Not Use US.-Origin Parts
and Components in Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions, 74
Fed. Reg. 263 (January 5,2009)
Comments on the Notice of Inquiry
Submitted by emaii to publiccomments@bis.doc.gov
February 19,2009
U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
Office of Technology Evaluation
ATTN: Parts and Components Inquiry
Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
Dear Sir or Madam:
Please accept these comments pursuant to the Notice of lnquiry, The Effect of
Export Controls On Decisions To Use or Not Use US.-Oriclin Parts and
Components in Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions, which
was offered to the public for comment at 74 Fed. Reg. 263 on January 5, 2009.
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I. Who is AEA?
The Aircraft Electronics Association (AEA) is an international organization
representing over 1,300 company members dedicated to the general aviation
electronics industry. AEA recently celebrated its 50Ih birthday as a trade
association it has spent the lion's share of that time based in Missouri (although
it was originally formed in Texas). AEA's membership includes avionics repair
stations, manufacturers and distributors.

-

AEA supports efforts to improve safety and regulatory awareness among its
members and in the industry as a whole. AEA has proactively sought to raise
awareness of the US export rules among both its domestic and its non-US
members. To this end, AEA has published export compliance articles in its
monthly magazine and has provided export compliance training at its Annual
Convention and at Regional Meetings. AEA has provided export education to its
members with respect to export regulations published by the Commerce, State,
and Treasury Departments.

II. Comments in Response to the Commerce Department Inquiry
All of AEA's 1300 members buy and sell -whether it is manufacturers who buy
components to use in their products and then sell them to installers or dealers, or
repair stations who buy and stock avionics articles for installation in customers'
aircraft, and then sell the articles to the customer. AEA's members represent a
valuable part of the U.S. aerospace industry, which, as a whole, was responsible
for a trade balance of $60.4 billion in 2007. The export of aerospace parts
including general aviation electronics components makes up a vital piece of U.S.
industry and trade.
A. Many Avionics Require Export Licenses

Avionics are particularly vulnerable to US export restrictions. Although it is true
that generally most US exports subject to Commerce Department export
jurisdiction do not require export licenses, this generalization does not hold true
when applied to avionics. A significant percentage of commercial avionics are
subject to missile technology (MT) restrictions under the current export
regulations. Export articles that are subject to MT restrictions usually need
export licenses (except to Canada).
6. Issue: Complexity of the Rules and Fear o f Non-Compliance

Aviation is a global marketplace; however there are some US companies that
have affirmatively decided to only sell to domestic customers, and have actively
refused to service non-US customers.
Comments on
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The main reason for turning away business in this manner is because of a fear
that the regulations are too complex to readily permit compliance. Companies
fear that they cannot export properly in compliance with the often-bewildering
export regulations. The companies that make this decision tend to be smaller
companies that do not feel that they can afford the sort of expert third-party
compliance advice that larger companies are able to hire.
ASA has started to provide day-long export training workshops, as well as
shorter export training opportunities, in order to promote compliance with the
regulations, and to make small aerospace companies feel more comfortable with
the export regulations so that they will start engaging in export transactions.
C. General Aviation Avionics Often Cannot Rely on Aviation Industry License
Exceptions

The need to obtain export licenses can significantly impede an unplanned
transaction. If a foreign aircraft operator needs replacement avionics on an
expedited basis, it may be far more reasonable to purchase the avionics from a
foreign manufacturer rather than buying American and waiting for the appropriate
licenses to issue.
There are a number of license exceptions that apply to aircraft articles, but they
tend to anticipate a transaction in support of an air carrier and ignore the modern
complexities of avionics transactions. In particular, 15 C.F.R. 740.15 provides
exceptions for supporting aircraft, and for supporting air carriers; but the licensing
exception ignores the fact that most installations are performed by repair
stations.
A repair station working for a US air carrier or on a US registered aircraft may be
able to use 15 C.F.R. 740.15(c) to avoid licensing requirements, but AEA's 1300
members mostly service general aviation aircraft, like business jets, agricultural
aircraft, firefighting aircraft, emergency medical aircraft, personal aircraft, etc. A
foreign repair station that intends to obtain avionics to support aircraft in these
categories is unlikely to find a clause in 15 C.F.R. 740.15 that provides relief from
export licensing, unless the repair station waits until the aircraft is onsite (the
repair station can use 15 C.F.R. 740.15(b) for the aircraft parts so long as the
aircraft registry and other information is known). But this is inefficient, because
potentially long lead times often make it commercially necessary to order the
articles and hold them in stock before the customer is identified.
In the normal case of an unplanned installation (e.g. replacement of damaged
avionics), the repair station will rely o nits existing stock of parts, and supplement
whatever it does not have with purchases from competitors or other colleagues in
the industry. These supplemental purchases must often be made quickly - too
quickly to permit waiting for an export license.
Comments on
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So this vast market is beginning to find it easier in some cases to obtain foreign
manufactured avionics than to rely on avionics exported from the United States.
D. Repair Stations and Upgrades

Under the current rules, there is an exception from the licensing requirements
that applies to parts that are sent to the U.S. for repair and then exported back to
their origin. 15 C.F.R. § 740.10.
Companies are willing to send repair business to the US because the work is
high quality and it can be accomplished within a reasonable turn-around time.
Often, the original equipment manufacturer of the article is in the United States,
and many avionics manufacturers have licensed networks of authorized repair
stations who possess the manufacturers' repair data to facilitate high-quality
repairs. The repairs may also be conducted by independent repair stations
under the Instructions for Continued Airworthiness, which are made available to
repair stations and others who need to comply with them under 14 C.F.R. §
21.50(b).
The licensing exception of 15 C.F.R. § 740.10 helps to make sure that turnaround times are not onerous. If a license was required to return the articles to
their foreign owners, then the foreign owners would probably not bother to send
the articles to the United States for repair - instead they would send them to a
foreign repair station; and if maintenance became too onerous then this would
affect future purchase decisions.
There are several problems with the regulation that creates this licensing
exception. One of them is that it is common for articles to need to be upgraded
for safety reasons. The upgrades may be manufacturer-ordered (service
bulletins) or they may be required by the FAA (airworthiness directives under 14
CFR Part 39). But the licensing exception does not apply when the article has
been upgraded.
It may be impossible to know whether an upgrade is necessary until the
component is at the US repair station's facility. At that time, the repair station
may undertake an inspection and find that an upgrade is required. But if this will
affect the licensing exception, then the customer may choose not to do it. This
represents a loss of income for the US companies, which lose the upgrade
business, and it also reflects a diminution of safety because the foreign customer
chooses not to implement a safety upgrade. Comparing foreign commercial
aviation accident rates with US accident rates shows that the US commercial
aviation system is safer than that of any other part of the world, by a statistically
relevant margin. Part of the reason for this safety is that safety upgrades are
implemented frequently in the US, and are often mandated by the FAA for US
civil aviation.
Comments on
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Thus, the fact that the exception found in 15 C.F.R. § 740.10 does not include
parts that have been alteredlmodified leads to both a loss of business for the US
economy and a diminution of safety for the rest of the world.
E. Example: De Minimis Rule

One example of the effect of export regulations can be found in the recent
proposal to modify the de minimis rule that applies to regulated CCL 7A
commodities.
For purposes of the aerospace community, category 7A represents avionics
components. The de minimis standard allows US suppliers to provide avionics
subcomponents to foreign manufacturers. The effect of U.S. export regulations
can be seen in how foreign manufacturer try to keep the level of US content
below the de minimis threshold. If the US content is below the threshold, US
export laws do not come into effect for re-export of the item. This precaution is
taken because foreign manufacturers perceive the US export restrictions to be
onerous (without regard to whether they truly are as onerous as they seem). The
25% de minimis standard has encouraged foreign manufacturers to rely on US
components in their avionics designs.
In researching the likely effects of an elimination of the de minimis standard, we
were told by our European contacts that European manufacturers already take
the de minimis rule into account, and that they would likely find alternative
sources for components if the rule were eliminated.
In the case of the proposed elimination of the 7A de minimis rule, this was not an
idle threat. Many US origin components are also produced outside the United
States. While elimination of the de minimis rule would cause initial
inconvenience to European manufacturers and distributors, most avionics
components of the sort that are critical are available from overseas suppliers.
For example, accelerometers of the sort that the United States considerers to be
missile technology are available from CORRSYS-DATRON (Germany), Siemens
(Germany), Murata (Japan) and BAE (UK). Similarly, gyroslangular rate sensors
of the sort that the United States considerers to be missile technology are
available from CORRSYS-DATRON (Germany), Siemens (Germany), and
Murata (Japan).
In addition, the US suppliers of non-critical supplies would also be affected by the
proposal. Thus, if a foreign avionics manufacturer obtains their angular rate
sensors from Siemans, but obtains some non-critical components from US
suppliers, the elimination of the de minimis rule would also cause the non-US
buyer to seek out non-US sources for the non-critical components, because of
the impact of the elimination of the de minimis rule (there is certainly no business
reason to accept US export controls on your inertial avionics when the inertial
Comments on
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components did not come from the United States, but instead you merely relied
on US suppliers for other non-critical components!).
The fact that currently, foreign manufacturers seek to purchase parts that fall
under the de minimis rule exception shows that other countries consider U.S.
export law consequences when purchasing US.-sourced goods.
In fact, the de minimis rule was added to the EAR in 1987 to "alleviate a major
trade dispute with allies who strenuously objected to U.S. assertion of jurisdiction
over all re-exports of non-U.S. items that contained even small amounts of U.S.
content"'
Our communications with foreign aerospace parties have confirmed that the de
minimis rule has been effective, because it is considered by foreign
manufacturers who consider whether to incorporate US content in their designs
F. Eliminate Conflicting Guidance

The State Department issued a rule on August 14,2008 that was announced as
'clarifying' the State Department's policy with respect to which aircraft parts are
considered commercial for export purposes, and which ones are considered to
be governed by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITARs). The true
effect of this rule, though, was to expand the range of civil aircraft parts that are
considered to potentially fall within the State Department's export jurisdiction, and
it actually seems to have made the proper categorizations of many aircraft parts
MORE confusing, instead of achieving the clarification that Congress had
requested and that the State Department had promised.
Deciding which regulatory regime applies to an export can be difficult if the part is
a dual-use part (one installed on both civilian and military models of an aircraft).
This is particularly true of avionics, because many modern avionics features may
arguably fall within the scope of technologies that the State Department wishes
to control, but it can apply to almost any part because of the preference for
commercial off-the-shelf aircraft parts (civil aircraft parts) exhibited in recent
years by the Department of Defense (particularly the Air Force). While the use of
civil aircraft parts in military aircraft and engines saves the taxpayers money
while maintaining a high level of reliability, it also creates ambiguities about the
nature of the parts when trying to decide whether they are defense-related or
civilian for export jurisdiction purposes.
The New State Department regulations make an alarming confusion between the
phrase "standard equipment in an aircraft" and the notion of "standard parts."
Historically, the phrase standard equipment in an aircraft has been interpreted

' Request for Public Comments on the Prosoect of Removins 7A Commodities From De Minimis
Elisibility, Federal Register, 73 Fed. Reg. 70322, 70323 (Nov. 20, 2008).
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according to its apparent plain meaning. But the new regulations provide a very
different meaning to this seemingly simple phrase. The rule states that "A part or
component is not standard equipment if there are any performance,
manufacturing or testing requirements beyond" industry specifications and
standards. This seems to suggest that any part that has any quality assurance
elements, or other manufacturer-designated testing standards associated with it
will be deemed to be NOT standard equipment. Practically all civil aircraft parts
will have some manufacturer-specified elements to them. The language of the
rule makes it clear that any item that is not based on a "civil aviation industry
specification [or] standard" is not standard equipment. This is a clear confusion
between the intent of the original Export Administration Act, which was meant to
exclude normal aircraft equipment, and the much more limited category of
standard parts (which are excluded from the PMA requirement under I 4 C.F.R.
21.303(b)).
The State Department explicitly states that "in determining whether a part or
component may be considered as standard equipment and integral to a civil
aircraft (e.g., latches, fasteners, grommets, and switches) ... a part approved
solely on a non-interference/provisions basis under a type certificate issued by
the Federal Aviation Administration would not qualify. Similarly, unique
application parts or components not integral to the aircraft would also not qualify."
This seems to suggest that a part that is approved under a STCl PMA
combination based in part on a "no-technical-objection letter" from the OEM
would not be considered standard equipment for purposes of determining export
jurisdiction.
This rule could be a nightmare for distributors seeking to export aircraft parts, if it
is interpreted to permit the State Department to extend jurisdiction over all nonSME parts that are not manufactured as standard parts. It means that any civil
aircraft part that falls into the scope of the vague language of the USMLs could
be deemed to be an ITAR item. For example, parts associated with an inertial
system could be deemed to be ITAR items -even an old-fashioned spinningmass gyro.
Some replacement parts might be marketed by the manufacturer under a single
part number for a civilian model installation and the same part number for a
different defense-related article installation. This represents a hidden trap for
distributors, who could unwittingly export the part as a civilian model item with no
r
the fact
knowledge that it was subiect to the ITARs. Under ~ r i ointerpretations,
that it met the three elements of the civil aircraft exception w i s sufficient, but
under the convoluted language of the State Department rule, it is possible that
the part may no longer be considered to meet the exception!
The Commerce Department issued its own interpretation on December 3 that
further refines the State Department interpretation. The Commerce interpretation
ameliorated the worst aspects of the State Department interpretation, but it did so
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by essentially creating a conflict in interpretation. This creates more confusion in
the industry and a greater level of uncertainty.
Domestic businesses wishing to avoid that uncertainty will avoid export
transactions; foreign businesses wishing to avoid uncertainty will avoid
purchasing products from the United States.
G. Outdated Categorizations and State Department Assertion Leads to a Loss of
US Export Business

A Non-US repair station that is a member of AEA recently complained to us
about the need to obtain export licenses for replacement gyros. The gyros were
spinning mass gyros of a design that is at least 50 years old.
The gyros were known as C-12 gyros. The member had an old C-12 brochure
dated 1972 and knows that they date back at least to the 1960s. So this is not
new technology. The C-12 was discontinued sometime after 1989.
They had apparently been the subject of a commodity jurisdiction, because the
manufacturer indicated that the gyros were controlled by the ITAR, despite the
fact that no one could identify a military use that predated the civilian uses of the
gyro.
These were old gyros used on civilian aircraft in civilian avionics. No one could
identify the historical reason why the gyros had been identified as USML items.
By all rights, they should have been subject to section 17(c) of the EAA and
should have been subject to Commerce jurisdiction. But instead, State
Department jurisdiction was asserted.
A commodity jurisdiction request to recharacterize the gyro was out of the
question for this one-time need. The complexity of the export licensing process
in this case caused the repair station to obtain gyros from a foreign source, that
would not have to be imported from the United States and thus would not require
an export license.
This is one example of the sort of situations that require the Commerce
Department to be more assertive in protecting its jurisdiction from State
Department encroachment. Failure to clearly delineate Commerce's jurisdiction
over civilian aircraft products will lead to more foreign buyers avoiding US
products.
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H. We Are Facing a Future in Which
Claim

''NOT Made in the USA" Becomes a Marketing

In the software world, you can already find software that is promoted with claims
that it is not subject to the United States export administration regulations.' As
US exports become more and more burdened by export regulations, it would
make sense for foreign manufacturers to begin to use the fact that they use no
US content as a marketing feature to distinguish themselves from products that
are more onerous to obtain.
This would represent the sort of negative promotion that would undercut US
export goals by casting US content into a negative light, and promoting as a
positive thing the fact that a product is disconnected from the United States.
Such promotion would be contrary to US export policies with respect to the
promotion and increase of US exports.

Ill. Conclusion
There are a number of steps that can be taken in order to ease the adverse
affect of export regulations on US exports. Each of these proposals would
positively affect US exports without jeopardizing US policy interests.
The licensing exception found at 15 C.F.R. § 740.10 does not include parts that
have been alteredlmodified. This leads to both a loss of business for the US
economy and a diminution of safety for the rest of the world. Including
"authorized alterations" of articles manufactured under FAA production approval
and defining "authorized alterations" to mean those that meet the requirements of
Title 14 Chapter 1 of the Code of Federal Regulations would not jeopardize US
policy interests and it would support US repair business while also supporting
global safety.
The Commerce Department has primary jurisdiction over civil aircraft exports
under EAA section 17(c). State Department initiatives threaten to encroach on
this jurisdiction. ,It is important for the Commerce Department to stand-up for the
industry and to guard its jurisdiction over civil aircraft parts. .

2

See, e.a., Gray, GNU launches free encrv~tiontool, CNN.com (September 9, 1999)
(announcing the release of GnuPG, which was promoted for its freedom from US export controls
due to the fact that it was deveiowed outside the United States)
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Thank you for affording industry this opportunity to help improve the proposal to
make it better serve the needs of the U.S. export community. We appreciate the
efforts of the Commerce Department in this regard.
Your consideration of these comments is greatly appreciated.

Respectfully Submitted,

washinaton Counsel
Ai raft Electronics Association
for
Ric Peri
Vice President of Government Affairs
Aircraft Electronics Association
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PubiicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
212012009 2:01:33 PM
Fwd: Parts and Components Inquiry: Aviation Suppliers Association Comments

Please see the attached comments submitted by Jason Dickstein (General Counsel, Aviation
Suppliers Association) n response to BISs "anuary 5.2009-reqdest for comments concern ng the
effects of L.S exoort controls on fore gn persons' decisions to Lse or not to -se U S -or g n proaLcts,
parts, and components in foreign-made products.
>>> 'Jason Dlckste n ' <]a-s~@wash~natonav.at
on corn> 02120109 12 01 AM >>>
Attached are tne comments from tne Av~auonSupp ers Assoc~at~on
n
response to The Effects of Export Controls On ~ecisionsto Use or Not Use
US.-Origin Parts and Components in Commercial Products and the Effects of
Such Decisions, 74 Fed. Reg. 263 (January 5, 2009).

Jason Dickstein, General Counsel
Aviation Suppliers Association
c/o Washington Aviation Group. PC
and the Law Offices of Jason A. Dickstein
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Suite 503
Washington. DC 20007
tel: (202) 628-6776
fax: (202) 628-8948
cel: (202) 365-2422
CHECK OUT OUR NEW BLOG: htto://PMAPARTS.WORDPRESS.COM

Unless this email is caationed "ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION,"
it does not constitute legal advice and it does not create an
attorney-client relationship between the sender and the recipient

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to
which it is addressed and may contain confidential andlor privileged
material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of this
information, directly or indirectly, by persons or entities other than the
intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please

contact the sender and delete the material from all computers on which it
resides.

The Effects of Export Controls on Decisions To
Use or Not Use U.S.-Origin Parts and Components
in Commercial Products and the Effects of Such
Decisions
74 Fed. Reg. 263 (January 5,2009)
Comments Pursuant to the Request for Public Comments
Submitted by email to pubiiccomments@bis.doc.gov

For more information, please contact:
Jason Dickstein
General Counsel
(202) 628-6776
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ASA

Aviation Suppliers Association
2233 Wisconsin Ave, NW, Suite 620
Washington, DC 20007
Voice: (202) 347-6899
Fax: (202) 347-6894

Info@aviationsuppliers.com

AVIATION SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION

Respond to: Jason Dickstein
Direct Dial: (202) 628.6776
Jason@washingtonaviation.com

The Effects of Export Controls on Decisions To Use or Not Use US.-Origin Parts
and Components in Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions
74 Fed. Reg. (January 5,2009)
Comments Pursuant to the Request for Public Comments
Submitted by email to publiccomments@bis.doc.gov
February 19,2009
U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
Office of Technology Regulation
ATTN: Parts and Components Inquiry
1 4 ' ~St. and Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
Dear Sir or Madam:
Please accept these comments in response to the notice of inquiry concerning
The Effects of Export Controls on Decisions To Use or Not Use U..S.-Oriclin
Parts and Components in Commercial Products and the Effects of Such
Decisions, which was offered to the public for comment at 73 Fed. Reg. 70322
on November 20, 2008.
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Who is ASA?
Founded in 1993, ASA represents the aviation parts distribution industry, and has
become known as an organization that fights for safety in the aviation
marketplace. ASA primarily represents civil aircraft parts distributors.
ASA members buy and sell aircraft parts. These aircraft parts transactions take
place domestically and internationally. ASA members have found that foreign
buyers are concerned about US export compliance, and that compliance issues
influence their purchasing decisions. As a consequence, ASA's members have a
great interest in any proposed future changes to the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR).

Comments on the Notice of Inquiry
Currently, ASA members see the effects of U.S export regulations in how
purchasers buy US.-sourced goods. They also see the effect in the decisions
made by persons who forbear from US export transactions because of fear of the
complexity of the US export regulations.

Issue: Complexity of the Rules and Fear of Non-Compliance
Aviation is a global marketplace; however there are some US companies that
have affirmatively decided to only sell to domestic customers, and have actively
refused to service non-US customers.
The main reason for turning away business in this manner is because of a fear
that the regulations are too complex to readily permit compliance. Companies
fear that they cannot export properly in compliance with the often-bewildering
export regulations. The companies that make this decision tend to be smaller
companies that do not feel that they can afford the sort of expert third-party
compliance advice that larger companies are able to hire.
ASA has started to provide day-long export training workshops, as well as
shorter export training opportunities, in order to promote compliance with the
regulations, and to make small aerospace companies feel more comfortable with
the export regulations so that they will start engaging in export transactions.
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Issue: Using U.S. Repair Stations for Upgrades
Under the current rules, there is an exception from the licensing requirements
that applies to parts that are sent to the U.S. for repair and then exported back to
their origin. 15 C.F.R. § 740.10.
It has become common for non-US air carriers and other foreign parties to use
US agents to select repair vendors in the United States. ASA member
companies often provide this sort of logistics support. The foreign owner would
send the part to the US logistics provider. The US logistics provider would send
it to a repair station for maintenance, and then the part would be shipped back to
the foreign customer - either through the US logistics provider or directly by the
repair station (depending on the business relationships).
Companies are willing to send repair business to the US because the work is
high quality and it can be accomplished within a reasonable turn-around time.
Often, the original equipment manufacturer of the article is in the United States,
and that OEM may license its data to a repair station nin the United States to
facilitate high-quality repairs. The repairs may also be conducted by independent
repair stations under the Instructions for Continued Airworthiness, which are
made available to repair stations and others who need to comply with them under
14 CFR § 21.50(b). The licensing exception of 15 C.F.R. § 740.10 helps to make
sure that turn-around times are not onerous. If a license was required to return
the articles to their foreign owners, then the foreign owners would probably not
bother to send the articles to the United States for repair.
There are several problems with the regulation that creates this licensing
exception. One of them is that it is common for articles to need to be upgraded
for safety reasons. The upgrades may be manufacturer-ordered (service
bulletins) or they may be required by the FAA (airworthiness directives under 14
CFR Part 39). But the licensing exception does not apply when the article has
been upgraded.
It may be impossible to know whether an upgrade is necessary until the
component is at the US repair station's facility. At that time, the repair station
may undertake an inspection and find that an upgrade is required. But if this will
affect the licensing exception, then the customer may choose not to do it. This
represents a loss of income for the US companies, which lose the upgrade
business, and it also reflects a diminution of safety because the foreign customer
chooses not to implement a safety upgrade. Comparing foreign commercial
aviation accident rates with US accident rates shows that the US commercial
aviation system is safer than that of any other part of the world, by a statistically
relevant margin. Part of the reason for this safety is that safety upgrades are
implemented frequently in the US, and are often mandated by the FAA for US
civil aviation.
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Thus, the fact that the exception found in 15 C.F.R. § 740.10 does not include
parts that have been alteredlmodified leads to both a loss of business for the US
economy and a diminution of safety for the rest of the world.

Example: De Minimis Rule
One example of the effect of export regulations can be found in the recent
proposal to modify the de minimis rule that applies to regulated CCL 7A
commodities.
For purposes of the aerospace community, category 7A represents avionics
components. The de minimis standard allows US suppliers to provide avionics
subcomponents to foreign manufacturers. The effect of U.S. export regulations
can be seen in how foreign manufacturer try to keep the level of US content
below the de minimis threshold. If the US content is below the threshold. US
export laws do not come into effect for re-export of the item. This precaution is
taken because foreisn manufacturers ~erceivethe US exDort restrictions to be
onerous (without regard to whether they truly are as onerous as they seem). The
25% de minimis standard has encouraged foreign manufacturers to rely on US
components in their avionics designs.
In researching the likely effects of an elimination of the de minimis standard, we
were told by our European contacts that European manufacturers already take
the de minimis rule into account, and that they would likely find alternative
sources for components if the rule were eliminated.
In the case of the proposed elimination of the 7A de minimis rule, this was not an
idle threat. Many US origin components are also produced outside the United
States. While elimination of the de minimis rule would cause initial
inconvenience to European manufacturers and distributors, most avionics
components of the sort that are critical are available from overseas suppliers.
For example, accelerometers of the sort that the United States considerers to be
missile technology are available from CORRSYS-DATRON (Germany), Siemens
(Germany), Murata (Japan) and BAE (UK). Similarly, gyroslangular rate sensors
of the sort that the United States considerers to be missile technology are
available from CORRSYS-DATRON (Germany), Siemens (Germany), and
Murata (Japan).
In addition, the US suppliers of non-critical supplies would also be affected by the
proposal. Thus, if a foreign avionics manufacturer obtains their angular rate
sensors from Siemans, but obtains some non-critical components from US
suppliers, the elimination of the de minimis rule would also cause the non-US
buyer to seek out non-US sources for the non-critical components, because of
the impact of the elimination of the de minimis rule (there is certainly no business
reason to accept US export controls on your inertial avionics when the inertial
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components did not come from the United States, but instead you merely relied
on US suppliers for other non-critical components!).
The fact that currently, foreign manufacturers seek to purchase parts that fall
under the de minimis rule exception shows that other countries consider U.S.
export law consequences when purchasing US.-sourced goods.
In fact, the de minimis rule was added to the EAR in 1987 to "alleviate a major
trade dispute with allies who strenuously objected to U.S. assertion of jurisdiction
over all re-exports of non-U.S. items that contained even small amounts of U.S.
content"'
Our communications with foreign aerospace parties have confirmed that the de
minimis rule has been effective, because it is considered by foreign
manufacturers who consider whether to incorporate US content in their designs.

Eliminate Conflicting Guidance
The State Department issued a rule on August 14,2008 that was announced as
'clarifying' the State Department's policy with respect to which aircraft parts are
considered commercial for export purposes, and which ones are considered to
be governed by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITARs). The true
effect of this rule, though, was to expand the range of civil aircraft parts that are
considered to potentially fall within the State Department's export jurisdiction, and
it actually seems to have made the proper categorizations of many aircraft parts
MORE confusing, instead of achieving the clarification that Congress had
requested and that the State Department had promised.
Deciding which regulatory regime applies to an export can be difficult if the part is
a dual-use part (one installed on both civilian and military models of an aircraft).
This is
true of avionics, because many modirn avionics features may
arguably fall within the scope of technologies that the State Department wishes
to control, but it can apply to almost any part because of the preference for
commercial off-the-shelf aircraft parts (civil aircraft parts) exhibited in recent
years by the Department of Defense (particularly the Air Force). While the use of
civil aircraft parts in military aircraft and engines saves the taxpayers money
while maintaining a high level of reliability, it also creates ambiguities about the
nature of the parts when trying to decide whether they are defense-related or
civilian for export jurisdiction purposes.
The New State Department regulations make an alarming confusion between the
phrase "standard equipment in an aircraft" and the notion of "standard parts."
Historically, the phrase standard equipment in an aircraft has been interpreted

' Request for Public Comments on the Prospect of Removinq 7A Commodities From De Minimis
Eliqibility, Federal Register, 73 Fed. Reg. 70322, 70323 (Nov. 20, 2008).
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according to its apparent plain meaning. But the new regulations provide a very
different meaning to this seemingly simple phrase. The rule states that "A part or
component is not standard equipment if there are any performance,
manufacturing or testing requirements beyond" industry specifications and
standards. This seems to suggest that any part that has any quality assurance
elements, or other manufacturer-designated testing standards associated with it
will be deemed to be NOT standard equipment. Practically all civil aircraft parts
will have some manufacturer-specified elements to them. The language of the
rule makes it clear that any item that is not based on a "civil aviation industry
specification [or] standard" is not standard equipment. This is a clear confusion
between the intent of the original Export Administration Act, which was meant to
exclude normal aircraft equipment, and the much more limited category of
standard parts (which are excluded from the PMA requirement under 14 C.F.R.
21.303(b)).
The State Department explicitly states that "in determining whether a part or
component may be considered as standard equipment and integral to a civil
aircraft (e.g., latches, fasteners, grommets, and switches) ... a part approved
solely on a non-interference/provisions basis under a type certificate issued by
the Federal Aviation Administration would not qualify. Similarly, unique
application parts or components not integral to the aircraft would also not qualify."
This seems to suggest that a part that is approved under a STCI PMA
combination based in part on a "no-technical-objection letter" from the OEM
would not be considered standard equipment for purposes of determining export
jurisdiction.
This rule could be a nightmare for distributors seeking to export aircraft parts, if it
is interpreted to permifthe State Department to extenh juris'diction over all non. means that anv civil
SME warts that are not manufactured as standard ~ a r t s It
aircra'ft part that falls into the scope of the vague language of the U S M L S C O U I ~
be deemed to be an ITAR item. For example, parts associated with an inertial
system could be deemed to be ITAR items - even an old-fashioned spinningmass gyro.
Some replacement parts might be marketed by the manufacturer under a single
part number for a civilian model installation and the same part number for a
different defense-related article installation. This represents a hidden trap for
distributors, who could unwittingly export the part as a civilian model item with no
knowledae that it was subiect to the ITARs. Under wrior inter~retations,the fact
that it m& the three elements of the civil aircraft exception was sufficient, but
under the convoluted language of the State Department rule, it is possible that
the part may no longer be considered to meet the exception!
The Commerce Department issued its own interpretation on December 3 that
further refines the State Department interpretation. The Commerce interpretation
ameliorated the worst aspects of the State Department interpretation, but it did so
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by essentially creating a conflict in interpretation. This creates more confusion in
the industry and a greater level of uncertainty.
Domestic businesses wishing to avoid that uncertainty will avoid export
transactions; foreign businesses wishing to avoid uncertainty will avoid
purchasing products from the United States.

Conclusion
The US export rules currently act to shapes the decisions of foreign purchasers
as to whether to use or not use US.-origin parts and components, as well as
whether to rely on US businesses to provide services to products subject to
export licensing provisions..
There are a number of remedies to this issue that should be considered:
The Commerce Department should consider expanding the scope of the
exception found at 15 C.F.R. 5 740.10 to include upgrades, modifications and
alterations. If the Commerce Department is concerned that such a change in the
regulations could have adverse consequences outside the aviation community,
then the Commerce Department might consider limiting the exception only to
upgrades, modifications and alterations performed in accordance with Chapter
One of Title 14 C.F.R. This body of regulations requires such upgrades,
modifications and alterations to be performed according to FAA-acceptable
practices (14 C.F.R. § 43.13(a)), and in such a manner as to return the article to
an FAA-approved configuration (14 C.F.R. §§ 43.13(b); 145.213(b)). The work
must be performed according to FAA-approved data if it is a major alteration (14
C.F.R. 3 145.201(~)(2)).
The Commerce Department could also consider supporting trade association
efforts to bring low-cost high-quality export training to the small businesses that
need this training.
The Commerce Department should also work with the State Department to
eliminate State Department interpretations of Section 17(c) of the Export
Administration Act. The State Department interpretations conflict with Commerce
Department guidance, and they cause considerable confusion.
Thank you for affording industry this opportunity to comment on the proposed
rule to help make it better serve the needs of the U.S. aviation industry. We
appreciate the efforts of the Commerce Department in this regard.
Your consideration of these comments is greatly appreciated.
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Res~ectfullvSubmitted.

- Jason Dickstein
General Counsel
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PublicComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
212012009 2:02:00 PM
Fwd: Wtrlt: Federal Register Voi. 74, No. 2 -> comments fromGermany

Please see the attached comments submitted by Christina Kechaglas (Chamber of lndustry and
Commerce for Munich and Upper Bavaria) n response to BIS's,a.n~ay 5 2009 request for
comments concernlna the effects of J.S. exoon controls on fore~qnpersons' decis~onsto Lse or not lo
parts, and components in foreign-madeproducts.
use U.S.-origin
>>> <Kechaaias@muenchen.ihk.de>02120109 3:35 AM >>>
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
enclosed I send you our comments regarding the above mentioned request
(see E-mail below).

Best regards,
Christina Kechagias

IHK fur Munchen und Oberbayern
Referat Zoll- und AuRenwirtschaftsrecht
Abteilung "AuRenwirtschaft'
IHK fur Munchen und Oberbayern
Max-Joseph-StraRe 2
80333 Munchen
Tei.: +49 (0) 89.5116-461
Fax.: +49 (0) 89 51 16-8461
Mail: kechaaias@muenchen.ihk.de
www.munechen.ihk.de

***

HK-SPEZIAL International
Unser kostenfreier E-Maii-infosewice informiert Sie monatlich uber
Veranstaltungen, Seminare und die wichtigsten Neuigkeiten im
Auslandsgesch$ift. Interessiert? Unter www.muenchen.ihk.delinternationa1
konnen Sie
- sich registrieren,
- im Archiv recherchieren und
-die aktuelle Ausgabe finden.
>>> Chris1 na Kecnagias 02/19/09 3:01 >>>

Dear Lades and Gentlemen
in the Federal Register Vol. 74, No. 2 a notice was published, that the
Bureau of lndustry and Security (BIS) is seeking public comment on
whether U.S. export controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use

or not use U.S.-origin parts and components in commercial products and
the effects of such decisions.
We -the Chamber of Commerce for Munich and Upper Bavaria in
cooperation with the other Chambers of Commerce in Bavaria - send you
our comments in form of a report in the enclosed file.
if you have any question regarding the report please don't hesitate to
contact us.
Best regards,
Christina Kechagias
Customs and Foeign Trade Law
Chamber of Industry and Commerce for Munich and Upper Bavaria
Munich I Germany

IHK fur Munchen und Oberbayern
Referat Zoll- und AuRenwirtschaftsrecht
Abteilung "AuBenwirtschafl
IHK fur Munchen und Oberbayern
Max-Joseph-StraRe 2
80333 Munchen
Tel.: +49 (0) 89.51 16-461
Fax.: +49 (0) 89 51 16-8461
Mail: kechaqias@muenchen.ihk.de
www.munechen.ihk.de

***

HK-SPEZIAL International
Unser kostenfreier E-Mail-Infoservice informiert Sie monatlich uber
Veranstaltungen, Seminare und die wichtigsten Neuigkeiten im
AuslandsgeschBft. Interessiert? Unter www.muenchen.ihk.de/international
kdnnen Sie
- sich registrieren,
- im Archiv recherchieren und
- die aktuelle Ausgabe finden.

Report from Bavaria

Report
Impact o f US-American Reexport Regulations o n Bavarian Sourcing of USorigin Goods
1. Introduction
The following report is a response to the request for comments regarding the impact
of the US-American export regulations on the sourcing of US-origin goods.
The Bavarian Chambers of Commerce in Germany conducted a survey among
roughly a hundred Bavarian companies to find an answer to the above question
reflecting the current situation in Bavaria. Bavaria is one of 16 German federal states
in the south of our country. Bavaria has a strong industry and serves as location for
many US-affiliated companies.
2. Content of Survey
The survey was conducted on the basis of a questionnaire including the following
questions:

1.) Do the US-reexport regulations generally spoken have (negative) impact on
the sourcing of US-American products?
Possible answers:
a,) significant impact
b.) small impact
c.) no impact
2.) Would a reduction of the complexity of the US-reexport regulations have
(positive) impact on your sourcing on the US-American market?
Possible answers:
a,) significant impact
b.) small impact
c.) no impact
3.) To what extent your company would purchase products in the USA, if there
were no US-reexport regulations? (Euros per year)
Possible answers:
a,) less than a 3-digit amount
b.) 3-digit amount
c.) 4-digit amount
d.) 5-digit amount
e.) 6-digit amount
f.) 7-digit amount
g.) more than a 7-digit amount
h.) estimation not possible
4.) Headcount of the company
Possible answers:
a,) < 10 employees
b.) 10 - 50 employees
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c.) 51 - 100 employees
d.) 101 - 500 employees
e.) > 500 employees
5.) Industrial sector
(Without predefined answers)
3. Preliminarv Remarks reqarding the Complete List
As an instrument to make the answers to question 3 more concrete the following
correlation was set up (to have a calculable average amount):
less than a 3-digit amount
3-digit amount
4-digit amount
5-digit amount
6-digit amount
7-digit amount
more than a 7-digit amount

3 average of 50 Euros
3 average of 500 Euros
3 average of 5000 Euros
9 average of 50000 Euros
average of 500000 Euros
9 average of 5000000 Euros
3 average of 50000000 Euros

+

The answer "estimation not possible" was abbreviated as "e.n.p.".
The answers to question 4 were assigned to size ranges assuming the following
table:

< 10 employees and 10 - 50 employees
51 - 100 employees
101 - 500 employees
> 500 employees

3 size range 1
3 size range 2
3 size range 3
3 size range 4

The answers to question 5 (industrial sector) were categorized into 5 groups:

-

mechanical engineering
medical engineering & medicine
chemical industry
electrical industry & IT
mi~cellane~us

4. Result of the Survey - Complete List
In the below list you can see the overall result. The list includes only the companies
with relevant answers.
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Complete List:

Reuor't fiorn Bavaria

5. Detailed interpretation

Question 1 : Do the US-reexport regulations generally spoken have (negative)
impact on the sourcing of US-American products?

Quanity of answers

",
significant impact

I

little impact

no impact

Type of impact

I

98 % of the relevant companies have indicated that the US-reexport regulations have
significant or small impact on the sourcing of US-American products.

Question 2: Would a reduction of the complexity of the US-reexport regulations have
(positive) impact on your sourcing on the US-American market?

Quantity of answerr

significant impact

little impact

no impact

Type of impact

86 % of the relevant companies have indicated that a reduction of the complexity of
the US-reexport regulations would have significant or small impact on the sourcing of
US-American products.
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Question 3: To what extent your company would purchase products in the USA, if
there were no US-reexport regulations?
Not considering the "n.e.p."- answers the aggregated answers of question 3 amount
to 119.410.550 Euros per year.
Considerung, that 36 % of the companies (16 of 44) could not estimate the amount
according to question 3, the actual figure can be regarded as considerably higher.

Question 4 in connection with question 3:
The following diagram shows the statistical distribution of the monetary amount
(question 3) according to the four size range groups.

1

2

3

4

Size range categories

The lion's share of the overall amount of 119.410.550 can be ascribed to the group of
companies with more than 500 employees.
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Question 5 in connection with question 3:
The below diagram reflects the distribution of the amount (question 3) according to
the industrial sector.

electrical
industly & IT

chemical
industv

medical
mechanical
engineering & engineering
medicine
Industrial sector

miscellaneous

The industrial sector ,,miscellaneous" contains many different sectors, due to the
variaty of the business fields a further subdivision is not possible.
6. General remarks

The information, that the Bureau of lndustry and Security (BIS) is seeking public
comment on whether U.S. export controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use
or not use U.S.-origin parts and components, was received by our Chamber of
lndustry and Commerce only in calendar week 15 (last week!). So we needed to
conduct the above described survey within a very short timeline. On this background
the percentage of companies, that could be contacted by one of the Bavarian
Chambers of Commerce is not comprehensive. Nevertheless the result of the
survey shows, that the impact of the US-reeport regulations o n the sourcing of
US-American goods is considerable.
In the end we would like to express our appreciation, that the BIS has published the
notice regarding the request for comments regarding the above topic.
Christina Kechagias, 19.02.09
Phone t 4 9 189 15116 - 461
Customs and Foeign Trade Law
Chamber of lndustry and Commerce for Munich and Upper Bavaria
Munich IGermany

ALD Vacuum Technologies GmbH
ALD Vacuum Technologies GmbH Wllhelm-Rohn-Slr. 35 * 63450 Hanau

Parts and Comoonents Studv
Office of ~ e c h n o i o
~valuaiion,
~~
Room 2705
US. Department of Commerce
14Ih street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20230
USA

Ihr Zelchen

Unsar Zelchen
ALDR.EXK0
RDlR

Dlrekhwhlen
Fon: 06181.307-3468
Fsx:

The Solutlon

Oalum
11 February 2009

08181.307.3470

e.mail: marisnne.rlelh@ald-vl.de

''Parts and Components Inquiry"
Dear Sir or Madam,
Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on the subject matter, to "use or not use
U.S. Origin Parts" as published in FR Jan 5, 2009 page 263..
I)

About buying decisions abroad
Ordinarily the decision to use Ibuy Items depends on quality, price, availability,
renown of supplier, etc. etc.
If the item is made in USA, caveat reexporter, since you have to add costs for
compliance and you have to be always on the alert for delivery restrictions at
present or in the future.

2)

Compliance costs abroad
Even for an already experienced European Export Controller it is an enormous
additional task to learn and master the U.S. regulations of Commerce Department and OFAC.
Companies should assume 1000 working hours for the start (seminars,
consultants, U S , lawyers) and allocate permanently time for scrutinizing the
Federal Register and.the ever changing rules.
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The Solution

Moreover, considerable resources are needed for creating a classification database for the many thousands of individual bolts, nuts, chips and electronics that
manufacturing firms are using and exporting eventually. it is always an individual
effort for purchasing departments to find out if an item was made in USA, is
covered by any ECCN or is EAR 99.
Any legal obligation for US, exporters to state the ECCN or EAR 99 would help
foreign importers in their struggle to comply with U.S. iaws.
Examples: (') US-made oscilloscope (') big vacuum pump or (3) spare parts for the
vacuum pump
(I)
(')

'3'

EU-List: no
EU-List: 28231
EU-List: no

CCL: ECCN 314292
CCL: ECCN 28231
CCL: no

EAR 99: no
EAR 99: no
EAR 99: yes

"Made in USA" is an information that may be engraved on the commodity or
printed on a plate or stated in a document. However, before an U.S. made item
can be reexported, one further question must be answered: How did the item
come into the German company? Take for example the a.m. osciiioscope ECCN
3A292, which is required from a Chinese customer. if the item is ordered for this
customer at any reseiier (because no items are on stock outside USA) then this
order is not the beginning of the reexport, but the start of an -from
USA via
Germany; see § 734.2 (b)(6).
.. ... ... .

§ 744.21 should be screened for license applications requirements because of
possible "military end-uses". The "knowledge" for this has to be checked against
defined US, standards. There might be alternatives from other countries for the
U.S, oscilloscope if this topic becomes too complicated.

...

In other cases, however, like those involving computers and related operation
software there are no alternatives. See TOC E 892, E 893, E 894 in BISDatabase "...Mobil Sudan caused acts prohibited by ordering . .. Dell Lapfops
ECCN 4A494 ...':

.

...

Besides the cases of "causing, aiding or abetting a violation" which have been
described in many settlement agreements the a.m. Mobii Sudan violations related to listed computers include a further "failure to comply with recordkeeping
requirements" for an EAR 99-Software. Five years after the very act, one company in UK and one in Egypt could not present to the U.S. Enforcement "certain
export control documents (including airway bills)".
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The U S , mandated "five year retention period for all records described in
5 762.2 may create reluctance especially in Austrla. The Austrian export trade
law (AulJenhandelsgesetz 2005) mandates only a three year retention period.
Summing up these few examples, it is obvious that any foreign company that
uses and reexports U.S. items needs considerable resources in manpower and
money to cope with the extraterritorlai reach of U.S. laws.
Causes for "Not Use" US, parts and components
The European List and the Commerce Control List (CCL) are much the same. So
multilaterally listed items like the a.m. vacuum pump need a German license if
exported from Germany to China or a US, license If exported from USA to
China. However, if the U.S. made pump is reexported from Germany to China
the Llcense Exception APR, 5 740.16 (I) provides for permissive reexport. This is
possible since May 9,1997,62 FR, 25458, when the paragraph (j) was added to
the APR.
Missing APR
The previous EAR 1994 (15 CFR Parts 768 - 799) contained a General License
GNSG; see EAR 1994 Part 774 (2)(n) with the same content that the EAR 1998
(15 CFR Parts 730 - 774) had in 5 740.16 (j).
Unfortunately for all reexporters, the rewritten EAR, published on March 25,
any longer contain the equivalent of GNSG. This non1996, 61 FR 12714 did
occurrence in the new EAR hits approx. 100 ECCNs with Reason for Control
NP Column 1 and therefore approx. 150 third countries lost permissive reexportstatus.
The many attempts of European reexporters and their lawyers at BXA to remedy
that failure were of no avail.
Anecdotic information: BXA-Director Larry E. Christensen
happened to be a speaker at a conference in London
l l - 12 November 1996. In discussions he made no allusion
at ail that the missing paragraph (j) might be"inadvertently
omitted from the March 25 interlm rule".
So evety company concerned by the drop of the permissive reexport had to look
for "ersatz". Some of these companies had to start - for certain exclusion of U.S.
items new developments and manufacturing lines at considerable costs. The
time constraint for reactlon was attenuated by the fact that the old EAR 1994
and the new Interim rule of March 1996 were simultaneously in force for a few
months.

-
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3.2

Sudden License Requirements
An important other case with no reaction time, however, arose on April ?4,2005,
when Australia Group items like ECCN 28350 with Reason for Control CB
Column 3 were changed to CB Column 2.
For approx. 120 target countries reexport authorizations were now mandated all
at a sudden. There is no(t yet any) APR provision foreseen to protect foreign
reexporters.
Slnce April 14, 2005 exists a level piaylng field inasmuch U.S. exporters had also
to ask for a license what their European competltors had been doing for at least
15 years before - however, the U.S. rule forces the Europeans to ask for a
second written license from Washington, so the level is again in favour for the
U.S.

3.3

Extension of U.S. Extraterritoriality

A new prospect of BIS for transforming foreign made items into U.S. jurisdiction
is hidden in a further request for public comment in FR Jan 6,2009 page 413.
if the foreign produced "direct product" of U.S. encryption technology will be
changed from "not subject to the E A R to "sublect to the EAR", the foreign producer wlil be subject to new license and U.S. Government review requirements,
he never thought of before. Anyone who fully understands these consequences
will check possible evasions.
As a matter of fact according to the homepage of BAFA (German Federal
Offlce of Economics and Export Control), the European Commission has requested BAFA to publish a link to the Federal Register Note of Jan 6,2009.
4)

Technology-Considerations
The a.m. examples made clear that the repugnance to use U.S. parts originates
from the burden to apply for two licenses - at first a national license and another
one from Washington. BIS should not underestimate the troubles foreigners have
been enduring over the years: telephone calls to BIS for hours without connection, unanswered letters, delays of months, etc. So the only reliable way to reach
BXA, now BIS is via U.S. lawyers. In many cases the costs therefore exceed
even the value of the commodities involved. Consequently such business must
be dropped, if no replacement is found, to the vexation of the people involved.
Other businesses where U S , regulations cause reluctance abroad relate to
possible technology-cooperatlons between U.S. companles and foreign companies. The companles may not be related to each other or one may be a mother
company of other companies, etc.
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The Solullon

As an example for the inherent problems we take the recently created ECCN
3A001 e.4, for Solar Cells with efficiency greater 20 % and ECCN 3E001 Technology for Development or Production of these items. The rule became effective
on October 14,2008 in USA and on Janualy 2,2009 In the EU,
The legal restrictions to the parties are much different: The EU-company may
export technology 3E001 to the 27 EU-countries and by means of a EU General
License EU 001 to 7 more countries, among them USA, whereas the U S , company faces for the export of ECCN 3E001 the Reason for Control NS I,but no
License Exception is available.
Possibly the Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls must
be Involved In addition, for certain space qualified solar cells with higher efficiency (FR Oct. 14,2008).
The U.S. License for ECCN 3E001 may readily be granted. However, in the
riders and conditions the foreign partner of the U.S. company may find a much
unexpected clause: the U S , technology must not be made accessible to any
foreigner who is not a citizen of any EU-country.
As often the case, highly qualified engineers of other nations are employed in
European companies and embedded in the technical procedures of research,
design, manufacturing etc.
There Is neither a will - and often no possibility - to reorganize or to get rid of
Important members of the staff, which may be key persons. Also legal aspects
prohibit discrimination due to ethnic origin (see General Equal Treatment Act,
based on EU Council Directives).
Remark:
In the global job market U.S. citizens sometimes face rejection for getting certain key jobs because of their nationality.
The reason are U.S. embargo rules, such as 31 CFR
560.208: " ..... no U.S. person, wherever located, may
approve, finance, facilitate any transaction .. .."
There are a great number of ECCNs in the Commerce Control List, NS 1- Or
MT-controlled, with a duty for individual licenses.
The a.m. solar cell example is taken because of the ever Increasing importance
of the solar cell market In Germany due to national laws for the support of renewable energy. Consequently there are broad scale activities of research,
manufacturing and export activities all over the country.
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The Solutlon

The cell efficiency of 20 % listed in 3A001 e.4 has been reached In laboratories,
and those technicians, who developed this quality in the past, may now be uncertain if such cells may have the capacity of being "space qualified", and more
important, if their manufacturing knowledge 3E001 has become export-restrlcted
to third countrles since January 2, 2009, Although the term "space qualified" or
"weltraumgeelgnet" Is Identically defined in USA and Europe, the rating decisions
of the authorities is of national discretion in all countrles. Exporters have been
suffering in the past from controversial decisions between USA and Germany.
At the end of the day each company, research organization or university will
have to make thelr "own arrangements" * regarding this new requirement in export control. One thing is Important: a capable export control department at
senior level must be in place in order to oversee these toplcs, here enumerated.

* The own arrangement may be the decision not to cooperate with U.S. partners.
5)

Conclusions
Any company outside USA that uses U S , made parts in the form recelved or incorporates them in their own products, concomitantly has to observe U.S. export
reguiatlons. It is a full-time job for highly qualified persons to even understand
the complex regulations and then make the right decisions In the Interest of the
company, without comprornislng U.S. law.
The costs accumulate by: the export control department, US. lawyers in connection with reexport licenses and dubious interpretations, design changes and or
search for non U.S, parts, complete drop of business due to U.S. regulations.
Companies inside USA may feel losses whenever foreign parties stop buying
because of the reasons explained above.
Numerous propositions from competent US, partles to the U.S. Government
have been made to reform the complex and contradictory textbooks of BIS and
OFAC into one system. Europeans desire a new view of U S , legislators, bearing
new trust in the reliability of foreign authorities when they grant licenses. Double
licensing could be discarded, by reformlng License Exception 5 740.16 (I),
Additional Permissive Reexport, to include more items to more countries.

Sincerely yours,
ALD Vacuum Technologies GmbH

ppa. Dlpl.-lng. Rainer Debes
Export Control Manager

\

I.V. Dr. Bernhard Herkert
Former Manager of Export Control
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mom:
To:
Date:
Subject:

RPD PubllcComments
MILLER, ASHLEY; WATTS, JENNIFER
2/27/2009 7:45:37 PM
Fwd: "Parts and Components inqulry"

Please see the followino comments submitted bv
m concar!tlng tne errecla or U.S. expolt controls
response to BiS9 ~ a n u i l v5.2009, reauest for d
in
on forelan Dersoris' decls ons to use or liot to use U S -origin Drobucts, Parts, and C~lnp~netltS
foreign-;;labe products.
>>>
n7127109 6:00 PM >>>
Kind of informatlon reauested: Wnt~aaoecltlc ana auantitative data wlll
be part c~larlyhelpf~l,other types of iniormal on, even anecdotal
w II a so be useful. Quantiialive data that Is aaareaated
-- - to reflect a
group of companies or at1 ind~stlysegment, part~cularlyIf companies are
reluctant to provide company-speciflc :nformafion, wll. also be useful.
We do not wish to give specifics but are sendlng a simple statement, and
general answers to the questions below.
US ITAR control chanaes have had a maior Impact on our business
lncludlng lost business, production line stbppage, and lay-offs. The
effort to manaoe tnls process remains expens ve. We have replacea US
vendors for roiket syilern and satellile system components aigreat
expense in qual.fication. Replacement of all J S vendors for ITAR
cointrolled items remains a aoal. in addition, ITAR rules and associated
Technical Assistance ~ ~ r e i m e npose
t s an &acceptable restriction on
access to materials and technical lnformatlon for Canadian cltizens who
were not born in Canada.
BIS Questions to you are:
If a Canadian aerospace manufacturer has decided not to Include
U.3.-origin parts and components in a foreign.man~facturedcomtnercial
prod~ctbecause s ~ c hncluslon codd suoject the prod~ctsto U.S.export
controls. the followino k nds of data w o ~ l dbe useful to BIS'
assessment:
1. Arty informalion about the ex'ste~iceof advertising or market ng
efforts that use the absence of U.S. origin aerospace components or
exempt on6 from U.S. export conlrols as a sellitlg pol~lt.The absence of
U S. origin components is riot advertised, but reassuralice is given lo
the Inany customers who ask that the product not contain components of
U.S. origin.

2. Any oeta Is about posn ble customer preferonces. incl~dlngCanadian
aerospace manufacturers' preferences, for products that do not contaln
US.-orlgln conlponents, and whether such preferences may be relate0 to
J.S. export controls. Ci.stomers, Including some in Canada, oRen state a
strong preference for components that are not subject to U.S, export
control citing: complexity of regulations; appearance of capricious
decision making; use of export control as a non-tariff trade barrier;
dlscrlminatlon against landed ltn~nigrants(equivalent to legal allen in
U.S.) and legal clllzens, etc.

3. Any details about parts and components that manufacturers, including
Canadian aerosuace manufacturers, mav elect not to use because of their
U.S.-origin and any information regarding the products into which such
Darts and components are incorporated. Pease see general statement
above.

4. Any details about sales lost by U.S. suppliers to non-U.S.
competitors, including when a Canadian aerospace manufacturer decided to
ao with a non-US, suDaller due to U.S. exoort controls. Please see
ieneral statement above.
5. Any dota is about specific co~nnlercialaerospace products that were
aeslgnea or rnodifled lo explicitly excltrue U.S. parts and cornpononts dud
to U 3 , export controls. please see comments on rocket and salellite
systems above.
6 Any details about decisions to locate or relocate production
facilities outside tlie Uniled States, lncludlng a descriptlo~iof wh'ch
ilerns (1.e. commodity classificationlnforniationsuch as Export Conlrol
Classlfica~lonNumber) would be proauced aoroaa . hll

7. Any information about the possible economic Impact (9.9. employment,
outsourclna of soecific exuendilures such as research and development)
t scommunilles oi any decision not to .
lo colnpa&s, industry ~ e ' ~ m e nor
use U 8.-orlaln Darts and components because of L.S. export controls,
including any possible impact on the ability to support specific defense
Industrial base actlvltles. In general, the complexity, process time,
and unpredlctability of the export control reglme in the U.S. Is driving
opportunity out of the U.S. (costs and lack of predictability) and
raising costs for both U.S. and allied industry, while allies and the
U.S. could otherwise derive mutual benefit if the regime were more
transuarent. focused and efficient. No one auestions the need to control
expo& of certain knowledge, l e ~ h n ~ l and
~ g yproduct. Wnat is opposed is
the massive and contredlctory docu~nentationfrom various Federal
Departments, the excessive, incl~sivelsls and arbilraly I nkage rLles,
and vast application to techno ogy and product tnat is readlly available
on a giobai scale.
Our general statement, and answers to questions are NOT CONFIDENTIAL,
and may be posted WITHOUT COMPANY NAME at the discretion of Commerce,
BIS.

Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Investment
No.401 Klkai Shinko Building
5-8, Shibakoen 3-chome.
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0011
Japan
March 6,2009
Mr. Christopher R. Wall
Assistant Secretary for Export Administration
U.S.Departn~entof Commerce
Re: Response to Request for Comment --- Federal Register Vol. 74, No.2 (January 5,
2009).
Dear Mr. Wall :
The Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Investment ("JMC") hereby
submits comments in response to the above-referenced notice published in the Federal
Register Vol. 74, No. 2, on January 5,2009.
JMC is an association of 272 firms that manufacture and export machinery
products worldwide. JMC includes mosl of the major electronics and machinery
exporters in Japan. JMC understands the significance of export controls in the global
trade, and therefore JMC assists its menlber companies to comply with the export
control regulations. JMC also is sensitive to concerns from member companies about
burdens sometimes associated with such cot~hols.
To prepare these comments, JMC conducted a survey of its members to learn
how the extraterritorial application of the US export control regulations affects its
members' decision making with respect to the procurements of parts and components.
The results derived from the survey are iudicated in the attached document entitled, "An
Oveiview of the Survey," and "the Detailed Sumnlary of the Survey"
JMC would greatly appreciate your taking its comments into account for
your policy review.
Best Regards,

@L&J~
mhiko Kuramochi,

Executive Managing Director
Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Investment

Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Xnvestment

Contact
Koji Hashimoto
General Manager
Trade Promotion and Administration Group
Japan Machinery Center for Trade aud Investment
Tel: +81-3-3431-9800
Fax:+8 1-3-3431-0509
hashimoto@jmcti.orjp
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Overview of the Suilrey
Suwey Period : January 23 - 31,2009
: 34 of 272 JMC members responded to the questionnaire. The response
Response
rate was 12.5%
(Note)
In order to ensure internal consistency in survey results for different
Japanese companies, we used the same questionnaire as Japan's
Center for Information on Security Trade Control ("CISTEC") used
for its survey.
Some of JMC member companies are also members of CISTEC.
0
The percentiles reflected in the summary of the answers may not be
fully representative of JMC member company views because of the
relatively low response rate.
Questions and Responses
Category No.1
a: Questions to those who have procured US-origin pats or components in the past.
(1) 27% of the respondents had elected non-US items when they found the US-origin
items required an export license from BIS. (Question 1-a-1)
(2) 21% of the respondents had elected non-US items without classifying the US items
in order to save the time and cost associated with commodity - classification.
(Question 1-a-3)
b: Questions to those who have not procured US origin parts or components, and those
who have had no choice but elect US origin items.
(1) 70% of the respondents answered that they would have elected non-US items if the
US-origin items had required an export license and corresponding non-US items
had been available at the same time. (Question 1-b-1)
(2) 40% of the respondents answered that they would have elected no11 US items
instead of classifying the US items if non US items had been available. (Question
1-b-3)

Category No.2
Questions regmding the customers in third countries.
(1) 65% of the respondents answered that their customers in third countries seemed to
implement export controls in accordance with the US regulations, but 17% of the
65% of the respondents above experienced cases in which buyers refused to
purchase their products. 13% of the 65% above had experienced cases in which
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they were asked to replace US-origin items with non-US items. (Question 2-a,
2-b-1,and 2-b-2)

Category No.3
Please refer to the attached "Detailed summary of the survey".
Category No.4
Questions regarding the economic impact.
( 1 47% of the respondents answered that they would increase the procurement of US
origin items if the extraterritorial application of the US export control regulations
were removed. (Question 4-a-1)
(2) 73% of the respondents answered that they have incurred additional costs for
complying with the US export control regulations. For 24% of respondents, these
additional costs account for 11%-40% of the company's total export control costs.
(Question 4-b-1,4-b-2)
Category No.5
A General Question
(1) 21% of the respondents have encountered some advertising or marketing efforts
that indicated as a selling point the absence of US-origin items or the existence of
exemptions from US export controls.(Question 5-a)
Category N0.6
Questions asking the respondents' views about the US export controls.
(1) 53% of the respondents agreed that the US government should stop the
extraterritorial application of the export control regulations for the reason that it
violates the international law. (Question 6-a)
(2) While 79% of the respondents agreed that the countries participating in the
international export control regimes should be exempted from the extraterritorial
application of the US export control regulations, 6% of the respondents agreed that
the extraterritorial application of the US export control regulations is rather
necessary considering the fact that there are many countries that have not
implemented effective export controls yet. (Question 6-b, 6-e)
Excerpt fiom the Comments responded to Question 6-f
(The respondents who came up with following conunents are also members of CISTEC,
and they sent same comments also to CISTEC)
(1) The US Government should abandon the extraterritorial application of the export
control regulations since it violates the international law, and in addition, it
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imposes duplicative burden on non-U.S. exporters.
(2) Alternatively BIS should implenlent its expoit control regulations consistently
within the internationally agreed framework for expoit controls, and should stop
its unilateral approach to export controls.
(3) If BIS still continues the extraterritorial application as it is, it should take the
following measures immediately.
The countries participating in the multilateral export control regimes should
be exempted h m the extratenitorial application of the US regulations
because those countries, including Japan, are considered to be capable of
implementing national export controls at the same level with the U.S.
It must be made niandatory for U.S. exporters to provide their foreign
importers with right ECCNs relevant to the products exported from the US.
@ The co~nplicated regulations of the EAR have to be sinlplified and
streamlined so that everyone can understand them without difficulty.
@ The present nlulti-agency regulatory system, where different sets of
regulations are intertwined, has to be reformed into one single set of
regulations that should be administered under single authority.

a

Conclusion
We hereunder sum up our findings derived from our survey relating to the question as to
whether U S , export controls influence manufacturers' decisions to use or not use U.S.
origin parts and components in commercial products.
(1) There is a propensity anlong the Japanese exporters to avoid US-origin parts and
components and to elect non-US origin parts and components due to the
extraterritorial application of the US export control regulations. There is also a
propensity among the importers in the third countries to avoid US origin products
for the same reason above.
Theses propensities above could undermine the competitiveness and viability of the
US industry without improving the effectiveness of the US export controls. This
seems to be particularly significant considering the current economic crisis.
(2) The extraterritorial application of the US export control regulations has imposed
additional and duplicative costs on Japanese exporters because they must comply
with both Japan's national export control regulations and the US regulations. The
additional costs account for a significant share of a company's total compliauce
costs.
(3) Many respondents argue that BIS should scrap the extraterritorial application of the
export control regulations. They think the legitimacy of the extraterritorial
application of the regulations is questionable in light of the principle of
International Law.
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(4) If BIS, however, has to even continue the extraterritorial application as it is, the

respondents suggest that BIS consistently implement its export control regulations
within the internationally agreed frameworks for multilateral export control
regimes, and that BIS exempt the countries puticipating in those regimes from the
extraterritorial application of US export control regulations.
(5) One of the biggest troubles for the Japanese exporters in complying with the US
regulations is that the US exporters can't provide their foreign importers with
ECCNs relevant to the products exported from the US in many cases. Many of the
respondents request BIS to make it mandatory for the US exporters to provide the
Japanese exporters with ECCNs.
ECCNs are indispensable data in order for re-exporters to comply with the US
export control regulations. Some respondents pointed out existence of the US
exporters who do not have basic knowledge about EAR. Those US exporters seem
to cause Japanme exporters further troubles in obtaining ECCNs.
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Detailed Summary of the survey

Category No. 1: Questions regarding the controls of US-origin items in your company

a

Please answer the following questions 8-0 through a-6, if you have ever procured or have
considered procuring US-origin parts or components for their incorporation into your
products.
Your company has ever considered procuring or designingin US-origin parts or
mmponents.
(PIease check "No" in the case you had no choice but using USarigin items
a-0
for a technological reason, ete.)

Yes : 22 (65%)

a-1

N/A : 6 (1 8%)

No: 20 (61%)

N/A : 6 (18%)

You have simply elected non-US i t e m disregarding the classification of the US-origin
items, ete. because you thought it's more efficient and cost effective. (This includes the
case you designed out the US-origin items.)

Yes : 7 (21%)

a-4

No: 18 (55%)

You have ever elected non-US items even in the case Chat the US-origin items were listed
on the CCL but no license was required since the items were non-controlled for the
destination or a License Exception was applicable, because you considered you would

Yes : 7 (21%)

3-3

N/A : 2 (6%)

You have ever elected non-US items because the US-origin items were listed on the CCL
and required a license from BIS for your exports of the products. (This includes the case
you designed out the US-origin items.)

Yes : 9 (27%)

a-2

No: 10 (29%)

No: 22 (67%)

N/A : 4 (12%)

You have ever elected non-US items even in the case that you came to know that the USorigin items were non-CCL items as a result of the classification you conducted or
because the supplier so informed to you, considering that the US controls would possib

Yes : 4 (12%)

No: 23 (70%)

N/A : 6 (18%)
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Categow No. 1:Questions regarding the controls of US.origin items in your company

( Please answer the following questions a-0 through a-6, if you have ever procured

I

II

or have considered
procuring USorigin parts or components for their incorporation into your products.
If you answered *Yes" to either of the questions a-1 through a-4 above, please outline the case a8
far aspossible, including the following elements. @there are more than one case for one question,
we would also appreciateit ifyou would outline all of the caws. )
(i
Generic
)
name of the US-origin items. (You do not have to state any
proprietary name of the items or manufacturer's name)
(ii) Name of your end-products that incorporate US-origin itemswou do not have
to state any proprietary name of the items.)
(iii.Export destinations
(iv) The reason for your choice of non-US items, and others if any

I

I

I

Comments to I- a-5

I

Please refer to the responses indicated in the comments from CISTEC with regard to this
1-a-6 question in order to avoid duplication.

I

Category No. 1:Questions regarding the controls of US-origin items in your company
a

a-6

Please answer the following questions a-0 through 8-6, if you have ever procured or have considered
procuring US-origin parts or components for their incorporation into your products.
Wh
ti regard to the eases other than those described in the questions a-1 through a-4 above, please
state if you had instances in which the US export controls iduenced your decision whether to
procure US-origin items, regardless of its ha1 outcome.
Comments to 1-a-6
Please refer to the responses indicated in the comments &om CISTEC with regard to this
1-a-6 question in order to avoid duplication.

I
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Categoly No. 1: Questions regarding the controls of US-origin items in your company

b

Please answer the following questions b-1 through b-4, if you have never encountered the cases of
the questions in part (a)since you had no necessity a t all of proouring US-origin items, or since you
had no choice but using US-origin items you procured.
Suppotre you intend to procure US-origin parts and components while having another option to
elect non-US items instead;
You would elect non-US items in case the US.0rigi.n items were listed on the CCL and the
b-1 intended export required a license. (This includes the case you would design out the USorigin items.)
Yes : 7 (70%) No: 0 (0%)
N/A : 3 (30%)
You would elect non-US items even in the case that the US-origin items were listed on
the CCL but no license was required since the items were non-controlled for the
destination
or a License Exception was applicable, because you would possibly export the
b-2

Yes : 6 (60%)
b-3

N/A : 3 (30%)

You would simply elect non-US items disregarding the classification of the US-origin
items, etc. because you think it's more efficient and cost effective. (This includes the case
you would design out the US.origin items.)

Yes : 4 (40%)
b-4

No: 1 (10%)

No: 5 (50%)

N/A : I (10%)

You would still elect non-US items even if you came to know that the US-origin items
were non-CCL items as a result of the classification you conducted or because the
supplier so informed to you, considering that the US controls would be intens5ed even

Yes : 3 (30%) No: 3 (30%)

N/A : 4 (40%)
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Category No. 2: Questions regarding t h e control of US-origin items by your customers
The questions of category No. 1asked you about the controls of US-origin items in your company.
Here in category 2, we ask you about the control status of your customers to whom you sell USorigin items or products that contain US-origin items. Your "cua
(i) Your overseas customers (excludingthose in the US) in case you export:your products from
Japan. or
('5)Your domestic customers in case you sell your products in Japan knowing that those will be
oxported from the customers.
It seems your customers are not implementing any controls based on the US regulations, since
you have never been asked from them whether those are US-origin or not.

a

Yes : 9 (26%)
No: 23 (66%)
N/A : 3 (9%)
Please answer the following questions (b-1) and (b-2), if you anawered "No" to the above
question (a).
Your customers have refused to buy your products because they are of US-origin.

b

b- 1

Yes : 4 (17%)

b-2

No: 19 (83%)

N/A : 0 (0%)

Your customers have asked you to change your US-origin products to those of non USorigin.
Yes : 3 (13%)
No: 20 (87%)
N/A : 0 (0%)

Category No. 2: Questions regarding the control of US-origin items by your customers

c

If you answered "Yes" to either of the questions b-1 and b-2 above, please outline the case as far as
possible, including the foiiowing elements. (You may state more than one case for one question.)
(i) Generic name of the US-origin items. (You do not have to state any proprietary name of the Items or
manufacturer's name)
(ii) Name of your end-products that incorporate US-origin items
(ill) Export destinations
(iv) The reason for your cbolce of non-US items, and others if any
-Comments to 2-c
Please refer to the responses indicated in the comments from
2-c question in order to avoid duplication.

CISTEC with regard to this
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Category No.3: Questions regarding the location of your company's overseas
manufacturing sites
Do you have facilities in non-US countries where you manufacture any list-controlled items?
(a)

Yes : 10 (29%) No: 19 (56%)

(b)

N/A : 5 (1 5%)

Please answer the following questions (b1)through (b-3), if you answered "Yes" to the above
question (a).
YOUhave never considered establishing your manufacturing sites in the US.
(b-1)

Yes : 3 (27%)

No: 3 (27%)

N/A : 5 (45%)

(b-2)

You have considered the US as a country of your manufacturing sites, but have never put
each country's export control laws and regulations into consideration.

('-3)

The US was one of the options. One reason for ruling it out was the existence of its strict
export controls.

Yes : 3 (27%)
Yes : 1 (9%)

No: 3 (27%)
No: 3 (27%)

N/A : 5 (45%)
N/A : 7 (64%)

Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Investment

Category No.4: Questions regarding the impact on the economy
Do you think that the amount of US.origin items you procure will increase if the
(a-1) extraterritorial application of the US regulations ie removed?
N/A : 6 (1 8%)
Yes : 16 (47%) No: 12 (35%)
Pleaae state, ifpossible, the ballpark amount of your procurement of US.origin items
('-2)
per year.

(b-1)

('-2)

No answer responded to this question
Do you incur additional coats for complying with the US export control regulations?
Yes : 24 (73%) No: 7 (21%)
N/A : 2 (6%)
Eao, please state their estimated percentage to the whole cost of your corporate export
controls.

1%-10% : 6 (18%)

11%-20% : 3 (9%)

21%-30% : 3 (9%)

31%-40% : 2 (6%)

41%- :0

Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Pnwestment

Category No.6: General questions
Have you ever encountered any advertising or marketing efforts by a third party that
(a) use the absence of US-origin components or exemption h m US export controls as a
seIling point?
Yes : 7 (21%)
No: 27 (79%) N/A : 0 (0%)
If you answered 'Yes" to the above question (a), please state the details as far aa
(b) possible.
Comments to 5-b

Please refer to the responses indicated in the comments from CISTEC with regard to
this 5-b question in order to avoid duplication.

Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Investment
Category No.6: Questions regarding your thoughts about t h e US reexport controls
Please check the agreeable response t o each one of the five comments stated below.
The US Government should stop the extraterritorial application of its export controls since it's a
a
.violation of the International Law.
18 (53%)
(1) We agree.
11 (32%)
(2) We'd rather agree.
4 (12%)
(3) Difticult to judge.
0 (0%)
(4) We'd rather disagree.
1 (3%)
(5) We disagree.
For a reason of diversion concerns, the extraterritorial application of the US export controls is
rather necessary to the countries who have no export control laws and regulations, but not
necessary to Japan where export controls am implemented as strict
(1) We agree.
(2) We'd rather agree.
(3) Difficult to judge.
(4) We'd rather disagree.

27 (79%)
5 (1 590
1 (3%)
0 (0%)

1 (3%)
(6)We d i s a p e .
The current system would rather exclude US-origin items--even non-sensitive ones-hm non-US
companies' transactions simply because they are of US-origin.
16 (47%)
(1) We agree.
(2) We'd rather agree.
11 (32%)
(3) M c u l t to judge.
6 (18%)
(4) We'd rather disagree.
1 (3%)
(5) We disagree.
0 (0%)
The extraterritorial application of the US export controla is giving not only a negative impact on
the US economy but also a negative image of the US itself to foreign countries.
9 (26%)
We agree.
17 (50%)
We'd rather agree.
8 (18%)
DifGcultto judge.
1 (3%)
We'd rather disagree.
1 (3%)
We disagree.
The extraterritorial application of the US export controls is rather necessary because export
controls are still insufficient in many countries.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(6)

(1) We agree.
(2) We'd rather agree.

(3) Difticult to judge.
(4) We'd rather disagree.
(6) We disagree.

2 (6%)
2 (6%)
16 (4790

9 (26%)
5 (15%)

Japan Machinery Center for Trade and Investment

Category No.6: Questions regarding your thoughts about the US reexport controla
f

Please state any other comments, if any, in regard to the US export controls.

Comments to 6-f
Please refer to the responses indicated in the comments from CISTEC wiiih regard to thie 6-f

I question in order to avoid duplication.

1700 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 282-5994

April 17, 2009

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Parts and Components Study
Office of Technology Evaluatioti
Rooni 2705, U.S. Department of Cotnmercc
14"' Street & Pentisylvania Avenue NW
Washington DC 20230
Re:

Parts and Components Inquiry (74 Fed. Reg. 263, Jan. 5,2009)

The Industry Coalition on Tecllnology Traiisrcr ("ICOTT") supports the Comlncrcc
Department's effort to ascertain the effects of United States export controls on decisions by
foreign tnanufacturers whethcr to usc United States-origin parts and cotnponents. Thc evidence
demonstrates that United States controls-particulal.ly those under thc International Traffic in
Arins Regulations ("ITAR"), which contai~lno generally applicable de minimis exclusion-have
a significant negative effect on such sourcing decisions.
More than two decades ago, the House Foreign Affairs Cointnittee took eloquent note of
the problem. In a report 011 the legislation that becainc the export control provisions of the
Omnibus Trade and Co~npetitivenessAct of 1988,' the committee, recommendiiig a twenty-fivc
percent de rninimis level worldwidc, exprcssed its "cotlcem" overthe increasing tendency of foreign manufacturers to establish lion-U.S. sources of
goods and technology in order to avoid the costs and difficulties of U.S. reexport
requirements. Considerable evidence has been presented regarding effotts to "deAmericanize" foreign products of I1.S. parts. The effect of this effort to avoid
U.S. reexpost controls is the elimination of American firms fsom the world market
for pasts and components, resulting in not only lost sales but a weakening of
America's high-technology industrial base.'

' Omnibus Trade and Cornpetitiveness Act of 1988, I'ub.
t1.R. R c p 100-40,pt. 3, at 92 (1988).

I,. No. 100-418, 102 Stat. 1107
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The Foreign Affairs Cotnmittec proposed thc twcnty-five percent threshold as "thc least amount
necessary to address tlie current disincentives for usc of US.-origin parts and compoticnts in
foreign product^."^ Tlie f i ~ ~version
al
of tlic legislation, which amended the Export
Administration Act of 1979, included a twenty-five pcrcent de nnlinimis t~ireshold.~
Today, the Export Admitlistration Regulations ("EAR") contain a twenty-five percent de
minimis threshold for exports of foreign-made end products to most destinations.' As noted
above, the lTAR generally use a "look-through mle" that continues controls on U.S. Munitions
List ("USML") parts and coniponents incorporated into forcign-made end products no matter
how insignificant to the end product those parts or co~nponentsmay be."
The QRS-I 1 cotitroversy of a few ycars ago provides a stark examplc of how disruptive
this approach can be when applied to USMI, parts and components that are incorporated in nonmilitary products matiufactured abroad. In essence, tlie Department of State took the position
that the presence in United States or foreign-made co~nrnercialpassenger aircraft of a single
co~iipoaent-originally desifyied for military aircrafi but by then com~nonlyused in civil aircraft
as well-meant that the approval of the Statc Depart~iicntwas required before such civil aircraft
could be flown to arty destination. Tlie QRS-I 1 problcni eventually was resolved by moving the
component to the Commerce Control List, when it is integrated (or exported for integration) into
a Commercial Standby Instru~nent
Tlie problem, of course, is far larger than this one high visibility incident. Sitice the
QRS-I 1 controversy surfaced about seven years ago, trade associations, co~npanies,and
individuals active in ICOTT have seen increasing exanples of manufacturers-in the United
States and elscwlierc-demanding certifications from vendors of US.-origin parts and
cotnpoiients that such items are "ITAR h e . " No ccrtification, no sale. If thc United States
company does certify that its products are not subject to the ITAR, the company typically is
required to inde~iinifyits customer in tlie evcnt tlie Department of State later decides othetwise.

.

"mnibus Trade and Conipetitiveiiess Act of 1988, Pub. I,. No. 100-418, g 2414, 102 Stat. 1107, 134748 (codified at 50 U.S.C. app. 5 2404(a)(5) (1982) (expired 2001)).
Cuba,
15 C.F.R. 5 734.4(d). The de minimis linlit for the "terrorist-suppoTliilp)( coi~ntries(cnrr~.~~itly
Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria) is ten pel-cent. id. 5 734.4(c). Moreover, several types of U S . origin parts and coniponents are ineligible for reexport irnder the dc mirrimis rule. Id. 734.4(a).
22 C.F.R. 5 123.9. The lone exception is for I1.S.-originUSML paits and conlponents that are
incorporated into foreign-made defense articles that in turn are destined for the governtnent of a
NATO country, Australia, or Japan. Id. 9 123.9(e).
69 Fed. Reg. 5928,5929-30 (Feb. 9,2004) (EAR atnendments; codified at 15 C.F.R. 5 734.4(a)(3); id.
pt. 774, supp. 1, ECCNs 7A994 and 9A99I); 69 Fed. Reg. 873,874 (Jan. 7,2004) (ITAR
amendments; codified at 22 C.F.R. 5 121.I, categ. V111).
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Many United States cotltrols are unilateral, which means that the nations where our
competitors are located-often reliable allies of the ilnited States--do not control these items.
United States controls are broader, too. For examplc, we are the only industrialized country that
controls oral exchanges of technical information.
Two recent articles from the respected publication Space News exemplify the problem.
In June 2008, Space News reported that "European governtnents have agreed that a new
commercial telecommu~iicationssatellite they are filiancitig will permit custolncrs to order a
version without US.-built parts covered by tlie now-infamous U.S. technology export regime
known as ITAR."' The project i~ivolvesInore than $300 million worth of investtnent.' The
same article reported that "[olne of Europe's two pri~icipalsatellite prime contractors, Thales
Alenia Space, has developed an ITAR-free version of its Spacebus satellite platform" and noted
that the move away kotn United States components "received a fresh impetus with the stricter
export-licensing rules [for space items] that U.S. lawmakers put into place in 1999."10
A more recent report reiterates that Europcdn Space Agency member gover~nnents"are
detennined to reduce their industries' depe~lde~ice
on the United States and the U.S. technology
export-control regime called ITAR," adding thatITAR remains an issue in Europe in past becausc of tlie paperwork and time
delays ilivolved in receivitig ITAR-restricted satellite components, a factor that
can undermine a comtnercial bid.
But an even bigger factor, [ESA official Michel] Courtois said, is how
ITAR underrniues a European prime contractor's obligation to its customers in the
failure. "You cannot conduct a proper
event of a satellite co~npo~ient
investigation, because you cannot go directly to the U.S. component manufacturer
and find out what you need to know," Courtois said."
The Defense Department agrees. A [>ODreport on the United States space industry,
issued in August 2007, colicluded thatITAR has either directly or indirectly prccipitated the global cotnpetitiolr and is a
significant impediment to the U S . space itldustry's ability to market to foreign
buyers. Lost sales are sigtiificatrt. The licelisi~igatid TAA processes impact
-

Peter B. de Selding, "OHB to Offer Small GEO Variant with no U.S. Comnponents," Space News, June
2, 2008, p. 6.

id.
Ifl,

lo

" Peter

B, de Selding, "ESA To Invest Heavily in Satellite Communications Technology," Space News,
Dec. 8,2008, p. 11.
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competitiveness and a significant number of finns at all tiers are either not
applying for export licenses and/or may be changing their business model and
many are focusing on domestic custotners only. Some foreign finns advertise
systems as " l T ~ ~ - f r e e . " ~ *
Another exainple, from 2004, saw Alcatel Space signing a $145 tnillion contract to build
a large direct-broadcast television satellite for a Chinese customer. Space News described the
transaction as "a deal that represents just the latest exam le of a European conipany profiting
from U.S. government teclmology-transfer rcstrictions."

P

Since 1998, U.S. government restrictions on satellite sales to China have
tightened into a de facto refusal by the U.S. government to pennit satellites with
U.S. components froin delivering to Chinese organizations if the satellites are to
be launched on a Chinese Long March rocket.
These restrictions made it all but impossible for any U.S. contractor to bid
on the Chinasat contract. The same rcstsictions would have made it difficult for
Alcatel Space's chief European competitor, EADS Astrium, to bid. Astrium uses
U.S. components in its satellites.

Alcatel Space, whose corporate parent, Alcatel, has a strong
telecominunications presence in China, has made it company policy since around
2002 to be able to offer satellites that are "ITAR-free," meaning they contain no
components subject to tlie U.S. International Traffic in Arms regulations.14
A recent press release (attached as Enclosure A) announced the acquisition of
a very co~npetitiveEuropean operation that can supply [TAR-free propulsion
systems and co~nponentsto European space customers. As is well known, tlie
U.S. Inten~atiotialTrade in Arms Regulations or lTAR restricts and conlrols the
U.S. export of coni~nercialsatellite components, includi~lgpropulsion systems.
European satellite companies havc a strong preference for products not restricted
l2

U.S. Dep't of tlic Air Porce, "Defense Industrial Base Assessment: U.S. Space Indust~y-Final
Report," at 48 (Aug. 31, 2007) (emphasis added).

Peter B. de Selding, "U.S. Export Restrictions Help Alcatel Win Chinasat 9," Space News,
June 21,2004 (on-line edition), (downloaded Feb. IS, 2009 from
litt~:/lwww.snace.co1n/s~acenews/archiveO4/alc1telacl
062104.11tml ).
l3

'"eter B. de Selding, "ESA To Invest Heavily in Satellite Communications Technology," Space News,
Dcc. 8,2008, p. 11.
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by ITAR, so-called ITAR-free, and from time to time, have specified such in
requests for proposals. With this acquisition, our Aerospace Equipment segment
will be able to address new opportunities in the European aerospacc markets."
A number of vendor brochures offering "ITAR-free" components are attached as Enclosure B.
These pasticular examples concern satellites but the problem extends to all instances
for use in
where parts and components designated as being on the USML have the pote~~tial
products manufactured or assembled abroad. The fact that satellites were put on the USML by
statute, while most other USML items are placed there by the Department of State, makes no
difference.
Outside the satellite arena, Defense News has reported thatEADS [European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company] and other European
companies have been working to develop military colnponents that are not subject
to a U.S. sales veto. For example, EADS Space Transportatioll Division boasts it
is developillg a satellite motor that will be "completely ITAR-free and thereforc
not subject to U.S. export license restrictions, allowing co~npetitiveaccess to
worldwide custo~ners."'~
Colibrys, a Swiss manufacturer of motion sensors for aerospace applications, assures
potential custolners that "[als a military / aerospace supplier, Colibrys is very sensitive to export
regulation and insuring worldwide delivery of ITAR-fsee products."17 Telkoor Power Supplies
Ltd. advertises that "[all1 Telkoor military power supplies are I T A R - ~ ~ ~ C . " ~ ~
Granted, the ITAR and the de miniinis limitat~onsof the EAR are not thc only factors
governing the purchase of United States origin parts and components by foreibn manufacturers.
Quality, cost, currency fluctuations, and othcr such Pdctors also play a role. But there is no doubt
that United States export controls are a sign~ficantfactor. The most obvious effect is rcduccd
sales of US.-made parts and components, w ~ t hits rcsulting adverse effects on the United States
industrial base and on our employment figures. Less obvious, but perhaps more significant over

I5

Press Release, "American Pacific to Hold Telcco~ifere~ice
Regarding Acquisition of Marotla Europa for
€4.7 Million" (Oct. 13,2008) (dowoloaded Feb. 15,2009 from
l~tto:llwww.apfc.co~~iiudflMal-otta
Acg11sition.pdf(copy attached).

'"uoted

in "Watching America," Oct. 25,2005 (dowt~loadedFcb. 15, 2009 from

1ittp:Nwww.watchingame1-ic~.co11i/cledefese00000
I 1 1 i )

Downloaded Feb. 15,2009 from Iitt~:/l~v~v~~.i~eros~~~ce:

tech~~olonv.comicontl.actorslflirhtI~~~Iib~~s/
.

'' Dow~~loadedFeb. 15, 2009 from ~ww.tclkoo1~.co!,1l?Catero1yID=162
.
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the long tenn, is that foreign countries avoid using United Statcs origin parts and cotnponents by
developing thc ability to build those items themselves:
Micro-electrotnechanical systems, advanced gyroscopes, small satellite
on-board motors, mission-specific integrated circuits and field-programmable gate
arrays are among the tecl~~ologies
ESA will focus on to assurc that Europe has its
own production base and need not go to the United States, or South Korea or
Japan, for such colnponents."
Reportedly, a setlior official of the State Department's Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls said publicly at last fall's BIS Update Confcrencc that State ordinarily will not approve
the export of ITAR parts or componelits for itlcorporation into commercial items. This may
obviate QRS-1 l-type problems, in that it avoids placing State in the position of controllil~g
foreign-made colnmercial products, but it tclls foreigu manufacturers that producing ITAR-free
end products is not merely desirable, but is ~equiredby the United States Department of State.
This policy represents a further disincetitivc to the usc of United States-made components.
All it1 all, then, the current cxtraterrito~ialcontrols on United States made parts,
compo~~et~ts-and,for that matter, finished products -detract from our ecot~otnicwell-being. A
hard look at the effectiveness of these policics is ovcrdue. Their adverse effects are not
theoretical, for they place at risk the jobs of tells of thousailds of America11workers and the
welfare of their families.
Again, ICOTT appreciates the opportunity to comlnelit and believes that thc "dcsigning
out" problc~nis significant. We urge the United Statcs govenlnlent to consider ameliorating the
controls discussed above, and would be happy to mcct with appropriate government officials to
discuss our views further.

I5ic L. Hirschhom
lixecutive Secretary

''Peter B. de Selding, "ESA To Invest
Dec. 8, 2008, p. 11.

in Satelli~eCorn~nunicationsTechnology," Space News,

ENCLOSURE A

AMPAC'"
AMERICAN PACIFIC
N e w s Release
Contact: Deanna Riccardi i-1 (702) 735-2200
E-mail: InvestorReiations@apfc,com
Website: www.apfc.com

AMERICAN PACIFIC TO HOLD TELECONFERENCE REGARDING
ACQUISITION OF MAROTTA EUROPE FOR €4.7 MILLION
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, October 13, 2008 -- American Pacific Corporation (the "Company")
(NASDAQ:APFC) announced today that its wholly-owned subsidiary Ampac-ISP Corp. completed the
acquisition of Marotta Holdings, Ltd. and its wholly-owned subsidiaries ("Marotta Europe") for a Eurodenominated cash purchase price of €4.7 million. The acquired business is the European operations of
Marotta Controls, Inc. Marotta Europe will be integrated with the Company's Aerospace Equipment
segment.
Marotta Europe designs, develops and manufactures high performance valves, pressure regulators, coldgas propulsion systems, and precision structures for space applications, especially in the European
space market. These products are used on various satellites and spacecraft, as well as on the Ariane 5
launch vehicle. The business has two locations, Dublin, Ireland and Cheltenham, England and employs
approximately 30 engineers, scientists and technical specialists.
"While this acquisition is relatively small, it is a very significant strategic move for our corporation," stated
John Gibson, Chairman and CEO of American Pacific Corporation ("AMPAC), "and enables our growth
in the European space market by complementing our in-space propulsion business in Europe."
The Company's Aerospace Equipment segment currently provides thrusters and propulsion systems for
the satellite and missile markets. it operates from two locations, Niagara Falls, NY and Westcott,
England. Combining the acquired capabilities of Marotta Europe with those at the Westcott location will
form a very competitive European operation that can supply ITAR-free propulsion sysfems and
components to European space customers. As is well known, the U.S. International Trade in Arms
Regulations or ITAR restricts and controls the U.S. export of commercial satellite components, including
propulsion systems. European satellite companies have a strong preference for products not restricted by
ITAR, so-called ITAR-free, and from time to time, have specified such in requests for proposals. With this
acquisition, our Aerospace Equipment segment will be able to address new opportunities in the European
aerospace markets.
There are operational benefits as well, Marotta Europe currently uses AMPAC's Westcott facilities to test
some of their products and the Electron Beam welding capability at Westcott is used in the manufacture
of a number of the Marotta Europe components. The acquired engineering capabilities will give Westcott
access to an additional European engineering workforce rather than relying on the Company's Niagara
Falls capability, further enabling an ITAR-free environment.
The major strategic elements of this merger are:

..
.

Expands AMPAC's aerospace product offering with valves and structures
Increases the customer base in Europe and enhances our position with existing European
customers
Provides greater access to the European space market with ITAR-free products
Increases the critical skills capabilities within our ISP European operations
Enables access to Ireland's aerospace development incentives

We believe that this acquisition enhances the value of our Aerospace Equipment segment. We anticipate
it will contribute revenues of approximately €4.0 million for the Company's fiscal year 2009. In addition,
we expect to incur costs associated with the integration of our European operations and further
development of key strategic products. As a result, the acquired business is expected to perform at an

approximately break-even profit level and contribute EBITDA at rates consistent with our Aerospace
Equipment segment for the next two years. This acquisition is an important long-term strategic element
of our Aerospace Equipment segment.
"We are very happy to welcome the folks from Dublin and Cheltenham into the AMPAC family and know
with their tremendous experience and capability we can together grow our European aerospace
business,'' said John Gibson.

INVESTOR TELECONFERENCE
We invite you to participate in a teleconference with our executive management covering this acquisition.
The investor teleconference will be held Tuesday October 14, 2008 at 6:00 a.m., Pacific Daylight Time.
The teleconference will include a presentation by management followed by a question and answer
session. The teleconference can be accessed by dialing (973) 582-2852 between 5:45 and 6:00 a.m.,
Pacific Daylight Time. Please reference conference ID# 69123075. As is our customary practice, a live
webcast of the teleconference is being provided by Thomson Financial's First Call Events. A link to the
webcast and the press release is available at our website at www.apfc.com, and wiil be available for
replay for 30 days.

RISK FACTORSFORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Statements contained in this press release that are not purely historical are forward-looking statements
within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Such
forward-looking statements include statements regarding the Company's expectations, beliefs or
intentions regarding the future and other statements of management's opinion. Forward-looking
statements in this press release inciude without limitation statements concerning or relating to
expectations of the Company's growth, competitive advantage and new opportunities, including [TAR-free
products, in the European space markets as a result of the acquisition of Marotta Europe, expected
operational benefits resulting from the acquisition, access to ireland's aerospace development incentives,
the enhancement of the value of the Company's Aerospace Equipment segment, and expected revenue,
profit and EBITDA contributions. Words such as "anticipate", "expect", "can", "wiil" and similar
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the Company's actual results,
market performance or achievements to differ materially from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The inclusion of forward-looking
statements should not be regarded as a representation by the Company that any of its expectations will
be achieved. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from such forward-looking
statements include risks and uncertainties detailed in the Company's periodic and other filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, including in Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations and in Risk Factors in the Company's annual report on Form 10-K
for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2007 and quarterly reports on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
June 30, 2008. All forward-looking statements contained in this release are made as of the date hereof,
based on information available to the Company as of the date hereof, and the Company assumes no
obligation to update ,any forward-looking statement, whether for actual results or otherwise, except as
required by law.

P
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American Pacific Corporation is a leading manufacturer of specialty and fine chemicals within its focused
markets, as well as propulsion products sold to defense, aerospace and pharmaceutical end markets.
Our products provide access to, and movement in, space via solid fuel and propulsion thrusters and
represent the registered or active pharmaceutical ingredient in drug applications such as HIV, epilepsy
and cancer. We also produce specialty chemicals utilized in various applications such as fire
extinguishing systems, as well as manufacture water treatment equipment. Our products are designed to
meet customer specifications and oflen must meet certain governmental and regulatory approvals.
Additional information about us can be obtained by visiting our web site at www.apfc.com.

ENCLOSURE B

SPL Swiss Propulsion Laboratory, Our Products and Services

Products 8t Services
-\

.,,*<sFs@M*
A n o v e r v i e w o f w h a t we c a n do for you. All p r o d u c t s
F e e l f r e e t o c o n t a c t o u r sales o f f i c e if y o u h a v e a q u e s
y o u r w i s h l i s t c u r r e n t l y n o t l i s t e d here.
Rocket Engines/-Motors

Igniters

Test Equipment

Components

Consulting/Engineering

Manufacturing capabilities

Rocket Engines/-Motors
2.5 k N (560 ibs) r e g e n e r a t i v e c o o l e d e n g i n e SLR2.5k-I
SPL and others such as XCOR have built regcbnerativc engines using separate chamber, throat sadc
and outer jacket (CSI-design). This engine uses exactly this design. The outer jacket is shown in tb
left picture on the left only. The jacket does trot collslrairj the chamber's therrnai expansion during
firing. Thus the thermal strain, plastic yield and cracking cycle never get started. I n our engines we
haven't seen any distortion, yielding, or cracking. This construction contributes to long life by lnaki
feasible to disassemble the engine for inspeciing and removing coking deposits if needed. We think
CSJ approach is good for thrust levels LIP to 100 kN and beyond. The mass of the engine is - 5 kg.
operates with alcohol/LOX or kerosene/LOX ?it a chamber pressui-c?of 25 bar ( 3 6 2 PSI) arld is
restartable.

Parlsaf tho con~buslianchamber.Ihe chamber is designed lo be fully
dernollntvble lo lest various conf,gurelions. This is also impo,t,3rit to
inspect the liner and its cooiiny channels ailer lest runs. Click on the
Image to enlarge ...

The inner liner wilh the milied cooling channels One of the two lhalvns
,il the ihroal doseout has beer) removed. The closeoul mates very
jitacisely wlth llle liner to prevent any bypass flow in the tliroat area
Ihe temperatures in the coolng channels are rneasurerl by
liiormocoupies of 05mm diamoler lhal are mourlled Ihrougll small
onenings in the outer shell anit in (he closeout. Click o n the image to

erliarge ..
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Space heritage

Customers & Markets
Our products and Services are available to customers worldwide to whom we pro\
Hardware for missions ranging from manned to unmanned and for applications in

ABSL has delivered highly successful battery and optical space projects and prod^
striking success i s ABSL Space Products unmatched record, having won battery co
mission.

Facilities

Amongst the long list of satisfied ABSL's customers can be found all the major ple
including but not Limited to:

Manazement anti ownership

Europe:

Quality
Ci~stoiners& Markets

BNSC
CNES

Customer service
€ADS Astrium
ESA European Space Agency
EUMETSAT
INTA
OH6
SSTL
Thales Alenia
Rest Of the World (ROW):
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When setting up US space infrastructure, ABSL was extremely careful to ensure t i
(ITAR) were properly adhered to. ABSL has serviced US space customers since the
space projects conducted in the United Kingdom, has built up considerable exper
ABSL has worked both directly with the United States Government on space progr
formal export licenses granted by the US state Department. For example, when v
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execution of space battery projects. In the past, ABSL programs with US customei
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legal experts, experienced specifically in space programs, ABSL constructed an el
that ensures clear channels of communication for all programs. Eventually, the Al
US citizens and permanent residents.
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Spaceborne attitude sensors
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Star Trackers Fanlily
Galileo Avionica llas developed a family of molt~purposeand fully autononlous star trackers to provide attitude
data and motion rate of satellite. Galileo Avionica Autonomous Star Trackers are based on a radiation hardened
design and proprietary algoritl~nlsthat ensure accurate and robust baxes altitude determination in all types of
missiot>.Galileo Avionica Star Trackers accumulated an excellent in-nigllt tieritage, demonstratirig accuracy
exceeding the required performance of few arc seconds as welt as !high reliability and tracking robustness under
severe radiation environments.
A.STR. Autonomous Star Tracker
Medium Field of View CCD based Star tracker leveraging over 20 years
of experience in star tracker developmen!. Most recent successes include
nying on board Messenger and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, and on
spinning spacecrafts such as New Horizon. More thsn 30 flight units have
been delivered lo Customers all orer ltie world. A-STR uses a cornnlon
design for a broad range of missiofls delivering an off-the-shelf, readily
available product. All A-STR opera!ions are executed under
microprocessor control by mealis of mission dependant SW ~nioduleswith
in-flight reprogram~ningcapahilily.
more Information
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Space
Attitude Sensor:
Electro-Optlcs MI
RF Equipment
Photovoltaic Pow
F'ower Equ~pnien
Automation and F
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Other 6'roducts
SELEX S&AS UK

CCD based star trackers, beginni
dorninate the future satellites AOC
exceptional robustness under harsti conditions (launch loads, protons,..).
Tlie AA-STR has beer1 selected as the standard star tracker for the next
generation of tlle European TLC-GEO platform (ALPHABUS).
more inforlnation
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Navigation Cameras
A multipurpose CCD based Nsvignlzori Camera is currently guiding the
ESA Rosetta Spacecraft toward tlm comet 67Pt Cilrrryunlov
Gerasinlenko to support acqi~isitioiiand tracking of point like sources and
extended objects rarlging froni ? 2 lo +ll
magnitude as well as to allow
full franle image acqilisit~on.A state-ol-tile-art, conlpact and modular
navigatiori camera based on APS lechnology is now ava~lahte,and car1
bc tailored to dilforent mission neerln, offering significant reductions in
o,.,~,, ~m:.cr ro 15.u I t
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53 Sniart Sun Sensor
Two axes solar sensor with low nlass and consumption, based on a
radiation hardened APS detector. 53 has been developed and qualified
for Earth Observation and GEO Tt+lccommunicationspacecraft. The S3 is
also suitable for Interplanetary lnisslons (up to 50AU) and for spinning
spacecraft (up lo 100rptll). With a large dyna~nicrange providing
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mediiirnihigh accuracy, and wide FOV. $3 corlibines the lasks
tradilionally performed by boll1 Fino and Coarse Sun sensors. An ITAR
free version is also available.
more illformation
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IRES -Infrared Earth Sensor
With close lo 20 years of flighl proven experience, thc Galileo Avionica Eaillr sensors have been deployed in
over 35 programmes. IRES is a two axes Earth horizon sonsor !or altiliide control of 3-axes stabilized GEO
spacecraft. Operating principle is based on electromechanical inoduialion *rf the radiation coming from llie Earth
hoiizon in the 14+16.25p m band based on bolometers, IRES consists of ;ill optical head and processing
electronics in a single housing for the two axes measuremcnl. Full perforrr1:lnce Pitch and Roll are computed
iriside the sensor by means of a dedicated ASIC. An !TAR free dnd lower cost coniiguration based on
pyroeiectric detoclors (IRES-N2) is also available with ltie same interface:; as IRES-NE.
IRES-NE has been selected as tlle baseline earth sensor for tfle Galileo consteitation.
"lore inf~rnia!tori
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An ITAR free Mid-Size Solar Array
Drive Mechanism for Galileo
Galileo, the upcoming European Navigation system, is being developed to
operate with a set of 24 satellites on different 14.1 h orbits. The energy supply
for these satellites has to fulfil stringent
reliability requirements. SEPTAm33,
based on the previous SAD-LP development, has been designed to fulfil
these requirements and to withstand the
harsh mechanical, thermal, and radiation environment to be expected in orbit.

j

space

components
The tnechanism features a redundant
stepper motor with a high ratio gearbox that offersan intrinsic hold mode
with no power needed, minimisingthe
power demand for the expected slow
operation. Still, fast turning at 2.4revslh
is available. The design is basically
modular and longer slip rings to extend
the power transfer capability could be

I

fitted. Specific design means lhave been
implemented for thermal paths, angular
position measurement using an optical
encoder, reference position indication,
and to ensure insulation between different electrical paths in an unseen manner. Full redundancy is considered in all
components.

SEPTAm33covers the1.5 ... 2 kW
range and could also be used for 3 kW
satellites with higher panel voltages.
It also allows for the transfer of up to
eight electrical measurement signals
which are foreseen to be deployment
and temperature signals.
SEPTAm33tolerates high interface
loads which are expected during transferorbit as well as SolarArray deployment. It providesvery high stiffness also
during operation and can operate in hot
environments.

Oerlikon Space AG
Marketing and Sales Department
Schaflhauserstrasse 580
CH-8052 Zurich
Switzerland
Phone t 4 1 44 306 22 11
Fax
-1.41 44 306 22 10
sales.space@oerlikon.com
www.oerlikon.com/space
Product development
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Microsatellite Gas
Pro~ulsion
Svstem
.

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY LTO
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SSTL's microsateiiite Propulsion System is designed as an in-orbit
micropropulsion system test-bed. The first appiication is ESA's PROBA2
spacecraft. The core design of the system is based around heritage design of
SSTL's benchmark Microsateiiite xenon propuision system technology.
The design of the PROBA 2 system is optimised to constitute a platform to
incorporate the foilowing demonstration units and thus exhibit an appiication of their
use:
COGEX: Four cool gas generators. These have the capability to re-fill the tank with
a certain amount of gaseous nitrogen (>99% pure) at near ambient temperature.
The nitrogen is is generated from a Sodium Azide based solid charge which
generates the nitrogen when pyrotechnically initiated on demand.
FSD - one fibre optic pressure and temperature sensor.

Thrust: 20 - 50 mN

100 sec N, @ 300°C

used to avoid any liquid sloshing effects
Propellant is stored in a 2.1 litre propellant tank, of titanium construction. The tank
has a maximum expected operation pressure of 44 bar, with a burst factor of > x10
T h e propuision system is built as a module with integrated thruster. The thruster
alignment can be modilied at both module and spacecraft levels
Bang-bang pressure regulation control allows thrust level to be throttled between
10 to 50mN
SSTL's flight proven resistojet thruster with either 15. 30 or 50 Watt redundant
heaters
Series solenoid valves to isolate the propellant stored in the tank
C a n be supplied with Integrated electronic controller with interface to CAN bus.
Could be modified to RS485 if required

-

Other SSTL Products
Propulsion systems: Flight proven systems using nitrogen, nitrous oxide, butane,
xenon and water propellants, impulses ranging from 1 N.sec to 52 kN.sec
Propuision products: Resistojet thrusters, Mechanical and Electrical Ground
Support Equipment, Design and test services
Sub-systems for C&DH, Power, Comms. ADCS and ODCS sub-systems, various
Payloads and ground segments
Space missions: From platform provision to turn-key commercial and science space
missions from LEO to GEO, in the 5 to 1,000 kg range
Know-how transfer programmes, including academic and industrial training of entire
teams in real mission environments
Space Consuitancy for Il>s~rance,
lnvcst~nentand industr ai soclors
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Microsatellite Xenon
Propulsion System

SURREY
SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY LTD

SSTL's Mlcrosat-150 Propulslon System Is designed to provide 36 m.sec" of
delta V capablllfy to a 150kg mlcrosatelllte. It can be applied to correct launcher
injection errors, to maintain orbit height, to station keeping and acquisition In
small satellite constellations, or to general orbit manoeuvres. The system is well
suited to advanced small satellite applications. it provides high performance
within a compact design, does not impart disturbances due to propellant
movement, and avoids significant propellant handling costs.

-

Features:
Completely [TAR free
Xenon propellant is used because of its high storage density and it can be kept as a
gas, hence no liquid sloshing effects
The propulsion system is built as a module and integrated with the thruster feed
pipework on the spacecraft
Bang-bang pressure regulation control allows thrust level to be varied between 10
to 50mN
Series solenoid valves to isolate propellant
Propellant tank has a high burst factor of > x4
Integrated electronic controiler with Interface to CAN bus. RS485 and RS422
options available
Full mechanical and electrical redundancy
SSTL's flight proven resistojet thruster with either 15, 30 or 50 Watt redundant
heaters
Thruster mounting bracket provides full adjustability on the spacecrafl
First flight on BLMiT-1, with 5 more in build for RapidEye

Thrust: 10 -50 mN
Max total impulse: 5.65kN.s
Storage Pressure: 120bar
abs maximum @ 40C
Tank burst factor: > x 4

.
.

-

1910.6 Watts

-

.
.

.
.

Other SSTL Products
Propulslon systems: Flight proven systems using nitrogen, nitrous oxide, butane,
xenon and water propellants, impulses ranging from 1 N.sec to 52 kN.sec
Propuislon products: Resistojet thrusters, Mechanical and Electrical Ground
Support Equipment, Design and test services
Sub-systems for C&DH. Power, Comms, Guidance & Navigation, Attitude Control.
various
Pavioads
and oround seaments
.~~
~,
Space missions From platform prcvis on to turn-kcy cornmarcia and scieice space
rniss,ons from LEO to GCO, in the 5 to 500 kg range
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Know-how transfer programmes, including academic and industrial training of
entire teams in real mission environments
Soace Consultancvfor Insurance, investment and Industrial sectors

I

. Dry Mass: 7.2 kg
' Outline: 300mm

.

255mm

1

Height: 295mm

Tycho House
S I ~ L L ~ T ~ T ~ ~ ~ V O I O ~ ~ Y ~ ~ O
20 Slephenson Hoau
Guildford. Surrey GU2 7YE
Uniled Kingdom
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Tol:
144 (0)1483 803803
Fax:
+44 (0)1483 803804
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April 20,2009
Docket No. 0812221638-81639-01
Parts and Co~nponentsStudy, Office of
Technology Evaluation, Room 2705,
U.S. Department of Commerce,
14'" Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20230
RE: Request by the Commerce Department's Bureau for Industry and Security (BIS) for Public
Co~nlnentson the Effects of Export Controls on Decisions to Use or Not Use US.-Origin Parts
and Components in Cornrnercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions [Docket No.
0812221638-81639-011
The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) is providing the following cornments
in response to the Request by the Commerce Department's Bureau for Industry and Security
(BIS) for Public Comments on the Effects of Export Controls on Decisions to Use or Not Use
U.S.-Origin Parts and Components in Comtnercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions
[Docket No. 0812221638-81639-011.
The NAM is the nation's largest industrial trade association, representing srnall and large
manufacturers in every industrial sector and in all 50 states. The NAM is also a founding
member of the Coalition for Security and Competitiveness (CSC), created to support
~nodernizationof the export control system and make it Inore transparent, efficient and
predictable.
NAM members play a critical role in protecting the security of the United States. Some
are directly engaged in providing the technology and equipment that keep the U.S. military the
best in the world. A much larger group plays a key support role developing the advanced
industrial technology, machinery, and information systems that ensure our defense industries and
the U.S. military have the capabilities they need to keep our defenses strong against all threats.
High-technology industries play not only a vital role in defending our nation but also in
promoting a strong and growing economy. Cornpatlies in this sector employ over 2.5 million
workers, most of whom receive wages much higher than the national average. High-technology
industries also contribute significantly to U.S. exports of tnanufactured goods. In 2008, hightechrlology exports represented 28 percent of total U.S. manufactured goods exports or $369
billion. As the U.S. industry continues to evolve, the United States will depend increasi~iglyon
these high-technology industries to expand exports, create jobs and keep our economy strong and
competitive.

It is with this backdrop that the NAM provides the following comments on the effect of
export controls on U.S. manufacturers. The U.S. export co~ltrolpolicy does hann the
competitiveness of U.S. manufacturers, does threaten the defense i~ldustrialbase and does impact
the way our competitors do business globally. U.S. manufacturers do lose business
opportunities; competitors have made strategic decisions to buy non-U.S. manufactured parts and
components; easy foreign availability of Inany of the items controlled by the U.S. government
allows this happen. The export control system must be modernized to recognize the realities of
the global marketplace. Many of our unilateral controls decrease the competitiveness of U.S.
manufacturers and harm American workers without any improvement to U.S. national security.
In the current environment, a system that threatens tecl~nologicalinnovation and harms workers
provides neither national nor economic security.
The NAM commends BIS for requesting comments on this important matter and looks
forward to continuing to work with the agency to improve the system. The NAM comments
address the questions raised by BIS and provide information on the overall state of high tech
manufacturing, trade statistics and recommendations to for the government to consider.
BIS's Ouestions
Any evidence o r information about the existence of advertising o r marketing efforts that
use the absence of U.S. origin compouents o r exemption from U.S. export coutrols as a
selling point.
NAM members have both auecdotal evidence and actual knowledge that their forei n
competitors are advertising their products as U S , manufactured parts and components free .
Many foreign co~npetitorsare not as brazen to formally advertise their products as such and
instead are rnore informal in their methods. Many highlight that their products do not include
U.S. origin goods during one-on-one meetings, during the contract negotiation process or in
rnore open settings such as at global conferences. While some co~npetitorsmay not formally
advertise their products as free of U.S. origin goods, many do. Competitors from Europe and
China do formally advertise their products as U.S. origin free. While the most well-known
advertisements are in the satellite industry, other industries are also running similar campaigns.
Below is a list of some companies who advertise as U.S. origin free:
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Thales Alenia Space
EADS
Morotta
Surrey Satellite Technology
Ricardo
Shares Tech
Dongling Colnpany

' At first most companies merely advertised as "ITAR-Free." However, many foreign co~iipetitorsare now

Any information about possible customer preferences for products that do not contain
US.-origin components, and whether sucli preference may be related to relevant U.S.
export controls.

The NAM has heard first-hand that foreign competitors prefer not to source from the
United States because of the U.S. export co~itrolsystem. In meetings with foreigu companies,
delegations of foreign officials or our counterpart associations in other countries, each has
specifically identified the export control system as a reason not to trade with U.S. manufacturers.
In those meetings, representatives from Europe, Japan, and China have stated that U.S.
manufactured goods are superior in quality and make but that the U.S. export control system
makes the U.S. manufacturer a less reliable and dependable partner. Foreign colnpetitors make
conscious sourcing decisions to exclude U.S. manufactured goods because ofi
The licensing process itself
Visa problems
Unilateral U.S. controls
Reexpoit controls
The inability to get replacement parts in a timely manner
The inability to easily transfer parts and co~nponentswithin their corporate family
This not only affects actual itenis controlled but any larger system that may incorporate
controlled parts and components. Foreig~icompetitors do not purchase larger items or systems
due to the trepidation that if a replacement part is needed it could take months to procure and get
approval for the export. Lack of a critical part can lead to operation shutdowns at the foreign
~nanufacturi~ig
plant. Foreign competitors cannot risk the possibility of a plant shut down for
want of a controlled part or component. Each item is critical for their operations no matter how
small. Therefore, since most unilaterally controlled items are available from a foreign source,
competitors source from aon-U.S. manufacturers.
NAM members have also experienced foreign cotnpetitors drafting contracts to exclude
U.S. manufactured goods. Our members have told us of colitracts with binding clauses which
require no-U.S. manufactured goods or components. Co~npanieshave also reported that some
contracts from European and Asian governments include similar provisions. This trend is
particularly darnaging for U.S. manufacturers.
Ally information about sales lost by U.S. suppliers to non-U.S. competitors.

NAM members report losing sales to non-U.S. co~npetitorsand (many) attribute the lost
sale to the U S , export control regime; however it is hard to quantify the number or value of
those sales. For contracts with clauses prohibiting U.S. content, those are sales opportunities
U.S. ~nanufacturersare unable to sub~iiita bid to compete for the sale.

One company reports losing over half its previous level of foreign defense sales due to
the overly broad nature of the lTAR that captures all parts and components used in the design of
a military item.

Any information about the possible econo~nicimpact (e.g., employment, outsourcing of
specific expenditures such as research and development) to companies, indust~ysegments
or communities of any decision not to use U.S.-origin parts and components because of U.S.
export controls, including any possible impact on the ability to support specific defense
industrial base activities.
The unintended consequences of these regulations on the competitiveness of U.S.
manufacturers, on the defense industrial base and on U.S. technological leadership cannot be
overstated and significant attention must be paid immediately to address and to rectify the
situation. U.S. technological leadership rernains strong but has been decreasing for a tluinber of
years. The United States is innovative but so are other countries. No longer is the United States
the only country able to develop, design and manufacturer cutting edge technology. Many
countries i~icludingin the European Union, Japan, Korea, and China have indigenous capabilities
to create the same or similar tecln~ologiesto those that are manufactured in the United States.
This is the reality o f a globalized world and of the 21" century and these trends will accelerate.
If the United States is to maintain its technological leadership, cxport control policy must
acknowledge that other countries can and do compete with the United States and that some
u~lilateralcontrols only undermine the ability of U.S. manufacturers to design the next generation
of cutting-edge techtlologies which are critical to the security of the United States. The NAM
and our member compa~liesfully acknowledge that there are some sensitive technologies that the
United States must safeguard but the broader policy should fully consider foreign availability
and indigenous capabilities before unilateral controls are implemented.
The United States needs a healthy defense illdustrial base for both our economic and
national security. Indeed these are not two separate concepts; economic security is key pillar of,
and a prerequisite for, our broader national security. The current trends though suggest that
export control policy, among others, is undercutting the ability of U.S manufacturers to be first to
market with new teclniologies. The impact of the regulations may not be felt immediately but
the long term effect should be given due consideration. The slow erosion of high tech
lnanufacturing in the United States will have significant repercussions-the United States will no
longer have a strong industrial base, foreign countries will own the technology for which our
military depends and millions ofjobs could be lost.

Entire supply chains are negatively impacted from the original equiptnent manufacturer
(OEMs) to the third and fourth tier supplier. Small and niediu~nsized manufacturers (SMEs)
who supply the OEMs are harmed by the decrease in global rnarket share and exports. SMEs
provide critical parts and component without wliicli the OEMs could not operate. The Inore our
export control policy affects U.S. exports, the inore liltely the SMEs will be unable to weather
the downturn in business. Without suppliers, U.S. high tech tnanufacturers will come to rely on
parts and components from abroad. This is damaging to tlie defense industrial base, threatens
our national security and increases our reliance on foreign made goods for which we can not
attest to the quality. We need a policy that encourages itivest~nentand supports R&D in the
United States, levels the playing field for U S , manufacturers and restores confidence abroad that
U.S. ~nanufacturersare dependable and reliable trading partners.
To illustrate the impact on high tech manufacturers, tlie NAM provides economic
analysis that clearly shows the NAM is losing global market share, its own indigenous
capabilities and jobs in the very sectors that are critical to our national security.
NAM ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
I-Iigh tech manufacturing has been adversely affected by the current export control
regime. Using trade data available for the United States government, the NAM provides analysis
on high tech exports and en~ployment.
The U.S. Government often cites the fact that the actual value of licensed exports is so
minimal (in 2007, $52.6 billion or 5% of total exports for BIS) that it does not effect the
co~npetitivenessof U.S. manufacturers. Unfortunately, this measure of the impact of export
controls does 11ot tell the co~npletestory. The Inore accurate measure should include the universe
of products that could potentially be covered by or are related to products affected by export
controls. For example, if a larger item contains one controlled part or component, co~npaniesare
less in inclined to purchase the U.S. manufactured item. Therefore the lost sale is not the value
of the controlled component but rather of the larger item. It is through this lens that the impact
of export controls should be viewed.
The NAM has identified twelve l~iglitech sectors by NAICS nu~nberthat we believe are
directly or indirectly adversely impacted by export controls as currently administered. Tlie
NAICs numbers are listed below:

I-

Description
NAlCS #
3332 Industrial machinery manufacturing
3339 other general purpose machinery manufacturing
3341 computer and peripheral equipment manufacturing
3342 communications equipment manufacturing
3343 audio and video equipment manufacturing
3344 sem:cond~.croran! otner electronic componenr manufacturing
Navigational. measJr ng, e ectro medica, and contro .nsrrLmen!s
3345 manufacturing
3346 Manufacturing and reproducing magnetic and optical media
3353 Electrical equipment manufacturing
elecrr cal eqt. pment and c o m p o ~ a n . ~ f a c r u r t n g ~
prod~ctand pans man~fact~rlng
5112 1 Software publishers

1
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Using this data set, the NAM provides the following trade analysis for high tech
manufactured goods that are or could be affected by export controls.
U S , exports have risen by 44% since 2001 while high tech exports have only grown 25%
over the same time period.

CHART 1: U.S. Exports from 2001 to 2008 (see appendix B for further details)
Source: Department of Com~nerce

Since 2001, high tech exports account for an ever decreasing percentage of total U.S
exports. High tech exports accoullted for 36% of all exports in 2001 and otlly 28% in
2008 with the most sigllificallt decrease occurring within the last three years.

CHART 2: High Tech Exports as a % of Total Exports (see appendix D for further details)
Source: Department of Co~nmerce

High Tech Exports as % of Total Exports

..

ofTotal Exports

10%

5%

Over 50% of all high tech exports are to NATO +3 countries and Mexico.

CHART 3: Top U.S. High Tech Export Markets (See appendix C)
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Since 2000, the nu~nberof people enlployed in high tech lnanufacturing has decreased.
C H A R T 4: High Tech Employme~lt1999-2008 (see Appendix A for flirther details)
Source: Departlnent of Labor

Total High Tech Employment

1999-2008
in millions

Since 1999, every industry within the NAM's definition of high tech lias decreased the
size of its workforce

CHARTS 5.-16: Iudustry Specific Employme~~t
Graphs (in thousaads) (see
Apl~endixA for further details)
Source: Depart~nentof Labor
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Other Electrical Equipment and
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Aerospace Products and Parts
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Software Publishers
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Since 1998, U.S. machine tool manufacturers have lost significant sales opportunities to
the Chinese market.

CHART 17: Chinese Machine Tool Imports from the United States (see appendix B
for further details)
Source: GTIS, China Customs, Gardner Publications Metalworking Insiders' Report, U.S.
Department of Co~nnierce
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The Chinese machine tool industry is benefiting fiom U.S. export controls.

CHART 18: Chinese macliine tool production is growing significantly while U.S.
manufacturing production is relatively flat.
Source: U.S. Departlnent of Congress, Gardner Publications Metalworking Insiders'
Report
-China

+Unled

States

Recommendations
The NAM offeers the following recommendations to address the impact of export controls on
high tech manufact~~rers.

[Docket No. 0812221638-81639-011.

1. The NAM asks for BIS to co~nmissiona formal in-depth study by a goverlnnent agency
to investigate the impact of export controls on U.S. manufacturing. If BIS cannot request
such a study, BIS should work with the Congress to co~nmissiona GAO report. Such a
formal study would allow the goverlnnent to interview foreign companies to learn
firsthand how U S , ~nanufacturersare placed a competitive disadvantage. The NAM
strongly suggest for BIS to co~ltinueto explore this subject in greater detail and to
cornmission a formal report by the government.

2. A comprehensive review of the both the Com~nerceCo~ltrolList (CCL) and the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) should begin immediately to review
the sensitivity and foreign availability of the controlled technology. Those tech~lologies
that are not truly sensitive and available from non-U.S. sources should be removed from
the control lists.
Implementing the NAM's two recommendation will go a long way towards illcreasing the
co~npetitivenessof U.S. high tech manufacturers, strengthening the defense industrial base and
guaranteeing that the united States re~naillsas the leader in technological innovation. NAM and
its member companies are fully prepared, indeed anxious, to cooperate with BIS and other parts
of the U.S. Government on such a study or ally other efforts related to reforming the export
control system.
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Jan

lg99
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

224.8
243.9
274.1
259.2
245.3
234.4
234.9
239.2
248.2
258.2

Mar
228.4
246
276.2
257.2
243.3
234.5
233.4
240.7
249.2
259.7

Apr
229.6
250.2
278.1
255.7
240.5
234.7
235.2
240.4
250.3
259.6

232.7
256.7
273.9
254.5
238.3
235.4
233.5
240.1
252.3
261.9

r
1

IuI

Jun

May

231.2
253.8
275.9
255.2
239.3
234.8
234
240.1
250
260.4

A U ~

238
266.9
267.2
256.2
238.7
237.3
240.2
246.3
259.1
266.8

234.9
261.8
271.5
255.4
239.5
236.8
238.7
244.5
255.6
264.8

5ep

Oct
239.6
269.1
265.4
251
236.8
237
240.6
244.7
259.2
267.6

238.5
269.6
265.6
253.6
238.7
238.2
241.7
247.5
260.3
268.1

239
268.4
261.5
249.9
235.4
235.5
240.9
245.9
259.2
265.2

NOV
Dec
Annual
240.8
242.7
235
269.3
271.5
261
258.6
269
258.5
245.4
253
246.1
235.6
235.6
239
236.1
235.6
236
241.8
240.3
238
249.9
244
248.3
261.5
255
258.4
266.6
264
265.2
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Source: Department of Labor
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2005

2006

~v

2007

2008

Fe b

Jan

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

571.3
526.4
510.2
490.8
452.4
434.8
445.3
465
481.2
502.4

Mar
564.7
509.8
511
484
451
434.4
447.7
467.6
484.1
500.1

Jun

May

Apr

563.7
523.6
512.3
477.9
446.6
436.6
448.7
465.2
482.4
502.2

555.9
520.4
512.3
472.6
446.6
438.3
451.3
468.9
481.2
503.6

551.8
519.9
512.9
472.9
444.7
437.7
454
470.6
484.2
506.9

JuI
548.2
519.7
514.7
470
441
441.2
458.3
475.3
488.6
511

Aug
544.2
517.2
514
468.9
439.4
443
461
476.1
489.8
509.3

Sep
539.3
513.1
514.2
468.6
436.6
444.3
460.2
476.5
492.3
505.1

Oct
535.8
511.3
514.7
463.6
436.5
444.7
443
480.2
493.3
509.6

Aerospace Products and Parts
Total Employment 1999-2008
In thourandr

Source: Department of Labor

in tllourandr

531.4
511.8
511.6
460.4
436.7
444.5
460.7
481.9
494.1
481.6

NOV
Dec
Annual
530.5
528.6
547.1
512.4
514.8
516.7
505.7
497.7
510.9
470.3
457
456.7
442.1
436.9
436.8
448.3
450.2
441.5
463.5
467.4
455.1
480.3
481.4
474.1
489.2
498.8
500.2
503.9
507.3
507.6

Year

Ian
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Feb
211.9
210.9
206.8
182.9
166.1
153.7
152.4
153.2
155.3
158.6

Mar
211.7
209.8
207.3
180.1
163.6
153.2
151.5
153.2
155.5
158.7

Apr
211.5
208.9
205.8
178.7
164
153.4
151.6
154
154.6
158

209.6
207.9
200
175.1
161.1
153.3
151.8
155
156.8
158.5

Aug

JuI

Jun

May
210.5
208.2
202.4
177.6
162.5
153.6
151.3
154.3
155.2
158.5

209.6
211.2
198
176.1
160.7
155.2
151.1
157.1
156.9
159.6

208.8
211.9
194.5
174.8
158.8
154.1
150.6
157.2
157.6
160.8

Sep
207.8
210.8
193.4
173.2
158
154.4
151.9
156.4
156.8
159.3

Electrical Equipment
Total Employment 1999-2008
in thourandr

Source: Department of Lab01
In thourandr

Dec

NOY

Oct

208.2
210.2
191.3
172.1
157.2
153.3
151.4
155.2
156.7
157.9

209.1
209.2
189.1
170.1
156.4
152.6
151.2
154.7
157.6
158

209.4
208.5
185.4
168.4
155.8
153.2
152.1
155.1
157.6
157.8

210.3
209
183.4
167.8
154.4
152.7
153.1
155.1
158.4
156.7

Annual
210
210
197
175
160
154
152
155
157
159

Other Electrical Equipment and
Components
Total Employment 1999-2008
in thourandr

Source: Department of Labor

in thourandr

1

Magnetic Media Manufacturing and
Reproduction
Total Employment 1999-2008
in thourandr

Source: Department of Labor
in thourandr

1

Electronic Instruments
Total Employment 1999-2008

1

in thousands

I

Source: Department of Labor
in thousands

I

Semiconductors and Electronic
I
1

Components
Total Employment 1999-2008
in thousands

Source: Department of Labor
in thourands
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Feb

Jan

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

52.9
51.9
50.9
43.2
40.2
33.1
32
32.1
30.5
27.9

Mar
52.7
52.1
50
42.7
39.5
33
32.3
32
30.2
27.4

Oct

Sep

Apr
52.2
52.4
47.3
42.3

52.2
51.6
50.2
42.1
39.1
32.7
32.7
31.7
30.2
27.1

52.5
52.5
46.7
42.2

Audio and Video Equipment
Total Employment 1999-2008
inthourandr

Source: Department of Labor
in thousands

Annual

NOY

52.4
52.5
45.6
41.7

52.5
51.5
44
41.8
34.3
32.6
32.3
31
28.3
26.2

52
52
47
42
37
33
32
31
30
27

Annual

Communications Equipment
Total Employment: 1999-2008

Source: Department of Labor
in thousands

Computer and Peripheral Equipment
Total Employment: 1999-2008
In thou~ands
7""

300

1I
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Source: Department of Labor
in thourands

Jan

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Feb
356.9
346.4
339.1
296.6
275.2
261.1
268
271.3
274.3
275.8

Mar
356.7
345.7
337.5
293.9
272.8
262.7
268.9
271.8
274.5
275.1

May

Apr
354.4
345.3
335.2
291.6
270.5
264.8
268.1
273.1
274.8
276

352.5
345.6
330.7
290.3
268.3
265.6
267.3
273.5
275.5
274.1

Jun
352.5
345
329
288.3
267.2
265.6
267.4
273.1
274.8
272.1

Aug

Jul
352.3
346.7
326
287.8
267.7
267.8
268.1
272.9
277.4
273.1

352.4
345.8
320.4
285
264.8
268
269.2
273
278.9
274.4

Sep
350.6
344.2
318.8
283.4
262.1
267.1
269.2
273.6
275.3
272.4

Oct
349.2
342.3
313.2
279.9
260.1
265.6
268.2
273.3
274.3
271.2

NOY
348.7
341.4
309.6
279.2
260
266
273.3
273.5
274.1
271.8

Other General Purpose Machinery
Total Employment: 1999-2008
in thousands

Source: Department of Labor
In thousands

347
340.7
303.7
277.2
260.2
267.3
271.9
274.9
274.4
268.1

Dec
349.3
341.2
302.3
277.3
261
268.6
272.3
275.5
276.2
267.5

Annual
352
344
322
286
266
266
269
273
275
273

Year

Jan
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Mar

Feb
164
160.1
163.2
134.9
127.7
119.9
122.8
122.5
126.1
123.3

162.9
160.7
160.6
134.9
126.5
120.1
123.3
123.4
125.2
123.9

Jun

May

Apr
162.4
160.8
159
134.5
125.6
121.5
123.6
123.5
125.8
123

162.2
161.7
157.2

161.7
163.6
154.3

Aug
162.1
166.6
148.5
131.1
122.3
121.8
125.9
124.2
125.6
121.3

Sep
161.5
165.8
146.8
130.5
122.4
121.8
124.8
124.1
125.1
121.2

Oct
160.9
165.5
143.8
129.7
121.8
121.9
122.8
123.9
124.3
119.4

Industrial Machinery
Total Employment: 1999-2008
in thousands

Source: Department of Labor
in thousands

160.5
166
140.5
128.8
121.2
121.9
123.5
123.8
125.3
117.9

NOV
Dec
161.2
166.2
138.2
128.9
121.5
122.5
124
124.8
125.4
116.7

Annual
160.5
165.6
137.3
129.1
121.7
123.6
123.8
125.8
126.4
116.7

162
164
150
132
124
122
124
124
125
121

3364
547
517
511
470
442
442
455
474
489
504

Total High Tech Employment
1999-2008
in miilianr

Source: Department of Labor
in thousands; except column N in million5

5112 Total HighTech Em
235
3.47
261
3.50
269
3.37
253
2.97
239
2.72
236
2.67
238
2.69
244
2.71
255
2.71
264
2.70
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U.S, imoort Penetration in China
U.S. and China Production data from 1994-2008

Source(s): GTIS, China Customs, Gardner Publications Metalworking Insiders' Report, U.S. Department of Commerce
Note@): Chinese Production data includes revenue from contract machining and tools and dies.

Prepared by Stephen Kashnikow, industry Economist, AMT
Contact info: Ph: (703) 827-5256, e-mail: skashnikow@amtonline.org

U.S. Import Penetration in China
Yalusr In bllllonr of U.S. O a l l ~ r r
1998-2008

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2009
2007
2009
3,048.9 3,145.8 3.8507 4,7386 5,189.0 6,734.910,466.510,775.0 13,167.1 16,181.6 19.3650
1,391.2 1.5093 q.890.7 2,405.9 3,152.5 4,134.3 5,906.6 6,497.1 7,254.2 7,083.1 7,598.1
802.2 287.7
3698
ChineseMachlneTool1mportsfromtheU.S.
101.6 128.1 133.8 212.0 244.8 275.4 481.3 382.1
1.7%
1.9%
U.S.lmpoltPenetratloninChlna
3.3%
4.1%
3.5%
4.5%
4.7%
4.1%
4.6%
3.5%
4.6%
3.8%
4.9%
7.8%
6.7%
8.1%
5.9%
8.3%
8.5%
7.1%
8.8%
PercentageofChInese1mpoitsframU.S.
7.3%

ChlneSe Total Machine Tool Consumption
Total Chinese Machine Tool Imports

Source ofdata: GTIS, China Cusfams, Gardner Pubiications Metalworkrng Insiden'Repori, U S Oeparimentof Commerce

Chinese Machine Tool Consumption
in bllllonr

20,000.0

-

~p

-ChinereTotal
Machine
Tool conrummion
-Total
Chinese Machine
Tool Imports

Production of Manufacturing Technology
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007 (r)
2008 (p)

China

United States
3,469.0
3,171.9
3,073.7
3,222.5
1,500.2
3,780.1
1,857.0
4,547.1
1,742.0
5,082.7
1,700.0
5,683.4
1,893.0
5,470.9
1,864.0
4,391.0
2,259.0
4,498.1
2,623.0
3,558.6
2,350.0
2,490.0
2,980.0
2,469.9
5,100.0
3,258.1
5,100.0
3,539.6
7,100.0
3,759.9
10,750.0
3,879.6
13,965.0
4,202.2

Source: U.S. Department of Congress, Gardner Publications Metalworking Insiders' Report
Note: Chinese Production data includes revenue from contract machining and tools and dies.

NATO + 3
Rest of the World
Mexico
China
Singapore
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Column1
43%
33%
10%
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4%
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2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

High Tech Exports as % of Total Exports
38%
36%
34%
34%
33%
33%
31%
28%

Source: Department of Commerce
To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc. provides embedded computing systems and
software that combine image, signal and sensor processing with
information management for data-intensive applications. With deep
expertise in optimizing algorithms and software and in leveraging
industry-standard technologies, we work closely with customers to
architect comprehensive, purpose-built solutions that capture, process,
and present data for defense electronics, homeland security, and other
computationally challenging commercial markets. Mercury is based in
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, and services customers worldwide through a
network of direct sales offices, subsidiaries and distributors.
International revenues represented approximately 15% (approximately
$30M) of total net revenue during the 2008 fiscal year ending June 30,
2008.
Mercury's international customers show increasing reluctance to buy U.S.
products subject to export controls, particularly ITAR, when they have a
viable alternative. Their concerns are:
1. The administrative requirements consume time and effort (and
therefore cost) by our customer
Transactions take longer: time for initial review of order, time to
file and receive approval for export license, time to administratively
process material returned for repair or replacement.
2.

3. In addition to having to plan further ahead, the amount of
additional time required varies, which further complicates planning.
4. Some customers perceive Mercury's efforts to comply with export
regulations as too strict, and have expressed preference in dealing with
companies they perceive as more flexible.

5. The terms of export licenses and agreements restrict and encumber
subsequent business by Mercury's international customers.
6. The restrictions on export of data and services complicates the
process of delivering responsive, high-quality customer support.

7. The processes and documents for licenses and agreements are complex
and unwieldy.
8. It's not possible to confidently predict the determination of
jurisdiction (Commerce or State) or the approval/disapproval of licenses
and agreements.
9. Determinations of jurisdiction and approvals may not be durable and
stable.

Examples :
Customer A (European company) does not want to restrict their
opportunity to export products using Mercury components, and requested a
clear statement that Mercury believed the products involved would not be

controlled by ITAR.
Customer B (European company) stated clearly that Mercury's bid would
most likely be ruled out if it included ITAR products.
Customer C (European company) includes ITAR as a significant factor in
its "make" vs. "buy" analysis, resulting in a "make" decision that
excludes the U.S. (Mercury) product.
Customer D (European consortium) had seen its program experience much
delay and uncertainty due to an ITAR problem with a component (not
provided by Mercury). As a result, the member companies have become
wary and avoid ITAR products wherever possible.
Customer E (European consortium, similar membership to D above) expects
to re-initiate a delayed program, and is expected to carry their ITAR
wariness to architectural decisions for the new program.

WHERE THE FUTURE BEGINS

April 20,2009
Sent via email to: publiccnmmcnfs~~i.~.dncCpov
Office of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
14"' St. and Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20230
Federal Register: February 19,2009 (Volume 74, Number 32)
Docket No. 0812221638-9166-02
:

Request for Public Comments on the Effects of Export Colitrols on
in
Decisions To Use or Not Use U.S.-Origin Parts and Co~npo~ients
Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions

Dear Sir or Madam:
TechAmerica is pleased to provide comments on the above-referenced Notice of Inquiry
published by the Bureau of Indust~yand Security. The following member company
examples, written communications of the European Space Agency (ESA) and reference
articles provide factual evidence indicating U.S. -origin parts and components are being
excluded by foreign and U.S. colnpa~lieswhen making purchasing decisions.
Member Cornpa~iyExamples

Company A manufactures components, that fall into category XV(e) of the ITAR. It
encoutlters increasing difficulty selling into the European space market because of the
"no-ITAR" policy adopted by a number of important European buyers (European Space
Agency, Thales, etc.). The European reaction to the ITAR has provided European
competitors who offer products with the exact same specificatio~lsand characteristics as
Company A, an extreme colnpetitive advantage. The ITAR designation for the products
has thus damaged Company A's European business in a two-fold manner: it has reduced
their ability to sell to European buyers, because of their relucta~lceto source ITAR parts;
and, it has created a vacuum in which Company A's European competitors have
accelerated development of European-made radiation tolerant microcircuits - creating
foreign availability for the product.

European satellite manufacturers no longer rely on an American solutioll for radiation
tolerant tnicroelectronics. Cornpany A has lost tens of tnillions of dollars over the years
because of this increasing "shut out" of its products, which has translated into a lack of
hiring in its domestic facilities.
ITAR products and the retransfer thereof must be licetised and generally do not qualify
for de rninitnis treatment (i.e. there is no allowallce of retransfer for incorporated
components without further licensing). Because China is listed as an embargoed country
in Section 126.1 of tlie ITAR, there is a presumption of denial of ITAR exports, including
temporary consiglnnent of incorporated satellite cotnponents, to China. As a practical
matter, this renders Chinese launch of any foreign-produced satellite with U.S. content
unallowable. This means that non-Chinese satellite manufacturers who pursue the more
cost-effective launch solution that China offers, cannol include ITAR compolients in their
satellite -even if the value of those ITAR cotnponents is less than 1% of tlie value of the
cotnplete satellite. This is despite the fact tliat the Chinese could not access or divert
ITAR cotnponents already integrated into a foreign-designed and built satellite. It is our
understanding that com~nercialsatellites were moved to the Departtnent of State from the
Department of Cotnmerce to ensure that launch know-how was not shared with the
Chinese. It is unclear to us how prohibiting launch in China of foreign-made satellites
with ITAR parts and cotnponents furthers this policy goal, particularly if component
manufacturers have no direct interface or shared financial interest with the satellite enduser, the insurance community, or the launch provider. TechAmerica European
co~npetitorshave hit a proverbial jackpot from the designation of satellite parts and
colnponents as ITAR by not having to colnpete with American sources for both Chinesedesigned satellites and satellites designed by European or South American colnpallies
that will be launched by the Chinese. Note tliat these European co~npetitorsare providing
parts witli the exact same specificatiotis and characteristics as U.S. products to these end
users.
U S , cotn~nercialcustomers have heell interested in the co~npotientssold by Company A
described above, but several have chosen not to purchase Company A's solution because
they did not want the ITAR "see-through" rule lnovilig their elitire project (a luggage
screener) from the Department of Comlnerce to tlie Department of State. U.S.
cotnlnercial customers are extrelnely wary of including ITAR parts atid components in
their colnmercial systems (even wliell the ITAR product offers a sound technical
solution), because of the added burden ITARproduces. Because Compaliy A's product
is on the USML due to a "technical trigger," foreign-produced products witli similar
technical characteristics may be purchased instead by U.S. commercial custolners
wishing to remain ITAR-free, because they would not necessarily fall under the USML
when imported into the U.S. Thus, U.S. colnmercial custolners have an incentive to look
to European competitors for the same solution that Company A offers. This colnpally
has seen increasing competition from foreign mali~~facturers
in the U.S. market both
because they may offer non-ITAR solutions and because they produce parts with the
same characteristics and specifications.

Registration fees have produced an extreme burden for some of Compatly A's facilities
that manufacture low-value parts and components (valued at $40-IOOIeach), where each
sale that requires a licellse is usually worth $1,000 to $5,000. ITAR rules require that a
license application be supported by a purchase order or letter of intent, so Company A
generally cannot apply for licenses ill anticipation of repeated sales to the same customer.
So it is forced to submit a license application each time it receives a small order for
1TAR-controlled space-related items.
Under the revised DDTC fee structure, every registrant pays a minimum registration fee
of $2,25O/year. Registrants who process from 1-10 licenses per year pay an additional
$500 to register the next year for a total of $2,750 - so the overhead cost of the first 10
licenses is about $275/license already - potentially as much as a 27.5% additional
overhead cost for Company A for smaller sales. So the clear incentive would be to spread
out these additional overhead costs over as many sales as possible.
However, companies that process more than 10 licenses are charged a $250 additional
registration fee per additional license processed. For high-volume users, there is a cap on
that additional fee of 3% of the overall value of the licenses processed. Depending on
overall annual license volumes, the 3% cap starts to save a registraut money omily if the
average license value is less than about $8,333. For Company A, these additional perlicense fees can still add $30-$250 dollars of overhead cost to low-value transactions,
even if the 3% cap comes into play. This forces Company A either to increase its prices
to customers to recover these additional regulatory costs, reducing its market
competitiveness, or to absorb these costs and lower its margins on already low-margin
sales, negatively affecting profitability.
Company A has recently lost a $250,000 sale of an NS controlled item (avionics test
equipment) to China because of the MOFCOM certificate requirement. The customer
was able to find a European supplier who could provide the customer with an alternate
solution but who did not require the customer to obtain a signature from a chainnan-level
official within the company, a requirement for a MOFCOM certificate.
Company B has been informed by their European representatives that neither EADS 110s
Thales will permit their buyers to select an ITAR controlled microwave component
(amplifier, synthesizer, oscillator). Company B suspects they have such policies because
they do not wish to disclose the end-use to the U.S. Goverllmeut agencies. Company B
has come to this conclusion based upon the fact that they are so evasive on providing
end-user statements for even EAR jurisdictio~lalcommodities. What they do instead is
provide a form statement that merely assures the American supplier that they u~ldersta~ld
U.S. export laws and that the items being purchased will not be used in Nuclear,
Biological or Chemical weapons system. They never actually provide end-user
statements.
Company C was approached by a team consisting of Canadian and European companies
to design an electronic component with an intended end-use in military aircraft. The
design itself would be classified under ITAR due solely for its end use, not for its
technical capabilities.

Conlpany C was informed by the customer that they fully expect the final product (the
electronic component within the aircraft) to fall under the ITAR, and they believe they
have the capabilities to handle the required licensing for parts that will ship between the
US and Canada. However, they stated that having the design technology also fall under
ITAR and thus subject to TAA licensing, makes the overall design project too lengthy
and con~plicated.Due to this, the European companies specifically stated that the design
IIIUS~not include any U.S. technology.
At this point, it appears that the custo~neris ~~nwilling
to take the time required for a CJ
decisiou on whether this data can be classified as Dual-Use, and is actively seeking
European designers for the project.
European Space Agency (ESA)

Reference: l~ttp://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/area/index.cn?fareaid=l
From the ESA technology roadmap:
General Agreement on the interest of making available ITAR-free space qualified
Deep Sub-Micron (90nm and below - 6511m then 45nm) ASIC technology in
Europe. Embedded and stand-alone High Speed Serial Links are a necessary
complement.
Widespread high interest in the availability of ITAR-free space reprogrammable
FPGAs. Evolution of the Atlnel family of space FPGA (40Kgates -> 280Kgates >350/750Kgates -> I-2MGates.. .)
Large (>lMgates) reprogra~nrnablerad hard European FPGAs are a key
component for future ITAR-free payloads and platforms
Under mission needs in ESA technology roadtnap:
European independence from foreign export control (e.g. US ITAR)
Proiect
~., Obiectives
Reference: 11ttp://teleco1n.esa.int/telecom/www/obiect/index.cfin?fobiectid=28086
The obiective of this pro~jectis to provide an optimized short time solution for
ee
as much as possible
small-medium size siteliites, inv;lving 1 T ~ ~ f rsolutions,
with regard to co~npetitivenessand schedule, making extensive re-use of
SPACEBUS product line heritage and flight records.
DLR ESA Workshop
Reference: http://www.dlr.delrd/Portaldata/28/Resources/dokume11te/esa/WinkIer.pdf
Slide 8 -Product Evolution
ITAR Issue
Special emphasis will be given to the ITAR-issue with respect to risk (delay of
deliveries) and export restrictions

o It is the goal to establish an ITAR-free platform configuration. The

evolution of the product may require R&D activities for the development
of ITAR-free equipment.
Articles Addressing the E x e l u s i o ~of~ U.S. Parts and Colnpollellts
Newsweek "Why America is Lost in Space"
littp://www.newsweek.co1n/id/182544/o~1tout/~rint

Conclusion
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this Notice of inquiry.
TechAmerica members staud ready to work with the U.S. Department of Commerce and
the other U.S. Government agencies to address the serious effects the regulatiotls
identified above have on the policies of foreign and U.S. companies to exclude U.S. parts
and components.
Sincerely,

Ken Montgomery
Senior Director, International Trade Regulation

Kothleen Lockord Polma
Counsel. lnternationol Trode Reguiotion
GE

1299 Pennsylvonio Ave, NW
Washington. DC 20004

April 20, 2009
Parts and Components Study
Office of Technology Evaluation
Bureau of Industry and Security
Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14111St, and Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W
Washington, D.C. 20230
Re:

Parts and Components Inquiry

Dear Sir or Madam:
The General Electric Company VGE"1 submits the following comments in response to the Commerce
Department's Bureau of Industry and Security's VBIS") January 5. 2009, Request for Public Comments
on the Effects of Export Controls on Decisions To Use or Not Use US.-Origin Parts and Components in
Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions (74 Fed. Reg. 263). GE welcomes the
opportunity to comment on this important issue.
Background on GE

GE is one of the oldest, largest and most innovative companies in the United States, with operations in
over 100 countries, more than 300,000 employees and 2007 revenues of more than $170 billion.
As a company dedicated to technology leadership and innovation, as well as worldwide operations
and sales, all of GE's diverse businesses deal with some form of export controls making us a key
stakeholder in export control issues. GE is both a supplier of US-origin parts, components and systems
and o purchaser of US-origin ports and components for non-U5 origin systems.
Comments

GE supports rational and reasonable export controls to safeguard US-origin technology and products
thot are sensitive due to their importance to US national security. Many GE products subject to export
control restrictions also contain technology thot is critical to our advantages as a world-class
manufacturer and are voluoble trade secrets. GE does not believe thot all US export controls should
be eliminated. However, we do think that it is time to invest in revising the US export control system so
thot it is more efficient, predictable and transparent and directed to protecting current US notional
security interests.
in GE's experience, US export controls do affect the decisions of purchasers of US-origin ports and
components in some instances. It is difficult to provide specific data on individual soles lost to a nonUS competitor because of export controls in particular. The US supplier does not always get feedback
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from o customer on why it lost o particular order. However, we believe US export controls do offect
foreign purchaser decisions for at least three reasons:

(1) Export Controls Affect Price
Most, if not all, regulatory requirements hove on impact on the price of the reguloted product because
the company must take steps to bring its activities into complionce with the relevant regulotions. This
is porticulorly relevant when the costs thot US manufacturers face to bring their activities into
compliance with US regulotions ore significantly higher than foreign competitors' analogous costs.
Moreover. US componies face the significant costs ossocioted with deemed export fond deemed
reexport) complionce.
Becouse the US export control system is the sole regime that attempts to control reexports in a serious
way, the reexport burden is significant to US manufacturers. While such controls would theoretically
be the responsibility of the export customer, in reality US componies hove to exert time and energy
educating their customers about their responsibilities. Further. US-headquartered multinotionols like
GE must oddress the requirements in their own reexports.
Reexport controls ore particularly an issue for items thot are not subject to a de minimis exclusion.
such as those subject to the ITAR and the items excluded from de minimis eligibility under the EAR. In
such circumstances, to remain in complionce with US law, the non-US party is expected to obtoin
permission from the US Government for the sale of its end product. This is the case regardless of when
the item was sent to the non-U5 party. Reexport complionce can be particularly tricky in the instonce
o non-US monufocturer is deoling with repairs ond returns for items for which the original export
status is unclear.
( 2 ) Export Controls Can Impact the Reliability of US Suppliers

If o US supplier doesn't get everything right in the original export or otherwise an unforeseen exportcontrol reloted issue arises in u particular transaction, it may require that the US supplier stop and
obtoin permission from the US Government prior to continuing to support a particular customer. This
happens both under the EAR and under the ITAR. GE has certainly hod the experience, particularly in
the M&A context, where we recognize thot o particular item may not have been appropriately
outhorized at the time of the original export. Under the EAR, this con create a General Prohibition 10
issue, where a party would hove need to obtoin permission from BIS before it could provide further
service to or support of on item. Notwithstanding the extremely hard-working team that oddress
these waivers in BIS, due to the complexity of the issues ond the volume of such requests, it is not
uncommon for it to take six months or more to obtoin permission to provide routine service for
something thot wos originally unauthorized, but could hove been licensed. Similor issues arise on the
ITAR side.
In these situations, GE is committed to obtaining necessary outhorizotions, however, the time it tokes
to resolve these issues does hove a negative offect on our customer relationships, It is not difficult to
see how a non-U5 supplier that has gone through one of these experiences may ultimately decide it's
just eosier to buy from outside the US.
Another example of where US export controls can create o reliability issue relotes to supplying
healthcore equipment to countries subject to OFAC sanctions under licenses outhorized by the TSRA
program. Companies generally cannot obtoin licenses to supply spare ports for medical equipment
thot is classified as EAR99 if the spore port itself is not clossified EAR99. This creotes support and
reliobility issues, even though the parts would be supplied as one-for-one replacements within the
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custody of the OEM and its agents. While strict controls are certainly appropriate on exports to such
countries, we foil to understand how it makes sense to authorize a compony to supply a medical
device that involves a significant capital investment by a customer and not provide on adequate legal
mechanism to allow the company to maintain the product. These types of issues can lead to a
perception even outside the sanctioned country thot US companies are unreliable suppliers.
Reliability concerns are particularly acute when authorization is needed to provide a proposal that
contains export controlled dota, for example a system or component thot is custom-designed for nonUS military end-use. In some cases customers descope the customized products and go with
"comrnerciol grade" solutions thot may not have export controls andlor non-U5 product to avoid these
restrictions. At the end of the day the product may not be optimal for the customer's intended use, but
the customer may choose to move forward regardless.
One sales employee in a GE business thot makes certain component products that require export
authorization provided anecdotal information on this point. Customers in Australia reported initial
interest in US-origin products because of good quolity and value. However, this soles employee has
found thot some of his non-U5 customers have turned bock to non-U5 suppliers because of the
difficulty in getting proposals for hardware systems due to US export controls.
Another anecdotal example involves on export-controlled system sold to on Asion customer. While the
GE business initially scoped the opportunity as multi-million dollar sale, the customer ultimately scaled
back their use of export-controlled hardware due to the difficulties faced in getting approval for the
initial controlled exports. This reduced the US sale value of the equipment to a fraction of that initial
expected volue.
13) Non-US Competitors Point to US Export Controls in Competitive Supply Situations as a
Reason Not to Choose US Suppliers

Even under the circumstances in which a particular item may be supplied without US Government
authorization. GE has experienced "noise" from competitors related to US export controls. In
particular, we have seen competitors attempt to argue that a customer shouldn't buy from GE
because they'll hove to deal with reliability issues due to GE's need to obtain authorizations from the
US Government (even when no such authorization is necessory). This issue hos arisen in bids far the
supply of gas turbines thot are confirmed to be EAR99.
AGE Compliance resource bosed outside of the US recently shored the following anecdote, which also
illustrates this point. This person recently attended a troining program in Germany thot addressed US
export controls. During the troining program, there was discussion by several participants of their
desire to avoid transactions where US export controls apply, including selection from non-US products
where possible. Further, a participant expressed concern over when simply involving US-based
persons in cross-border software creation process could invoke US jurisdiction and that for cautions
sake the company may choose to exclude US resources from these projects.
An employee in sales outside the US for one of our businesses that makes some component products
thot require authorirotions for export estimates that about 75% of his customers in the Europe. Middle
East & Africa region would rather ovoid US-origin products because of potentiol export control
restrictions. This employee commented that some customers perceive US export control restrictions
as subjecting them to the risk of a "USA political whim.'
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Another employee in the same business indicated that he hears regularly from internal sales resources
outside the US that their products ore often not considered for integrated solutions because of ITAR
and export concerns.

In conclusion, we believe this is a real and significant issue thot affects the ability of US companies to
compete effectively worldwide. GE encourages the US government to examine whether there are any
changes to its current controls on reexports, in particular, that could be adjusted in a way that would
preserve US national security and foreign policy interests but have less impact on the ability of US
exporters to compete in the global marketplace. If at the end of the day certain of the controls ore
more likely to result in a customer purchasing from o non-US competitor than go through the steps
necessary to remain in compliance with US export controls, it is hard to see how thot benefits US
interests.
Please do not hesitate to contoct the undersigned if you have any questions regarding these
comments.

Kathleen Lockard Palma
Counsel, International Trade Regulation
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Dear Sirs,
Rolls-Royce Canada Limited ("RRC") is in the repair and overhaul (R&O)
business of aircraft engines and the build of new industrial engines.
RRC's facility is located in Lachine, Quebec, and the following is in
response to your parts and components inquiry.
As a RLO facility, we receive engines from around the world. Our Original
Equipment Manufacturer's ("OEM") authorized suppliers are located world
wide and the majority of which are located in the US. The difficulty that
we start encountering with our US suppliers is in relation to the US Dept
of State requirements for identifying end users, end-user certificates and
export permits required for repaired items received and identified as of
militay nature, however, these items are primarily of civil nature and
application. Indeed, these requirements add additional burdens on RRC
which in turn, increase our turn-around-time committed to our customers
and increases our costs.
Another issue we have is with dual use goods and technology. Companies
are often inclined to simply register dual use goods and technology with
the US Dept. of State (play it safe) rather than taking the time to really
evaluate its real application or its dual use nature and clearing them
under the US Commerce Dept. Furthermore, companies also forget about the
Canadian exemption (sec. 126.5 ITAR).
In light of the above, it has happened that RRC has decided to take an
easier root and went with the same supplier who had branches in the United
Kingdom.
Kind Regards,
Melanie Gariepy, L L . B .
Parajuridique/ Paralegal
ROLLS-ROYCE CANADA LIMITOE
9500 CBte de Liesse, Lachine, Qc., H8T 1A2
Tel. : (514) 828-1745
Fax : (514) 828-1615
E-mail : melanie.gariepy@rolls-royce.com
<mailto:melanie.gariepyL?rolls-royce.com>
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U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security
Regulatory Policy Division
Room M-2705
Washington, DC 20230
Subject: Reqacst for Public Comn~entson the Effects of Export Controls on
Decisions to Use o r Not Use US.-Origin Parts and Components in Co~nn~ercial
Products and the Effects of Such Decisions
Dear Sir or Madam:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the above-referenced
matter. As you are aware, decisions not to use US.-origin parts may not be
communicated to U.S. nlanufacturcrs directly and thus are difficult to quantify
Neve~thclcss,'design-out' is a critical issuc and we support BIS efforts to
understand it morc fully and take it into account in fortnuliiting export policy.
Boeing's busincss is focused more on finished products than on parts and
colnponents and wc arc not best positioned to speak to that aspect of the Request.
However, we encounter the effects of export controls on a daily basis. We sce
'design-out' in a broad sense in three areas:
Design out in relation to coinnlercial satellites;
Dcsign-out of U.S. of origin equipmentlmacliinc tools from the production
stream;
Design-out of IJ.S.-origin encryption products; and
Design-out of US.-origin parts incorporated into foreign aircralt.

Wc undcrstood the request to cover both EAR and ITAR controls and respond
accordingly.

The effects of export controls on the U.S. satellite industry have been covered
rcccntly by several organizations, e.g. the non-profit Spacc Foundat~on'sOctober
2008 whitc paper: "ITAR and the U.S. S p c c Industry" and the "Working Group on
the Hcalth of the U.S. Space and the lnlpact of Export Controls" whosc Fcl~ruary
2008 briefing can be found on the CSlS wcbsitc.

It is Boeing's experience that U.S. export controls:

@

Iticrease tlie cost of U.S. satellite offerings (approx 1-2 percent) because of the
aumerous export liee~isesrequired (marketing, program activitics, launch, on-orbit
support, insurance, parts/components, ere.) as well as associated tiianageme~itand
col~iplianceactivities for each license, including DTSA monitoring;
Limit the amount of i~iformationthat can bc shared with customers. This has a
direct impact on the ability to forge stlung custotncr relationships and ge~ieriitcncw
sales. It also creates an unfavorable image as a service l~rovider-. a critical issue for a
multi-million dollar purd~aseswith a decades-long operational life;
Create schedirle uncertainty due to the need to seek liccnscs at many steps in the
process or to wait for issuance or commodity jurisdiction deter~iiinations;
Foster a11 image of U.S. bureaucracy in customers' minds that is a sig~~ificant
initial hurdle to overcome ant1 call be a discri~uinatitigfi~ctorin whether or not U.S.
companies are selected;
Prcsent staffing challc~igesbecause of duallthird country national issues both in
our work force and that of tlie customer, which in turn may implicate conflicting
country privacy laws.
Boei~igmarket data indicates that from 1998 to 2001, U.S. satellitc market share
was 80 percent and non-U.S. satellite market share was 20 percent. From 2002 i~titil
2008, market share shifted to 60 pcrccnt U S . and 40 percent non-U.S. Foreign
co~itractssince 2004 at
satellite manufacturers have won an cstimatcd 21 colii~i~ercial
a loss of $3 billion to U.S. companies, see attached chart which rcflects data compiled
by Boeing.
We have scen that:
Foreign cornpctitors use U.S export controls as a marketing tool against U.S.
i~~dustry;
Custotiiers include "ITAR Frcc" as part of their requirements ibr tlie purchase of
satellite systcms;
Customers place short response dates in 12FPs and tie payment schedules to U.S.
companies' ability to receive export authorizations;
Foreign competitors prefer not to team with U.S. companies for sub-asscinblics
due to U S , export requirements.

Equipe~ent/MachineTools
The Boeing Co~nrncrcialAirplatles busincss unit works with non-U.S. desig~iand
build partners on the purchasc anti supply of tilachine tools for co~iliilcrcialaircraft
production abroad. Boeing's Integratcd Defciise Systems busincss unit is a
manufacturer of non-destructive i11sl)ection equipnieiit for usc in co~iinicrcialaircraft
~~roduction.
Both of these production elements are increasingly impacted by U.S.
export controls.
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Equipment purchases by foreign design and build partners represent multin~illion
dollar capital investments by those companies. Approvals of U.S. liccnscs to export
inspection equipnlent or miichinc tools can take fro111one to twelve months. Oftcn
they come with conditions that are very difficult to inlplement, e.g. use on specific
work packages or conlnicrcial aircraft platforms or limits to using the e q u i ~ ~ n ~toe n t
named ~nanufacturersonly. Schedule uncertainty and onerous conditions related to
U.S. export licenses are lending domestic and ovcrseas tnnnufacturers to source
equipment fkom outside the U.S. where export rcstrictioils are considerably less
restrictive and response times 1nue11shorter, Unfo~tunately,it is siniply easier in
sonic cases to recomnicnd a non-U.S. sourcing strategy for equipment and nlachine
tools.
Encryptio~iProducts
Boeing does not generally develop encryption products, rather we incorporate
encryption into our products that is either publicly available (but still requires
notification to the U S , govenlnlent) or purchased from a supplier. We often design
U.S encryption out of our products because U.S. cxport controls are a deterrent and
foreign procurement is easier.
In the case of encryption software that is either niorc advanccd than U.S.
encryption soitware and has not been reviewed by the U.S. government, or where US.
government review places certain restrictions on the cxport, Bocing frequently
recon~~netids
that its foreigo e~nployeesandlor foreign custo~ncrspurchase export
controlled softwareltechnology in their location ~fthe same version is available for
sale or can be easily obtained from non-U.S. sourccs. This is usually casicr than
using US.-origin encryption proclucts. If Boeing deve1ol)s soitware technology
incot~~orating
an encryption cotnponent that is available abroad, Roeing will
disassenlble the technology (if possiblc) before exporting it, extract the encryptloll
component, ship the non-encryption portion of the product out of the U.S., and reassemhlc it using locally ~)urcl~ased
non-US, encryption con~l~oncnts.

U.S. Aircraft Parts
As stated previously, the Boeing focus on delivered end-items nllows less
visibility to specific examples of product "design-otlt". However, ciesigl-out of U.S.origin parts that are incorporated into large, high dollar value platfornls, such as
con~rncrcialaircmi't, can have larger implications beyond lost sales and an unlevcl
playing field for both the U.S. parts nlanufacturer and the inanufacturcr of the largcr
item. ?'here is a risk that design-out could have a dircct adverse impact on U.S.
policy with respect to countries that are subject to U.S. sanctions because it could
makc available lo a sanctioticd country a11item of important conscqucnce to U.S.
fo~.eignl~olicygoals.

Rccomnlendation
U.S. export controls do influence tiianufactiirers' decisions to not use US.-origie
parts and components in commercial products. The effcct, whether the design-out
includes parts and components or entire ele~nentsof the procluetion strearu, is that U.S.
manufneturers lose business and the concept of a level playing field becomes less and
less of a reality. Items are sourced from outside tlie U.S. where export controls, if
they exist, are less restrictive and enable scheciuling certainty and supplier reliability.
As a consequence, U.S. export co~ltrolsdo not achieve their intended purpose of
keeping items and teclinology out of controlled mi~iitriesTliey may have the
unintended consequence of spiirrirlg technological development outside the U.S. This
can only have a negative impact on the U.S. economy and perhaps on national
security and the defense industrial base as the U.S. loses grou~idnu the global
technological leader in certain areas. Finally, U.S. policy slioultl not be dependent
rule, i.e., on whether a U.S. patt or component is
on the thin thread of the de rni~tili~is
or is not designed out from a foreign end item. For that reason a cotnprehensive
review of the de ~ni~iin?is
rule fro111the perspective of design-out, foreign availability
and the i~iiplicatiorisfor U.S. national and economic security goals is becoming an
imperative.
As a near-term step to improve this situation, Inore weight tiecds to be given to
the fact that controlled itenis are availal~lefroin non-U.S. sources when reviewing
export licenses, rather than tlie narrow consideration of foreign availability outside of
the Wassenaar regime. Such infornletion could be provided by the exporter seeking
BlS could also put iiiore enlphasis on staying abreast of non-U.S.
the lice~~se.
availability and incorporate this information into the annual CC'L review. For thc
longer-term we urge the export control agencies to re-examine tltcir controls and
remove those that are not militarily critical *om the OSML and CCL and to review
tlie (Ic t?~irtiinisrule.
Sincerely,

Noana Rein,
Senior Manager
Global Licensing Compliance & Policy
703-465-3655

Attachment: US Satellite Market Sliarc by Year
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Sent via emuil to: publiccomments@bis.doc.pov

Office of Technology Evaluation, Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
1 4 ' St.
~ and Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20230

RE: Federal Register: February 19,2009 (Volume 74, Number 32)
Docket No. 0812221638-9166-02
Request for Public Comments on the Effects of Export Controls on
ts
Decisions T o Use o r Not Use U.S.-Origin Parts and C o m p o n e ~ ~in
Commercial Products and the Effects of Such Decisions
Dear Sir or Madam:
Texas Instruments is pleased to provide comments on the above-referenced Notice of
Inquiry published by the Bureau of Industry and Security. We would like to comment
on five areas we believe our custotners decisions are impacted by U. S. Government
colltrols on U.S. origin parts and components.

While some progress has been made recently, the encryption regulations are complex and
difficult to apply and adtninister. This causes delays in the develop~nentand sale of
semiconductor cotnponents which incorporate encryption. These delays are factored into
our customer's decisions to purchase our products, which are subject to US controls,
versus those of semiconductor companies which are not subject to these arcane
requirements.
submitted by both TechAmerica and Se~niconductor
We support the public co~nn~ents
Industry Association on March 9,2009 in reference to RIN 0694-XA15 request for
public cotnlnents on encryption.
Specifically, Texas Instruments believes that the effects of the current encryption
regulations have a dampening effect on our ability to compete. For example, the
extensive semi-annual reporting requirements place a huge administrative burden on
companies to comply. From the business perspective, it is costly and time consuming to
PO Box 655303, MS 3935, Dallas, TX 75265

collect and report the data. After a decade of such reporting, the purpose for this
reporting has long since become redundant.
Most current encryption software, hardware, and components, as well as products
including cryptographic functions, are subject to detailed review require~nentsin order to
qualify for either mass-market status or for shipment under license exception ENC.
Texas Instruments believes the utility of this requirement has largely eroded over time,
and should be replaced with a self-classification process.
The review requirements are affecting an ever widening range of Texas Instruments
products, as basic encryption now appears in a very wide range of elid applications,
including medical devices and cell phones. Al~ilostall modern software has encryption
functions, virtually all of them of the same types that have been reviewed before in
thousands of other products.
Encryption is also unique in that items in the public domain, or that are generally
available to the public, remain subject to the EAR, meaning that they retain controls to
some destinations and end users. This creates a co~nplianceburden to our company that
is not required for other cornpatlies incorporating non-US origin encryption. Texas
I~istru~nents
reco~n~ne~ids
that these public encryption items be exempt from EAR
jtrrisdiction.
Mass market treatment should be accorded to co~nmercialcomponents that are designed
and produced for use in mass markets or that are otherwise ge~ierallyavailable. If a cell
phone or other widely available product enjoys mass market status under the regulations,
the components and related fir~nware/software/technologydesigned for such products
should be treated equally.
2. Components for Commercial Satellites

Commercial satellites are controlled under ITAR. Certain comn~ercialsatellite
colnponents are also controlled under [TAR. We are eticounteritig increasing difficulty
selling into the com~nercialEuropean space market because of the "no-ITAR" policy
adopted by a number of imnportant European buyers. The European reaction to the ITAR
has provided European co~npetitorsan extreme competitive advantage. The ITAR
designation for the products has thus damaged our ability to sell to European buyers,
because of their reluctance to source ITAR parts. This creates a vacuum in which our
European co~npetitorshave accelerated development of European-made integrated
satellite programs.
circuits for use in these co~n~nercial
3. De Mi~iimisRules.

Current application of the de minimis rules reflects the extra territorial reach of US
export control rules. These rules have a chilling affect on customer relationships. De
Minimis rules run counter to business strategies to be effective, efficient and timely in
concluding business negotiations. Often language for these rules is the last point of
contention in contract negotiations, especially for those custotners that have non-US
origin alternatives.
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4. License Conditions & Reporting.

Texas Instru~nentshas received license conditions that are inconsistent between a license
for one customer versus another or fiorn year to year, such as a Parts Control Plan. This
creates a co~nplianceburden and someti~nesunhappy customers.
Additionally, the reporting requirement that solnetirnes acco~npanieslicense conditions is
a burden for both our company and the customer. This quarterly reporting requireinent
increases the administrative burden and costs to co~npanieslike ours while largely being
redundant. Under the current econolnic environment, we believe the reporting
requirements should be eliminated.
5. License Process.

Lastly, the license process itself can affect a customer's decision to purchase Texas
Instrurnents products versus European competitors, which can have a Inore efficient
licensing process. Time to market is one of the key attributes that our custorners
measures Texas Instrurnents performance versus that of our competitors. When we
experience delays in the licensing process which impact our time to market, Texas
Instrulnents is faced with unhappy customers.
Conclusion
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this Notice of Inquiry. Texas
Instruments stands ready to work with the U.S. Department of Co~nmerceand the other
U.S. Government agencies to address the serious effects the regulations identified above
have on the policies of foreign and U.S. companies to exclude U.S. parts and
components.
Sincerely,

Greg Chalkley
Director, Global Trade Colnpliance
Texas Instruments Incorporated
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